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Abstract in English 

Patients with locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) have tumors 

that are large, invade other intrathoracic structures and/or have spread to regional 

lymph nodes. These patients are often inoperable, and the standard treatment is 

radiotherapy in combination with chemotherapy, followed by immunotherapy for 

selected patients. 

Intensity-modulated photon radiotherapy (IMRT) in free breathing (FB) is the 

current standard radiotherapy technique for LA-NSCLC patients. Due to large 

treatment volumes in proximity to important organs at risk (OARs), the patients often 

experience side effects from treatment. Radiation-induced side effects such as 

radiation pneumonitis and cardiac disease can be severe and potentially fatal.  

The aim of this project was to investigate the potential of different methods to 

reduce OAR doses and the risk of side effects in radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC. The 

three main topics of investigation were automated treatment planning (autoplanning), 

deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) and proton therapy. Prospectively collected 

image data both from before and during radiotherapy treatment were used in five 

different simulation studies. 

Autoplanning in IMRT was investigated in papers I-II. The delivery of 

radiotherapy is based on a treatment plan that defines all settings determining the 

radiation dose and location for each individual patient. Manual treatment planning is 

time consuming and results in heterogeneous plan quality between patients. In paper 

I, a system for automated IMRT treatment planning was developed based on the 

Erasmus-iCycle system, which generates treatment plans according to a pre-defined 

wish-list for the specific patient group. These plans are however not clinically 

deliverable, and Erasmus-iCycle was therefore coupled to the clinical treatment 

planning system at HUH to recreate the dose distributions. The developed system 

(“iCE”) generated plans with lower doses to the heart and esophagus compared to 

manually created, clinically delivered treatment plans. 
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In the second paper, iCE was exploited to improve treatment planning in the 

radiotherapy clinic at HUH. This was achieved by using iCE plans to train a clinically 

available commercial system for automated planning which is dependent on a library 

of input training plans. Paper II showed that training the system with plans from iCE 

improved the output plans compared to training with manually created plans. This 

knowledge is important because most centers using such systems for automated 

planning use manually created plans for training, thereby potentially generating 

suboptimal plans for many future patients. 

In paper III, we investigated the effect of patients holding their breath while 

receiving radiotherapy. With similar target coverage and inter-fraction robustness, 

DIBH reduced the lung dose for around 90% and heart dose for around 70% of the 

patients compared to FB. Heart sparing depended on tumor position. The 

autoplanning system developed in paper I was applied to ensure bias-free generation 

of high-quality treatment plans for this study. 

In the last two studies we investigated proton therapy for LA-NSCLC. Paper 

IV compared different optimization techniques for pencil beam scanning proton 

therapy with regard to target and OAR doses and robustness. 3D robust intensity-

modulated proton therapy (IMPT) was the preferred technique because OAR doses 

were reduced with minimal loss of robustness compared to single-field optimized and 

4D robust plans. This technique was therefore used in paper V.  

In paper V, the methods were combined: We implemented a system for 

autoplanning of IMPT and used it to compare DIBH and FB also in proton therapy. 

DIBH reduced lung dose compared to FB, and regardless of breathing technique, 

OAR doses were far lower in IMPT than IMRT. 

Overall, this thesis has provided knowledge that can improve radiotherapy of 

LA-NSCLC. With proper training or tuning, autoplanning has great potential for 

ensuring high and homogeneous plan quality between patients. DIBH can reduce the 

risk of side effects in both IMRT and IMPT. IMPT is costly and technically 

demanding but has potential to drastically reduce OAR doses compared to photon 

therapy. The results from this thesis have already had a direct impact in our clinic; 
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Abstract in Norwegian 

Pasienter med lokalavansert ikke-småcellet lungekreft (LA-NSCLC) har svulster som 

er store, vokser inn i andre strukturer i brystkassen, og/eller har spredt seg til 

regionale lymfeknuter. Disse pasientene er som oftest ikke kandidater for kirurgi, og 

standardbehandlingen er stråleterapi kombinert med kjemoterapi, med påfølgende 

immunterapi for utvalgte pasienter. 

 Intensitetsmodulert stråleterapi med fotoner (IMRT) i fripust er standard 

teknikk for stråleterapi for pasienter med LA-NSCLC. På grunn av store 

behandlingsvolum som ligger i nærheten av viktige risikoorganer får pasientene ofte 

bivirkninger av behandlingen. Bivirkninger av strålingen, som stråleindusert 

lungebetennelse og hjertesykdom, kan være alvorlige og potensielt dødelige. 

 Målet for dette prosjektet var å undersøke potensialet for å redusere 

risikoorgandoser og risikoen for bivirkninger i stråleterapi av LA-NSCLC ved bruk 

av ulike metoder: automatisk doseplanlegging, dyp innpust (DIBH) og protonterapi. 

Prospektivt innsamlet bildedata både fra før og underveis i strålebehandlingen ble 

brukt i fem ulike simuleringsstudier. 

 I artikkel I-II undersøkte vi automatisk doseplanlegging for IMRT. Stråleterapi 

leveres basert på en doseplan som definerer alle innstillinger som bestemmer hvor og 

hvor mye stråling som gis hver enkelt pasient. Manuell doseplanlegging er 

tidkrevende og gir varierende plankvalitet mellom pasienter. I artikkel I utviklet vi et 

system for automatisk doseplanlegging basert på Erasmus-iCycle, et system som 

genererer doseplaner ut fra en forhåndsdefinert «ønskeliste» for den aktuelle 

pasientgruppen. Disse planene er ikke klinisk leverbare, og Erasmus-iCycle ble derfor 

koblet sammen med det kliniske doseplansystemet som brukes på Haukeland 

Universitetssykehus (HUH) slik at dosefordelingene kunne gjenskapes der. Systemet 

vi utviklet («iCE») genererte planer med lavere dose til hjerte og spiserør 

sammenlignet med manuelt planlagte, kliniske leverte doseplaner. 

 I den andre studien dro vi nytte av iCE for å forbedre doseplanlegging i 

stråleterapiklinikken ved HUH. Dette gjorde vi ved å bruke iCE-planer for å «trene» 
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immunterapi for utvalgte pasienter. 

 Intensitetsmodulert stråleterapi med fotoner (IMRT) i fripust er standard 

teknikk for stråleterapi for pasienter med LA-NSCLC. På grunn av store 

behandlingsvolum som ligger i nærheten av viktige risikoorganer får pasientene ofte 

bivirkninger av behandlingen. Bivirkninger av strålingen, som stråleindusert 

lungebetennelse og hjertesykdom, kan være alvorlige og potensielt dødelige. 

 Målet for dette prosjektet var å undersøke potensialet for å redusere 

risikoorgandoser og risikoen for bivirkninger i stråleterapi av LA-NSCLC ved bruk 

av ulike metoder: automatisk doseplanlegging, dyp innpust (DIBH) og protonterapi. 

Prospektivt innsamlet bildedata både fra før og underveis i strålebehandlingen ble 

brukt i fem ulike simuleringsstudier. 

 I artikkel I-II undersøkte vi automatisk doseplanlegging for IMRT. Stråleterapi 

leveres basert på en doseplan som definerer alle innstillinger som bestemmer hvor og 

hvor mye stråling som gis hver enkelt pasient. Manuell doseplanlegging er 

tidkrevende og gir varierende plankvalitet mellom pasienter. I artikkel I utviklet vi et 

system for automatisk doseplanlegging basert på Erasmus-iCycle, et system som 

genererer doseplaner ut fra en forhåndsdefinert «ønskeliste» for den aktuelle 

pasientgruppen. Disse planene er ikke klinisk leverbare, og Erasmus-iCycle ble derfor 

koblet sammen med det kliniske doseplansystemet som brukes på Haukeland 

Universitetssykehus (HUH) slik at dosefordelingene kunne gjenskapes der. Systemet 

vi utviklet («iCE») genererte planer med lavere dose til hjerte og spiserør 

sammenlignet med manuelt planlagte, kliniske leverte doseplaner. 

 I den andre studien dro vi nytte av iCE for å forbedre doseplanlegging i 

stråleterapiklinikken ved HUH. Dette gjorde vi ved å bruke iCE-planer for å «trene» 
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et kommersielt tilgjengelig system for automatisk doseplanlegging som er avhengig 

av et bibliotek med treningsplaner. Artikkel II viste at når dette systemet ble trent 

med iCE-planer genererte det bedre doseplaner enn når det ble trent med manuelle 

planer. Dette er viktig kunnskap fordi de fleste klinikker som bruker denne typen 

systemer for automatisk doseplanlegging bruker manuelle planer til trening, og 

dermed potensielt genererer suboptimale planer for mange framtidige pasienter. 

 I artikkel III undersøkte vi effekten av at pasientene holder pusten mens de får 

strålebehandling. Med tilsvarende målvolumsdekning og robusthet mellom fraksjoner 

reduserte DIBH lungedosen for rundt 90 % og hjertedosen for rundt 70 % av 

pasientene sammenlignet med fripust. Sparing av hjertet var avhengig av svulstens 

posisjon. Vi brukte systemet for automatisk doseplanlegging utviklet i artikkel I for å 

sikre doseplaner av høy kvalitet uten påvirkning av eventuell partiskhet hos en 

menneskelig doseplanlegger. 

 I de to siste studiene undersøkte vi protonterapi for LA-NSCLC. Artikkel IV 

sammenlignet ulike optimeringsteknikker for moderne protonterapi («pencil beam 

scanning») med hensyn til dose til målvolum og risikoorganer samt robusthet. 3D-

robust intensitetsmodulert protonterapi (IMPT) kom best ut på grunn av reduksjon i 

risikoorgandoser sammen med minimalt tap av robusthet sammenlignet med 

enkeltfeltoptimerte og 4D-robuste planer. Denne teknikken ble derfor brukt i artikkel 

V. 

 I artikkel V kombinerte vi metodene: Vi implementerte et system for 

automatisk doseplanlegging av IMPT og brukte det for å sammenligne DIBH og 

fripust også i protonterapi. DIBH reduserte lungedosen sammenlignet med fripust, og 

uavhengig av pusteteknikk var risikoorgandosene langt lavere i IMPT enn IMRT. 

 Totalt sett har dette doktorgradsarbeidet gitt kunnskap som kan forbedre 

stråleterapi av LA-NSCLC. Med god trening eller innstilling har automatisk 

doseplanlegging stort potensial for å sikre høy og homogen plankvalitet mellom 

pasienter. DIBH kan redusere risikoen for bivirkninger i både IMRT og IMPT. IMPT 

er kostbart og teknisk krevende, men har potensial til å redusere risikoorgandoser 

drastisk sammenlignet med fotonterapi. Resultatene i denne avhandlingen har 
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1. Introduction 

Cancer is a group of diseases characterized by uncontrolled cell growth which can 

spread to other parts of the body (metastasize). In Norway, more than 38 000 people 

were diagnosed with cancer in 2022, of which almost 10% lung cancer [1]. Lung 

cancer is the cancer that takes most lives, both in Norway and worldwide [2]. 

Radiotherapy is one of the main types of cancer treatment, along with surgery, 

chemotherapy and immunotherapy. 50% of cancer patients need radiotherapy as part 

of their treatment [3]. The goal in radiotherapy is to deliver the prescribed radiation 

dose to the tumor while damaging as little healthy tissue as possible. 

1.1 Locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer 

There are two main types of lung cancer: small cell and non-small cell. Non-small 

cell accounts for around 80%-85% of lung cancers and is usually less aggressive than 

small cell lung cancer.  

In stage I non-small cell lung cancer, the tumor is <3 cm in the greatest 

dimension and there is no lymph node metastasis. In stage II, the tumor can be up to 7 

cm or there can be metastasis in nearby lymph nodes. Stage III is often referred to as 

locally advanced disease, and is characterized by one or more of the following: 

• Primary tumor >7 cm 

• Primary tumor invading intrathoracic structures such as the diaphragm, 

mediastinum, heart or esophagus  

• Separate tumor nodules in a different ipsilateral lobe than the primary tumor 

• Spread to regional lymph nodes 

There is large heterogeneity in anatomy between patients with stage III NSCLC 

(Figure 1). In stage IV there is distant metastasis [4]. 
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1.1.1 Treatment of locally advanced NSCLC 

While surgery can be an option for selected patients with stage IIIA NSCLC, most 

patients with stage III NSCLC have unresectable disease and receive radiotherapy as 

part of their treatment. Treatment for these patients has evolved over the last decades, 

slowly improving survival. Adding cisplatin based chemotherapy to radiotherapy 

gave an absolute benefit in survival of 4% at two years and 2% at five years [5], and 

changing chemoradiotherapy from sequential to concomitant improved 5-year overall 

survival from 10.6% to 15.1% due to reduction in locoregional progression [6]. 

Changing radiotherapy technique from 3D conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) to 

intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) did not impact survival or local control but 

reduced the rate of grade ≥3 radiation pneumonitis (RP) [7]. 

The current standard of care for inoperable locally advanced NSCLC (LA-

NSCLC) is concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy [8], and external beam photon 

radiotherapy delivered as IMRT or volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) is the 

most common radiotherapy technique. Following the success of the PACIFIC trial, 

immunotherapy is administered after chemoradiotherapy for a subgroup of patients 

(PD-L1 ≥ 1% and no disease progression after chemoradiotherapy according to 

Figure 1. Examples of patients studied in this thesis. Left: Stage IIIA NSCLC, with a 

1.6 cm primary tumor in the left lower lobe and lymph node metastases in the hilar 

and superior mediastinal nodes. Right: Stage IIIC NSCLC, with a 10.5 cm primary 

tumor in the left upper lobe and lymph node metastases in the hilar, superior 

mediastinal, subcarinal, aortic and low cervical nodes. The gross tumor volume 

(GTV) is shown in red, heart in yellow, esophagus in brown, spinal canal in cyan and 

lungs in shaded blue. 
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Norwegian recommendations) [9]. However, even the most successful treatment so 

far has only achieved a 5-year overall survival of 42.9% and progression-free survival 

of 33.1% in stage III NSCLC [9]. Local tumor control is still suboptimal, but the 

possibility for radiotherapy dose escalation is limited by severe and potentially deadly 

treatment-related toxicity [10]. 

1.2 Radiotherapy with photons and protons 

Ionizing radiation consists of charged (directly ionizing) or uncharged (indirectly 

ionizing) particles with enough energy to create ionizations in a medium. When 

ionizing radiation interacts with cells in the body it can cause lethal damage to the 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). In radiotherapy, ionizing radiation is used to kill 

cancer cells. 

1.2.1 Photon therapy 

The most common radiotherapy is external beam radiotherapy with photons delivered 

by a linear accelerator (linac). In the linac, electrons are generated and accelerated 

before colliding with a high-Z material target to produce x-ray photons. In the head of 

the linac (gantry), the photon beam is shaped by a multileaf collimator and directed 

towards the patient. 

 When photons interact with tissue, energy is transferred to electrons or 

positrons which in turn deposit energy through interactions of their electric field with 

the electric fields of atoms they pass. Photons therefore deposit the most radiation 

dose (energy per mass) in the region of one to a few centimeters inside the body, and 

the dose gradually decreases with depth. To achieve a high dose in a deep-seated 

target volume and lower dose in surrounding tissues, the radiation can be delivered 

from several different angles or as arc therapy where the gantry rotates around the 

patient. 

1.2.2 Proton therapy 

Protons interact differently with tissue than photons. They give a relatively low 

entrance dose, deposit most of the energy at a depth in the patient body determined by 
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their energy, then stop sharply and do not deliver any exit dose. This can be 

advantageous because the dose to healthy tissue, particularly behind the target 

volume, can be substantially reduced compared to photon therapy. 

In proton radiotherapy, protons are accelerated in a cyclotron or synchrotron 

and emitted as a narrow so-called pencil beam. The range of the protons is selected 

either by adjusting the beam energy output from the accelerator, or by introducing 

degrading material in the beam. In passive scattering proton therapy (PSPT), the 

beam is spread by a scattering material to cover the target volume. Pencil beam 

scanning proton therapy (PBS-PT) is a modern delivery method where the pencil 

beam is magnetically scanned across the target volume. This allows for more 

conformal dose distributions than in photon therapy and PSPT, but also increases 

sensitivity to factors such as changes in tissue density (range) and breathing motion. 

PBS-PT can be optimized so that all the fields cover the target volume with uniform 

dose (single-field uniform dose, SFUD) or that each field contributes differently to 

different areas of the target volume, while all fields in sum give a homogeneous 

target dose (intensity-modulated proton therapy, IMPT). 

The number of proton facilities has increased steadily the last years and there 

are now more than 100 operational centers around the world [11]. Two centers will 

open in Norway in 2024 (Oslo) and 2025 (HUH). While proton therapy is not a 

standard treatment for lung cancer, it is used both in clinical studies and in other 

settings such as within the model-based selection framework in the Netherlands; 

there, patients can qualify for proton therapy based on comparative treatment 

planning and estimated reductions in the risk of side effects [12].  

1.2.3 Robustness 

Different factors can cause the delivered radiation dose to differ from the planned 

dose, such as tumor growth or shrinkage, weight changes, changes in tissue density 

(e.g. atelectasis), positioning variations and intra-fraction motion (e.g. breathing 

motion). The treatment is considered robust if any variations in the target and OAR 

doses are within acceptable limits.  
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 5 

 Anatomical and positioning changes can have more impact on the delivered 

dose in proton therapy than photon therapy [13]. Proton dose distributions are more 

conformal with steep dose gradients, and in IMPT the individual fields can have steep 

gradients within the target volume. There is also a range uncertainty originating from 

the conversion from Hounsfield units in CT images to stopping power of protons. 

Robust optimization algorithms available in commercial treatment planning systems 

(TPSs) can incorporate uncertainties related to positioning shifts and range 

uncertainties (3D) as well as breathing motion (4D) in the treatment plan optimization 

(section 1.3). 

1.2.4 Radiotherapy side effects 

Radiotherapy destroys cancer cells but will inevitably also damage healthy tissue near 

the tumor, and this can induce short- and long-term side effects. The probability of 

both tumor control and side effects increases with radiation dose [14]. 

In radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC, side effects due to radiation of the lungs, heart 

and esophagus are relatively common [15]. The risk of side effects can limit the dose 

that can be delivered to the tumor and may therefore hinder tumor control. Radiation 

pneumonitis (RP) is a severe side effect that can cause interruption of treatment, 

preclude immunotherapy or even be deadly. The incidence increases with increasing 

lung dose, and there is no “safe” threshold below which RP does not occur. 

According to the QUANTEC report, keeping the mean lung dose ≤20 Gy and the 

lung V20Gy ≤ 30% limits the risk of RP to ≤20% [16]. Radiation can also cause 

chronic lung fibrosis, a late side effect with symptoms such as progressive shortness 

of breath and coughing [17]. 

 Focus on the effects of radiation on the heart has increased in recent years, as 

IMRT has increased the possibility of heart sparing and more lung cancer patients 

survive the first years after radiotherapy. In particular, attention increased after the 

RTOG0617 dose escalation trial which surprisingly showed worse survival for 

patients in the high-dose arm, where higher heart dose emerged as a contributing 

factor which increased risk of death [10]. Radiation-induced cardiac toxicities include 

stenosis of valves or arteries, myocardial atrophy, constrictive pericarditis, ischemia 
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and heart failure. Heart dose is associated with overall survival for LA-NSCLC 

patients [18]. While consistent dose limits have not been defined, mean heart dose, 

V5Gy and V30Gy have been associated with the risk of cardiac toxicity [19]. 

 Acute esophagitis is a common side effect after radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC, 

with symptoms such as throat pain and swallowing problems. Correlations to both the 

mean and maximum esophagus dose have been reported [20,21]. Esophageal 

perforation and fistula are rare but potentially deadly side effects. 

Radiation myelopathy (spinal cord injury) is a rare but severe late side-effect 

with symptoms such as pain, sensory deficits or paralysis. A commonly used 

tolerance dose of 50 Gy gives an incidence of myelopathy of 0.2% [22]. Radiation 

can also induce neuropathy in the brachial plexus, with symptoms such as pain, 

lymphedema and progressive sensory-motor deficits of the arm. The risk is low when 

the brachial plexus maximum dose is kept below 66 Gy [23]. Other side effects after 

radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC include fatigue and lymphopenia. 

The individual risk of a specific radiation-induced side effect can be estimated 

using a normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) model. NTCP models are 

mathematical models that estimate the risk of side effects based on planned radiation 

dose in OARs, and other patient, disease and treatment variables. 

1.3 Radiotherapy treatment planning 

A radiotherapy treatment plan defines all aspects of the treatment for the individual 

patient, such as the radiation type and energy, the physical arrangement and shape of 

the radiation beams, and the amount of radiation given from each angle. Treatment 

planning is usually performed by a radiation therapist (RTT) or medical physicist. 

The goal is to create a plan that delivers the prescribed dose to the target volume and 

as little as possible to surrounding healthy tissue. In particular, organs at risk (OARs) 

linked to radiation-induced complications must be spared when possible, and most of 

these organs have dose constraints (limit for acceptable risk of complications).  
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The treatment planning process, performed in a computerized TPS, is 

illustrated in Figure 2. A CT scan of the patient with the target volume (tumor with 

margins for subclinical disease, motion etc.) and OARs defined is used as basis. For 

each patient, the planner must decide the beam configuration (how many radiation 

beams and which angles to irradiate from) and define a list of constraints and 

objectives for the dose in different structures. A constraint is a fixed limit that cannot 

be violated, while an objective is a goal that is adapted to the anatomy of the 

individual patient and given a certain priority. The resulting mathematical 

optimization problem is solved to create a radiation dose distribution. The solution to 

the optimization problem is mathematically optimal, but not clinically optimal for the 

patient unless the beam configuration, constraints and objectives are optimal. The 

planner evaluates the dose distribution and tries to identify potential improvements. 

Figure 2. The treatment planning process. Upper left: CT scan with target volume 

(pink) and OARs defined. Yellow lines show the selected beam angles. Upper right: 

Optimized treatment plan with radiation dose shown in colors from red (high) to blue 

(low). Center: Individual planning objectives for the clinical target volume (CTV), 

OARs and patient body. Bottom: Steps in the treatment planning process. 
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They adjust the beams and/or planning objectives and restart the optimization. This 

loop is continued until the planner does not see room for improvement. The treatment 

plan is then evaluated by an oncologist, who approves the plan for treatment or 

requests changes. 

Manual treatment planning is a trial-and-error process, where the planner tries 

to make improvements to the dose distribution until they are satisfied or out of time. 

The number of possible combinations of beam angles, constraints, objectives and 

priorities is countless, and the planner has no way of knowing when an optimal dose 

distribution is achieved. The resulting dose distribution is therefore in general not 

optimal, and the quality is impacted by the skill and performance of the treatment 

planner [24–26]. 

1.4 Automated treatment planning 

Automated treatment planning, also called autoplanning, is gaining attention and 

popularity due to evidence of improved plan quality (reduced OAR doses), reduced 

inter-patient variation in plan quality and large time savings for the treatment 

planners, combined with better availability and performance of commercial solutions 

for photon therapy autoplanning [26]. With autoplanning, some or all tasks usually 

performed by the treatment planner are replaced by sophisticated computer 

algorithms.  

There are several different strategies for autoplanning. Knowledge-based 

planning or machine learning planning systems predict the achievable dose for new 

patients based on previous treatment plans. Commercially available knowledge-based 

planning can give modest reductions in OAR doses for different diagnoses including 

LA-NSCLC [27–30]. However, the output depends on the input plans, which are 

usually manually planned and not optimal, and the systems are not applicable for new 

techniques or diagnoses when a set of high-quality previous plans is not available 

[31–36].  
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Other autoplanning systems are based on certain rules or characteristics that 

are indicative of an “ideal” dose distribution for each patient. The Erasmus-iCycle 

system for multi-criterial optimization (MCO), developed by our collaborators at the 

Erasmus Medical Center, creates a Pareto-optimal dose distribution based on a 

prioritized list (“wish-list”) of required and desired qualities [37]. Pareto-optimality 

describes a situation where no improvements can be made for any objective functions 

without deteriorating another. This system does not produce clinically deliverable 

treatment plans and must therefore be coupled to a clinical system [38,39]. Erasmus-

iCycle can also perform beam angle optimization (BAO), where the optimal beam 

angles for each patient are determined based on the same wish-list. Another strategy 

in this category is scripted treatment planning, which can be implemented in various 

ways, e.g. to try and mimic the actions and assessments performed by human 

planners in a consistent way [40,41]. 

While autoplanning has become quite common in photon therapy and a 

number of papers have demonstrated benefits of autoplanning over manual planning, 

there is less experience with autoplanning in proton therapy. Some studies have 

reported successful implementation of different autoplanning methods for specific 

diagnoses and settings, but the improvements in OAR doses seen with autoplanning 

in photon therapy has so far not been demonstrated in proton therapy [42–46].  

1.5 Respiratory gating 

Radiotherapy in the thorax and abdomen is influenced by breathing; attempting to hit 

a moving target can be a challenge. Large margins can be required to ensure the 

target volume receives the planned dose in different breathing phases, increasing dose 

to OARs. Respiratory gating is used to monitor or alter the patients’ breathing pattern 

during radiotherapy delivery and adapt the treatment to the breathing. With gating in 

free breathing, the patient breathes normally but radiation is only delivered in a 

specific part of the breathing cycle, when the tumor is in a pre-defined position. With 

gating in breath hold, radiation is delivered while the patient holds their breath either 

during inspiration or expiration. 
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 Inspiration or deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) is the most commonly used 

respiratory gating technique [47]. In DIBH, the patient holds their breath at a specific 

level of inspiration during radiotherapy delivery. Different approaches can be used 

for monitoring and reproducing the breathing level: tracking an external marker (e.g. 

a box placed on the patient’s chest), tracking the patient surface directly (surface 

tracking), or spirometry (a mechanical device with a mouthpiece measuring air flow). 

A screen where the current and desired breathing level are visualized can help the 

patient achieve the correct level. Compared to gating in free breathing or expiration 

breath hold, DIBH has the potential additional advantage of increasing the separation 

between the target volume and OARs. It is however more demanding for the patient, 

and patients with cognitive impairments or severe comorbidities may be unable to 

carry out treatment in DIBH.  

 There have been some studies showing promise for DIBH in LA-NSCLC in 

terms of patient compliance [48], reproducibility [48,49] and OAR dose sparing [50]. 

Still, the use of DIBH in radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC is limited: in a survey of 200 

radiotherapy centers, 17% used DIBH for lung cancer and most of them used it for 

less than 25% of lung cancer patients [47]. This motivates further studies to validate 

potential benefits of DIBH, also with respect to different sub-groups of patients. 
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2. Aims of the thesis 

The overall aim of this thesis was to identify methods that can improve radiotherapy 

of LA-NSCLC by reducing the radiation dose to OARs and thereby the risk of 

complications from radiotherapy.  

 

Specific objectives of each paper were: 

Papers I and II 

• Develop a system for autoplanning taking advantage of the MCO and BAO in 

Erasmus-iCycle while creating clinically deliverable plans (paper I). 

• Use the autoplanning system to improve plan quality compared to manually 

created, clinically delivered plans, and investigate the impact of beam angles 

and beam number on plan quality (paper I). 

• Use the generated autoplans to train and improve a system for knowledge-based 

treatment planning in clinical use at HUH (paper II). 

 

Paper III 

• Compare FB and DIBH in IMRT of LA-NSCLC with focus on dose-volume 

parameters, NTCPs and inter-fraction robustness, and investigate which 

patients are most likely to benefit from DIBH. 

 

Paper IV 

• Identify the best optimization technique for PBS-PT in terms of target coverage 

and OAR sparing with attention to delivery uncertainties and anatomical 

changes. 

 

Paper V 
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• Compare FB and DIBH in IMPT of LA-NSCLC with focus on dose-volume 

parameters, NTCPs and inter-fraction robustness, and compare FB and DIBH 

IMPT to FB and DIBH IMRT. 
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3. Material and methods 

3.1 Patients 

In all studies in this thesis, we have used prospectively collected data from patients 

treated at Haukeland University Hospital (HUH) between October 2019 and 

November 2022. Patients receiving radiotherapy with curative intent according to the 

protocol for LA-NSCLC were invited to participate. While most patients had stage III 

disease, stage II could also be included if the tumor was inoperable and not suited for 

stereotactic radiotherapy, and stage IV in case of oligometastatic disease where 

metastases could be treated separately, leaving a target volume in the lungs receiving 

radiotherapy with curative intent. One patient with stage IB that had an inoperable 

tumor due to the position in the main bronchus and received radiotherapy according 

to the protocol for LA-NSCLC was included. 

3.2 Patient material 

In the planning CT session prior to treatment, a 10-phase 4DCT, 3 DIBH CTs and a 

static CT with intravenous contrast were acquired for each patient. Imaging was 

performed on a Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), 

using a Posirest-2 support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, USA) for fixation 

in the supine position with arms resting above the head. The breathing curve for the 

4DCT was acquired using the Philips Bellows device. DIBH was performed with the 

Respiratory Gating for Scanners (RGSC) system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 

USA), using a marker box placed on the sternum, 2-3 mm gating window and visual 

feedback. The patients practiced breath holds before image acquisition at the planning 

CT session. 

 Target volumes were defined by an oncologist and OARs by a treatment 

planner. Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and lymph nodes were 

delineated according to ESTRO guidelines [51]. For FB, the OARs and GTVs were 

delineated on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the 4DCT, and the internal 

GTV (IGTV) incorporated the GTV positions in all 4DCT phases. For DIBH, the 
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disease, stage II could also be included if the tumor was inoperable and not suited for 

stereotactic radiotherapy, and stage IV in case of oligometastatic disease where 

metastases could be treated separately, leaving a target volume in the lungs receiving 

radiotherapy with curative intent. One patient with stage IB that had an inoperable 

tumor due to the position in the main bronchus and received radiotherapy according 

to the protocol for LA-NSCLC was included. 

3.2 Patient material 

In the planning CT session prior to treatment, a 10-phase 4DCT, 3 DIBH CTs and a 

static CT with intravenous contrast were acquired for each patient. Imaging was 

performed on a Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), 

using a Posirest-2 support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, USA) for fixation 

in the supine position with arms resting above the head. The breathing curve for the 

4DCT was acquired using the Philips Bellows device. DIBH was performed with the 

Respiratory Gating for Scanners (RGSC) system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 

USA), using a marker box placed on the sternum, 2-3 mm gating window and visual 

feedback. The patients practiced breath holds before image acquisition at the planning 

CT session. 

 Target volumes were defined by an oncologist and OARs by a treatment 

planner. Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and lymph nodes were 

delineated according to ESTRO guidelines [51]. For FB, the OARs and GTVs were 
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OARs and GTVs were delineated on one of the DIBH CTs, and the IGTV 

incorporated the GTV positions in the two other DIBH CTs. For both FB and DIBH, 

the clinical target volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the IGTV by 5 mm 

without extending into uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus and major 

vessels. A 5 mm isotropic margin from the CTV was used to define the planning 

target volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and brachial 

plexus (if relevant) were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [52]. 

 Additionally, a repeat 4DCT and DIBH CT were acquired during the first 

week (w1, usually fraction 2-3) and third week (w3, usually fraction 13-14) of 

treatment. The time point for the w1 scan was selected to get an impression of inter-

fraction variations before major anatomical changes are expected. The time point for 

the w3 scan was selected to assess the impact of anatomical changes and need for 

treatment adaptation while there is still time to adapt the treatment. Target volumes 

and OARs were re-delineated by an oncologist and a treatment planner, respectively, 

on the repeat CTs following the procedure described above. However, in w1 and w3 

only one DIBH CT was acquired; the three DIBH CTs at planning were used to 

establish patient-specific IGTV margins, and the repeated CTs were used to evaluate 

if these were appropriate for the actual situation during treatment. Hence no IGTV 

was delineated on w1 and w3 DIBH CTs. 

 Patient and disease characteristics were recorded by an oncologist at inclusion, 

and treatment characteristics were recorded by the candidate at completion of 

radiotherapy. These were used e.g. in NTCP calculations and to describe the patient 

population. The study did not include clinical follow-up after treatment. 

3.3 Clinical radiotherapy treatment 

Clinical (CLIN) treatments were delivered with IMRT in FB as a standard. For some 

patients the oncologist chose treatment in DIBH instead, mainly due to high lung 

doses with FB. Most patients were treated with 6 IMRT beams. Based on patient-

specific assessments, a few patients were treated with VMAT or 5 IMRT beams. 
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In accordance with national guidelines, the prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for 

concomitant treatment and 66 or 70 Gy for sequential treatment (depending on lung 

function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the PTV), delivered in 2 

Gy daily fractions 5 days per week. The plans were normalized to the median PTV 

dose (PTV Dmedian = 100%).  

Daily cone beam CTs (CBCTs) followed by table corrections with six degrees 

of freedom were used for online positioning. Automatic online matching with focus 

on bony structures was standard, but according to the adaptive protocol (“traffic light 

protocol”), CTV match could be used in case of deviations with attention to lymph 

node and spinal canal positions. The adaptive protocol provided guidance for when 

offline or online evaluations by a physicist and oncologist were required. Treatment 

plan adaptation(s) were performed for 13% of patients. 

3.4 Software 

The Eclipse system (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, USA) is used for 

clinical treatment planning for photon therapy at HUH. The RapidPlan system for 

automated knowledge-based treatment planning is integrated in Eclipse. All IMRT 

plans used in this thesis were created in Eclipse. For proton therapy planning, we 

used a research version of RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden). 

The Erasmus-iCycle system for automated treatment planning is not commercially 

available but could be accessed for this project through our collaboration with 

Erasmus Medical Center. Erasmus-iCycle does not produce clinically deliverable 

plans and was therefore coupled to Eclipse (paper 1). 

 DVH Toolkit, an openly available python program developed by co-supervisor 

H. Pettersen, was used for tasks such as collection of dose-volume parameters and 

calculation of average dose-volume histograms (DVHs) [53]. SPSS Statistics v. 26 

(IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) was used for statistical analyses. 
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3.5 IMRT treatment planning 

3.5.1 Manual IMRT treatment planning 

The manually created IMRT plans used as a reference in papers I-II were created by 

expert treatment planners as part of clinical routine, approved by the responsible 

oncologist and used for clinical treatment. 

 In the clinical treatment planning, there were maximum dose objectives for the 

spinal canal, brachial plexus and patient body. Additionally, the goal was to achieve 

sufficient target coverage and as low dose as possible to normal tissue, with the 

following order of priority: (1) PTV, (2) lungs, (3) heart, (4) esophagus, and (5) 

undefined normal tissue. Planning dose objectives are listed in Table 1. Cases where 

all objectives could not be fulfilled were evaluated individually by the oncologist. 

Possible actions could be to accept either reduced target dose in certain areas or 

higher OAR dose than the objective, change prescribed dose from 66 Gy to 60 Gy, 

change from FB to DIBH treatment, or change to palliative fractionation. 

Table 1. Planning objectives for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue. Dp = prescribed 

dose. 

Volume Dose objective 

PTV V95% > 98% 

Lungs V5Gy < 65% 

V20Gy < 35%  

Dmean < 20 Gy 

Heart V30Gy < 40% 

Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy 

Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy 

Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy 

Patient body Dmax < Dp · 1.07 

 

3.5.2 Automated IMRT treatment planning 

Two methods for automated IMRT planning were used in this thesis: iCE (papers I-

III) and RapidPlan (paper II). 

 iCE (short for iCycle-Eclipse) is an in-house method developed in this thesis 

for mimicking Erasmus-iCycle treatment plans in Eclipse, thereby creating 
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deliverable plans with similar DVHs to the Pareto optimal Erasmus-iCycle plans. The 

idea behind iCE was to take advantage of RapidPlan functionality already existing in 

Eclipse. In RapidPlan, a patient-specific DVH is predicted and translated to OAR line 

objectives. These are used in plan optimization to approach the predicted DVH. 

Similarly in iCE, a patient-specific DVH is generated by Erasmus-iCycle and 

translated to OAR line objectives used in plan optimization. Line objectives are not 

accessible to the user in the Eclipse optimization interface. They can however be 

defined in an objective template outside Eclipse, which can be imported and used for 

plan optimization. A method for this was developed by the candidate in paper I, 

consisting of an empty Eclipse objective template and a Python script that transfers 

dose-volume data from a DVH into the objective template. The candidate also 

performed the wish-list creation and tuning in Erasmus-iCycle. 

 In paper II, two RapidPlan models were created and compared. One had a 

library containing manually created clinical plans, and the other iCE plans. The 

RapidPlan model creation was performed by master’s student M. Hordnes under the 

supervision of the candidate. 

3.6 Proton therapy treatment planning 

Treatment plans for proton therapy were created manually in paper IV and 

automatically in paper V. Both in manual and automated proton therapy planning, a 

relative biological effectiveness of 1.1 was assumed for protons. A density override 

representative for tumor tissue was used for the IGTV on the AIPs to avoid areas with 

a non-biological intermediate density (averaged between lung/air and tumor/soft 

tissue) [13]. 

 For SFUD and IMPT plans, 3D robust optimization was applied for the CTV, 

and for the spinal canal if close to the CTV. A setup uncertainty of 5 mm in each 

direction and 3.5% range uncertainty resulted in 21 scenarios. With the minimax 

approach implemented in RayStation, the reference plan is evaluated in each 

uncertainty scenario, and in each iteration, the scenario with the currently worst 

objective value is optimized [54]. For 4D robust planning in paper IV, the same setup 
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and range uncertainty was applied to all 4DCT phases, resulting in 230 scenarios 

[55]. Deformable registration was used to delineate the CTV on each phase, so the 

CTV dose in all phases could be optimized during planning.  

3.6.1 Manual proton therapy treatment planning 

For paper IV, SFUD, IMPT and 4D robust IMPT plans were manually created by an 

experienced treatment planner (C. Boer). A generic IBA beam model was used. Each 

plan consisted of 2-3 coplanar fields with range shifters of 4 or 7.5 cm (same 

configuration in the 3 plans for each patient). Split fields with field-specific targets 

were not possible due to a limitation in the 4D robust optimization algorithm. The 

SFUD plan was created first followed by IMPT and 4DIMPT. 

The process followed a set planning procedure: in the first round of 

optimization, there were only objectives for CTV coverage, dose fall-off around the 

CTV and maximum dose in the patient. The beam angles were evaluated, and if 

necessary, they were changed and a new optimization was performed. The dose 

distribution was evaluated and objectives for OARs were added. A new optimization 

was performed, the dose distribution was evaluated again, and the objectives were 

changed if they were achieved or if the function value (the relative weight put on that 

objective in the optimization) was low. This process of changing objectives and 

reoptimizing was continued until no more room for improvement was seen. Many 

rounds of optimization could be required and to speed up the process, a pencil beam 

algorithm was used for initial optimization, and Monte Carlo was used for a final 

optimization and computation of final dose. 

3.6.2 Automated IMPT treatment planning 

The candidate developed a Python script for automated IMPT treatment planning in 

RayStation, which was used to automatically generate all FB and DIBH IMPT plans 

used in paper V. The approach was inspired by the manual planning procedure 

described in section 3.6.1 and the main steps performed by the script were: 

1. Add fixed objectives for CTV (uniform dose, robust) and patient body (max 

dose and dose fall-off around the CTV). Run optimization. 
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2. Add personalized objectives for OARs based on achieved OAR doses in step 

1. Run new optimization. 

3. If achieved dose for lungs, heart and/or esophagus is lower than objective, 

lower objective further, reset and run new optimization (starting from 2). 

4. Compute final dose. 

 Beam angles were manually selected prior to automated planning for each 

patient. Most patients had 3 co-planar fields with 30°-40° separation, while 4-5 co-

planar fields with field specific targets were used in some cases with separated target 

volumes. The same beam configuration was used for the FB and DIBH plan for each 

patient, and to reduce bias the FB plan was created first for half the patients and the 

DIBH plan for the other half. A 4 cm range shifter was used for shallow targets. 

Machine settings for a Varian ProBeam system were used for planning and a Monte 

Carlo optimization algorithm was used in all steps. The differences in settings 

compared to paper IV are due to new possibilities after software updates in the two 

years between the treatment planning for these studies. 

3.7 Data analysis 

3.7.1 Dose-volume parameters 

For comparison of treatment plans made with different techniques or strategies, a set 

of dose-volume parameters for targets and normal tissue were selected in 

collaboration with an oncologist based on available literature and recommendations:  

• Target volume (PTV in photon therapy and CTV in robust optimized proton 

therapy) V95% (mainly) or D98% 

• Lungs Dmean, V5Gy and V20Gy 

• Heart Dmean, V5Gy and V30Gy 

• Esophagus Dmean, V20Gy and V60Gy 

• The maximum dose in the patient body and spinal canal 

While most or all OAR parameters above are reported in the papers, most emphasis is 

put on the Dmean to the lungs, heart and esophagus; these are for example used in 

several of the illustrations (see e.g. Figure 4). They were chosen to condensedly 
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represent the data as they are the most reported parameters and linked to the risk of 

complications (section 3.7.2). 

3.7.2 NTCP 

For NTCP calculations in papers II, III and V, we used the set of models that are in 

use for proton therapy patient selection in the Netherlands. The three selected models 

have been thoroughly evaluated and validated in that framework, and depend on the 

lung, heart and esophagus dose, respectively, along with other patient and treatment 

factors. 

The NTCP for RP grade ≥2 was calculated using a QUANTEC model refined 

by Appelt et al. [12,56]: 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆
  with 𝑆 = −4.12 + 0.138 ∙ 𝑀𝐿𝐷 − 0.3711 ∙ (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) −

0.478 ∙ (𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) + 0.8198 ∙ (𝐶𝑜 − 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) + 0.6259 ∙

(𝑇𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 0.5068 ∙ (𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑎𝑔𝑒) + 0.47 ∙ (𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑜), 

where MLD is the mean lung dose in Gy and the other parameters are assigned value 

1 or 0 according to Table 2. 

Table 2. Variables in the NTCP model for radiation pneumonitis. 

Variable Value = 1 Value = 0 

Former smoker Yes Never smoked/active smoker 

Current smoker Yes Never smoked/stopped smoking 

Co-morbidity 1 Yes No 

Tumor location Middle/lower lobe Upper lobe 

Old age ≥63 years <63 years 

Sequential chemo Yes No 

1 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or other pre-existing lung disease. 

 

The NTCP for 2-year mortality based on heart dose was calculated using a model 

developed by Defraene et al. and revised after external validation in several patient 

cohorts [12,57]: 
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𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆
 with 𝑆 = −1.3409 + 0.0590 ∙ √𝐺𝑇𝑉 + 0.2635 ∙ √𝑀𝐻𝐷, 

where GTV is the combined GTV volume of the primary tumor and nodes in cm3 and 

MHD is the mean heart dose in Gy.  

The NTCP for acute esophageal toxicity (AET) grade ≥2 was calculated using 

a model developed by Wijsman et al. and revised after external validation in several 

patient cohorts [12,58]: 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆
 with 𝑆 = −3.634 + 1.496 ∙ ln(𝑀𝐸𝐷) − 0.0297 ∙ 𝑂𝑇𝑇, 

where MED is the mean esophagus dose in Gy and OTT is the overall radiotherapy 

treatment time in days. 

3.7.3 Statistics 

The parameters evaluated and compared between techniques in the studies of this 

thesis were in general not all normally distributed. Non-parametric statistics were 

therefore applied. For comparison of two related samples, the two-tailed Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test was used (papers I-III, paper V). For comparison of three related 

samples in paper IV, the Friedman’s test (non-parametric two-way analysis of 

variance by ranks) was used. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust the p-value 

for multiple testing in post hoc analysis. In paper III, linear regression was used to 

test correlations between continuous variables. 

3.8 Ethical considerations 

The study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research 

ethics in Western Norway (protocol code 2019/749) and all participants gave written 

informed consent. The patient data were pseudonymized by the candidate before they 

were used for research purposes (i.e., an anonymization key was stored on a research 

server with limited access). 

 Study participation entailed collection of image data (both routine images and 

extra study images) but not treatment intervention; the standard treatment was still 

IMRT in FB. However, since DIBH images were available through the study, it was 
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The parameters evaluated and compared between techniques in the studies of this 

thesis were in general not all normally distributed. Non-parametric statistics were 

therefore applied. For comparison of two related samples, the two-tailed Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test was used (papers I-III, paper V). For comparison of three related 

samples in paper IV, the Friedman’s test (non-parametric two-way analysis of 

variance by ranks) was used. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust the p-value 

for multiple testing in post hoc analysis. In paper III, linear regression was used to 

test correlations between continuous variables. 

3.8 Ethical considerations 

The study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research 

ethics in Western Norway (protocol code 2019/749) and all participants gave written 

informed consent. The patient data were pseudonymized by the candidate before they 

were used for research purposes (i.e., an anonymization key was stored on a research 

server with limited access). 

 Study participation entailed collection of image data (both routine images and 

extra study images) but not treatment intervention; the standard treatment was still 

IMRT in FB. However, since DIBH images were available through the study, it was 
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decided that these could be used for planning and treatment could be given in DIBH 

at the oncologist’s discretion. This was mainly done for patients where lung dose 

constraints could not be met in FB without compromising target coverage.    

Similarly, the repeat CTs taken for the study were not intended to be regularly 

evaluated and used for adaptive treatment, but in cases where RTTs or physicists 

were concerned about potential changes they were allowed to use the available 

images and delineations for recalculation and replanning.  
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4. Summary of results 

4.1 Patients and images 

Of 49 patients originally included, the curative treatment strategy was upheld after 

target delineation and treatment planning for 45 patients, and 26, 45, 38, 15 and 41 of 

these were used in papers I-V, respectively (Figure 3). Table 3 gives an overview of 

patient and treatment characteristics. Average age was 66 years (range 49-82) and 

average GTV volume was 106 cm3 (range 13-1021). 

44 patients had FB and DIBH images at planning, while one had only DIBH 

because of machine issues. Repeat FB and DIBH CTs from w1 and w3 were 

available for 43 and 40 patients. Some patients did not complete all scans due to poor 

condition or covid-19. 

Table 3. Patient and treatment characteristics for the 45 patients in the study. Not all 

percentages add up to 100% due to rounding. 

Characteristic Number of Patients 

Stage 

IB 1 2% 

IIA 1 2% 

IIB 2 4% 

IIIA 17 38% 

IIIB 18 40% 

IIIC 3 7% 

IVA 3 7% 

Target volume 

Primary tumor and lymph nodes 34 76% 

Primary tumor only 9 20% 

Lymph nodes only 2 4% 

Primary tumor location 

(lobe) 

Right upper 16 36% 

Right upper + middle 1 2% 

Right lower 8 18% 

Left upper 8 18% 

Left lower 10 22% 

 No primary tumor 2 4% 

Prescribed dose 

60 Gy 15 33% 

66 Gy 29 64% 

70 Gy 1 2% 

Chemotherapy 
Concurrent 43 96% 

Sequential 2 4% 

Breathing technique 
Free breathing 32 71% 

Deep inspiration breath hold 13 29% 
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4.2 Paper I 

Enhancing Radiotherapy for Locally Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

Patients with iCE, a Novel System for Automated Multi-Criterial Treatment 

Planning Including Beam Angle Optimization 

In this paper we compared automated treatment planning with the developed iCE 

system to manual treatment planning for 26 patients, and exploited iCE to investigate 

the effect of beam configuration and number on OAR sparing. 

 Overall, the iCE plans were clearly superior to the manually created clinical 

(CLIN) plans. The PTV coverage and lung doses were similar, while iCE reduced the 

median heart Dmean from 9.0 Gy to 8.1 Gy (p = 0.02) and the median esophagus Dmean 

from 20.3 Gy to 18.5 Gy (p =0.02) compared with CLIN. Heart V30Gy and esophagus 

V20Gy were also reduced. Substantial OAR sparing with iCE was seen for individual 

patients, with reductions of more than 5 Gy in the Dmean observed for both heart and 

esophagus compared to CLIN (Figure 4). 

The BAO in iCE contributed to the observed OAR dose reductions. In general, 

the beam configurations used in the CLIN plans had most weight on the anterior-

posterior direction, with little variation in the angles chosen for each patient. In 

contrast, the optimized beam angles in the iCE plans were well dispersed across the 

candidate beam space, revealing a large difference in optimal angles between patients 

(Figure 5). In addition to 6-beam IMRT plans (as used clinically), iCE-plans with 4 

and 8 beams were generated. Median OAR doses decreased with an increasing 

number of beams, but the effect varied considerably between patients.  
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Figure 5.Selected beam angles in the CLIN plans (green) and optimized beam angles 

in the iCE plans (red) for patients with right-sided and left-sided tumors. Angles are 

rounded to the nearest 5 degrees. The number of patients is shown on the radial axis, 

and the angular axis shows beam angle in degrees.  

Figure 4. Differences in OAR mean doses between CLIN and iCE plans per patient. The numbers 

on the bars indicate the Dmean values [Gy] in the CLIN plans. The patients are sorted according to 

the sum of differences for all OARs. Patients marked with * were used in wish-list tuning. 
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4.3 Paper II 

Improving knowledge-based treatment planning for lung cancer radiotherapy 

with automatic multi-criteria optimized training plans 

In this paper we used 30 iCE treatment plans from paper I to train a RapidPlan model, 

and compared plans generated by this model (RP_MCO) to plans generated by a 

RapidPlan model trained with CLIN plans (RP_CLIN) and to the CLIN plans for a 

validation group of 15 patients.   

 Heart and esophagus doses were lower in RP_MCO plans than RP_CLIN 

plans. This was not surprising as the dose to the same OARs were lower in the iCE 

plans than the CLIN plans (paper I). The dose reductions translated into modest but 

consistent NTCP reductions for 2-year mortality and AET (Figure 6). The PTV 

coverage and lung dose were similar, except for lungs V5Gy which was slightly lower 

with RP_MCO. In blind comparison, the oncologist preferred the RP_MCO plan for 

53% and the CLIN plan for 47% of patients while the RP_CLIN plan was not 

preferred for any patients. The RP_MCO model was based on these results selected 

for implementation in the clinic. 

 

Figure 6. Differences in NTCPs between RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans per patient. 

The patients are sorted according to the sum of differences for the three NTCPs. 
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4.4 Paper IV 

Substantial Sparing of Organs at Risk with Modern Proton Therapy in Lung 

Cancer, but Altered Breathing Patterns Can Jeopardize Target Coverage 

In this paper we performed a detailed comparison of SFUD, IMPT and 4D robust 

IMPT (4DIMPT) proton plans and IMRT plans for 15 patients. Target coverage and 

OAR doses were compared in the nominal plans, with respect to setup and range 

uncertainties and breathing motion at planning, and in recalculations on w1 CTs. 

 OAR doses were lower for all proton techniques than for IMRT. Among the 

proton techniques, significant differences were found between SFUD and IMPT in 

Dmean for the lungs and esophagus and V20Gy for the lungs, all in favor of IMPT. The 

mean rank was worst with IMRT and best with IMPT for all the evaluated OAR 

parameters. 

 All proton techniques had satisfying target robustness at planning (setup and 

range and interplay evaluations, recalculation on extreme 4DCT phases). In 

recalculations on the w1 CT, 2 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 3 patients with 

IMPT had CTV D98% < 95%. These 3 patients had a change in breathing pattern 

between the planning and w1 CTs causing a baseline shift for the tumor.  

 IMPT achieved lowest OAR doses of the investigated techniques and there 

were only minor differences in robustness. We therefore concluded that robust 

optimized IMPT was the best proton technique for these patients and could improve 

treatment of LA-NSCLC, but strategies to recognize patients with altered breathing 

motion between planning and treatment should be implemented. 
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4.5 Papers III and V 

Patient selection, inter-fraction plan robustness and reduction of toxicity risk 

with deep inspiration breath hold in intensity-modulated radiotherapy of locally 

advanced non-small cell lung cancer 

Deep inspiration breath hold in intensity modulated proton therapy of locally 

advanced lung cancer - a dose and robustness analysis 

In these papers we compared FB and DIBH in IMRT (paper III) and IMPT (paper V) 

of LA-NSCLC. 41 patients were included in Paper V and 38 of these were included 

in paper III. All treatment plans were automatically generated with the iCE system 

(IMRT) or the RayStation script (IMPT). 

 The average lung volume was 50% larger and PTV and heart volumes 6% and 

7% smaller with DIBH than FB. In IMRT, all investigated dose parameters for the 

lungs and heart were lower with DIBH than FB, with reductions in the median Dmean 

for lungs from 15.2 Gy to 13.8 Gy (p < 0.001) and heart from 9.3 Gy to 8.2 Gy (p = 

0.002). This translated into reductions in median NTCP for RP from 20.3% to 18.3%, 

and for 2-year mortality from 51.4% to 50.3%.  

In IMPT, DIBH reduced the lung dose compared to FB while other OAR doses 

were similar. Median lung Dmean was reduced from 9.3 Gy to 8.0 Gy (p < 0.001) and 

NTCP for RP from 10.9% to 9.4% (p < 0.001) with DIBH compared to FB. 

Regardless of breathing technique, IMPT substantially reduced the dose to all OARs 

compared to IMRT, and these differences were much larger than between FB and 

DIBH within each modality (Figure 7, Figure 8). Also in terms of NTCPs, IMPT with 

both FB and DIBH was better than IMRT for all investigated complications and for 

almost all patients (Figure 9). 
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Robustness of the target coverage was similar for FB and DIBH, but different 

for IMRT and IMPT. In the recalculated IMRT plans on the w1 and w3 CTs, CTV 

V95% was below 98% in 5% of DIBH and 8% of FB plans. In 3% of the plans, CTV 

V95% was below 95%, and in zero plans CTV V95% was below 90%. In IMPT, 

corresponding numbers were 21% (FB)-22% (DIBH) with CTV V95% below 98%, 9-

10% below 95% and 3-4% below 90% (Figure 10).   

Figure 7. Population average DVHs for organs at risk for the nominal planning 

scenario in the FB and DIBH plans, both for IMPT and IMRT. 
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In paper III we also explored correlations between the benefit of DIBH and 

patient and treatment characteristics. The NTCPs for RP and 2-year mortality was 

reduced with DIBH compared to FB for 92% and 74% of patients. The risk of RP 

was consistently reduced with DIBH regardless of tumor location, breathing motion 

and lung expansion with DIBH, while the ability to reduce the risk of 2-year 

mortality was evident among patients with upper and left lower lobe tumors but not 

right lower lobe tumors (Figure 11).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Dose distributions superimposed on planning CT scans of patient 1, 

showing enhanced sparing of OARs in DIBH (right) compared to FB (left) and in 

IMPT (bottom) compared to IMRT (top). Contours are shown for the PTV (red), 

lungs (yellow) and heart (magenta). Isodoses are shown in percentage of the 

prescribed dose (60 Gy). 
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Figure 9. NTCPs for a) radiation pneumonitis, b) 2-year mortality and c) acute 

esophageal toxicity for FB and DIBH IMRT and IMPT plans for each patient. The 

patients are sorted according to the average NTCP for all techniques in each plot. 
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Figure 10. CTV V95% in nominal and recalculated FB and DIBH plans for IMRT (top) 

and IMPT (bottom). The green line indicates the planning objective of CTV V95% > 

98% used in IMPT (planning objectives in IMRT are for the PTV). 

Figure 11. ΔNTCP for 2-year mortality between DIBH and FB in the IMRT plans per 

patient, sorted according to primary tumor position. There were no patients with 

primary tumor in the right middle lobe. Negative ΔNTCP values are in favor of DIBH 

and positive values are in favor of FB. pp =percentage points. 
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5. Discussion 

This thesis has shown the potential of autoplanning, DIBH and proton therapy to 

reduce radiotherapy side effects for LA-NSCLC patients. This is important in a 

patient group with substantial risk of severe side effects that could reduce quality of 

life in the short or long term and limit the potential for curative radiation doses or 

immunotherapy.  

5.1 Main issues and findings 

5.1.1 Autoplanning 

Autoplanning has been both a topic of investigation and an essential tool in this 

thesis. While there are a number of studies on different autoplanning systems and 

applications in photon therapy, a major limitation is the availability of the systems in 

the clinic. Most clinics depend on solutions from their TPS vendor, and in-house 

developed systems or systems from other vendors are often not possible to use for 

patient treatment.  

In paper I, we demonstrated that the developed iCE system for autoplanning 

reduced heart and esophagus dose compared to manual planning. While iCE 

generates deliverable Eclipse treatment plans, the system is suited in a research 

setting rather than clinical routine because it requires transfer of patient images and 

contours to EMC systems for the Erasmus-iCycle part and back to HUH for the 

Eclipse part. This would be impractical in a clinical setting and would also require 

approval of Erasmus-iCycle as a medical device at HUH. Instead, in paper II, we 

aimed to take advantage of this MCO-based system without routine access at our 

hospital. For this, we used the autoplanning system we have available at HUH, 

RapidPlan. 

 The main limitation of knowledge-based systems such as RapidPlan is the 

dependency of the output on the input training data. Several studies have shown how 

improving the RapidPlan library can improve the output plans [31,33–36]. In line 

with this, we showed in paper II that a RapidPlan model trained with MCO iCE plans 
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improved the output plans compared to a model trained with manual plans. While the 

study did not show any major differences in dose distributions between RP_iCE and 

manual plans, other advantages such as homogeneous plan quality between patients 

and time saved in the planning process will follow the clinical implementation of the 

RP_iCE model.  

 For proton therapy, autoplanning is less widespread, with few clinical systems 

available and little data showing a benefit compared to manual planning. For paper V, 

we needed more than 80 IMPT plans, and wanted to generate these automatically to 

ensure efficiency, quality and reduction of bias. Some studies have reported 

successful implementation of different autoplanning methods for specific diagnoses 

and settings. Machine learning planning produced robustly optimized IMPT plans for 

H&N cancer with comparable quality to clinical plans [46]. RapidPlanPT generated 

plans comparable to manual plans for prostate, head and neck and gastroesophageal 

cancer [42–45]. Both these methods require a set of training plans for configuration, 

which we did not have available for LA-NSCLC.  

With a lack of applicable commercial systems for high-quality, robust IMPT 

planning, we decided to develop a script for automated, robust planning in 

RayStation. Scripted autoplanning in RayStation has previously been described for 

both photon [40] and proton [59] therapy, using different approaches to determine 

patient-specific optimization objectives. For our script we chose an approach inspired 

by the manual planning in paper IV where the target coverage was optimized first, 

and appropriate OAR dose objectives were automatically selected for each patient 

based on the results of the first optimization. A preliminary validation showed 

improvement in dose distributions compared to manual plans and this was considered 

sufficient for the purpose of paper V (comparing two techniques with plans created 

by the same script). We plan to further develop and validate the system for potential 

clinical use. 

5.1.2 DIBH 

DIBH is standard of care in radiotherapy of left-sided breast cancer as it reduces the 

heart dose by increasing the separation between the breast and heart. It is also used to 
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varying extents for other thoracic and abdominal tumors such as lymphoma and 

pancreatic cancer and stereotactic radiotherapy of lung and liver lesions [47,60,61]. 

Use of DIBH for LA-NSCLC has so far been limited [47]. Possible reasons are 

assumptions that these patients are too frail or lack lung capacity to perform DIBH, 

and lack of concrete evidence of benefits. However, studies have shown that most 

LA-NSCLC patients are able to perform DIBH throughout treatment. One study 

reported that 10% of patients were considered not suited for treatment in DIBH 

during a coaching session and 3% during the CT session, while 94% of the patients 

who started treatment in DIBH were able to perform DIBH throughout treatment 

[48].  

A clinical study of various respiratory gating techniques in 3D-CRT for lung 

cancer patients with different stages and prescriptions treated in 2004-2008 found less 

pulmonary and esophageal toxicity with respiratory gating compared to FB [62]. 

Recent clinical data with modern radiotherapy techniques is lacking. One VMAT 

treatment planning study of 17 LA-NSCLC patients found dose reductions for the 

lungs, heart, esophagus, trachea and bronchi with DIBH compared to FB [50]. In 

proton therapy, there is even less data on potential benefits of DIBH. One treatment 

planning study with only 6 patients and no robustness measures suggested a potential 

for heart and lung sparing with DIBH compared to FB [63]. 

 At HUH, DIBH has been used sporadically for LA-NSCLC patients with 

lower lobe tumors and large breathing motion based on experience from stereotactic 

treatment of early-stage lung cancer. This practice was not well founded in evidence, 

and the need for better data inspired this project. 

 The main difference we found between FB and DIBH for both IMRT and 

IMPT was a consistent reduction in lung dose and RP with DIBH. In addition, the 

heart dose was reduced for most patients for IMRT. The dose reductions were smaller 

than in the previous VMAT study [50], possibly because of the small number of 

patients with mostly upper lobe tumors in that study. Especially for the heart, 

separation from the target volume with DIBH is more likely for upper than lower lobe 

tumors. They also used manual planning which could have introduced planner bias. 
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For IMPT, we found very low heart doses both for FB and DIBH (median Dmean 2-3 

Gy), so there was not much dose to spare.  

We did not see a correlation between tumor breathing motion and benefit of 

DIBH, contradictory to the criteria for patient selection previously used in our clinic. 

The only correlation we found was between the reduction in heart dose and tumor 

position; for tumors in the right lower lobe, the heart could be pushed closer to the 

treatment volume during DIBH, increasing the heart dose for some patients. Dividing 

the patients in groups based on tumor position resulted in few patients in each group, 

and these exploratory results should be verified in a separate and preferably larger 

cohort. Persson et al. did not find a pattern in benefit regarding OAR doses between 

FB and DIBH depending on tumor position; however, their study included only three 

patients with lower lobe tumors, all in the left lung [50]. 

 Based on the results in paper III, the interdisciplinary lung cancer radiotherapy 

group at HUH has decided that DIBH should be standard for LA-NSCLC patients, 

except for patients with tumors in the right lower lobe where treatment plans for both 

FB and DIBH will be created, and an individual choice will be made for each patient.  

5.1.3 Proton therapy 

While early clinical experience with proton therapy for LA-NSCLC was with PSPT, 

more recent studies have showed promising results for PBS-PT [64–66]. Different 

approaches for optimization of PBS-PT result in different compromises between 

OAR dose and target coverage robustness. In theory, IMPT should produce the most 

conformal treatment plans while SFUD and 4D robust optimization are expected to 

increase robustness [13]. In paper IV we investigated differences between these 

techniques in FB treatment and found only small differences in target coverage 

robustness in evaluations both on the planning and w1 CTs. This indicates that the 

setup and range robustness criteria applied in the optimization of all techniques in 

most cases was sufficient to ensure robust target coverage. Change in breathing 

motion pattern from planning to w1 causing major baseline shifts were not handled 

by any of the optimization techniques and would require treatment adaptation in any 
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case. As expected, IMPT achieved best OAR sparing and was therefore preferred and 

used in paper V. 

Our findings are in line with previous encouraging reports on robustness of 3D 

robust optimized IMPT. Inoue et al. found limited impact of setup and range 

uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay effects on 3D robust optimized IMPT 

plans for LA-NSCLC evaluated at planning [67]. Ribeiro et al. performed a 

comprehensive robustness analysis including weekly imaging during treatment, and 

also concluded that 3D robust optimized IMPT provided sufficiently robust plans for 

most patients and was preferred over 4D robust optimization. Their study included 10 

LA-NSCLC patients with small to moderate tumor motion, and paper IV confirms 

their findings in a population with larger motion variability.  

In papers IV and V, we showed a clear advantage of robust optimized IMPT 

over IMRT in terms of OAR sparing and risk of complications. On average, IMPT 

reduced the volume of lungs, heart and esophagus receiving up to 40-50 Gy. The 

spinal canal dose was also considerably reduced, which could give more room for 

optimization of other OARs and make possible reirradiation safer and easier. A 

randomized clinical trial comparing PSPT and IMRT for LA-NSCLC did not find any 

difference in RP between the groups [68]. However, in that study, the patients 

receiving proton therapy actually had more lung exposed to dose levels ≥20 Gy. 

While RP grade ≥3 occurred in IMRT patients regardless of time of treatment, it only 

occurred in the proton group for patients treated before the study midpoint. To 

discover any differences in side effects between photon and proton therapy of LA-

NSCLC, future clinical trials should compare modern photon therapy to modern 

proton therapy, after the learning phase of introducing new techniques.  

Previous studies have found that more frequent treatment adaptations are 

necessary in proton therapy than IMRT of LA-NSCLC. In a randomized clinical trial, 

Yang et al. reported 12% replanning for IMRT and 29% for PSPT [69]. In a 

simulation study by Hoffmann et al., 0% and 61% of the patients would require 

adaptation with IMRT and IMPT, respectively, when a robustness criterion of CTV 

V95% > 95% was applied to recalculated plans at two time points during treatment 
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[70]. However, robust proton planning was not used in any of these studies. Previous 

data on the need for adaptations in robustly planned IMPT for LA-NSCLC is lacking.  

In paper V, we showed that inter-fraction uncertainties such as tumor growth, 

baseline shift and change in atelectasis deteriorated target coverage more in IMPT 

than IMRT. In comparison to the study by Hoffmann et al. [70], 3% with IMRT and 

13% (DIBH) – 18% (FB) with IMPT of the patients in our study would require 

adaptation with IMPT given a criteria of CTV V95% < 95% in at least one repeated 

CT. This indicates that robust optimization greatly reduces the need for adaptations in 

IMPT compared to PTV-based optimization. Furthermore, some of the errors could 

be random and not require adaptation; 11/18 patients with CTV V95% < 98% had an 

issue only for one of the two evaluated repeat CTs and one of the breathing 

techniques, and more data would be necessary to evaluate the actual need for adaptive 

replanning. 

5.2 Benefits of the investigated methods 

The standard radiotherapy treatment for LA-NSCLC at HUH was until recently 

manually planned IMRT delivered during FB. All three methods investigated in this 

thesis spared OARs compared to standard treatment, to varying extents. 

5.2.1 Autoplanning 

While autoplanning on average could spare some OAR dose, it has other and perhaps 

more important benefits. The occasional bad plans that typically occur with manual 

planning are avoided, which can be a large benefit for individual patients. It 

homogenizes plan quality between patients, so factors such as experience of the 

treatment planner and time available for planning have less impact on the treatment. 

It also spares a lot of resources for the clinic (section 5.2.1). 

5.2.2 DIBH 

During DIBH, the lung volume increases, moving lung tissue away from the target 

volume, and tumor motion is restricted so the target volume can be reduced. The 

clinical benefit remains unclear. The main lung sparing with DIBH, particularly in 
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IMRT, is achieved at levels cranially and/or caudally to the target volume, and it is 

not clear which parts of the lungs are most important for RP or other side effects. 

Although it seems probable that a reduction in mean lung dose would give a similar 

benefit whether it is achieved with DIBH or other means, this has not been proven. A 

randomized clinical trial would give the best answer but also require a lot of 

resources, and the appropriateness in this setting could be questioned (section 5.5).  

5.2.3 Proton therapy 

Proton therapy, and IMRT in particular, was by far the method with most potential to 

limit OAR doses. This is not surprising as it is not only a technical detail but a 

different modality of radiation that interacts differently with tissue in the body. In 

paper V we demonstrated very low OAR doses in robustly optimized IMPT plans 

compared to previously published data on proton therapy [64,65,68,71]. This could 

mean that the potential of proton therapy to improve clinical outcomes is larger than 

what has been shown so far and underlines the need for more research on IMPT for 

LA-NSCLC.  

An additional advantage of the investigated methods is that they can all be 

combined. The combination of autoplanning, DIBH and IMPT implemented in paper 

V achieved very low OAR doses compared to the alternative techniques and previous 

reports and would be the preferred choice to limit normal tissue complications in 

radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC. 

5.3 Resource requirements of the investigated methods 

In medical treatment there is always a balance between cost and benefit. In a public 

health care system such as the Norwegian, there are limited resources that must be 

distributed, and priorities must be made. While this thesis showed a benefit for all the 

investigated methods compared to standard treatment, the magnitude varied, as does 

the cost of implementation.  
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5.3.1 Autoplanning 

Regardless of autoplanning system, tuning and validation for the desired patient 

group does require time and expertise, and updates could be required due to future 

changes in delineation, fractionation or planning procedures. However, the system 

can be used to generate plans for numerous future patients, and autoplanning should 

therefore normally save more resources than it requires. For example, Della Gala et 

al. reported a reduction in hands-on planning time of 3-4 hours per patient for VMAT 

planning of LA-NSCLC with automated MCO compared to manual planning [72]. 

Visak et al. reported a reduction of around 90 minutes per patient in dedicated 

planning time for stereotactic radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC with RapidPlan compared 

to manual planning [28].   

As highlighted in paper II, it is important that efforts are made to configure the 

system in the best way. Its quality will impact the treatment plan quality for many 

future patients, and a well-functioning system that delivers good plans will save more 

time and give confidence to the treatment planners as they will not need to make 

frequent alterations to the autoplans.  

5.3.2 DIBH 

How easy it will be to implement DIBH in routine treatment of LA-NSCLC will 

vary. Treatment in DIBH requires equipment to monitor the patients’ breathing level. 

Because DIBH is standard in radiotherapy of left-sided breast cancer this equipment 

is available in many clinics. The required time for the CT and treatment sessions is 

usually slightly longer for DIBH treatment; this could especially be the case in clinics 

with little experience with DIBH for LA-NSCLC. In contrast, the oncologists 

performing target volume delineation for our study noted that delineation on DIBH 

CTs was faster and easier than on 4DCTs; they felt more confident when the images 

were less blurred, and they only needed to evaluate 3 DIBH scans instead of 10 

4DCT phases. In our clinic, where equipment is present, the staff are experienced 

with DIBH for LA-NSCLC and we have relatively few patients with this diagnosis, 

the extra resources required in terms of a slightly longer treatment time should hardly 

be noticeable.  
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Paper III showed that except for patients with tumors in the right lower lobe, 

DIBH is consistently a better choice than FB. This knowledge helps us spare 

resources because there is no need to acquire both 4DCTs and DIBH CTs and 

perform comparative treatment planning for most patients. Training patients in DIBH 

technique in a separate session prior to the planning CT session would require extra 

resources in terms of space and personnel but could identify patients who are not able 

to perform DIBH satisfactorily early on, and thereby reduce time on CT and the need 

to change from DIBH to FB during the treatment course. 

5.3.3 Proton therapy 

Proton therapy is in its own league both in terms of potential benefit and cost. In the 

Netherlands, the estimated cost per radiotherapy fraction (including building, 

equipment and personnel) for proton therapy is around 4 times higher than for photon 

therapy (€1062 vs. €256) [73]. In that study, proton therapy was not found to be cost-

effective neither for all NSCLC patients nor for selected patients based on ΔNTCP 

thresholds. However, the authors noted that this could change with improved clinical 

experience. The treatment time per fraction in this analysis was set to 35 minutes for 

proton therapy and 15 minutes for photon therapy; however, if the same time per 

fraction was assumed, proton therapy for selected patients would be cost-effective. 

5.4 Patient safety in implementation of new methods 

5.4.1 Autoplanning 

Good autoplanning tools can increase patient safety because they ensure high and 

homogeneous treatment plan quality for all patients. In manual planning, the plan 

quality can be affected by factors such as time pressure and planner experience. It is 

however important that the autoplanning system is thoroughly validated and that 

careful controls of treatment plans by the planners, oncologists and physicists are 

retained. Treatment planners should still be trained in manual treatment planning; this 

will also make them better equipped to evaluate the autoplans. 
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5.4.2 DIBH 

For clinical implementation of DIBH, the anatomical situation in each breath hold 

should closely match the situation in the CT used for treatment planning. Prior to 

delivery of each fraction of radiation, the RTTs acquire and evaluate a pre-treatment 

CBCT where positioning errors or major anatomical changes can be discovered. 

During the treatment, the position of the external marker placed on the patient’s chest 

(or position of the patient surface if surface-guided systems are used) is used as 

surrogate for the tumor position – if the external marker is in the right position, it is 

assumed that the tumor is in the right position and radiation can be delivered. It is 

therefore important to know how well the position of external marker or signal 

correlates with the position of the internal target volume [61]. 

 Scherman Rydhög et al. used fluoroscopic movies of liquid markers to 

evaluate intra- and inter-breath-hold tumor position uncertainty during the treatment 

course for 9 LA-NSCLC patients. They reported small uncertainties with average 

intra-breath-hold marker excursion ≤2.1 mm and mean inter-breath-hold shifts ≤0.3 

mm in all directions [49]. In the INHALE trial, tumor positions on three consecutive 

DIBH CTs at planning were compared, and good inter-breath-hold reproducibility 

was reported with median position differences of ≤1.3 mm in all directions for both 

primary tumor and lymph nodes [48]. 

We also acquired three DIBH CTs during consecutive breath holds for 

treatment planning and used them to determine patient-specific margins to account 

for inter-breath-hold (intra-fraction) tumor position variation, i.e., how much the 

tumor position varied when the external marker was in the right position. However, 

more breath holds are needed to deliver each treatment fraction (usually 6-12 for our 

IMRT plans). A recent study found that the primary tumor position varied more 

between DIBHs in CBCTs pre and post treatment fractions than between four DIBH 

scans at the planning CT session, and that a few patients had large deviations and 

should be replanned or treated in FB [74]. Post-CBCT should be considered to 

identify these patients [61,74]. It is important to keep in mind that intra-fraction 

position uncertainty also affects treatment in FB. Changes in breathing pattern 
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was reported with median position differences of ≤1.3 mm in all directions for both 
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We also acquired three DIBH CTs during consecutive breath holds for 

treatment planning and used them to determine patient-specific margins to account 

for inter-breath-hold (intra-fraction) tumor position variation, i.e., how much the 

tumor position varied when the external marker was in the right position. However, 

more breath holds are needed to deliver each treatment fraction (usually 6-12 for our 

IMRT plans). A recent study found that the primary tumor position varied more 

between DIBHs in CBCTs pre and post treatment fractions than between four DIBH 

scans at the planning CT session, and that a few patients had large deviations and 

should be replanned or treated in FB [74]. Post-CBCT should be considered to 

identify these patients [61,74]. It is important to keep in mind that intra-fraction 

position uncertainty also affects treatment in FB. Changes in breathing pattern 
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(deeper or shallower breathing) can cause a baseline shift of the tumor, and 

particularly for lymph nodes which are difficult to see on CBCT, there is a risk of 

missing parts of the target volume also in FB [49,75]. Interplay between the motion 

of the radiation beam and breathing motion is also an issue in FB. However, although 

more of a concern in IMPT than IMRT, interplay is not expected to be an issue in 

normofractionated treatment regimens [76], confirmed in paper IV where a fraction 

dose of more than 90% was maintained in all interplay simulations. 

5.4.3 Proton therapy  

Proton therapy, including IMPT, for LA-NSCLC has been investigated in some 

clinical studies without evidence of worse local tumor control than in photon therapy. 

In a randomized clinical trial comparing PSPT with IMRT, rates of local failure 

(including marginal failure) and overall survival did not differ [68,69]. In a clinical 

study comparing IMPT with IMRT, rates of locoregional recurrence and overall 

survival were similar despite the IMPT population being more frail [66]. Another 

clinical study found similar locoregional control and overall survival for scanning 

beam proton therapy (mostly PBS-PT) and IMRT [65]. This indicates that proton 

therapy can be safely delivered.  

However, as mentioned earlier, anatomical changes are expected to impact 

proton dose distributions more and adaptations will likely be more frequent with 

protons than photons. To improve robustness in IMPT, stricter robustness criteria 

could be applied in the treatment planning. However, altering the robustness settings 

for all patients would mean a general increase in OAR doses, and changes such as 

major tumor growth or shrinkage or change in atelectasis would require replanning 

anyway. The same is the case for SFUD and 4D robust optimization, which as shown 

in paper IV gave minor gains in robustness at the cost of increased OAR doses. 

Instead, a good adaptive protocol with methods to discover patients in need of 

adaptation is required. An appropriate strategy could be frequent routine control CTs 

during treatment and adaptation of treatment plans when needed. For proton therapy 

in DIBH, some machines have limitations on CBCT acquisition. In such cases, other 

alternatives for daily monitoring must be considered. 
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5.5 Methodological considerations 

The investigations in this thesis are based on computer simulations – so-called 

treatment planning studies. The simulations show expected differences in radiation 

dose which in turn can be used in calculations of NTCP, but they do not reveal 

differences in actual clinical outcome. The gold standard for comparing treatments in 

evidence-based medicine is randomized clinical trials. They require far more 

resources than simulation studies as follow-up data must be collected, often over 

several years, and more patients must be included; in simulation studies, pairwise 

comparison where the patient is its own control reduces the number of patients 

needed. It has also been questioned whether randomizing patients is ethical when 

researchers know, or strongly suspect, that one group will be randomized to an 

inferior treatment that could cause unnecessary harm to the participants. As argued by 

Smith and Pell, validation in a randomized trial is not necessary or appropriate for all 

types of interventions [77]. 

The relationship between reduced radiation dose and reduced risk of common 

side effects is well established. For organs such as the lungs, heart and esophagus, 

there is no “safe” threshold dose, but it is clear that the risk increases with dose. For 

purely technical developments such as automated treatment planning, treatment 

planning studies to evaluate differences in dose distributions are the obvious choice. 

As mentioned in section 5.2.2, comparing DIBH and FB in IMRT and IMPT is 

somewhat more complex. Treatment planning studies are an appropriate tool to 

evaluate dose differences and NTCP models can indicate clinical differences, but 

NTCP models developed in the specific scenario would increase confidence in the 

results (section 5.6.1). Bearing in mind potential differences in robustness between 

techniques, treatment planning studies should preferably evaluate the delivered dose 

in addition to the planned dose. 

Hansen et al. pointed out the important role of radiotherapy treatment planning 

studies both to facilitate the introduction of new techniques into clinical practice, and 

as a preparation for clinical studies. We have applied their “RATING” guidelines to 

ensure high quality in the design, execution and reporting of our studies [78]. 
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5.6 Limitations 

5.6.1 NTCP models 

In this thesis, NTCP models have been used for scenarios and a patient population 

they are not validated for (IMPT or DIBH). The RP model is based on 3D-CRT data, 

but has been validated for proton therapy [79]. The AET model is based on 

IMRT/VMAT data, and the mortality model is based on data from 3D-CRT, VMAT 

and hybrid VMAT treatments, without validation for proton therapy. The applied 

models are currently used for patient selection for proton therapy in the Netherlands. 

 It is not optimal to use NTCP models for scenarios outside their scope, 

especially when there is a large difference in the dose distributions such as the case is 

for IMPT vs. photons. This was confirmed by our experience with the 

Mortality_EDIC model investigated in study III. This model was based on one patient 

cohort with different dose characteristics than ours; especially the heart dose was 

clearly higher. The NTCP for 2-year mortality based on EDIC seemed to be driven 

mainly by the mean lung dose in our cohort, and compared to the Mortality_Heart 

model (which has been externally validated), the estimated median 2-year mortality 

was 10-13 percentage points lower. Despite the uncertainties, NTCP values can give 

an impression of the magnitude of the clinical relevance of differences in dose 

distributions, and we have used them as a complement to dose-volume parameters.   

5.6.2 Autoplanning 

The script for automated IMPT planning developed for paper V is a rather simple 

approach to autoplanning. More iterations could give a result closer to a Pareto-

optimal plan for each patient. In the current implementation, there is one round of 

lowering OAR objectives that were achieved in the previous round of optimization, 

because this indicates further room for improvement without compromising other 

objectives. This could instead have been a loop where the objectives were lowered in 

consecutive rounds until the achieved dose was higher than, or within a pre-defined 

threshold from, the objective. A more sophisticated but also much more complicated 

approach would be to push OAR doses as low as possible without losing target 

coverage or robustness.  
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The strength of the applied method is simplicity and speed. Because only 2-3 

rounds of optimization were performed per plan, a Monte Carlo dose calculation 

algorithm could be used for the whole process, giving better initial indications of 

possible doses than preliminary, fast pencil beam calculations. Importantly, the 

method was feasible to implement in the limited time available for the last study of 

the thesis and gave robust plans with favorable dose distributions compared to 

previous publications. 

5.6.3 Proton therapy optimization 

Different settings and machine parameters can have a large impact on the proton 

therapy treatment plans. The manually created plans in paper IV and the 

automatically generated plans in paper V cannot be directly compared. In paper IV, a 

generic IBA beam model provided in RayStation v. 8B was used, with energy range 

100-226 MeV/A and sigma of spot sizes in air at isocenter 3.7-7.2 mm. Range 

shifters of 4 or 7.5 cm were required for all patients. In paper V, a beam model with 

energy range 70-227 MeV/A (closer to the Varian ProBeam 360 system that will be 

installed at HUH) was used. Because of the lower energies available, a 4 cm range 

shifter was needed for around half the patients only, allowing more conformal dose 

distributions. This is an example of differences that makes comparing and evaluating 

different proton therapy studies, also clinical studies, challenging. 

5.6.4 Planner bias 

Planner bias refers to prejudice (conscious or unconscious) of the treatment planner in 

favor of one of the investigated techniques. Automated planning is a powerful tool to 

reduce bias, which was a main motivation for its use in papers III and V. To achieve 

the best results the autoplanning system should be configured or trained using 

representative cases and planned according to procedure. E.g., training a RapidPlan 

model with only FB plans and using it for both FB and DIBH could lead to 

systematically higher doses than achievable in the DIBH plans. In the RapidPlan 

models created in paper II, there were both FB and DIBH plans in the library (the 

same technique as for clinical treatment was used). When the clinical routine changes 
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and more patients are treated with DIBH, updating the model to reflect the new 

routine should be considered. 

In paper IV where the plans were manually created, the three different plans 

were created in the same order for all patients. This introduces a high risk of planner 

bias because the objectives used and dose values obtained in the SFUD plan were 

always known when creating the other plans. For example, if the planner found that 

OAR doses could be pushed lower in the IMPT plan than the SFUD plan for the first 

patients, they could unconsciously try harder to lower doses in the IMPT plans for 

later patients as well. Without autoplanning available, planner bias could have been 

reduced by varying which technique was planned first for each patient. 

5.7 Strengths  

The prospective data collection for this thesis has several benefits. A representative 

patient population can be expected when all LA-NSCLC patients receiving 

radiotherapy during three years were invited to participate. All data including 

repeated delineations by the treatment planners and oncologist were collected within 

the same time period, avoiding uncertainty that could be introduced if this was done 

retrospectively when practice or guidelines could have changed. The repeat CTs 

taken during treatment were important as they allowed evaluation of the validity of 

the result during treatment and to get an impression of the inter-fraction robustness of 

the investigated techniques.  

5.7.1 Number of patients 

The number of patients in each paper varied because patients were included during 

the PhD period. More patients were therefore available for the studies performed last 

(papers II and V). Each study had enough patients to answer the research questions. 

Study II required most patients because both a library of training plans for 

knowledge-based model creation and an independent validation group were needed. 

Compared to other treatment planning studies, the number of included patients 

particularly in study III and V was fairly high. This was made possible by 

autoplanning; creating 82 IMPT plans for study V would for example not have been 
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feasible with manual treatment planning. The proton plans used in study IV were 

manually created as part of a master thesis before we had autoplanning available, and 

15 patients with 3 plans each required substantial planning time. 
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MCO could be exploited in a clinic without routine access to this system. Reduction 

of heart and esophagus doses in the output plans from RapidPlan trained with iCE 

plans compared to with manual plans highlights the importance of high-quality 

training data in machine learning based treatment planning. Implementation of 

autoplanning for both IMRT and IMPT was essential to ensure efficient, bias-free 

treatment planning for comparisons of DIBH and FB. 

 DIBH consistently reduced lung doses and risk of RP compared to FB in both 

IMRT and IMPT. In IMRT, the heart dose was also lower with DIBH for most 

patients, except for patients with tumor in the right lower lung where DIBH could 

push the heart closer to the target volume. Inter-fraction robustness was similar for 

DIBH and FB plans despite smaller target volumes with DIBH. 

Comparing different optimization techniques for PBS-PT, IMPT gave the best 

compromise between target coverage robustness and OAR sparing and was preferred 

over SFUD and 4D robust IMPT.  Comparison of IMPT with IMRT showed far 

lower OAR doses with IMPT, both for FB and DIBH. Dose differences between 

IMPT and IMRT were much larger than differences between FB and DIBH.  

Autoplanning and DIBH are fairly easy to implement and is or will soon be 

routinely used in the clinic at HUH as a result of this work. Proton therapy is costly, 

technically challenging (at least in a start-up phase) and less available but has the 

potential to substantially reduce OAR doses compared to photon therapy. This 

potential should first be explored in clinical studies.  

In conclusion, this thesis has provided tools, knowledge and experience that 

have improved clinical practice in radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC at HUH.  
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7. Future perspectives 

There are several opportunities for further improvement in treatment of LA-NSCLC. 

In combination with other treatment advances, the techniques investigated in this 

thesis might have more potential than shown so far.  

One particularly interesting area to investigate is the combination of proton 

therapy with immunotherapy. The PACIFIC trial on Durvalumab after chemotherapy 

and photon radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC reported unprecedented levels of survival 

and has changed standard of care [9]. Still, a 5-year overall survival of only 42.9% 

shows room for further improvement. Preliminary evidence suggests that the 

radiotherapy dose distribution is linked to lymphopenia, which could be a predictor 

for poorer progression free survival after chemoradiotherapy combined with 

immunotherapy in LA-NSCLC [80–82]. IMPT can spare immune cells by irradiating 

less circulating blood, in particular due to the drastic reduction of lung and heart 

volume receiving low radiation doses, and this could increase the effect of 

immunotherapy. DIBH also reduces the estimated dose to immune cells compared to 

FB and could therefore improve the effect of immunotherapy in combination with 

both IMRT and IMPT. 

While immunotherapy has improved systemic control in LA-NSCLC, frequent 

intrathoracic progression is a concern that calls for improvement of the localized 

radiotherapy treatment [83]. The possibility of radiation dose escalation was 

investigated in the RTOG 0617 trial, which reported worse overall survival in the 

high dose arm (74 Gy) than the low dose arm (60 Gy) [10]. This has in part been 

explained by an increase in heart dose; heart V5Gy and V30Gy were both important 

predictors of patient survival. IMPT in particular, but also DIBH in IMRT, can reduce 

dose to heart and other OARs compared to standard FB IMRT and might enable safe 

dose escalation. However, high doses in small volumes of normal tissue inside or 

close to the target volume would still be a concern. Novel techniques such as linear 

energy transfer optimization of proton therapy could be explored to limit such 

adverse effects [84].  
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Both for lung cancer and many other diagnoses, the use of autoplanning has 

increased rapidly in the last years. Still, allocating the resources necessary for setting 

up and implementing autoplanning is a major barrier. Most centers depend on 

solutions from their commercial TPS provider, and these vary both in terms of 

resource requirements and quality of the resulting plans. There is a large potential for 

more sharing of models, scripts etc., preferably accompanied by further 

standardization of imaging, delineation and treatment planning protocols. For 

example, future clinical study protocols could include an autoplanning model that 

would ensure homogeneous plan quality and prioritizations across participating 

centers. Autoplanning is also a great tool to standardize and streamline both manual 

objective selection and model based selection of patients for photon vs. proton 

therapy. 

On a local scale, a proton therapy center is opening in Bergen in 2025, with 

one clinical gantry and one reserved for research. The goal of the health authorities is 

for 80% of the patients to be included in clinical trials [85], and good capacity is 

expected in the first years. This will hopefully open opportunities for Norwegian LA-

NSCLC patients to participate in clinical trials on proton therapy. These are sorely 

needed, as there is currently little data on outcomes especially after IMPT. 
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Simple Summary: In treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), optimization
objectives and beam angle settings are individualized for the anatomy of each patient. This is a
complex interactive process that is usually performed by a treatment planner. In this study, a
novel system for automated optimization of IMRT plans with integrated beam angle optimization
(BAO) was developed, and used to systematically investigate the impact of selected beam angles on
treatment plan quality for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). Automatically
generated plans were of a higher quality than the manually generated, clinically delivered plans,
while dramatically reducing the planning workload. The study demonstrates the potential for
automated planning with integrated BAO to enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.

Abstract: In this study, the novel iCE radiotherapy treatment planning system (TPS) for automated
multi-criterial planning with integrated beam angle optimization (BAO) was developed, and applied
to optimize organ at risk (OAR) sparing and systematically investigate the impact of beam angles
on radiotherapy dose in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). iCE consists
of an in-house, sophisticated multi-criterial optimizer with integrated BAO, coupled to a broadly
used commercial TPS. The in-house optimizer performs fluence map optimization to automatically
generate an intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan with optimal beam angles for each
patient. The obtained angles and dose-volume histograms are then used to automatically generate
the final deliverable plan with the commercial TPS. For the majority of 26 LA-NSCLC patients, iCE
achieved improved heart and esophagus sparing compared to the manually created clinical plans,
with significant reductions in the median heart Dmean (8.1 vs. 9.0 Gy, p = 0.02) and esophagus Dmean

(18.5 vs. 20.3 Gy, p = 0.02), and reductions of up to 6.7 Gy and 5.8 Gy for individual patients. iCE
was superior to automated planning using manually selected beam angles. Differences in the OAR
doses of iCE plans with 6 beams compared to 4 and 8 beams were statistically significant overall, but
highly patient-specific. In conclusion, automated planning with integrated BAO can further enhance
and individualize radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC.

Keywords: autoplanning; automated treatment planning; beam angle optimization (BAO); beam
configuration; Erasmus-iCycle and Eclipse; iCE; locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-
NSCLC); intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT); radiotherapy
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SimpleSummary:Intreatmentplanningforintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT),optimization
objectivesandbeamanglesettingsareindividualizedfortheanatomyofeachpatient.Thisisa
complexinteractiveprocessthatisusuallyperformedbyatreatmentplanner.Inthisstudy,a
novelsystemforautomatedoptimizationofIMRTplanswithintegratedbeamangleoptimization
(BAO)wasdeveloped,andusedtosystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofselectedbeamangleson
treatmentplanqualityforlocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC).Automatically
generatedplanswereofahigherqualitythanthemanuallygenerated,clinicallydeliveredplans,
whiledramaticallyreducingtheplanningworkload.Thestudydemonstratesthepotentialfor
automatedplanningwithintegratedBAOtoenhanceradiotherapyforLA-NSCLCpatients.

Abstract:Inthisstudy,thenoveliCEradiotherapytreatmentplanningsystem(TPS)forautomated
multi-criterialplanningwithintegratedbeamangleoptimization(BAO)wasdeveloped,andapplied
tooptimizeorganatrisk(OAR)sparingandsystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofbeamangles
onradiotherapydoseinlocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC).iCEconsists
ofanin-house,sophisticatedmulti-criterialoptimizerwithintegratedBAO,coupledtoabroadly
usedcommercialTPS.Thein-houseoptimizerperformsfluencemapoptimizationtoautomatically
generateanintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT)planwithoptimalbeamanglesforeach
patient.Theobtainedanglesanddose-volumehistogramsarethenusedtoautomaticallygenerate
thefinaldeliverableplanwiththecommercialTPS.Forthemajorityof26LA-NSCLCpatients,iCE
achievedimprovedheartandesophagussparingcomparedtothemanuallycreatedclinicalplans,
withsignificantreductionsinthemedianheartDmean(8.1vs.9.0Gy,p=0.02)andesophagusDmean

(18.5vs.20.3Gy,p=0.02),andreductionsofupto6.7Gyand5.8Gyforindividualpatients.iCE
wassuperiortoautomatedplanningusingmanuallyselectedbeamangles.DifferencesintheOAR
dosesofiCEplanswith6beamscomparedto4and8beamswerestatisticallysignificantoverall,but
highlypatient-specific.Inconclusion,automatedplanningwithintegratedBAOcanfurtherenhance
andindividualizeradiotherapyforLA-NSCLC.

Keywords:autoplanning;automatedtreatmentplanning;beamangleoptimization(BAO);beam
configuration;Erasmus-iCycleandEclipse;iCE;locallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-
NSCLC);intensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT);radiotherapy
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Simple Summary: In treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), optimization
objectives and beam angle settings are individualized for the anatomy of each patient. This is a
complex interactive process that is usually performed by a treatment planner. In this study, a
novel system for automated optimization of IMRT plans with integrated beam angle optimization
(BAO) was developed, and used to systematically investigate the impact of selected beam angles on
treatment plan quality for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). Automatically
generated plans were of a higher quality than the manually generated, clinically delivered plans,
while dramatically reducing the planning workload. The study demonstrates the potential for
automated planning with integrated BAO to enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.

Abstract: In this study, the novel iCE radiotherapy treatment planning system (TPS) for automated
multi-criterial planning with integrated beam angle optimization (BAO) was developed, and applied
to optimize organ at risk (OAR) sparing and systematically investigate the impact of beam angles
on radiotherapy dose in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). iCE consists
of an in-house, sophisticated multi-criterial optimizer with integrated BAO, coupled to a broadly
used commercial TPS. The in-house optimizer performs fluence map optimization to automatically
generate an intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan with optimal beam angles for each
patient. The obtained angles and dose-volume histograms are then used to automatically generate
the final deliverable plan with the commercial TPS. For the majority of 26 LA-NSCLC patients, iCE
achieved improved heart and esophagus sparing compared to the manually created clinical plans,
with significant reductions in the median heart Dmean (8.1 vs. 9.0 Gy, p = 0.02) and esophagus Dmean

(18.5 vs. 20.3 Gy, p = 0.02), and reductions of up to 6.7 Gy and 5.8 Gy for individual patients. iCE
was superior to automated planning using manually selected beam angles. Differences in the OAR
doses of iCE plans with 6 beams compared to 4 and 8 beams were statistically significant overall, but
highly patient-specific. In conclusion, automated planning with integrated BAO can further enhance
and individualize radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC.

Keywords: autoplanning; automated treatment planning; beam angle optimization (BAO); beam
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Simple Summary: In treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), optimization
objectives and beam angle settings are individualized for the anatomy of each patient. This is a
complex interactive process that is usually performed by a treatment planner. In this study, a
novel system for automated optimization of IMRT plans with integrated beam angle optimization
(BAO) was developed, and used to systematically investigate the impact of selected beam angles on
treatment plan quality for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). Automatically
generated plans were of a higher quality than the manually generated, clinically delivered plans,
while dramatically reducing the planning workload. The study demonstrates the potential for
automated planning with integrated BAO to enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.

Abstract: In this study, the novel iCE radiotherapy treatment planning system (TPS) for automated
multi-criterial planning with integrated beam angle optimization (BAO) was developed, and applied
to optimize organ at risk (OAR) sparing and systematically investigate the impact of beam angles
on radiotherapy dose in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC). iCE consists
of an in-house, sophisticated multi-criterial optimizer with integrated BAO, coupled to a broadly
used commercial TPS. The in-house optimizer performs fluence map optimization to automatically
generate an intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan with optimal beam angles for each
patient. The obtained angles and dose-volume histograms are then used to automatically generate
the final deliverable plan with the commercial TPS. For the majority of 26 LA-NSCLC patients, iCE
achieved improved heart and esophagus sparing compared to the manually created clinical plans,
with significant reductions in the median heart Dmean (8.1 vs. 9.0 Gy, p = 0.02) and esophagus Dmean

(18.5 vs. 20.3 Gy, p = 0.02), and reductions of up to 6.7 Gy and 5.8 Gy for individual patients. iCE
was superior to automated planning using manually selected beam angles. Differences in the OAR
doses of iCE plans with 6 beams compared to 4 and 8 beams were statistically significant overall, but
highly patient-specific. In conclusion, automated planning with integrated BAO can further enhance
and individualize radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC.
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achievedimprovedheartandesophagussparingcomparedtothemanuallycreatedclinicalplans,
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(18.5vs.20.3Gy,p=0.02),andreductionsofupto6.7Gyand5.8Gyforindividualpatients.iCE
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1. Introduction

The standard treatment for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC)
is concurrent chemoradiotherapy [1]. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is the
state-of-the-art radiation technique, allowing optimal shaping of the delivered dose to the
target. IMRT has improved outcomes compared to conformal radiotherapy, but side effects
are still common and potentially severe [2]. Decreasing the radiation dose to organs at risk
(OARs) is desirable both for toxicity reduction and the potential for dose escalation [1,3].

The aim of radiotherapy treatment planning is to establish treatment unit settings for
each patient that will result in a high-quality dose distribution, i.e., a high dose inside the
target volume and limited dose outside, especially in the OARs. IMRT treatment plans are
generated using a cost function that defines the planning objectives for the target, OARs
and other tissues, and their relative weights. A mathematical optimizer derives patient-
specific beam intensity profiles that minimize the cost function value. In manual IMRT
treatment planning, the general approach is to begin the plan generation for a new patient
using a tumor-site-specific template for the cost function. In an iterative trial-and-error
process, the objectives and weights are then adapted by the manual planner to account
for the patient’s anatomy. For fixed-beam IMRT treatment in the thorax, the beam angles
should also be individually tuned, as IMRT with carefully selected beam angles can reduce
OAR doses compared to volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) or IMRT with non-
optimized beam angles [4]. In clinical routine, time pressure limits the possibility to test
many different objective and beam angle settings, and the planner’s experience or skills
may affect the quality of the plans. A number of studies have demonstrated that manually
created plans may be suboptimal [5–9].

In recent years, several systems for automated treatment planning have been presented.
Compared to manual planning, automated planning can considerably increase the plan
quality while dramatically reducing the planning workload [7].

Erasmus-iCycle, developed at the Erasmus University Medical Center (Erasmus MC,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands), is a system for automated multi-criterial treatment plan-
ning that can generate beam profiles for pre-selected beam directions, but it also features
integrated beam profile and beam angle optimization (BAO) [10–16]. With appropri-
ate treatment-site-specific configuration (creation of a “wish-list”), the generated Pareto-
optimal plans are also clinically favorable. Erasmus-iCycle generates plans using fluence
map optimization (FMO), but there is no consecutive segmentation, and therefore the plans
are not directly deliverable. For the generation of clinically deliverable plans at Erasmus
MC, Erasmus-iCycle is used as a pre-optimizer, with consecutive automatic reconstruction
of FMO plans into segmented plans in the Monaco treatment planning system (TPS) (Elekta
AB, Stockholm, Sweden). For this purpose, patient-specific Monaco optimization templates
are created based on the achieved constraint and objective values in the Erasmus-iCycle
FMO plan. Several publications have demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach in
reducing OAR doses and planning time for different treatment sites [17–21], including
VMAT of LA-NSCLC [8]. The Erasmus-iCycle wish-list-based lexicographic optimization
approach for automated multi-criterial treatment planning has recently been adopted by a
commercial party [22].

The Eclipse TPS (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) features the
RapidPlan system for automated knowledge-based treatment planning, whereby a library
of previous treatment plans is used to predict feasible patient-specific OAR dose-volume
histograms (DVHs) for new patients [23]. The predicted DVHs are converted into opti-
mization parameters for automatic generation of deliverable treatment plans. A limitation
of RapidPlan for automated IMRT planning for LA-NSCLC is that it does not feature
patient-specific BAO. Therefore, the beam configuration must be determined manually by
trial-and-error.

While treatment planning systems featuring advanced BAO are not commercially
available, BAO methods have been investigated for their use in radiotherapy of lung
cancer. Yuan et al. used a wide range of lung tumors to tune a BAO system for coplanar
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1. Introduction

The standard treatment for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC)
is concurrent chemoradiotherapy [1]. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is the
state-of-the-art radiation technique, allowing optimal shaping of the delivered dose to the
target. IMRT has improved outcomes compared to conformal radiotherapy, but side effects
are still common and potentially severe [2]. Decreasing the radiation dose to organs at risk
(OARs) is desirable both for toxicity reduction and the potential for dose escalation [1,3].

The aim of radiotherapy treatment planning is to establish treatment unit settings for
each patient that will result in a high-quality dose distribution, i.e., a high dose inside the
target volume and limited dose outside, especially in the OARs. IMRT treatment plans are
generated using a cost function that defines the planning objectives for the target, OARs
and other tissues, and their relative weights. A mathematical optimizer derives patient-
specific beam intensity profiles that minimize the cost function value. In manual IMRT
treatment planning, the general approach is to begin the plan generation for a new patient
using a tumor-site-specific template for the cost function. In an iterative trial-and-error
process, the objectives and weights are then adapted by the manual planner to account
for the patient’s anatomy. For fixed-beam IMRT treatment in the thorax, the beam angles
should also be individually tuned, as IMRT with carefully selected beam angles can reduce
OAR doses compared to volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) or IMRT with non-
optimized beam angles [4]. In clinical routine, time pressure limits the possibility to test
many different objective and beam angle settings, and the planner’s experience or skills
may affect the quality of the plans. A number of studies have demonstrated that manually
created plans may be suboptimal [5–9].

In recent years, several systems for automated treatment planning have been presented.
Compared to manual planning, automated planning can considerably increase the plan
quality while dramatically reducing the planning workload [7].

Erasmus-iCycle, developed at the Erasmus University Medical Center (Erasmus MC,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands), is a system for automated multi-criterial treatment plan-
ning that can generate beam profiles for pre-selected beam directions, but it also features
integrated beam profile and beam angle optimization (BAO) [10–16]. With appropri-
ate treatment-site-specific configuration (creation of a “wish-list”), the generated Pareto-
optimal plans are also clinically favorable. Erasmus-iCycle generates plans using fluence
map optimization (FMO), but there is no consecutive segmentation, and therefore the plans
are not directly deliverable. For the generation of clinically deliverable plans at Erasmus
MC, Erasmus-iCycle is used as a pre-optimizer, with consecutive automatic reconstruction
of FMO plans into segmented plans in the Monaco treatment planning system (TPS) (Elekta
AB, Stockholm, Sweden). For this purpose, patient-specific Monaco optimization templates
are created based on the achieved constraint and objective values in the Erasmus-iCycle
FMO plan. Several publications have demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach in
reducing OAR doses and planning time for different treatment sites [17–21], including
VMAT of LA-NSCLC [8]. The Erasmus-iCycle wish-list-based lexicographic optimization
approach for automated multi-criterial treatment planning has recently been adopted by a
commercial party [22].

The Eclipse TPS (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) features the
RapidPlan system for automated knowledge-based treatment planning, whereby a library
of previous treatment plans is used to predict feasible patient-specific OAR dose-volume
histograms (DVHs) for new patients [23]. The predicted DVHs are converted into opti-
mization parameters for automatic generation of deliverable treatment plans. A limitation
of RapidPlan for automated IMRT planning for LA-NSCLC is that it does not feature
patient-specific BAO. Therefore, the beam configuration must be determined manually by
trial-and-error.

While treatment planning systems featuring advanced BAO are not commercially
available, BAO methods have been investigated for their use in radiotherapy of lung
cancer. Yuan et al. used a wide range of lung tumors to tune a BAO system for coplanar
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WhiletreatmentplanningsystemsfeaturingadvancedBAOarenotcommercially
available,BAOmethodshavebeeninvestigatedfortheiruseinradiotherapyoflung
cancer.Yuanetal.usedawiderangeoflungtumorstotuneaBAOsystemforcoplanar
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configurations, and applied it for more complex, non-coplanar plans [24]. Amit et al.
presented a learning-based method which was applied for various thoracic indications [25].
In both studies, beam angle and beam profile optimization were not integrated; first,
patient-specific beam angles were established, followed by IMRT optimization for the
selected (fixed) angles. The results showed that plans with optimized beam angles had
similar quality to clinical plans with manually selected beam angles.

The aim in this study was to automatically create IMRT plans with integrated opti-
mization of beam angles for a prospective database of LA-NSCLC patients, in order to
improve plan quality compared to manually created plans and to investigate the impact of
beam angles on plan quality. For this purpose, Erasmus-iCycle was coupled with Eclipse
to establish the novel “iCE” system. In iCE, Erasmus-iCycle is used as a pre-optimizer to
automatically generate an initial Pareto-optimal FMO treatment plan with optimized beam
angles for each patient. The OAR DVHs of this plan are converted into patient-specific
optimization parameters for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse.
Both iCE plans and autoplans using the manually selected beam angles were compared to
the manually generated, clinically delivered plans. Finally, iCE was used to investigate the
effect of changing the number of IMRT beams.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients and Clinical Treatment Planning

Twenty-five consecutive patients with stage IIB-IIIC non-small cell lung cancer were
prospectively included in this study. One patient with stage IVA, who had a single brain
metastasis surgically removed prior to radiotherapy, received radiotherapy according to the
protocol for LA-NSCLC and was also included. All patients received IMRT and concurrent
or sequential chemotherapy at Haukeland University Hospital (HUH) between October
2019 and August 2021. The study was approved by the regional committee for medical
and health research ethics (protocol code 2019/749) and all participants provided their
informed consent.

All patients had both a 10-phase 4DCT and a deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) CT
at planning. Treatment plans were created on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the
4DCT and treatment was given in free breathing (FB) conditions as a standard. However,
for patients with very large breathing motion or where lung dose constraints could not be
met with the AIP, the treatment plans were created on the DIBH CT instead (four patients).

The responsible oncologist delineated the gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary
tumor and lymph nodes according to ESTRO guidelines [26]. For FB treatment, the internal
GTVs (IGTVs) included the GTV positions on all 4DCT phases. For DIBH treatment,
three repeated DIBH scans were taken at planning and the IGTVs encompassed the GTV
positions on all three scans. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the
IGTV by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus
and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic margin from the CTV was used to define the planning
target volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and brachial
plexus (if relevant) were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [27].

The clinical plans (CLIN) were manually created by expert planners in Eclipse v. 15.6
or 16.1 using the Photon Optimizer algorithm for optimization and the Acuros External
Beam algorithm for dose calculation. All plans included 6 coplanar IMRT beams with beam
angles based on a template that was individually adapted. In accordance with national
guidelines, the prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment (depending on
lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the PTV) and 70 Gy for
sequential treatment, all administered in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the
median dose in the PTV. The dose constraints applied for planning are provided in Table 1.
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configurations,andapplieditformorecomplex,non-coplanarplans[24].Amitetal.
presentedalearning-basedmethodwhichwasappliedforvariousthoracicindications[25].
Inbothstudies,beamangleandbeamprofileoptimizationwerenotintegrated;first,
patient-specificbeamangleswereestablished,followedbyIMRToptimizationforthe
selected(fixed)angles.Theresultsshowedthatplanswithoptimizedbeamangleshad
similarqualitytoclinicalplanswithmanuallyselectedbeamangles.

TheaiminthisstudywastoautomaticallycreateIMRTplanswithintegratedopti-
mizationofbeamanglesforaprospectivedatabaseofLA-NSCLCpatients,inorderto
improveplanqualitycomparedtomanuallycreatedplansandtoinvestigatetheimpactof
beamanglesonplanquality.Forthispurpose,Erasmus-iCyclewascoupledwithEclipse
toestablishthenovel“iCE”system.IniCE,Erasmus-iCycleisusedasapre-optimizerto
automaticallygenerateaninitialPareto-optimalFMOtreatmentplanwithoptimizedbeam
anglesforeachpatient.TheOARDVHsofthisplanareconvertedintopatient-specific
optimizationparametersforautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.
BothiCEplansandautoplansusingthemanuallyselectedbeamangleswerecomparedto
themanuallygenerated,clinicallydeliveredplans.Finally,iCEwasusedtoinvestigatethe
effectofchangingthenumberofIMRTbeams.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientsandClinicalTreatmentPlanning

Twenty-fiveconsecutivepatientswithstageIIB-IIICnon-smallcelllungcancerwere
prospectivelyincludedinthisstudy.OnepatientwithstageIVA,whohadasinglebrain
metastasissurgicallyremovedpriortoradiotherapy,receivedradiotherapyaccordingtothe
protocolforLA-NSCLCandwasalsoincluded.AllpatientsreceivedIMRTandconcurrent
orsequentialchemotherapyatHaukelandUniversityHospital(HUH)betweenOctober
2019andAugust2021.Thestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedical
andhealthresearchethics(protocolcode2019/749)andallparticipantsprovidedtheir
informedconsent.

Allpatientshadbotha10-phase4DCTandadeepinspirationbreath-hold(DIBH)CT
atplanning.Treatmentplanswerecreatedontheaverageintensityprojection(AIP)ofthe
4DCTandtreatmentwasgiveninfreebreathing(FB)conditionsasastandard.However,
forpatientswithverylargebreathingmotionorwherelungdoseconstraintscouldnotbe
metwiththeAIP,thetreatmentplanswerecreatedontheDIBHCTinstead(fourpatients).

Theresponsibleoncologistdelineatedthegrosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimary
tumorandlymphnodesaccordingtoESTROguidelines[26].ForFBtreatment,theinternal
GTVs(IGTVs)includedtheGTVpositionsonall4DCTphases.ForDIBHtreatment,
threerepeatedDIBHscansweretakenatplanningandtheIGTVsencompassedtheGTV
positionsonallthreescans.Theclinicaltargetvolume(CTV)wasdefinedbyexpandingthe
IGTVby5mmwithoutextendingintouninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagus
andmajorvessels.A5mmisotropicmarginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanning
targetvolume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanalandbrachial
plexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[27].

Theclinicalplans(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexpertplannersinEclipsev.15.6
or16.1usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmforoptimizationandtheAcurosExternal
Beamalgorithmfordosecalculation.Allplansincluded6coplanarIMRTbeamswithbeam
anglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividuallyadapted.Inaccordancewithnational
guidelines,theprescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment(dependingon
lungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gyfor
sequentialtreatment,alladministeredin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe
mediandoseinthePTV.ThedoseconstraintsappliedforplanningareprovidedinTable1.
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atplanning.Treatmentplanswerecreatedontheaverageintensityprojection(AIP)ofthe
4DCTandtreatmentwasgiveninfreebreathing(FB)conditionsasastandard.However,
forpatientswithverylargebreathingmotionorwherelungdoseconstraintscouldnotbe
metwiththeAIP,thetreatmentplanswerecreatedontheDIBHCTinstead(fourpatients).

Theresponsibleoncologistdelineatedthegrosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimary
tumorandlymphnodesaccordingtoESTROguidelines[26].ForFBtreatment,theinternal
GTVs(IGTVs)includedtheGTVpositionsonall4DCTphases.ForDIBHtreatment,
threerepeatedDIBHscansweretakenatplanningandtheIGTVsencompassedtheGTV
positionsonallthreescans.Theclinicaltargetvolume(CTV)wasdefinedbyexpandingthe
IGTVby5mmwithoutextendingintouninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagus
andmajorvessels.A5mmisotropicmarginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanning
targetvolume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanalandbrachial
plexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[27].

Theclinicalplans(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexpertplannersinEclipsev.15.6
or16.1usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmforoptimizationandtheAcurosExternal
Beamalgorithmfordosecalculation.Allplansincluded6coplanarIMRTbeamswithbeam
anglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividuallyadapted.Inaccordancewithnational
guidelines,theprescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment(dependingon
lungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gyfor
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configurations, and applied it for more complex, non-coplanar plans [24]. Amit et al.
presented a learning-based method which was applied for various thoracic indications [25].
In both studies, beam angle and beam profile optimization were not integrated; first,
patient-specific beam angles were established, followed by IMRT optimization for the
selected (fixed) angles. The results showed that plans with optimized beam angles had
similar quality to clinical plans with manually selected beam angles.

The aim in this study was to automatically create IMRT plans with integrated opti-
mization of beam angles for a prospective database of LA-NSCLC patients, in order to
improve plan quality compared to manually created plans and to investigate the impact of
beam angles on plan quality. For this purpose, Erasmus-iCycle was coupled with Eclipse
to establish the novel “iCE” system. In iCE, Erasmus-iCycle is used as a pre-optimizer to
automatically generate an initial Pareto-optimal FMO treatment plan with optimized beam
angles for each patient. The OAR DVHs of this plan are converted into patient-specific
optimization parameters for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse.
Both iCE plans and autoplans using the manually selected beam angles were compared to
the manually generated, clinically delivered plans. Finally, iCE was used to investigate the
effect of changing the number of IMRT beams.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients and Clinical Treatment Planning

Twenty-five consecutive patients with stage IIB-IIIC non-small cell lung cancer were
prospectively included in this study. One patient with stage IVA, who had a single brain
metastasis surgically removed prior to radiotherapy, received radiotherapy according to the
protocol for LA-NSCLC and was also included. All patients received IMRT and concurrent
or sequential chemotherapy at Haukeland University Hospital (HUH) between October
2019 and August 2021. The study was approved by the regional committee for medical
and health research ethics (protocol code 2019/749) and all participants provided their
informed consent.

All patients had both a 10-phase 4DCT and a deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) CT
at planning. Treatment plans were created on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the
4DCT and treatment was given in free breathing (FB) conditions as a standard. However,
for patients with very large breathing motion or where lung dose constraints could not be
met with the AIP, the treatment plans were created on the DIBH CT instead (four patients).

The responsible oncologist delineated the gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary
tumor and lymph nodes according to ESTRO guidelines [26]. For FB treatment, the internal
GTVs (IGTVs) included the GTV positions on all 4DCT phases. For DIBH treatment,
three repeated DIBH scans were taken at planning and the IGTVs encompassed the GTV
positions on all three scans. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the
IGTV by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus
and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic margin from the CTV was used to define the planning
target volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and brachial
plexus (if relevant) were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [27].

The clinical plans (CLIN) were manually created by expert planners in Eclipse v. 15.6
or 16.1 using the Photon Optimizer algorithm for optimization and the Acuros External
Beam algorithm for dose calculation. All plans included 6 coplanar IMRT beams with beam
angles based on a template that was individually adapted. In accordance with national
guidelines, the prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment (depending on
lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the PTV) and 70 Gy for
sequential treatment, all administered in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the
median dose in the PTV. The dose constraints applied for planning are provided in Table 1.
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configurations, and applied it for more complex, non-coplanar plans [24]. Amit et al.
presented a learning-based method which was applied for various thoracic indications [25].
In both studies, beam angle and beam profile optimization were not integrated; first,
patient-specific beam angles were established, followed by IMRT optimization for the
selected (fixed) angles. The results showed that plans with optimized beam angles had
similar quality to clinical plans with manually selected beam angles.

The aim in this study was to automatically create IMRT plans with integrated opti-
mization of beam angles for a prospective database of LA-NSCLC patients, in order to
improve plan quality compared to manually created plans and to investigate the impact of
beam angles on plan quality. For this purpose, Erasmus-iCycle was coupled with Eclipse
to establish the novel “iCE” system. In iCE, Erasmus-iCycle is used as a pre-optimizer to
automatically generate an initial Pareto-optimal FMO treatment plan with optimized beam
angles for each patient. The OAR DVHs of this plan are converted into patient-specific
optimization parameters for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse.
Both iCE plans and autoplans using the manually selected beam angles were compared to
the manually generated, clinically delivered plans. Finally, iCE was used to investigate the
effect of changing the number of IMRT beams.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients and Clinical Treatment Planning

Twenty-five consecutive patients with stage IIB-IIIC non-small cell lung cancer were
prospectively included in this study. One patient with stage IVA, who had a single brain
metastasis surgically removed prior to radiotherapy, received radiotherapy according to the
protocol for LA-NSCLC and was also included. All patients received IMRT and concurrent
or sequential chemotherapy at Haukeland University Hospital (HUH) between October
2019 and August 2021. The study was approved by the regional committee for medical
and health research ethics (protocol code 2019/749) and all participants provided their
informed consent.

All patients had both a 10-phase 4DCT and a deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) CT
at planning. Treatment plans were created on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the
4DCT and treatment was given in free breathing (FB) conditions as a standard. However,
for patients with very large breathing motion or where lung dose constraints could not be
met with the AIP, the treatment plans were created on the DIBH CT instead (four patients).

The responsible oncologist delineated the gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary
tumor and lymph nodes according to ESTRO guidelines [26]. For FB treatment, the internal
GTVs (IGTVs) included the GTV positions on all 4DCT phases. For DIBH treatment,
three repeated DIBH scans were taken at planning and the IGTVs encompassed the GTV
positions on all three scans. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the
IGTV by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus
and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic margin from the CTV was used to define the planning
target volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and brachial
plexus (if relevant) were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [27].

The clinical plans (CLIN) were manually created by expert planners in Eclipse v. 15.6
or 16.1 using the Photon Optimizer algorithm for optimization and the Acuros External
Beam algorithm for dose calculation. All plans included 6 coplanar IMRT beams with beam
angles based on a template that was individually adapted. In accordance with national
guidelines, the prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment (depending on
lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the PTV) and 70 Gy for
sequential treatment, all administered in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the
median dose in the PTV. The dose constraints applied for planning are provided in Table 1.
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configurations,andapplieditformorecomplex,non-coplanarplans[24].Amitetal.
presentedalearning-basedmethodwhichwasappliedforvariousthoracicindications[25].
Inbothstudies,beamangleandbeamprofileoptimizationwerenotintegrated;first,
patient-specificbeamangleswereestablished,followedbyIMRToptimizationforthe
selected(fixed)angles.Theresultsshowedthatplanswithoptimizedbeamangleshad
similarqualitytoclinicalplanswithmanuallyselectedbeamangles.

TheaiminthisstudywastoautomaticallycreateIMRTplanswithintegratedopti-
mizationofbeamanglesforaprospectivedatabaseofLA-NSCLCpatients,inorderto
improveplanqualitycomparedtomanuallycreatedplansandtoinvestigatetheimpactof
beamanglesonplanquality.Forthispurpose,Erasmus-iCyclewascoupledwithEclipse
toestablishthenovel“iCE”system.IniCE,Erasmus-iCycleisusedasapre-optimizerto
automaticallygenerateaninitialPareto-optimalFMOtreatmentplanwithoptimizedbeam
anglesforeachpatient.TheOARDVHsofthisplanareconvertedintopatient-specific
optimizationparametersforautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.
BothiCEplansandautoplansusingthemanuallyselectedbeamangleswerecomparedto
themanuallygenerated,clinicallydeliveredplans.Finally,iCEwasusedtoinvestigatethe
effectofchangingthenumberofIMRTbeams.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientsandClinicalTreatmentPlanning

Twenty-fiveconsecutivepatientswithstageIIB-IIICnon-smallcelllungcancerwere
prospectivelyincludedinthisstudy.OnepatientwithstageIVA,whohadasinglebrain
metastasissurgicallyremovedpriortoradiotherapy,receivedradiotherapyaccordingtothe
protocolforLA-NSCLCandwasalsoincluded.AllpatientsreceivedIMRTandconcurrent
orsequentialchemotherapyatHaukelandUniversityHospital(HUH)betweenOctober
2019andAugust2021.Thestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedical
andhealthresearchethics(protocolcode2019/749)andallparticipantsprovidedtheir
informedconsent.

Allpatientshadbotha10-phase4DCTandadeepinspirationbreath-hold(DIBH)CT
atplanning.Treatmentplanswerecreatedontheaverageintensityprojection(AIP)ofthe
4DCTandtreatmentwasgiveninfreebreathing(FB)conditionsasastandard.However,
forpatientswithverylargebreathingmotionorwherelungdoseconstraintscouldnotbe
metwiththeAIP,thetreatmentplanswerecreatedontheDIBHCTinstead(fourpatients).

Theresponsibleoncologistdelineatedthegrosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimary
tumorandlymphnodesaccordingtoESTROguidelines[26].ForFBtreatment,theinternal
GTVs(IGTVs)includedtheGTVpositionsonall4DCTphases.ForDIBHtreatment,
threerepeatedDIBHscansweretakenatplanningandtheIGTVsencompassedtheGTV
positionsonallthreescans.Theclinicaltargetvolume(CTV)wasdefinedbyexpandingthe
IGTVby5mmwithoutextendingintouninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagus
andmajorvessels.A5mmisotropicmarginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanning
targetvolume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanalandbrachial
plexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[27].

Theclinicalplans(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexpertplannersinEclipsev.15.6
or16.1usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmforoptimizationandtheAcurosExternal
Beamalgorithmfordosecalculation.Allplansincluded6coplanarIMRTbeamswithbeam
anglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividuallyadapted.Inaccordancewithnational
guidelines,theprescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment(dependingon
lungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gyfor
sequentialtreatment,alladministeredin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe
mediandoseinthePTV.ThedoseconstraintsappliedforplanningareprovidedinTable1.
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targetvolume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanalandbrachial
plexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[27].

Theclinicalplans(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexpertplannersinEclipsev.15.6
or16.1usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmforoptimizationandtheAcurosExternal
Beamalgorithmfordosecalculation.Allplansincluded6coplanarIMRTbeamswithbeam
anglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividuallyadapted.Inaccordancewithnational
guidelines,theprescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment(dependingon
lungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gyfor
sequentialtreatment,alladministeredin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe
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andmajorvessels.A5mmisotropicmarginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanning
targetvolume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanalandbrachial
plexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[27].

Theclinicalplans(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexpertplannersinEclipsev.15.6
or16.1usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmforoptimizationandtheAcurosExternal
Beamalgorithmfordosecalculation.Allplansincluded6coplanarIMRTbeamswithbeam
anglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividuallyadapted.Inaccordancewithnational
guidelines,theprescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment(dependingon
lungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gyfor
sequentialtreatment,alladministeredin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe
mediandoseinthePTV.ThedoseconstraintsappliedforplanningareprovidedinTable1.
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sequentialtreatment,alladministeredin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe
mediandoseinthePTV.ThedoseconstraintsappliedforplanningareprovidedinTable1.
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Table 1. Planning dose constraints for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue. Dp = prescribed dose. In
cases where fulfilling all constraints was impossible, the responsible oncologist decided whether
target coverage or OAR constraints should be compromised.

Volume Dose Constraint

PTV V95% > 98%
Lungs V5Gy < 65%

V20Gy < 35%
Dmean < 20 Gy

Heart V30Gy < 40%
Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy

Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy
Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy

Patient body Dmax < Dp · 1.07

2.2. iCE Treatment Planning
2.2.1. Erasmus-iCycle Wish-List Creation and FMO Plan Generation

A detailed description of Erasmus-iCycle functionality and wish-list creation can be
found elsewhere [10,28]. In this study, an Erasmus-iCycle wish-list for LA-NSCLC was
established and tuned according to clinical priorities at HUH. An oncologist (IMS) and
an expert planner (THS) were involved in the evaluation of treatment plans during this
process. In the first phase of tuning, five of the patients treated in FB with 66 Gy were used.
The PTV coverage and high dose conformity were kept similar to the clinical plans, while
the dose to the OARs and undefined normal tissue was minimized. The wish-list was then
applied for an additional four patients with a 60 Gy prescription and/or DIBH CT, and
some final adjustments were made.

In the final wish-list, hard constraints were used for the maximum dose to the spinal
canal, brachial plexus and PTV, and for an external ring to prevent high entrance doses.
Target and OAR objectives were added with the following order of priority (in line with
clinical priorities): PTV coverage, lung Dmean, heart Dmean and esophagus Dmean. In
addition, constraints and objectives were applied for normal tissue at specified distances
from the PTV to steer conformity. The full wish-list is provided in Table 2.

In the multi-criterial plan generation, the objective functions are consecutively mini-
mized following the allotted priorities. After the minimization of an objective function, a
constraint is added to the problem to avoid quality loss for this objective when minimizing
the following lower priority objectives. Two rounds of consecutive minimizations of objec-
tive functions are applied. In the first round, the constraint that is added after an objective
minimization is the Goal value (second to last column in Table 2), if it could be obtained,
regardless of the possibility for further improvement. If the Goal value is not achieved,
the obtained objective value, with some relaxation, is added as a constraint. In the second
round, all objectives without a Sufficient value (last column in Table 2) are minimized to
the fullest extent, following the order of priority. In this way, the Goal and Sufficient values
make sure undesired and unnecessary greediness in minimizing objectives is avoided,
leaving room for minimizing lower priority objectives [10].

The candidate beam angles for BAO were in the range of 140–40◦ for right-sided
tumors and 320–220◦ for left-sided tumors with 5◦ spacing.
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2.2.iCETreatmentPlanning
2.2.1.Erasmus-iCycleWish-ListCreationandFMOPlanGeneration

AdetaileddescriptionofErasmus-iCyclefunctionalityandwish-listcreationcanbe
foundelsewhere[10,28].Inthisstudy,anErasmus-iCyclewish-listforLA-NSCLCwas
establishedandtunedaccordingtoclinicalprioritiesatHUH.Anoncologist(IMS)and
anexpertplanner(THS)wereinvolvedintheevaluationoftreatmentplansduringthis
process.Inthefirstphaseoftuning,fiveofthepatientstreatedinFBwith66Gywereused.
ThePTVcoverageandhighdoseconformitywerekeptsimilartotheclinicalplans,while
thedosetotheOARsandundefinednormaltissuewasminimized.Thewish-listwasthen
appliedforanadditionalfourpatientswitha60Gyprescriptionand/orDIBHCT,and
somefinaladjustmentsweremade.

Inthefinalwish-list,hardconstraintswereusedforthemaximumdosetothespinal
canal,brachialplexusandPTV,andforanexternalringtopreventhighentrancedoses.
TargetandOARobjectiveswereaddedwiththefollowingorderofpriority(inlinewith
clinicalpriorities):PTVcoverage,lungDmean,heartDmeanandesophagusDmean.In
addition,constraintsandobjectiveswereappliedfornormaltissueatspecifieddistances
fromthePTVtosteerconformity.Thefullwish-listisprovidedinTable2.

Inthemulti-criterialplangeneration,theobjectivefunctionsareconsecutivelymini-
mizedfollowingtheallottedpriorities.Aftertheminimizationofanobjectivefunction,a
constraintisaddedtotheproblemtoavoidqualitylossforthisobjectivewhenminimizing
thefollowinglowerpriorityobjectives.Tworoundsofconsecutiveminimizationsofobjec-
tivefunctionsareapplied.Inthefirstround,theconstraintthatisaddedafteranobjective
minimizationistheGoalvalue(secondtolastcolumninTable2),ifitcouldbeobtained,
regardlessofthepossibilityforfurtherimprovement.IftheGoalvalueisnotachieved,
theobtainedobjectivevalue,withsomerelaxation,isaddedasaconstraint.Inthesecond
round,allobjectiveswithoutaSufficientvalue(lastcolumninTable2)areminimizedto
thefullestextent,followingtheorderofpriority.Inthisway,theGoalandSufficientvalues
makesureundesiredandunnecessarygreedinessinminimizingobjectivesisavoided,
leavingroomforminimizinglowerpriorityobjectives[10].

ThecandidatebeamanglesforBAOwereintherangeof140–40◦forright-sided
tumorsand320–220◦forleft-sidedtumorswith5◦spacing.
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tivefunctionsareapplied.Inthefirstround,theconstraintthatisaddedafteranobjective
minimizationistheGoalvalue(secondtolastcolumninTable2),ifitcouldbeobtained,
regardlessofthepossibilityforfurtherimprovement.IftheGoalvalueisnotachieved,
theobtainedobjectivevalue,withsomerelaxation,isaddedasaconstraint.Inthesecond
round,allobjectiveswithoutaSufficientvalue(lastcolumninTable2)areminimizedto
thefullestextent,followingtheorderofpriority.Inthisway,theGoalandSufficientvalues
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Table 1. Planning dose constraints for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue. Dp = prescribed dose. In
cases where fulfilling all constraints was impossible, the responsible oncologist decided whether
target coverage or OAR constraints should be compromised.

Volume Dose Constraint

PTV V95% > 98%
Lungs V5Gy < 65%

V20Gy < 35%
Dmean < 20 Gy

Heart V30Gy < 40%
Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy

Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy
Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy

Patient body Dmax < Dp · 1.07

2.2. iCE Treatment Planning
2.2.1. Erasmus-iCycle Wish-List Creation and FMO Plan Generation

A detailed description of Erasmus-iCycle functionality and wish-list creation can be
found elsewhere [10,28]. In this study, an Erasmus-iCycle wish-list for LA-NSCLC was
established and tuned according to clinical priorities at HUH. An oncologist (IMS) and
an expert planner (THS) were involved in the evaluation of treatment plans during this
process. In the first phase of tuning, five of the patients treated in FB with 66 Gy were used.
The PTV coverage and high dose conformity were kept similar to the clinical plans, while
the dose to the OARs and undefined normal tissue was minimized. The wish-list was then
applied for an additional four patients with a 60 Gy prescription and/or DIBH CT, and
some final adjustments were made.

In the final wish-list, hard constraints were used for the maximum dose to the spinal
canal, brachial plexus and PTV, and for an external ring to prevent high entrance doses.
Target and OAR objectives were added with the following order of priority (in line with
clinical priorities): PTV coverage, lung Dmean, heart Dmean and esophagus Dmean. In
addition, constraints and objectives were applied for normal tissue at specified distances
from the PTV to steer conformity. The full wish-list is provided in Table 2.

In the multi-criterial plan generation, the objective functions are consecutively mini-
mized following the allotted priorities. After the minimization of an objective function, a
constraint is added to the problem to avoid quality loss for this objective when minimizing
the following lower priority objectives. Two rounds of consecutive minimizations of objec-
tive functions are applied. In the first round, the constraint that is added after an objective
minimization is the Goal value (second to last column in Table 2), if it could be obtained,
regardless of the possibility for further improvement. If the Goal value is not achieved,
the obtained objective value, with some relaxation, is added as a constraint. In the second
round, all objectives without a Sufficient value (last column in Table 2) are minimized to
the fullest extent, following the order of priority. In this way, the Goal and Sufficient values
make sure undesired and unnecessary greediness in minimizing objectives is avoided,
leaving room for minimizing lower priority objectives [10].

The candidate beam angles for BAO were in the range of 140–40◦ for right-sided
tumors and 320–220◦ for left-sided tumors with 5◦ spacing.
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Table 1. Planning dose constraints for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue. Dp = prescribed dose. In
cases where fulfilling all constraints was impossible, the responsible oncologist decided whether
target coverage or OAR constraints should be compromised.

Volume Dose Constraint

PTV V95% > 98%
Lungs V5Gy < 65%

V20Gy < 35%
Dmean < 20 Gy

Heart V30Gy < 40%
Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy

Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy
Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy

Patient body Dmax < Dp · 1.07

2.2. iCE Treatment Planning
2.2.1. Erasmus-iCycle Wish-List Creation and FMO Plan Generation

A detailed description of Erasmus-iCycle functionality and wish-list creation can be
found elsewhere [10,28]. In this study, an Erasmus-iCycle wish-list for LA-NSCLC was
established and tuned according to clinical priorities at HUH. An oncologist (IMS) and
an expert planner (THS) were involved in the evaluation of treatment plans during this
process. In the first phase of tuning, five of the patients treated in FB with 66 Gy were used.
The PTV coverage and high dose conformity were kept similar to the clinical plans, while
the dose to the OARs and undefined normal tissue was minimized. The wish-list was then
applied for an additional four patients with a 60 Gy prescription and/or DIBH CT, and
some final adjustments were made.

In the final wish-list, hard constraints were used for the maximum dose to the spinal
canal, brachial plexus and PTV, and for an external ring to prevent high entrance doses.
Target and OAR objectives were added with the following order of priority (in line with
clinical priorities): PTV coverage, lung Dmean, heart Dmean and esophagus Dmean. In
addition, constraints and objectives were applied for normal tissue at specified distances
from the PTV to steer conformity. The full wish-list is provided in Table 2.

In the multi-criterial plan generation, the objective functions are consecutively mini-
mized following the allotted priorities. After the minimization of an objective function, a
constraint is added to the problem to avoid quality loss for this objective when minimizing
the following lower priority objectives. Two rounds of consecutive minimizations of objec-
tive functions are applied. In the first round, the constraint that is added after an objective
minimization is the Goal value (second to last column in Table 2), if it could be obtained,
regardless of the possibility for further improvement. If the Goal value is not achieved,
the obtained objective value, with some relaxation, is added as a constraint. In the second
round, all objectives without a Sufficient value (last column in Table 2) are minimized to
the fullest extent, following the order of priority. In this way, the Goal and Sufficient values
make sure undesired and unnecessary greediness in minimizing objectives is avoided,
leaving room for minimizing lower priority objectives [10].

The candidate beam angles for BAO were in the range of 140–40◦ for right-sided
tumors and 320–220◦ for left-sided tumors with 5◦ spacing.
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Table1.PlanningdoseconstraintsforthePTV,OARsandnormaltissue.Dp=prescribeddose.In
caseswherefulfillingallconstraintswasimpossible,theresponsibleoncologistdecidedwhether
targetcoverageorOARconstraintsshouldbecompromised.

VolumeDoseConstraint

PTVV95%>98%
LungsV5Gy<65%

V20Gy<35%
Dmean<20Gy

HeartV30Gy<40%
EsophagusDmean<34Gy

SpinalcanalDmax<50Gy
BrachialplexusDmax<66Gy

PatientbodyDmax<Dp·1.07

2.2.iCETreatmentPlanning
2.2.1.Erasmus-iCycleWish-ListCreationandFMOPlanGeneration

AdetaileddescriptionofErasmus-iCyclefunctionalityandwish-listcreationcanbe
foundelsewhere[10,28].Inthisstudy,anErasmus-iCyclewish-listforLA-NSCLCwas
establishedandtunedaccordingtoclinicalprioritiesatHUH.Anoncologist(IMS)and
anexpertplanner(THS)wereinvolvedintheevaluationoftreatmentplansduringthis
process.Inthefirstphaseoftuning,fiveofthepatientstreatedinFBwith66Gywereused.
ThePTVcoverageandhighdoseconformitywerekeptsimilartotheclinicalplans,while
thedosetotheOARsandundefinednormaltissuewasminimized.Thewish-listwasthen
appliedforanadditionalfourpatientswitha60Gyprescriptionand/orDIBHCT,and
somefinaladjustmentsweremade.

Inthefinalwish-list,hardconstraintswereusedforthemaximumdosetothespinal
canal,brachialplexusandPTV,andforanexternalringtopreventhighentrancedoses.
TargetandOARobjectiveswereaddedwiththefollowingorderofpriority(inlinewith
clinicalpriorities):PTVcoverage,lungDmean,heartDmeanandesophagusDmean.In
addition,constraintsandobjectiveswereappliedfornormaltissueatspecifieddistances
fromthePTVtosteerconformity.Thefullwish-listisprovidedinTable2.

Inthemulti-criterialplangeneration,theobjectivefunctionsareconsecutivelymini-
mizedfollowingtheallottedpriorities.Aftertheminimizationofanobjectivefunction,a
constraintisaddedtotheproblemtoavoidqualitylossforthisobjectivewhenminimizing
thefollowinglowerpriorityobjectives.Tworoundsofconsecutiveminimizationsofobjec-
tivefunctionsareapplied.Inthefirstround,theconstraintthatisaddedafteranobjective
minimizationistheGoalvalue(secondtolastcolumninTable2),ifitcouldbeobtained,
regardlessofthepossibilityforfurtherimprovement.IftheGoalvalueisnotachieved,
theobtainedobjectivevalue,withsomerelaxation,isaddedasaconstraint.Inthesecond
round,allobjectiveswithoutaSufficientvalue(lastcolumninTable2)areminimizedto
thefullestextent,followingtheorderofpriority.Inthisway,theGoalandSufficientvalues
makesureundesiredandunnecessarygreedinessinminimizingobjectivesisavoided,
leavingroomforminimizinglowerpriorityobjectives[10].

ThecandidatebeamanglesforBAOwereintherangeof140–40◦forright-sided
tumorsand320–220◦forleft-sidedtumorswith5◦spacing.
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VolumeDoseConstraint

PTVV95%>98%
LungsV5Gy<65%

V20Gy<35%
Dmean<20Gy

HeartV30Gy<40%
EsophagusDmean<34Gy

SpinalcanalDmax<50Gy
BrachialplexusDmax<66Gy

PatientbodyDmax<Dp·1.07

2.2.iCETreatmentPlanning
2.2.1.Erasmus-iCycleWish-ListCreationandFMOPlanGeneration

AdetaileddescriptionofErasmus-iCyclefunctionalityandwish-listcreationcanbe
foundelsewhere[10,28].Inthisstudy,anErasmus-iCyclewish-listforLA-NSCLCwas
establishedandtunedaccordingtoclinicalprioritiesatHUH.Anoncologist(IMS)and
anexpertplanner(THS)wereinvolvedintheevaluationoftreatmentplansduringthis
process.Inthefirstphaseoftuning,fiveofthepatientstreatedinFBwith66Gywereused.
ThePTVcoverageandhighdoseconformitywerekeptsimilartotheclinicalplans,while
thedosetotheOARsandundefinednormaltissuewasminimized.Thewish-listwasthen
appliedforanadditionalfourpatientswitha60Gyprescriptionand/orDIBHCT,and
somefinaladjustmentsweremade.

Inthefinalwish-list,hardconstraintswereusedforthemaximumdosetothespinal
canal,brachialplexusandPTV,andforanexternalringtopreventhighentrancedoses.
TargetandOARobjectiveswereaddedwiththefollowingorderofpriority(inlinewith
clinicalpriorities):PTVcoverage,lungDmean,heartDmeanandesophagusDmean.In
addition,constraintsandobjectiveswereappliedfornormaltissueatspecifieddistances
fromthePTVtosteerconformity.Thefullwish-listisprovidedinTable2.

Inthemulti-criterialplangeneration,theobjectivefunctionsareconsecutivelymini-
mizedfollowingtheallottedpriorities.Aftertheminimizationofanobjectivefunction,a
constraintisaddedtotheproblemtoavoidqualitylossforthisobjectivewhenminimizing
thefollowinglowerpriorityobjectives.Tworoundsofconsecutiveminimizationsofobjec-
tivefunctionsareapplied.Inthefirstround,theconstraintthatisaddedafteranobjective
minimizationistheGoalvalue(secondtolastcolumninTable2),ifitcouldbeobtained,
regardlessofthepossibilityforfurtherimprovement.IftheGoalvalueisnotachieved,
theobtainedobjectivevalue,withsomerelaxation,isaddedasaconstraint.Inthesecond
round,allobjectiveswithoutaSufficientvalue(lastcolumninTable2)areminimizedto
thefullestextent,followingtheorderofpriority.Inthisway,theGoalandSufficientvalues
makesureundesiredandunnecessarygreedinessinminimizingobjectivesisavoided,
leavingroomforminimizinglowerpriorityobjectives[10].

ThecandidatebeamanglesforBAOwereintherangeof140–40◦forright-sided
tumorsand320–220◦forleft-sidedtumorswith5◦spacing.
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Table 2. Applied Erasmus-iCycle wish-list. Dp = prescribed dose, 60/66/70 Gy; different logarithmic tumor control
probability (LTCP) settings were used depending on Dp. Note that the goal value for constraints was set slightly stricter
than the actual clinical limit to account for finite sampling resolution.

Priority Volume Type Goal Sufficient

Constraint PTV Max Dp · 1.02
Constraint PTV Mean Dp · 0.997
Constraint Spinal canal Max 47 Gy
Constraint Brachial plexus Max 60 Gy
Constraint Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 Max Dp
Constraint Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 Max Dp · 0.75
Constraint External ring 2 Max Dp · 0.8

1 PTV ↓ LTCP 3 0.14/0.12/0.12 0.14/0.12/0.12
2 Lungs ↓Mean 19 Gy
3 Shell PTV + 3 mm 1 ↓Max Dp Dp
4 Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.9 Dp · 0.9
5 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.65
6 Lungs ↓Mean 13 Gy
7 Heart ↓Mean 13 Gy
8 Esophagus ↓Mean 18 Gy
9 Shell PTV + 3 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.75

10 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.55
11 Lungs ↓Mean 0 Gy
12 Heart ↓Mean 0 Gy
13 Esophagus ↓Mean 0 Gy

1 Shells consist of all pixels located at the specified distance from the PTV. 2 Ring structure extending 2 cm inside the patient surface,
subtracting PTV + 4 cm. 3 Logarithmic tumor control probability (LTCP) as defined in [10], using prescription Dp · 0.95 and α = 0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2. Generation of the Final iCE Plan Based on an Initial Erasmus-iCycle FMO Plan

The Erasmus-iCycle FMO plan was used to create a patient-specific objective template
for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse. This was performed
automatically by a script that moved information from the OAR DVHs in .csv format into an
objective template in .xml format (see Supplementary Materials). For each OAR involved, a
line objective was created. Line objectives are defined by a collection of dose-volume pairs
and limit the dose for all volume levels [29]. The distance between dose-volume points
defining the line was set to 0.7 Gy. For the PTV objectives, the same fixed settings as in the
clinical plans were used. Priorities and normal tissue objective settings were kept constant
after tuning based on the first five patients. Table 3 shows the final template that was used
for all of the patients.

Table 3. Applied Eclipse objective template. p.s. = patient specific, defined based on Erasmus-
iCycle DVHs.

Volume Type Dose [Gy] Priority

PTV_60/66/70 Min 59.5/65.5/69.5 130
Max 60.5/66.5/70.5 130

Lungs Line p.s. 80
Heart Line p.s. 80

Esophagus Line p.s. 60
Spinal canal Max 48 100

Line p.s. 40
Brachial plexus Max 62 100

Line p.s. 40
Patient body NTO 1 - 100

1 NTO = normal tissue objective, with the following fixed parameters: distance from target border 0.5
cm, start dose 105%, end dose 60% and fall-off 0.15 [30].
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Table2.AppliedErasmus-iCyclewish-list.Dp=prescribeddose,60/66/70Gy;differentlogarithmictumorcontrol
probability(LTCP)settingswereuseddependingonDp.Notethatthegoalvalueforconstraintswassetslightlystricter
thantheactualclinicallimittoaccountforfinitesamplingresolution.

PriorityVolumeTypeGoalSufficient

ConstraintPTVMaxDp·1.02
ConstraintPTVMeanDp·0.997
ConstraintSpinalcanalMax47Gy
ConstraintBrachialplexusMax60Gy
ConstraintShellPTV+1cm1MaxDp
ConstraintShellPTV+7cm1MaxDp·0.75
ConstraintExternalring2MaxDp·0.8

1PTV↓LTCP30.14/0.12/0.120.14/0.12/0.12
2Lungs↓Mean19Gy
3ShellPTV+3mm1↓MaxDpDp
4ShellPTV+1cm1↓MaxDp·0.9Dp·0.9
5ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.65
6Lungs↓Mean13Gy
7Heart↓Mean13Gy
8Esophagus↓Mean18Gy
9ShellPTV+3cm1↓MaxDp·0.75
10ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.55
11Lungs↓Mean0Gy
12Heart↓Mean0Gy
13Esophagus↓Mean0Gy

1ShellsconsistofallpixelslocatedatthespecifieddistancefromthePTV.2Ringstructureextending2cminsidethepatientsurface,
subtractingPTV+4cm.3Logarithmictumorcontrolprobability(LTCP)asdefinedin[10],usingprescriptionDp·0.95andα=0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2.GenerationoftheFinaliCEPlanBasedonanInitialErasmus-iCycleFMOPlan

TheErasmus-iCycleFMOplanwasusedtocreateapatient-specificobjectivetemplate
forautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.Thiswasperformed
automaticallybyascriptthatmovedinformationfromtheOARDVHsin.csvformatintoan
objectivetemplatein.xmlformat(seeSupplementaryMaterials).ForeachOARinvolved,a
lineobjectivewascreated.Lineobjectivesaredefinedbyacollectionofdose-volumepairs
andlimitthedoseforallvolumelevels[29].Thedistancebetweendose-volumepoints
definingthelinewassetto0.7Gy.ForthePTVobjectives,thesamefixedsettingsasinthe
clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.

Table3.AppliedEclipseobjectivetemplate.p.s.=patientspecific,definedbasedonErasmus-
iCycleDVHs.

VolumeTypeDose[Gy]Priority

PTV_60/66/70Min59.5/65.5/69.5130
Max60.5/66.5/70.5130

LungsLinep.s.80
HeartLinep.s.80

EsophagusLinep.s.60
SpinalcanalMax48100

Linep.s.40
BrachialplexusMax62100

Linep.s.40
PatientbodyNTO1-100

1NTO=normaltissueobjective,withthefollowingfixedparameters:distancefromtargetborder0.5
cm,startdose105%,enddose60%andfall-off0.15[30].
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ConstraintShellPTV+7cm1MaxDp·0.75
ConstraintExternalring2MaxDp·0.8

1PTV↓LTCP30.14/0.12/0.120.14/0.12/0.12
2Lungs↓Mean19Gy
3ShellPTV+3mm1↓MaxDpDp
4ShellPTV+1cm1↓MaxDp·0.9Dp·0.9
5ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.65
6Lungs↓Mean13Gy
7Heart↓Mean13Gy
8Esophagus↓Mean18Gy
9ShellPTV+3cm1↓MaxDp·0.75
10ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.55
11Lungs↓Mean0Gy
12Heart↓Mean0Gy
13Esophagus↓Mean0Gy

1ShellsconsistofallpixelslocatedatthespecifieddistancefromthePTV.2Ringstructureextending2cminsidethepatientsurface,
subtractingPTV+4cm.3Logarithmictumorcontrolprobability(LTCP)asdefinedin[10],usingprescriptionDp·0.95andα=0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2.GenerationoftheFinaliCEPlanBasedonanInitialErasmus-iCycleFMOPlan

TheErasmus-iCycleFMOplanwasusedtocreateapatient-specificobjectivetemplate
forautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.Thiswasperformed
automaticallybyascriptthatmovedinformationfromtheOARDVHsin.csvformatintoan
objectivetemplatein.xmlformat(seeSupplementaryMaterials).ForeachOARinvolved,a
lineobjectivewascreated.Lineobjectivesaredefinedbyacollectionofdose-volumepairs
andlimitthedoseforallvolumelevels[29].Thedistancebetweendose-volumepoints
definingthelinewassetto0.7Gy.ForthePTVobjectives,thesamefixedsettingsasinthe
clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.

Table3.AppliedEclipseobjectivetemplate.p.s.=patientspecific,definedbasedonErasmus-
iCycleDVHs.

VolumeTypeDose[Gy]Priority

PTV_60/66/70Min59.5/65.5/69.5130
Max60.5/66.5/70.5130

LungsLinep.s.80
HeartLinep.s.80

EsophagusLinep.s.60
SpinalcanalMax48100

Linep.s.40
BrachialplexusMax62100

Linep.s.40
PatientbodyNTO1-100

1NTO=normaltissueobjective,withthefollowingfixedparameters:distancefromtargetborder0.5
cm,startdose105%,enddose60%andfall-off0.15[30].
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Table 2. Applied Erasmus-iCycle wish-list. Dp = prescribed dose, 60/66/70 Gy; different logarithmic tumor control
probability (LTCP) settings were used depending on Dp. Note that the goal value for constraints was set slightly stricter
than the actual clinical limit to account for finite sampling resolution.

Priority Volume Type Goal Sufficient

Constraint PTV Max Dp · 1.02
Constraint PTV Mean Dp · 0.997
Constraint Spinal canal Max 47 Gy
Constraint Brachial plexus Max 60 Gy
Constraint Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 Max Dp
Constraint Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 Max Dp · 0.75
Constraint External ring 2 Max Dp · 0.8

1 PTV ↓ LTCP 3 0.14/0.12/0.12 0.14/0.12/0.12
2 Lungs ↓Mean 19 Gy
3 Shell PTV + 3 mm 1 ↓Max Dp Dp
4 Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.9 Dp · 0.9
5 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.65
6 Lungs ↓Mean 13 Gy
7 Heart ↓Mean 13 Gy
8 Esophagus ↓Mean 18 Gy
9 Shell PTV + 3 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.75

10 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.55
11 Lungs ↓Mean 0 Gy
12 Heart ↓Mean 0 Gy
13 Esophagus ↓Mean 0 Gy

1 Shells consist of all pixels located at the specified distance from the PTV. 2 Ring structure extending 2 cm inside the patient surface,
subtracting PTV + 4 cm. 3 Logarithmic tumor control probability (LTCP) as defined in [10], using prescription Dp · 0.95 and α = 0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2. Generation of the Final iCE Plan Based on an Initial Erasmus-iCycle FMO Plan

The Erasmus-iCycle FMO plan was used to create a patient-specific objective template
for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse. This was performed
automatically by a script that moved information from the OAR DVHs in .csv format into an
objective template in .xml format (see Supplementary Materials). For each OAR involved, a
line objective was created. Line objectives are defined by a collection of dose-volume pairs
and limit the dose for all volume levels [29]. The distance between dose-volume points
defining the line was set to 0.7 Gy. For the PTV objectives, the same fixed settings as in the
clinical plans were used. Priorities and normal tissue objective settings were kept constant
after tuning based on the first five patients. Table 3 shows the final template that was used
for all of the patients.

Table 3. Applied Eclipse objective template. p.s. = patient specific, defined based on Erasmus-
iCycle DVHs.

Volume Type Dose [Gy] Priority

PTV_60/66/70 Min 59.5/65.5/69.5 130
Max 60.5/66.5/70.5 130

Lungs Line p.s. 80
Heart Line p.s. 80

Esophagus Line p.s. 60
Spinal canal Max 48 100

Line p.s. 40
Brachial plexus Max 62 100

Line p.s. 40
Patient body NTO 1 - 100

1 NTO = normal tissue objective, with the following fixed parameters: distance from target border 0.5
cm, start dose 105%, end dose 60% and fall-off 0.15 [30].
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Table 2. Applied Erasmus-iCycle wish-list. Dp = prescribed dose, 60/66/70 Gy; different logarithmic tumor control
probability (LTCP) settings were used depending on Dp. Note that the goal value for constraints was set slightly stricter
than the actual clinical limit to account for finite sampling resolution.

Priority Volume Type Goal Sufficient

Constraint PTV Max Dp · 1.02
Constraint PTV Mean Dp · 0.997
Constraint Spinal canal Max 47 Gy
Constraint Brachial plexus Max 60 Gy
Constraint Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 Max Dp
Constraint Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 Max Dp · 0.75
Constraint External ring 2 Max Dp · 0.8

1 PTV ↓ LTCP 3 0.14/0.12/0.12 0.14/0.12/0.12
2 Lungs ↓Mean 19 Gy
3 Shell PTV + 3 mm 1 ↓Max Dp Dp
4 Shell PTV + 1 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.9 Dp · 0.9
5 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.65
6 Lungs ↓Mean 13 Gy
7 Heart ↓Mean 13 Gy
8 Esophagus ↓Mean 18 Gy
9 Shell PTV + 3 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.75

10 Shell PTV + 7 cm 1 ↓Max Dp · 0.55
11 Lungs ↓Mean 0 Gy
12 Heart ↓Mean 0 Gy
13 Esophagus ↓Mean 0 Gy

1 Shells consist of all pixels located at the specified distance from the PTV. 2 Ring structure extending 2 cm inside the patient surface,
subtracting PTV + 4 cm. 3 Logarithmic tumor control probability (LTCP) as defined in [10], using prescription Dp · 0.95 and α = 0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2. Generation of the Final iCE Plan Based on an Initial Erasmus-iCycle FMO Plan

The Erasmus-iCycle FMO plan was used to create a patient-specific objective template
for automated generation of the final deliverable plan in Eclipse. This was performed
automatically by a script that moved information from the OAR DVHs in .csv format into an
objective template in .xml format (see Supplementary Materials). For each OAR involved, a
line objective was created. Line objectives are defined by a collection of dose-volume pairs
and limit the dose for all volume levels [29]. The distance between dose-volume points
defining the line was set to 0.7 Gy. For the PTV objectives, the same fixed settings as in the
clinical plans were used. Priorities and normal tissue objective settings were kept constant
after tuning based on the first five patients. Table 3 shows the final template that was used
for all of the patients.

Table 3. Applied Eclipse objective template. p.s. = patient specific, defined based on Erasmus-
iCycle DVHs.

Volume Type Dose [Gy] Priority

PTV_60/66/70 Min 59.5/65.5/69.5 130
Max 60.5/66.5/70.5 130

Lungs Line p.s. 80
Heart Line p.s. 80

Esophagus Line p.s. 60
Spinal canal Max 48 100

Line p.s. 40
Brachial plexus Max 62 100

Line p.s. 40
Patient body NTO 1 - 100

1 NTO = normal tissue objective, with the following fixed parameters: distance from target border 0.5
cm, start dose 105%, end dose 60% and fall-off 0.15 [30].
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Table2.AppliedErasmus-iCyclewish-list.Dp=prescribeddose,60/66/70Gy;differentlogarithmictumorcontrol
probability(LTCP)settingswereuseddependingonDp.Notethatthegoalvalueforconstraintswassetslightlystricter
thantheactualclinicallimittoaccountforfinitesamplingresolution.

PriorityVolumeTypeGoalSufficient

ConstraintPTVMaxDp·1.02
ConstraintPTVMeanDp·0.997
ConstraintSpinalcanalMax47Gy
ConstraintBrachialplexusMax60Gy
ConstraintShellPTV+1cm1MaxDp
ConstraintShellPTV+7cm1MaxDp·0.75
ConstraintExternalring2MaxDp·0.8

1PTV↓LTCP30.14/0.12/0.120.14/0.12/0.12
2Lungs↓Mean19Gy
3ShellPTV+3mm1↓MaxDpDp
4ShellPTV+1cm1↓MaxDp·0.9Dp·0.9
5ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.65
6Lungs↓Mean13Gy
7Heart↓Mean13Gy
8Esophagus↓Mean18Gy
9ShellPTV+3cm1↓MaxDp·0.75

10ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.55
11Lungs↓Mean0Gy
12Heart↓Mean0Gy
13Esophagus↓Mean0Gy

1ShellsconsistofallpixelslocatedatthespecifieddistancefromthePTV.2Ringstructureextending2cminsidethepatientsurface,
subtractingPTV+4cm.3Logarithmictumorcontrolprobability(LTCP)asdefinedin[10],usingprescriptionDp·0.95andα=0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2.GenerationoftheFinaliCEPlanBasedonanInitialErasmus-iCycleFMOPlan

TheErasmus-iCycleFMOplanwasusedtocreateapatient-specificobjectivetemplate
forautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.Thiswasperformed
automaticallybyascriptthatmovedinformationfromtheOARDVHsin.csvformatintoan
objectivetemplatein.xmlformat(seeSupplementaryMaterials).ForeachOARinvolved,a
lineobjectivewascreated.Lineobjectivesaredefinedbyacollectionofdose-volumepairs
andlimitthedoseforallvolumelevels[29].Thedistancebetweendose-volumepoints
definingthelinewassetto0.7Gy.ForthePTVobjectives,thesamefixedsettingsasinthe
clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.

Table3.AppliedEclipseobjectivetemplate.p.s.=patientspecific,definedbasedonErasmus-
iCycleDVHs.

VolumeTypeDose[Gy]Priority

PTV_60/66/70Min59.5/65.5/69.5130
Max60.5/66.5/70.5130

LungsLinep.s.80
HeartLinep.s.80

EsophagusLinep.s.60
SpinalcanalMax48100

Linep.s.40
BrachialplexusMax62100

Linep.s.40
PatientbodyNTO1-100

1NTO=normaltissueobjective,withthefollowingfixedparameters:distancefromtargetborder0.5
cm,startdose105%,enddose60%andfall-off0.15[30].
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clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.
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definingthelinewassetto0.7Gy.ForthePTVobjectives,thesamefixedsettingsasinthe
clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.
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PriorityVolumeTypeGoalSufficient

ConstraintPTVMaxDp·1.02
ConstraintPTVMeanDp·0.997
ConstraintSpinalcanalMax47Gy
ConstraintBrachialplexusMax60Gy
ConstraintShellPTV+1cm1MaxDp
ConstraintShellPTV+7cm1MaxDp·0.75
ConstraintExternalring2MaxDp·0.8

1PTV↓LTCP30.14/0.12/0.120.14/0.12/0.12
2Lungs↓Mean19Gy
3ShellPTV+3mm1↓MaxDpDp
4ShellPTV+1cm1↓MaxDp·0.9Dp·0.9
5ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.65
6Lungs↓Mean13Gy
7Heart↓Mean13Gy
8Esophagus↓Mean18Gy
9ShellPTV+3cm1↓MaxDp·0.75

10ShellPTV+7cm1↓MaxDp·0.55
11Lungs↓Mean0Gy
12Heart↓Mean0Gy
13Esophagus↓Mean0Gy

1ShellsconsistofallpixelslocatedatthespecifieddistancefromthePTV.2Ringstructureextending2cminsidethepatientsurface,
subtractingPTV+4cm.3Logarithmictumorcontrolprobability(LTCP)asdefinedin[10],usingprescriptionDp·0.95andα=0.85/0.8/0.8.

2.2.2.GenerationoftheFinaliCEPlanBasedonanInitialErasmus-iCycleFMOPlan

TheErasmus-iCycleFMOplanwasusedtocreateapatient-specificobjectivetemplate
forautomatedgenerationofthefinaldeliverableplaninEclipse.Thiswasperformed
automaticallybyascriptthatmovedinformationfromtheOARDVHsin.csvformatintoan
objectivetemplatein.xmlformat(seeSupplementaryMaterials).ForeachOARinvolved,a
lineobjectivewascreated.Lineobjectivesaredefinedbyacollectionofdose-volumepairs
andlimitthedoseforallvolumelevels[29].Thedistancebetweendose-volumepoints
definingthelinewassetto0.7Gy.ForthePTVobjectives,thesamefixedsettingsasinthe
clinicalplanswereused.Prioritiesandnormaltissueobjectivesettingswerekeptconstant
aftertuningbasedonthefirstfivepatients.Table3showsthefinaltemplatethatwasused
forallofthepatients.

Table3.AppliedEclipseobjectivetemplate.p.s.=patientspecific,definedbasedonErasmus-
iCycleDVHs.

VolumeTypeDose[Gy]Priority

PTV_60/66/70Min59.5/65.5/69.5130
Max60.5/66.5/70.5130

LungsLinep.s.80
HeartLinep.s.80

EsophagusLinep.s.60
SpinalcanalMax48100

Linep.s.40
BrachialplexusMax62100

Linep.s.40
PatientbodyNTO1-100

1NTO=normaltissueobjective,withthefollowingfixedparameters:distancefromtargetborder0.5
cm,startdose105%,enddose60%andfall-off0.15[30].
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The generated objective templates as well as the optimized beam angles from Erasmus-
iCycle were used for automated IMRT plan optimization in Eclipse, with no manual fine-
tuning. The applied Eclipse version was the same as the version used for clinical planning.
The final iCE plans were visually inspected to ensure that the high-dose conformity and
the dose to undefined normal tissue was acceptable and comparable to the CLIN plans.

2.3. Comparison of iCE and CLIN Plans

For each patient, a 6-beam iCE plan (same beam number as clinically used) was
generated, and compared to the corresponding CLIN plan using relevant dose-volume
metrics for the target and OARs. The mean dose to the lungs, heart and esophagus are
commonly reported parameters related to toxicity, and were therefore used for evaluation
of per-patient differences. To separately assess the benefit of BAO in iCE, a second iCE plan
(iCE_noBAO) was generated for each patient, using the same beam angles as the CLIN
plan, i.e., BAO in iCE was switched off.

2.4. Planning Times

The manual planning time was estimated from discussions with three treatment
planners involved in clinical LA-NSCLC planning. The hands-on time in iCE planning,
related to starting autoplanning and transfer of data between systems, was recorded.

2.5. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

For 10 randomly selected patients, the deliverability of the iCE plans was evaluated
following the current clinical quality assurance (QA) procedure for this diagnosis at HUH.
Electronic Portal Imaging Device measurements were performed, followed by analysis
in the Portal Dosimetry system in Eclipse. A gamma passing rate of 95%, with a global
criterion of 3%/3 mm, was required. In addition, the number of monitor units (MUs) in
CLIN and iCE plans were compared.

2.6. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

In addition to the 6-beam plans, iCE was also used to generate plans with 4 and
8 beams, to validate the clinical use of 6 beams for all patients. Relevant target and OAR
dose-volume metrics were compared for the different numbers of beams.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for the statistical testing of dose-
volume parameters for CLIN vs. iCE and iCE_noBAO plans, and 6-beam vs. 4- and 8-beam
plans. p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Patients

Among the 26 included patients, 21 had both a primary tumor and lymph nodes
in the target volume, one had only lymph nodes and four had only a primary tumor.
The distribution of stages, primary tumor locations, dose prescriptions and timing of
the chemotherapy are summarized in Table 4. The average PTV volume was 395 cm3

(range 138–1715 cm3).
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iCyclewereusedforautomatedIMRTplanoptimizationinEclipse,withnomanualfine-
tuning.TheappliedEclipseversionwasthesameastheversionusedforclinicalplanning.
ThefinaliCEplanswerevisuallyinspectedtoensurethatthehigh-doseconformityand
thedosetoundefinednormaltissuewasacceptableandcomparabletotheCLINplans.

2.3.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Foreachpatient,a6-beamiCEplan(samebeamnumberasclinicallyused)was
generated,andcomparedtothecorrespondingCLINplanusingrelevantdose-volume
metricsforthetargetandOARs.Themeandosetothelungs,heartandesophagusare
commonlyreportedparametersrelatedtotoxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluation
ofper-patientdifferences.ToseparatelyassessthebenefitofBAOiniCE,asecondiCEplan
(iCE_noBAO)wasgeneratedforeachpatient,usingthesamebeamanglesastheCLIN
plan,i.e.,BAOiniCEwasswitchedoff.

2.4.PlanningTimes

Themanualplanningtimewasestimatedfromdiscussionswiththreetreatment
plannersinvolvedinclinicalLA-NSCLCplanning.Thehands-ontimeiniCEplanning,
relatedtostartingautoplanningandtransferofdatabetweensystems,wasrecorded.

2.5.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

For10randomlyselectedpatients,thedeliverabilityoftheiCEplanswasevaluated
followingthecurrentclinicalqualityassurance(QA)procedureforthisdiagnosisatHUH.
ElectronicPortalImagingDevicemeasurementswereperformed,followedbyanalysis
inthePortalDosimetrysysteminEclipse.Agammapassingrateof95%,withaglobal
criterionof3%/3mm,wasrequired.Inaddition,thenumberofmonitorunits(MUs)in
CLINandiCEplanswerecompared.

2.6.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

Inadditiontothe6-beamplans,iCEwasalsousedtogenerateplanswith4and
8beams,tovalidatetheclinicaluseof6beamsforallpatients.RelevanttargetandOAR
dose-volumemetricswerecomparedforthedifferentnumbersofbeams.

2.7.StatisticalAnalysis

Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-ranktestwasusedforthestatisticaltestingofdose-
volumeparametersforCLINvs.iCEandiCE_noBAOplans,and6-beamvs.4-and8-beam
plans.p-values≤0.05wereconsideredasstatisticallysignificant.

3.Results
3.1.Patients

Amongthe26includedpatients,21hadbothaprimarytumorandlymphnodes
inthetargetvolume,onehadonlylymphnodesandfourhadonlyaprimarytumor.
Thedistributionofstages,primarytumorlocations,doseprescriptionsandtimingof
thechemotherapyaresummarizedinTable4.TheaveragePTVvolumewas395cm3
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iCyclewereusedforautomatedIMRTplanoptimizationinEclipse,withnomanualfine-
tuning.TheappliedEclipseversionwasthesameastheversionusedforclinicalplanning.
ThefinaliCEplanswerevisuallyinspectedtoensurethatthehigh-doseconformityand
thedosetoundefinednormaltissuewasacceptableandcomparabletotheCLINplans.

2.3.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Foreachpatient,a6-beamiCEplan(samebeamnumberasclinicallyused)was
generated,andcomparedtothecorrespondingCLINplanusingrelevantdose-volume
metricsforthetargetandOARs.Themeandosetothelungs,heartandesophagusare
commonlyreportedparametersrelatedtotoxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluation
ofper-patientdifferences.ToseparatelyassessthebenefitofBAOiniCE,asecondiCEplan
(iCE_noBAO)wasgeneratedforeachpatient,usingthesamebeamanglesastheCLIN
plan,i.e.,BAOiniCEwasswitchedoff.

2.4.PlanningTimes

Themanualplanningtimewasestimatedfromdiscussionswiththreetreatment
plannersinvolvedinclinicalLA-NSCLCplanning.Thehands-ontimeiniCEplanning,
relatedtostartingautoplanningandtransferofdatabetweensystems,wasrecorded.

2.5.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

For10randomlyselectedpatients,thedeliverabilityoftheiCEplanswasevaluated
followingthecurrentclinicalqualityassurance(QA)procedureforthisdiagnosisatHUH.
ElectronicPortalImagingDevicemeasurementswereperformed,followedbyanalysis
inthePortalDosimetrysysteminEclipse.Agammapassingrateof95%,withaglobal
criterionof3%/3mm,wasrequired.Inaddition,thenumberofmonitorunits(MUs)in
CLINandiCEplanswerecompared.

2.6.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

Inadditiontothe6-beamplans,iCEwasalsousedtogenerateplanswith4and
8beams,tovalidatetheclinicaluseof6beamsforallpatients.RelevanttargetandOAR
dose-volumemetricswerecomparedforthedifferentnumbersofbeams.

2.7.StatisticalAnalysis

Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-ranktestwasusedforthestatisticaltestingofdose-
volumeparametersforCLINvs.iCEandiCE_noBAOplans,and6-beamvs.4-and8-beam
plans.p-values≤0.05wereconsideredasstatisticallysignificant.

3.Results
3.1.Patients

Amongthe26includedpatients,21hadbothaprimarytumorandlymphnodes
inthetargetvolume,onehadonlylymphnodesandfourhadonlyaprimarytumor.
Thedistributionofstages,primarytumorlocations,doseprescriptionsandtimingof
thechemotherapyaresummarizedinTable4.TheaveragePTVvolumewas395cm3
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The generated objective templates as well as the optimized beam angles from Erasmus-
iCycle were used for automated IMRT plan optimization in Eclipse, with no manual fine-
tuning. The applied Eclipse version was the same as the version used for clinical planning.
The final iCE plans were visually inspected to ensure that the high-dose conformity and
the dose to undefined normal tissue was acceptable and comparable to the CLIN plans.

2.3. Comparison of iCE and CLIN Plans

For each patient, a 6-beam iCE plan (same beam number as clinically used) was
generated, and compared to the corresponding CLIN plan using relevant dose-volume
metrics for the target and OARs. The mean dose to the lungs, heart and esophagus are
commonly reported parameters related to toxicity, and were therefore used for evaluation
of per-patient differences. To separately assess the benefit of BAO in iCE, a second iCE plan
(iCE_noBAO) was generated for each patient, using the same beam angles as the CLIN
plan, i.e., BAO in iCE was switched off.

2.4. Planning Times

The manual planning time was estimated from discussions with three treatment
planners involved in clinical LA-NSCLC planning. The hands-on time in iCE planning,
related to starting autoplanning and transfer of data between systems, was recorded.

2.5. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

For 10 randomly selected patients, the deliverability of the iCE plans was evaluated
following the current clinical quality assurance (QA) procedure for this diagnosis at HUH.
Electronic Portal Imaging Device measurements were performed, followed by analysis
in the Portal Dosimetry system in Eclipse. A gamma passing rate of 95%, with a global
criterion of 3%/3 mm, was required. In addition, the number of monitor units (MUs) in
CLIN and iCE plans were compared.

2.6. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

In addition to the 6-beam plans, iCE was also used to generate plans with 4 and
8 beams, to validate the clinical use of 6 beams for all patients. Relevant target and OAR
dose-volume metrics were compared for the different numbers of beams.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for the statistical testing of dose-
volume parameters for CLIN vs. iCE and iCE_noBAO plans, and 6-beam vs. 4- and 8-beam
plans. p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Patients

Among the 26 included patients, 21 had both a primary tumor and lymph nodes
in the target volume, one had only lymph nodes and four had only a primary tumor.
The distribution of stages, primary tumor locations, dose prescriptions and timing of
the chemotherapy are summarized in Table 4. The average PTV volume was 395 cm3

(range 138–1715 cm3).
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The generated objective templates as well as the optimized beam angles from Erasmus-
iCycle were used for automated IMRT plan optimization in Eclipse, with no manual fine-
tuning. The applied Eclipse version was the same as the version used for clinical planning.
The final iCE plans were visually inspected to ensure that the high-dose conformity and
the dose to undefined normal tissue was acceptable and comparable to the CLIN plans.

2.3. Comparison of iCE and CLIN Plans

For each patient, a 6-beam iCE plan (same beam number as clinically used) was
generated, and compared to the corresponding CLIN plan using relevant dose-volume
metrics for the target and OARs. The mean dose to the lungs, heart and esophagus are
commonly reported parameters related to toxicity, and were therefore used for evaluation
of per-patient differences. To separately assess the benefit of BAO in iCE, a second iCE plan
(iCE_noBAO) was generated for each patient, using the same beam angles as the CLIN
plan, i.e., BAO in iCE was switched off.

2.4. Planning Times

The manual planning time was estimated from discussions with three treatment
planners involved in clinical LA-NSCLC planning. The hands-on time in iCE planning,
related to starting autoplanning and transfer of data between systems, was recorded.

2.5. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

For 10 randomly selected patients, the deliverability of the iCE plans was evaluated
following the current clinical quality assurance (QA) procedure for this diagnosis at HUH.
Electronic Portal Imaging Device measurements were performed, followed by analysis
in the Portal Dosimetry system in Eclipse. A gamma passing rate of 95%, with a global
criterion of 3%/3 mm, was required. In addition, the number of monitor units (MUs) in
CLIN and iCE plans were compared.

2.6. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

In addition to the 6-beam plans, iCE was also used to generate plans with 4 and
8 beams, to validate the clinical use of 6 beams for all patients. Relevant target and OAR
dose-volume metrics were compared for the different numbers of beams.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for the statistical testing of dose-
volume parameters for CLIN vs. iCE and iCE_noBAO plans, and 6-beam vs. 4- and 8-beam
plans. p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Patients

Among the 26 included patients, 21 had both a primary tumor and lymph nodes
in the target volume, one had only lymph nodes and four had only a primary tumor.
The distribution of stages, primary tumor locations, dose prescriptions and timing of
the chemotherapy are summarized in Table 4. The average PTV volume was 395 cm3
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ThegeneratedobjectivetemplatesaswellastheoptimizedbeamanglesfromErasmus-
iCyclewereusedforautomatedIMRTplanoptimizationinEclipse,withnomanualfine-
tuning.TheappliedEclipseversionwasthesameastheversionusedforclinicalplanning.
ThefinaliCEplanswerevisuallyinspectedtoensurethatthehigh-doseconformityand
thedosetoundefinednormaltissuewasacceptableandcomparabletotheCLINplans.

2.3.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Foreachpatient,a6-beamiCEplan(samebeamnumberasclinicallyused)was
generated,andcomparedtothecorrespondingCLINplanusingrelevantdose-volume
metricsforthetargetandOARs.Themeandosetothelungs,heartandesophagusare
commonlyreportedparametersrelatedtotoxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluation
ofper-patientdifferences.ToseparatelyassessthebenefitofBAOiniCE,asecondiCEplan
(iCE_noBAO)wasgeneratedforeachpatient,usingthesamebeamanglesastheCLIN
plan,i.e.,BAOiniCEwasswitchedoff.

2.4.PlanningTimes

Themanualplanningtimewasestimatedfromdiscussionswiththreetreatment
plannersinvolvedinclinicalLA-NSCLCplanning.Thehands-ontimeiniCEplanning,
relatedtostartingautoplanningandtransferofdatabetweensystems,wasrecorded.

2.5.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

For10randomlyselectedpatients,thedeliverabilityoftheiCEplanswasevaluated
followingthecurrentclinicalqualityassurance(QA)procedureforthisdiagnosisatHUH.
ElectronicPortalImagingDevicemeasurementswereperformed,followedbyanalysis
inthePortalDosimetrysysteminEclipse.Agammapassingrateof95%,withaglobal
criterionof3%/3mm,wasrequired.Inaddition,thenumberofmonitorunits(MUs)in
CLINandiCEplanswerecompared.

2.6.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

Inadditiontothe6-beamplans,iCEwasalsousedtogenerateplanswith4and
8beams,tovalidatetheclinicaluseof6beamsforallpatients.RelevanttargetandOAR
dose-volumemetricswerecomparedforthedifferentnumbersofbeams.

2.7.StatisticalAnalysis

Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-ranktestwasusedforthestatisticaltestingofdose-
volumeparametersforCLINvs.iCEandiCE_noBAOplans,and6-beamvs.4-and8-beam
plans.p-values≤0.05wereconsideredasstatisticallysignificant.

3.Results
3.1.Patients

Amongthe26includedpatients,21hadbothaprimarytumorandlymphnodes
inthetargetvolume,onehadonlylymphnodesandfourhadonlyaprimarytumor.
Thedistributionofstages,primarytumorlocations,doseprescriptionsandtimingof
thechemotherapyaresummarizedinTable4.TheaveragePTVvolumewas395cm3
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tuning.TheappliedEclipseversionwasthesameastheversionusedforclinicalplanning.
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thedosetoundefinednormaltissuewasacceptableandcomparabletotheCLINplans.
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ofper-patientdifferences.ToseparatelyassessthebenefitofBAOiniCE,asecondiCEplan
(iCE_noBAO)wasgeneratedforeachpatient,usingthesamebeamanglesastheCLIN
plan,i.e.,BAOiniCEwasswitchedoff.

2.4.PlanningTimes
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plannersinvolvedinclinicalLA-NSCLCplanning.Thehands-ontimeiniCEplanning,
relatedtostartingautoplanningandtransferofdatabetweensystems,wasrecorded.
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criterionof3%/3mm,wasrequired.Inaddition,thenumberofmonitorunits(MUs)in
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iCyclewereusedforautomatedIMRTplanoptimizationinEclipse,withnomanualfine-
tuning.TheappliedEclipseversionwasthesameastheversionusedforclinicalplanning.
ThefinaliCEplanswerevisuallyinspectedtoensurethatthehigh-doseconformityand
thedosetoundefinednormaltissuewasacceptableandcomparabletotheCLINplans.

2.3.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Foreachpatient,a6-beamiCEplan(samebeamnumberasclinicallyused)was
generated,andcomparedtothecorrespondingCLINplanusingrelevantdose-volume
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commonlyreportedparametersrelatedtotoxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluation
ofper-patientdifferences.ToseparatelyassessthebenefitofBAOiniCE,asecondiCEplan
(iCE_noBAO)wasgeneratedforeachpatient,usingthesamebeamanglesastheCLIN
plan,i.e.,BAOiniCEwasswitchedoff.

2.4.PlanningTimes
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relatedtostartingautoplanningandtransferofdatabetweensystems,wasrecorded.
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followingthecurrentclinicalqualityassurance(QA)procedureforthisdiagnosisatHUH.
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criterionof3%/3mm,wasrequired.Inaddition,thenumberofmonitorunits(MUs)in
CLINandiCEplanswerecompared.
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inthetargetvolume,onehadonlylymphnodesandfourhadonlyaprimarytumor.
Thedistributionofstages,primarytumorlocations,doseprescriptionsandtimingof
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Table 4. Patient and treatment characteristics.

Characteristic Number of Patients

Stage
IIB 2

IIIA 11
IIIB 10
IIIC 2
IVA 1

Primary tumor location (lobe)
Right upper 10

Right upper + middle 1
Right lower 4
Left upper 4
Left lower 6

Prescribed dose
60 Gy 10
66 Gy 15
70 Gy 1

Chemotherapy
Concurrent 25
Sequential 1

3.2. Comparison of iCE and CLIN Plans

Overall, the iCE plans were clearly superior to the CLIN plans (Table 5, Figure 1).
While the target coverage and lung dose were similar, the median heart Dmean was reduced
from 9.0 Gy to 8.1 Gy (p = 0.02), the median esophagus Dmean from 20.3 Gy to 18.5 Gy (p =
0.02), the median heart V30Gy from 11.0% to 6.2% (p = 0.002) and the median esophagus
V20Gy from 38.4% to 36.8% (p = 0.008) for iCE compared with CLIN. The maximum dose to
the brachial plexus and patient body followed the clinic’s requirements for all plans. The
maximum dose to the spinal canal slightly exceeded the limit for two patients in both the
CLIN and iCE plans, but these violations were located in very small volumes at the edge of
the contour and were therefore found to be clinically acceptable.

Table 5. Dose-volume metrics for CLIN compared with iCE and iCE_noBAO plans. Median value and interquartile range
(IQR) is given, along with p-values for difference with regard to CLIN. Significant differences from CLIN are marked with *.

Dose Metric
CLIN iCE iCE_noBAO

Median IQR Median IQR p Median IQR p

PTV V95% [%] 99.0 0.9 99.2 0.5 0.1 99.3 0.5 0.2
Lungs Dmean [Gy] 14.7 4.2 14.2 4.7 0.3 14.6 4.4 0.4

Lungs V5Gy [%] 55.8 11.7 54.7 10.9 0.6 57.4 12.7 0.1
Lungs V20Gy [%] 25.0 6.7 24.4 7.9 0.5 24.3 7.0 0.2
Heart Dmean [Gy] 9.0 7.1 8.1 5.9 0.02 * 8.3 6.7 0.07

Heart V5Gy [%] 34.0 33.1 31.8 30.9 0.7 33.2 31.6 0.9
Heart V30Gy [%] 11.0 9.5 6.2 6.5 0.002 * 8.8 8.4 0.002 *

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 20.3 8.2 18.5 9.2 0.02 * 18.9 9.1 0.05 *
Esophagus V20Gy [%] 38.4 14.3 36.8 17.7 0.008 * 35.4 16.4 0.08
Esophagus V60Gy [%] 5.1 14.3 4.9 12.8 1.0 4.7 13.2 0.05 * 1

1 Although the median value is lower, this parameter was significantly increased with iCE_noBAO compared to CLIN (the value was higher
in iCE_noBAO for 16 patients, higher in CLIN for 9 patients and equal for 1 patient).
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66Gy15
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Concurrent25
Sequential1

3.2.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Overall,theiCEplanswereclearlysuperiortotheCLINplans(Table5,Figure1).
Whilethetargetcoverageandlungdoseweresimilar,themedianheartDmeanwasreduced
from9.0Gyto8.1Gy(p=0.02),themedianesophagusDmeanfrom20.3Gyto18.5Gy(p=
0.02),themedianheartV30Gyfrom11.0%to6.2%(p=0.002)andthemedianesophagus
V20Gyfrom38.4%to36.8%(p=0.008)foriCEcomparedwithCLIN.Themaximumdoseto
thebrachialplexusandpatientbodyfollowedtheclinic’srequirementsforallplans.The
maximumdosetothespinalcanalslightlyexceededthelimitfortwopatientsinboththe
CLINandiCEplans,buttheseviolationswerelocatedinverysmallvolumesattheedgeof
thecontourandwerethereforefoundtobeclinicallyacceptable.

Table5.Dose-volumemetricsforCLINcomparedwithiCEandiCE_noBAOplans.Medianvalueandinterquartilerange
(IQR)isgiven,alongwithp-valuesfordifferencewithregardtoCLIN.SignificantdifferencesfromCLINaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
CLINiCEiCE_noBAO

MedianIQRMedianIQRpMedianIQRp

PTVV95%[%]99.00.999.20.50.199.30.50.2
LungsDmean[Gy]14.74.214.24.70.314.64.40.4

LungsV5Gy[%]55.811.754.710.90.657.412.70.1
LungsV20Gy[%]25.06.724.47.90.524.37.00.2
HeartDmean[Gy]9.07.18.15.90.02*8.36.70.07
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HeartV30Gy[%]11.09.56.26.50.002*8.88.40.002*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]20.38.218.59.20.02*18.99.10.05*
EsophagusV20Gy[%]38.414.336.817.70.008*35.416.40.08
EsophagusV60Gy[%]5.114.34.912.81.04.713.20.05*1

1Althoughthemedianvalueislower,thisparameterwassignificantlyincreasedwithiCE_noBAOcomparedtoCLIN(thevaluewashigher
iniCE_noBAOfor16patients,higherinCLINfor9patientsandequalfor1patient).
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Table 4. Patient and treatment characteristics.

Characteristic Number of Patients

Stage
IIB 2

IIIA 11
IIIB 10
IIIC 2
IVA 1

Primary tumor location (lobe)
Right upper 10

Right upper + middle 1
Right lower 4
Left upper 4
Left lower 6

Prescribed dose
60 Gy 10
66 Gy 15
70 Gy 1

Chemotherapy
Concurrent 25
Sequential 1

3.2. Comparison of iCE and CLIN Plans

Overall, the iCE plans were clearly superior to the CLIN plans (Table 5, Figure 1).
While the target coverage and lung dose were similar, the median heart Dmean was reduced
from 9.0 Gy to 8.1 Gy (p = 0.02), the median esophagus Dmean from 20.3 Gy to 18.5 Gy (p =
0.02), the median heart V30Gy from 11.0% to 6.2% (p = 0.002) and the median esophagus
V20Gy from 38.4% to 36.8% (p = 0.008) for iCE compared with CLIN. The maximum dose to
the brachial plexus and patient body followed the clinic’s requirements for all plans. The
maximum dose to the spinal canal slightly exceeded the limit for two patients in both the
CLIN and iCE plans, but these violations were located in very small volumes at the edge of
the contour and were therefore found to be clinically acceptable.

Table 5. Dose-volume metrics for CLIN compared with iCE and iCE_noBAO plans. Median value and interquartile range
(IQR) is given, along with p-values for difference with regard to CLIN. Significant differences from CLIN are marked with *.

Dose Metric
CLIN iCE iCE_noBAO

Median IQR Median IQR p Median IQR p

PTV V95% [%] 99.0 0.9 99.2 0.5 0.1 99.3 0.5 0.2
Lungs Dmean [Gy] 14.7 4.2 14.2 4.7 0.3 14.6 4.4 0.4

Lungs V5Gy [%] 55.8 11.7 54.7 10.9 0.6 57.4 12.7 0.1
Lungs V20Gy [%] 25.0 6.7 24.4 7.9 0.5 24.3 7.0 0.2
Heart Dmean [Gy] 9.0 7.1 8.1 5.9 0.02 * 8.3 6.7 0.07

Heart V5Gy [%] 34.0 33.1 31.8 30.9 0.7 33.2 31.6 0.9
Heart V30Gy [%] 11.0 9.5 6.2 6.5 0.002 * 8.8 8.4 0.002 *

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 20.3 8.2 18.5 9.2 0.02 * 18.9 9.1 0.05 *
Esophagus V20Gy [%] 38.4 14.3 36.8 17.7 0.008 * 35.4 16.4 0.08
Esophagus V60Gy [%] 5.1 14.3 4.9 12.8 1.0 4.7 13.2 0.05 * 1

1 Although the median value is lower, this parameter was significantly increased with iCE_noBAO compared to CLIN (the value was higher
in iCE_noBAO for 16 patients, higher in CLIN for 9 patients and equal for 1 patient).
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IIIC2
IVA1
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Rightupper10

Rightupper+middle1
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Leftupper4
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Prescribeddose
60Gy10
66Gy15
70Gy1

Chemotherapy
Concurrent25
Sequential1

3.2.ComparisonofiCEandCLINPlans

Overall,theiCEplanswereclearlysuperiortotheCLINplans(Table5,Figure1).
Whilethetargetcoverageandlungdoseweresimilar,themedianheartDmeanwasreduced
from9.0Gyto8.1Gy(p=0.02),themedianesophagusDmeanfrom20.3Gyto18.5Gy(p=
0.02),themedianheartV30Gyfrom11.0%to6.2%(p=0.002)andthemedianesophagus
V20Gyfrom38.4%to36.8%(p=0.008)foriCEcomparedwithCLIN.Themaximumdoseto
thebrachialplexusandpatientbodyfollowedtheclinic’srequirementsforallplans.The
maximumdosetothespinalcanalslightlyexceededthelimitfortwopatientsinboththe
CLINandiCEplans,buttheseviolationswerelocatedinverysmallvolumesattheedgeof
thecontourandwerethereforefoundtobeclinicallyacceptable.

Table5.Dose-volumemetricsforCLINcomparedwithiCEandiCE_noBAOplans.Medianvalueandinterquartilerange
(IQR)isgiven,alongwithp-valuesfordifferencewithregardtoCLIN.SignificantdifferencesfromCLINaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
CLINiCEiCE_noBAO

MedianIQRMedianIQRpMedianIQRp

PTVV95%[%]99.00.999.20.50.199.30.50.2
LungsDmean[Gy]14.74.214.24.70.314.64.40.4

LungsV5Gy[%]55.811.754.710.90.657.412.70.1
LungsV20Gy[%]25.06.724.47.90.524.37.00.2
HeartDmean[Gy]9.07.18.15.90.02*8.36.70.07

HeartV5Gy[%]34.033.131.830.90.733.231.60.9
HeartV30Gy[%]11.09.56.26.50.002*8.88.40.002*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]20.38.218.59.20.02*18.99.10.05*
EsophagusV20Gy[%]38.414.336.817.70.008*35.416.40.08
EsophagusV60Gy[%]5.114.34.912.81.04.713.20.05*1

1Althoughthemedianvalueislower,thisparameterwassignificantlyincreasedwithiCE_noBAOcomparedtoCLIN(thevaluewashigher
iniCE_noBAOfor16patients,higherinCLINfor9patientsandequalfor1patient).
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Figure 1. (a) Population average DVHs for PTV and OARs for CLIN, iCE and iCE_noBAO plans. 10 patients had PTV_60, 

15 had PTV_66 and 1 had PTV_70. (b) Average DVH differences between CLIN and iCE plans for heart and esophagus 

(central bold lines) with 95% confidence intervals (shaded areas). For lungs, the differences were small and clinically in-

significant. 

The iCE plans spared the heart and esophagus for most dose levels as compared to 

CLIN (Figure 1b). The 95% confidence interval shows the large advantage of using iCE 

for some patients, with reductions of more than 15 percentage points in the heart volume 

receiving 5–25 Gy, and the esophagus volume receiving 25–50 Gy. The potential for sub-

stantial OAR sparing with iCE for individual patients is also evident in Figure 2, which 

shows reductions of more than 5 Gy in the Dmean of both the heart and esophagus com-

pared to CLIN. iCE reduced the heart Dmean for 19/26 patients and the esophagus Dmean for 

17/26 patients. The differences in the mean lung dose were small (Figures 1a and 2). 

Figure 1. (a) Population average DVHs for PTV and OARs for CLIN, iCE and iCE_noBAO plans.
10 patients had PTV_60, 15 had PTV_66 and 1 had PTV_70. (b) Average DVH differences between
CLIN and iCE plans for heart and esophagus (central bold lines) with 95% confidence intervals
(shaded areas). For lungs, the differences were small and clinically insignificant.

The iCE plans spared the heart and esophagus for most dose levels as compared
to CLIN (Figure 1b). The 95% confidence interval shows the large advantage of using
iCE for some patients, with reductions of more than 15 percentage points in the heart
volume receiving 5–25 Gy, and the esophagus volume receiving 25–50 Gy. The potential for
substantial OAR sparing with iCE for individual patients is also evident in Figure 2, which
shows reductions of more than 5 Gy in the Dmean of both the heart and esophagus compared
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to CLIN. iCE reduced the heart Dmean for 19/26 patients and the esophagus Dmean for
17/26 patients. The differences in the mean lung dose were small (Figures 1a and 2).
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marked with * were used in wish-list tuning.

In general, the beam configurations used in the CLIN plans had most weight on the
anterior-posterior direction, with little variation in the angles chosen for each patient. In
contrast, the optimized beam angles in the iCE plans were well dispersed across the candi-
date beam space, revealing a large difference in optimal angles between patients (Figure 3).
In Figure 4a,b, the optimized beam configuration in the iCE plan for patient 1 is compared
with the configuration in the CLIN plan. The clear differences between the setups result in
considerable sparing of the heart and esophagus with iCE (see also Figure 2). Additional ex-
amples with different tumor locations are shown in the Appendix A (Figures A1 and A2).
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angle in degrees.
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toCLIN.iCEreducedtheheartDmeanfor19/26patientsandtheesophagusDmeanfor
17/26patients.Thedifferencesinthemeanlungdoseweresmall(Figures1aand2).
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to CLIN. iCE reduced the heart Dmean for 19/26 patients and the esophagus Dmean for
17/26 patients. The differences in the mean lung dose were small (Figures 1a and 2).
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In general, the beam configurations used in the CLIN plans had most weight on the
anterior-posterior direction, with little variation in the angles chosen for each patient. In
contrast, the optimized beam angles in the iCE plans were well dispersed across the candi-
date beam space, revealing a large difference in optimal angles between patients (Figure 3).
In Figure 4a,b, the optimized beam configuration in the iCE plan for patient 1 is compared
with the configuration in the CLIN plan. The clear differences between the setups result in
considerable sparing of the heart and esophagus with iCE (see also Figure 2). Additional ex-
amples with different tumor locations are shown in the Appendix A (Figures A1 and A2).
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to CLIN. iCE reduced the heart Dmean for 19/26 patients and the esophagus Dmean for
17/26 patients. The differences in the mean lung dose were small (Figures 1a and 2).
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In general, the beam configurations used in the CLIN plans had most weight on the
anterior-posterior direction, with little variation in the angles chosen for each patient. In
contrast, the optimized beam angles in the iCE plans were well dispersed across the candi-
date beam space, revealing a large difference in optimal angles between patients (Figure 3).
In Figure 4a,b, the optimized beam configuration in the iCE plan for patient 1 is compared
with the configuration in the CLIN plan. The clear differences between the setups result in
considerable sparing of the heart and esophagus with iCE (see also Figure 2). Additional ex-
amples with different tumor locations are shown in the Appendix A (Figures A1 and A2).
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toCLIN.iCEreducedtheheartDmeanfor19/26patientsandtheesophagusDmeanfor
17/26patients.Thedifferencesinthemeanlungdoseweresmall(Figures1aand2).
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toCLIN.iCEreducedtheheartDmeanfor19/26patientsandtheesophagusDmeanfor
17/26patients.Thedifferencesinthemeanlungdoseweresmall(Figures1aand2).
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angles for the same patient. Dose is shown relative to the prescribed dose (66 Gy). Contours are the PTV (red), lungs
(yellow), heart (magenta), esophagus (grey) and spinal cord (cyan), and beam angles are indicated by white lines.

When switching off BAO in iCE (iCE_noBAO), the reductions compared to CLIN
in heart V30Gy and esophagus Dmean were smaller than with BAO, but remained statisti-
cally significant. Figure 1 and Table 5 illustrate that some OAR sparing is achieved with
iCE_noBAO compared to CLIN, and adding BAO in iCE results in a further improvement.

3.3. Planning Times

The manual planning time for the CLIN plans was usually between 2 and 4 h, although
it could vary from less than an hour to a full day depending on the complexity of the case.
This mainly comprised hands-on time, including adjustments of the beam configuration
and optimization objectives during repeated rounds of optimization. For iCE, hands-on
time was less than 10 min. The Erasmus-iCycle calculation time for automated generation
of 6-beam plans was 1.5–3 h (7–25 min without BAO), and automated generation of the
final deliverable plan with Eclipse took around 5 min.

3.4. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

All fields in all measured plans (in total 60 fields) passed the clinical requirement in
the Portal Dosimetry analysis, with an average passing rate of 99.97% (range 99.0–100%).
The average number of MUs in the iCE plans was 778 (range 474–1323), compared to 687
(range 406–1159) in the CLIN plans.

3.5. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

While 6- and 8-beam iCE plans generally fulfilled the clinical dose constraints, not
all 4-beam plans would have been acceptable due to a Dmax in the spinal canal or patient
body above the requirement (Table A1). High- and medium-dose conformity was also
generally worse with 4 beams than with 6 or 8, as visible in Figures 4, A1 and A2. The
target coverage was similar regardless of the number of beams. Reducing the number
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WhenswitchingoffBAOiniCE(iCE_noBAO),thereductionscomparedtoCLIN
inheartV30GyandesophagusDmeanweresmallerthanwithBAO,butremainedstatisti-
callysignificant.Figure1andTable5illustratethatsomeOARsparingisachievedwith
iCE_noBAOcomparedtoCLIN,andaddingBAOiniCEresultsinafurtherimprovement.

3.3.PlanningTimes

ThemanualplanningtimefortheCLINplanswasusuallybetween2and4h,although
itcouldvaryfromlessthananhourtoafulldaydependingonthecomplexityofthecase.
Thismainlycomprisedhands-ontime,includingadjustmentsofthebeamconfiguration
andoptimizationobjectivesduringrepeatedroundsofoptimization.ForiCE,hands-on
timewaslessthan10min.TheErasmus-iCyclecalculationtimeforautomatedgeneration
of6-beamplanswas1.5–3h(7–25minwithoutBAO),andautomatedgenerationofthe
finaldeliverableplanwithEclipsetookaround5min.

3.4.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

Allfieldsinallmeasuredplans(intotal60fields)passedtheclinicalrequirementin
thePortalDosimetryanalysis,withanaveragepassingrateof99.97%(range99.0–100%).
TheaveragenumberofMUsintheiCEplanswas778(range474–1323),comparedto687
(range406–1159)intheCLINplans.

3.5.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

While6-and8-beamiCEplansgenerallyfulfilledtheclinicaldoseconstraints,not
all4-beamplanswouldhavebeenacceptableduetoaDmaxinthespinalcanalorpatient
bodyabovetherequirement(TableA1).High-andmedium-doseconformitywasalso
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WhenswitchingoffBAOiniCE(iCE_noBAO),thereductionscomparedtoCLIN
inheartV30GyandesophagusDmeanweresmallerthanwithBAO,butremainedstatisti-
callysignificant.Figure1andTable5illustratethatsomeOARsparingisachievedwith
iCE_noBAOcomparedtoCLIN,andaddingBAOiniCEresultsinafurtherimprovement.

3.3.PlanningTimes

ThemanualplanningtimefortheCLINplanswasusuallybetween2and4h,although
itcouldvaryfromlessthananhourtoafulldaydependingonthecomplexityofthecase.
Thismainlycomprisedhands-ontime,includingadjustmentsofthebeamconfiguration
andoptimizationobjectivesduringrepeatedroundsofoptimization.ForiCE,hands-on
timewaslessthan10min.TheErasmus-iCyclecalculationtimeforautomatedgeneration
of6-beamplanswas1.5–3h(7–25minwithoutBAO),andautomatedgenerationofthe
finaldeliverableplanwithEclipsetookaround5min.

3.4.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

Allfieldsinallmeasuredplans(intotal60fields)passedtheclinicalrequirementin
thePortalDosimetryanalysis,withanaveragepassingrateof99.97%(range99.0–100%).
TheaveragenumberofMUsintheiCEplanswas778(range474–1323),comparedto687
(range406–1159)intheCLINplans.

3.5.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

While6-and8-beamiCEplansgenerallyfulfilledtheclinicaldoseconstraints,not
all4-beamplanswouldhavebeenacceptableduetoaDmaxinthespinalcanalorpatient
bodyabovetherequirement(TableA1).High-andmedium-doseconformitywasalso
generallyworsewith4beamsthanwith6or8,asvisibleinFigures4,A1andA2.The
targetcoveragewassimilarregardlessofthenumberofbeams.Reducingthenumber
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Figure 4. (a) CLIN plan with manually selected beam angles for patient 1. (b–d) iCE plans with 6, 4 and 8 optimized beam
angles for the same patient. Dose is shown relative to the prescribed dose (66 Gy). Contours are the PTV (red), lungs
(yellow), heart (magenta), esophagus (grey) and spinal cord (cyan), and beam angles are indicated by white lines.

When switching off BAO in iCE (iCE_noBAO), the reductions compared to CLIN
in heart V30Gy and esophagus Dmean were smaller than with BAO, but remained statisti-
cally significant. Figure 1 and Table 5 illustrate that some OAR sparing is achieved with
iCE_noBAO compared to CLIN, and adding BAO in iCE results in a further improvement.

3.3. Planning Times

The manual planning time for the CLIN plans was usually between 2 and 4 h, although
it could vary from less than an hour to a full day depending on the complexity of the case.
This mainly comprised hands-on time, including adjustments of the beam configuration
and optimization objectives during repeated rounds of optimization. For iCE, hands-on
time was less than 10 min. The Erasmus-iCycle calculation time for automated generation
of 6-beam plans was 1.5–3 h (7–25 min without BAO), and automated generation of the
final deliverable plan with Eclipse took around 5 min.

3.4. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

All fields in all measured plans (in total 60 fields) passed the clinical requirement in
the Portal Dosimetry analysis, with an average passing rate of 99.97% (range 99.0–100%).
The average number of MUs in the iCE plans was 778 (range 474–1323), compared to 687
(range 406–1159) in the CLIN plans.

3.5. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

While 6- and 8-beam iCE plans generally fulfilled the clinical dose constraints, not
all 4-beam plans would have been acceptable due to a Dmax in the spinal canal or patient
body above the requirement (Table A1). High- and medium-dose conformity was also
generally worse with 4 beams than with 6 or 8, as visible in Figures 4, A1 and A2. The
target coverage was similar regardless of the number of beams. Reducing the number
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Figure 4. (a) CLIN plan with manually selected beam angles for patient 1. (b–d) iCE plans with 6, 4 and 8 optimized beam
angles for the same patient. Dose is shown relative to the prescribed dose (66 Gy). Contours are the PTV (red), lungs
(yellow), heart (magenta), esophagus (grey) and spinal cord (cyan), and beam angles are indicated by white lines.

When switching off BAO in iCE (iCE_noBAO), the reductions compared to CLIN
in heart V30Gy and esophagus Dmean were smaller than with BAO, but remained statisti-
cally significant. Figure 1 and Table 5 illustrate that some OAR sparing is achieved with
iCE_noBAO compared to CLIN, and adding BAO in iCE results in a further improvement.

3.3. Planning Times

The manual planning time for the CLIN plans was usually between 2 and 4 h, although
it could vary from less than an hour to a full day depending on the complexity of the case.
This mainly comprised hands-on time, including adjustments of the beam configuration
and optimization objectives during repeated rounds of optimization. For iCE, hands-on
time was less than 10 min. The Erasmus-iCycle calculation time for automated generation
of 6-beam plans was 1.5–3 h (7–25 min without BAO), and automated generation of the
final deliverable plan with Eclipse took around 5 min.

3.4. Dosimetric QA of Plan Deliverability

All fields in all measured plans (in total 60 fields) passed the clinical requirement in
the Portal Dosimetry analysis, with an average passing rate of 99.97% (range 99.0–100%).
The average number of MUs in the iCE plans was 778 (range 474–1323), compared to 687
(range 406–1159) in the CLIN plans.

3.5. 6-Beam vs. 4- and 8-Beam iCE

While 6- and 8-beam iCE plans generally fulfilled the clinical dose constraints, not
all 4-beam plans would have been acceptable due to a Dmax in the spinal canal or patient
body above the requirement (Table A1). High- and medium-dose conformity was also
generally worse with 4 beams than with 6 or 8, as visible in Figures 4, A1 and A2. The
target coverage was similar regardless of the number of beams. Reducing the number
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callysignificant.Figure1andTable5illustratethatsomeOARsparingisachievedwith
iCE_noBAOcomparedtoCLIN,andaddingBAOiniCEresultsinafurtherimprovement.

3.3.PlanningTimes

ThemanualplanningtimefortheCLINplanswasusuallybetween2and4h,although
itcouldvaryfromlessthananhourtoafulldaydependingonthecomplexityofthecase.
Thismainlycomprisedhands-ontime,includingadjustmentsofthebeamconfiguration
andoptimizationobjectivesduringrepeatedroundsofoptimization.ForiCE,hands-on
timewaslessthan10min.TheErasmus-iCyclecalculationtimeforautomatedgeneration
of6-beamplanswas1.5–3h(7–25minwithoutBAO),andautomatedgenerationofthe
finaldeliverableplanwithEclipsetookaround5min.

3.4.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

Allfieldsinallmeasuredplans(intotal60fields)passedtheclinicalrequirementin
thePortalDosimetryanalysis,withanaveragepassingrateof99.97%(range99.0–100%).
TheaveragenumberofMUsintheiCEplanswas778(range474–1323),comparedto687
(range406–1159)intheCLINplans.

3.5.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

While6-and8-beamiCEplansgenerallyfulfilledtheclinicaldoseconstraints,not
all4-beamplanswouldhavebeenacceptableduetoaDmaxinthespinalcanalorpatient
bodyabovetherequirement(TableA1).High-andmedium-doseconformitywasalso
generallyworsewith4beamsthanwith6or8,asvisibleinFigures4,A1andA2.The
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finaldeliverableplanwithEclipsetookaround5min.

3.4.DosimetricQAofPlanDeliverability

Allfieldsinallmeasuredplans(intotal60fields)passedtheclinicalrequirementin
thePortalDosimetryanalysis,withanaveragepassingrateof99.97%(range99.0–100%).
TheaveragenumberofMUsintheiCEplanswas778(range474–1323),comparedto687
(range406–1159)intheCLINplans.

3.5.6-Beamvs.4-and8-BeamiCE

While6-and8-beamiCEplansgenerallyfulfilledtheclinicaldoseconstraints,not
all4-beamplanswouldhavebeenacceptableduetoaDmaxinthespinalcanalorpatient
bodyabovetherequirement(TableA1).High-andmedium-doseconformitywasalso
generallyworsewith4beamsthanwith6or8,asvisibleinFigures4,A1andA2.The
targetcoveragewassimilarregardlessofthenumberofbeams.Reducingthenumber
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of beams from 6 to 4 led to a median increase in Dmean of 0.7 Gy to the heart (p = 0.007)
and 1.2 Gy to the esophagus (p = 0.02). Increasing the number of beams from 6 to 8 had
a smaller, but still significant, benefit of 0.3 Gy to the heart (p = 0.02) and 0.7 Gy to the
esophagus (p < 0.001) (Table 6 and Figure 5). The median Dmean for the lungs was similar
for the different numbers of beams, but the DVH shows that 4-beam plans, on average,
gave less low dose and more medium and high dose to the lungs compared with the 6- and
8-beam plans.

Table 6. Median differences in Dmean with range for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to
6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized beam angles. p-values for comparison with 6-beam plans are
given, and significant differences are marked with *.

Dose Metric
Difference, 4 vs. 6 Beams Difference, 8 vs. 6 Beams

Median Range p Median Range p

Lungs Dmean [Gy] 0.2 −2.5, 2.3 0.5 −0.2 −0.8, 0.5 0.004 *
Heart Dmean [Gy] 0.7 −2.3, 4.0 0.007 * −0.3 −3.9, 1.5 0.02 *

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 1.2 −4.2, 6.8 0.02 * −0.7 −2.8, 2.9 <0.001 *
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Figure 5. Population average DVHs for OARs in 4-, 6- and 8- beam iCE plans with optimized
beam angles.

While the OAR doses overall decreased with an increasing number of beams, there
was significant inter-patient variation (Tables 6 and A1). With 8 beams, for 15/26 patients
the Dmean was reduced for all of the evaluated OARs compared to 6 beams, while for
the remainder of patients, the dose was increased for one of the OARs. Around half the
patients had a reduced lung Dmean with 4 beams compared to 6 beams, but this came at
the cost of a higher dose to the heart and/or esophagus. For patient 1, less spreading of
the low dose with 4 beams resulted in a sparing in the lung Dmean of 2.5 Gy compared
to 6 beams (Figure 4b–d). However, this was achieved at the cost of increased heart and
esophagus Dmean of 1.8 Gy and 3.3 Gy respectively, and worse high-dose conformity. In
the 8-beam plan, the lung Dmean was slightly higher than with 6 beams, while sparing of
the heart and esophagus was improved. For some of the patients, changing the number of
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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WhiletheOARdosesoveralldecreasedwithanincreasingnumberofbeams,there
wassignificantinter-patientvariation(Tables6andA1).With8beams,for15/26patients
theDmeanwasreducedforalloftheevaluatedOARscomparedto6beams,whilefor
theremainderofpatients,thedosewasincreasedforoneoftheOARs.Aroundhalfthe
patientshadareducedlungDmeanwith4beamscomparedto6beams,butthiscameat
thecostofahigherdosetotheheartand/oresophagus.Forpatient1,lessspreadingof
thelowdosewith4beamsresultedinasparinginthelungDmeanof2.5Gycompared
to6beams(Figure4b–d).However,thiswasachievedatthecostofincreasedheartand
esophagusDmeanof1.8Gyand3.3Gyrespectively,andworsehigh-doseconformity.In
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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WhiletheOARdosesoveralldecreasedwithanincreasingnumberofbeams,there
wassignificantinter-patientvariation(Tables6andA1).With8beams,for15/26patients
theDmeanwasreducedforalloftheevaluatedOARscomparedto6beams,whilefor
theremainderofpatients,thedosewasincreasedforoneoftheOARs.Aroundhalfthe
patientshadareducedlungDmeanwith4beamscomparedto6beams,butthiscameat
thecostofahigherdosetotheheartand/oresophagus.Forpatient1,lessspreadingof
thelowdosewith4beamsresultedinasparinginthelungDmeanof2.5Gycompared
to6beams(Figure4b–d).However,thiswasachievedatthecostofincreasedheartand
esophagusDmeanof1.8Gyand3.3Gyrespectively,andworsehigh-doseconformity.In
the8-beamplan,thelungDmeanwasslightlyhigherthanwith6beams,whilesparingof
theheartandesophaguswasimproved.Forsomeofthepatients,changingthenumberof
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of beams from 6 to 4 led to a median increase in Dmean of 0.7 Gy to the heart (p = 0.007)
and 1.2 Gy to the esophagus (p = 0.02). Increasing the number of beams from 6 to 8 had
a smaller, but still significant, benefit of 0.3 Gy to the heart (p = 0.02) and 0.7 Gy to the
esophagus (p < 0.001) (Table 6 and Figure 5). The median Dmean for the lungs was similar
for the different numbers of beams, but the DVH shows that 4-beam plans, on average,
gave less low dose and more medium and high dose to the lungs compared with the 6- and
8-beam plans.

Table 6. Median differences in Dmean with range for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to
6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized beam angles. p-values for comparison with 6-beam plans are
given, and significant differences are marked with *.

Dose Metric
Difference, 4 vs. 6 Beams Difference, 8 vs. 6 Beams

Median Range p Median Range p

Lungs Dmean [Gy] 0.2 −2.5, 2.3 0.5 −0.2 −0.8, 0.5 0.004 *
Heart Dmean [Gy] 0.7 −2.3, 4.0 0.007 * −0.3 −3.9, 1.5 0.02 *

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 1.2 −4.2, 6.8 0.02 * −0.7 −2.8, 2.9 <0.001 *
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beam angles.

While the OAR doses overall decreased with an increasing number of beams, there
was significant inter-patient variation (Tables 6 and A1). With 8 beams, for 15/26 patients
the Dmean was reduced for all of the evaluated OARs compared to 6 beams, while for
the remainder of patients, the dose was increased for one of the OARs. Around half the
patients had a reduced lung Dmean with 4 beams compared to 6 beams, but this came at
the cost of a higher dose to the heart and/or esophagus. For patient 1, less spreading of
the low dose with 4 beams resulted in a sparing in the lung Dmean of 2.5 Gy compared
to 6 beams (Figure 4b–d). However, this was achieved at the cost of increased heart and
esophagus Dmean of 1.8 Gy and 3.3 Gy respectively, and worse high-dose conformity. In
the 8-beam plan, the lung Dmean was slightly higher than with 6 beams, while sparing of
the heart and esophagus was improved. For some of the patients, changing the number of
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of beams from 6 to 4 led to a median increase in Dmean of 0.7 Gy to the heart (p = 0.007)
and 1.2 Gy to the esophagus (p = 0.02). Increasing the number of beams from 6 to 8 had
a smaller, but still significant, benefit of 0.3 Gy to the heart (p = 0.02) and 0.7 Gy to the
esophagus (p < 0.001) (Table 6 and Figure 5). The median Dmean for the lungs was similar
for the different numbers of beams, but the DVH shows that 4-beam plans, on average,
gave less low dose and more medium and high dose to the lungs compared with the 6- and
8-beam plans.

Table 6. Median differences in Dmean with range for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to
6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized beam angles. p-values for comparison with 6-beam plans are
given, and significant differences are marked with *.

Dose Metric
Difference, 4 vs. 6 Beams Difference, 8 vs. 6 Beams

Median Range p Median Range p

Lungs Dmean [Gy] 0.2 −2.5, 2.3 0.5 −0.2 −0.8, 0.5 0.004 *
Heart Dmean [Gy] 0.7 −2.3, 4.0 0.007 * −0.3 −3.9, 1.5 0.02 *

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 1.2 −4.2, 6.8 0.02 * −0.7 −2.8, 2.9 <0.001 *
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beam angles.

While the OAR doses overall decreased with an increasing number of beams, there
was significant inter-patient variation (Tables 6 and A1). With 8 beams, for 15/26 patients
the Dmean was reduced for all of the evaluated OARs compared to 6 beams, while for
the remainder of patients, the dose was increased for one of the OARs. Around half the
patients had a reduced lung Dmean with 4 beams compared to 6 beams, but this came at
the cost of a higher dose to the heart and/or esophagus. For patient 1, less spreading of
the low dose with 4 beams resulted in a sparing in the lung Dmean of 2.5 Gy compared
to 6 beams (Figure 4b–d). However, this was achieved at the cost of increased heart and
esophagus Dmean of 1.8 Gy and 3.3 Gy respectively, and worse high-dose conformity. In
the 8-beam plan, the lung Dmean was slightly higher than with 6 beams, while sparing of
the heart and esophagus was improved. For some of the patients, changing the number of
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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ofbeamsfrom6to4ledtoamedianincreaseinDmeanof0.7Gytotheheart(p=0.007)
and1.2Gytotheesophagus(p=0.02).Increasingthenumberofbeamsfrom6to8had
asmaller,butstillsignificant,benefitof0.3Gytotheheart(p=0.02)and0.7Gytothe
esophagus(p<0.001)(Table6andFigure5).ThemedianDmeanforthelungswassimilar
forthedifferentnumbersofbeams,buttheDVHshowsthat4-beamplans,onaverage,
gavelesslowdoseandmoremediumandhighdosetothelungscomparedwiththe6-and
8-beamplans.

Table6.MediandifferencesinDmeanwithrangeforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto
6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimizedbeamangles.p-valuesforcomparisonwith6-beamplansare
given,andsignificantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.

DoseMetric
Difference,4vs.6BeamsDifference,8vs.6Beams

MedianRangepMedianRangep

LungsDmean[Gy]0.2−2.5,2.30.5−0.2−0.8,0.50.004*
HeartDmean[Gy]0.7−2.3,4.00.007*−0.3−3.9,1.50.02*

EsophagusDmean[Gy]1.2−4.2,6.80.02*−0.7−2.8,2.9<0.001*
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beams had little impact on the OAR doses; three patients had a change in the Dmean of less
than 1 Gy for all OARs, both when reducing and when increasing the number of beams.

4. Discussion

The novel iCE system for automated multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated
BAO was developed, and used to investigate opportunities for OAR sparing in LA-NSCLC
patients, and to systematically investigate the impact of beam angles on the radiotherapy
dose. Compared to clinical plans, significant reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and
esophagus Dmean and V20Gy were achieved with iCE. When using iCE with integrated
patient-specific BAO, OAR sparing was found to be superior compared to using iCE for
clinically applied beam angles. Increasing the number of optimized beams can improve
OAR sparing. On average, differences in OAR sparing were found to be larger between 4
and 6 beams than between 6 and 8. The impact of the beam number varied largely between
patients, and for some patients, changing the number of beams did not have a clinically
relevant impact on the dose to any OAR.

While the reductions with iCE compared to CLIN in median Dmean for OARs were
0.5–1.8 Gy, a substantial sparing of >5 Gy was seen for the heart and esophagus for individ-
ual patients. This confirms one of the main strengths of automated planning; the ability to
achieve a more homogeneous plan quality by avoiding occasional highly suboptimal plans.
Bradley et al. reported an association between increased heart V30Gy and increased risk of
death, and Dess et al. found that mean heart dose, V5Gy and V30Gy were associated with
grade ≥3 cardiac events [31,32]. Wijsman et al. reported on a correlation between mean
esophagus dose and grade ≥2 acute esophageal toxicity [33]. These correlations suggest
that the observed reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean with iCE
compared to CLIN are of clinical importance. Only minor differences were observed for
lung dose, possibly because the lungs received the most attention in clinical planning. The
dose to the spinal canal and brachial plexus were not studied in detail, as reductions below
the maximum dose constraints are not considered a priority. An additional advantage of
iCE compared to manual planning is the dramatic decrease in hands-on planning time, as
the trial-and-error process of finding objectives and beam angles manually is avoided.

A previous study using Erasmus-iCycle for LA-NSCLC found reductions in the
average Dmean of the lungs, heart and esophagus of 0.9, 1.5 and 3.6 Gy for automatically
generated VMAT plans compared to manually created IMRT plans [8]. Although not
directly comparable to our results, as the dose prescription, clinical priorities, delivery
technique and TPS differed, the potential for reducing OAR doses for most patients with
automated planning was found in both studies. The same has been found for other
autoplanning strategies, including knowledge-based planning in Eclipse and multi-criteria
optimization in RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) [9,23]. These
findings highlight the potential of improving the plan quality in LA-NSCLC by increasing
the availability, integration and utilization of autoplanning systems.

None of the published studies on automated planning for LA-NSCLC included in-
tegrated BAO to systematically investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality,
as has been performed in this study. Fixed-beam IMRT has the potential to reduce low
dose to the lungs compared to VMAT, but exploiting this requires individual selection of
appropriate beam angles [4]. LA-NSCLC is a heterogeneous patient group, and the position
of the tumor in relation to OARs strongly affects which beam angles are most beneficial.
The beam configurations in the CLIN plans, based on a template with emphasis on the
anterior-posterior direction and a couple of additional lateral fields, were well suited for
central tumors. For frontal and dorsal tumors, more oblique configurations, sometimes
with opposing fields to cover nodal volumes, were selected by iCE and could spare dose to
the heart, esophagus and/or contralateral lung for specific patients. Clearly, beam angles
should be optimized individually in IMRT for LA-NSCLC.

In general, 6-beam plans appear to be a reasonable choice for this patient group. In
some situations, reducing the number of beams in a treatment plan might be desirable, e.g.,
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beamshadlittleimpactontheOARdoses;threepatientshadachangeintheDmeanofless
than1GyforallOARs,bothwhenreducingandwhenincreasingthenumberofbeams.

4.Discussion

ThenoveliCEsystemforautomatedmulti-criterialtreatmentplanningwithintegrated
BAOwasdeveloped,andusedtoinvestigateopportunitiesforOARsparinginLA-NSCLC
patients,andtosystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofbeamanglesontheradiotherapy
dose.Comparedtoclinicalplans,significantreductionsinheartDmeanandV30Gyand
esophagusDmeanandV20GywereachievedwithiCE.WhenusingiCEwithintegrated
patient-specificBAO,OARsparingwasfoundtobesuperiorcomparedtousingiCEfor
clinicallyappliedbeamangles.Increasingthenumberofoptimizedbeamscanimprove
OARsparing.Onaverage,differencesinOARsparingwerefoundtobelargerbetween4
and6beamsthanbetween6and8.Theimpactofthebeamnumbervariedlargelybetween
patients,andforsomepatients,changingthenumberofbeamsdidnothaveaclinically
relevantimpactonthedosetoanyOAR.

WhilethereductionswithiCEcomparedtoCLINinmedianDmeanforOARswere
0.5–1.8Gy,asubstantialsparingof>5Gywasseenfortheheartandesophagusforindivid-
ualpatients.Thisconfirmsoneofthemainstrengthsofautomatedplanning;theabilityto
achieveamorehomogeneousplanqualitybyavoidingoccasionalhighlysuboptimalplans.
Bradleyetal.reportedanassociationbetweenincreasedheartV30Gyandincreasedriskof
death,andDessetal.foundthatmeanheartdose,V5GyandV30Gywereassociatedwith
grade≥3cardiacevents[31,32].Wijsmanetal.reportedonacorrelationbetweenmean
esophagusdoseandgrade≥2acuteesophagealtoxicity[33].Thesecorrelationssuggest
thattheobservedreductionsinheartDmeanandV30GyandesophagusDmeanwithiCE
comparedtoCLINareofclinicalimportance.Onlyminordifferenceswereobservedfor
lungdose,possiblybecausethelungsreceivedthemostattentioninclinicalplanning.The
dosetothespinalcanalandbrachialplexuswerenotstudiedindetail,asreductionsbelow
themaximumdoseconstraintsarenotconsideredapriority.Anadditionaladvantageof
iCEcomparedtomanualplanningisthedramaticdecreaseinhands-onplanningtime,as
thetrial-and-errorprocessoffindingobjectivesandbeamanglesmanuallyisavoided.

ApreviousstudyusingErasmus-iCycleforLA-NSCLCfoundreductionsinthe
averageDmeanofthelungs,heartandesophagusof0.9,1.5and3.6Gyforautomatically
generatedVMATplanscomparedtomanuallycreatedIMRTplans[8].Althoughnot
directlycomparabletoourresults,asthedoseprescription,clinicalpriorities,delivery
techniqueandTPSdiffered,thepotentialforreducingOARdosesformostpatientswith
automatedplanningwasfoundinbothstudies.Thesamehasbeenfoundforother
autoplanningstrategies,includingknowledge-basedplanninginEclipseandmulti-criteria
optimizationinRayStation(RaySearchLaboratories,Stockholm,Sweden)[9,23].These
findingshighlightthepotentialofimprovingtheplanqualityinLA-NSCLCbyincreasing
theavailability,integrationandutilizationofautoplanningsystems.

NoneofthepublishedstudiesonautomatedplanningforLA-NSCLCincludedin-
tegratedBAOtosystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofbeamanglesonplanquality,
ashasbeenperformedinthisstudy.Fixed-beamIMRThasthepotentialtoreducelow
dosetothelungscomparedtoVMAT,butexploitingthisrequiresindividualselectionof
appropriatebeamangles[4].LA-NSCLCisaheterogeneouspatientgroup,andtheposition
ofthetumorinrelationtoOARsstronglyaffectswhichbeamanglesaremostbeneficial.
ThebeamconfigurationsintheCLINplans,basedonatemplatewithemphasisonthe
anterior-posteriordirectionandacoupleofadditionallateralfields,werewellsuitedfor
centraltumors.Forfrontalanddorsaltumors,moreobliqueconfigurations,sometimes
withopposingfieldstocovernodalvolumes,wereselectedbyiCEandcouldsparedoseto
theheart,esophagusand/orcontralaterallungforspecificpatients.Clearly,beamangles
shouldbeoptimizedindividuallyinIMRTforLA-NSCLC.

Ingeneral,6-beamplansappeartobeareasonablechoiceforthispatientgroup.In
somesituations,reducingthenumberofbeamsinatreatmentplanmightbedesirable,e.g.,
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beams had little impact on the OAR doses; three patients had a change in the Dmean of less
than 1 Gy for all OARs, both when reducing and when increasing the number of beams.

4. Discussion

The novel iCE system for automated multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated
BAO was developed, and used to investigate opportunities for OAR sparing in LA-NSCLC
patients, and to systematically investigate the impact of beam angles on the radiotherapy
dose. Compared to clinical plans, significant reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and
esophagus Dmean and V20Gy were achieved with iCE. When using iCE with integrated
patient-specific BAO, OAR sparing was found to be superior compared to using iCE for
clinically applied beam angles. Increasing the number of optimized beams can improve
OAR sparing. On average, differences in OAR sparing were found to be larger between 4
and 6 beams than between 6 and 8. The impact of the beam number varied largely between
patients, and for some patients, changing the number of beams did not have a clinically
relevant impact on the dose to any OAR.

While the reductions with iCE compared to CLIN in median Dmean for OARs were
0.5–1.8 Gy, a substantial sparing of >5 Gy was seen for the heart and esophagus for individ-
ual patients. This confirms one of the main strengths of automated planning; the ability to
achieve a more homogeneous plan quality by avoiding occasional highly suboptimal plans.
Bradley et al. reported an association between increased heart V30Gy and increased risk of
death, and Dess et al. found that mean heart dose, V5Gy and V30Gy were associated with
grade ≥3 cardiac events [31,32]. Wijsman et al. reported on a correlation between mean
esophagus dose and grade ≥2 acute esophageal toxicity [33]. These correlations suggest
that the observed reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean with iCE
compared to CLIN are of clinical importance. Only minor differences were observed for
lung dose, possibly because the lungs received the most attention in clinical planning. The
dose to the spinal canal and brachial plexus were not studied in detail, as reductions below
the maximum dose constraints are not considered a priority. An additional advantage of
iCE compared to manual planning is the dramatic decrease in hands-on planning time, as
the trial-and-error process of finding objectives and beam angles manually is avoided.

A previous study using Erasmus-iCycle for LA-NSCLC found reductions in the
average Dmean of the lungs, heart and esophagus of 0.9, 1.5 and 3.6 Gy for automatically
generated VMAT plans compared to manually created IMRT plans [8]. Although not
directly comparable to our results, as the dose prescription, clinical priorities, delivery
technique and TPS differed, the potential for reducing OAR doses for most patients with
automated planning was found in both studies. The same has been found for other
autoplanning strategies, including knowledge-based planning in Eclipse and multi-criteria
optimization in RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) [9,23]. These
findings highlight the potential of improving the plan quality in LA-NSCLC by increasing
the availability, integration and utilization of autoplanning systems.

None of the published studies on automated planning for LA-NSCLC included in-
tegrated BAO to systematically investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality,
as has been performed in this study. Fixed-beam IMRT has the potential to reduce low
dose to the lungs compared to VMAT, but exploiting this requires individual selection of
appropriate beam angles [4]. LA-NSCLC is a heterogeneous patient group, and the position
of the tumor in relation to OARs strongly affects which beam angles are most beneficial.
The beam configurations in the CLIN plans, based on a template with emphasis on the
anterior-posterior direction and a couple of additional lateral fields, were well suited for
central tumors. For frontal and dorsal tumors, more oblique configurations, sometimes
with opposing fields to cover nodal volumes, were selected by iCE and could spare dose to
the heart, esophagus and/or contralateral lung for specific patients. Clearly, beam angles
should be optimized individually in IMRT for LA-NSCLC.

In general, 6-beam plans appear to be a reasonable choice for this patient group. In
some situations, reducing the number of beams in a treatment plan might be desirable, e.g.,
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and 6 beams than between 6 and 8. The impact of the beam number varied largely between
patients, and for some patients, changing the number of beams did not have a clinically
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0.5–1.8 Gy, a substantial sparing of >5 Gy was seen for the heart and esophagus for individ-
ual patients. This confirms one of the main strengths of automated planning; the ability to
achieve a more homogeneous plan quality by avoiding occasional highly suboptimal plans.
Bradley et al. reported an association between increased heart V30Gy and increased risk of
death, and Dess et al. found that mean heart dose, V5Gy and V30Gy were associated with
grade ≥3 cardiac events [31,32]. Wijsman et al. reported on a correlation between mean
esophagus dose and grade ≥2 acute esophageal toxicity [33]. These correlations suggest
that the observed reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean with iCE
compared to CLIN are of clinical importance. Only minor differences were observed for
lung dose, possibly because the lungs received the most attention in clinical planning. The
dose to the spinal canal and brachial plexus were not studied in detail, as reductions below
the maximum dose constraints are not considered a priority. An additional advantage of
iCE compared to manual planning is the dramatic decrease in hands-on planning time, as
the trial-and-error process of finding objectives and beam angles manually is avoided.

A previous study using Erasmus-iCycle for LA-NSCLC found reductions in the
average Dmean of the lungs, heart and esophagus of 0.9, 1.5 and 3.6 Gy for automatically
generated VMAT plans compared to manually created IMRT plans [8]. Although not
directly comparable to our results, as the dose prescription, clinical priorities, delivery
technique and TPS differed, the potential for reducing OAR doses for most patients with
automated planning was found in both studies. The same has been found for other
autoplanning strategies, including knowledge-based planning in Eclipse and multi-criteria
optimization in RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) [9,23]. These
findings highlight the potential of improving the plan quality in LA-NSCLC by increasing
the availability, integration and utilization of autoplanning systems.

None of the published studies on automated planning for LA-NSCLC included in-
tegrated BAO to systematically investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality,
as has been performed in this study. Fixed-beam IMRT has the potential to reduce low
dose to the lungs compared to VMAT, but exploiting this requires individual selection of
appropriate beam angles [4]. LA-NSCLC is a heterogeneous patient group, and the position
of the tumor in relation to OARs strongly affects which beam angles are most beneficial.
The beam configurations in the CLIN plans, based on a template with emphasis on the
anterior-posterior direction and a couple of additional lateral fields, were well suited for
central tumors. For frontal and dorsal tumors, more oblique configurations, sometimes
with opposing fields to cover nodal volumes, were selected by iCE and could spare dose to
the heart, esophagus and/or contralateral lung for specific patients. Clearly, beam angles
should be optimized individually in IMRT for LA-NSCLC.

In general, 6-beam plans appear to be a reasonable choice for this patient group. In
some situations, reducing the number of beams in a treatment plan might be desirable, e.g.,
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beamshadlittleimpactontheOARdoses;threepatientshadachangeintheDmeanofless
than1GyforallOARs,bothwhenreducingandwhenincreasingthenumberofbeams.

4.Discussion

ThenoveliCEsystemforautomatedmulti-criterialtreatmentplanningwithintegrated
BAOwasdeveloped,andusedtoinvestigateopportunitiesforOARsparinginLA-NSCLC
patients,andtosystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofbeamanglesontheradiotherapy
dose.Comparedtoclinicalplans,significantreductionsinheartDmeanandV30Gyand
esophagusDmeanandV20GywereachievedwithiCE.WhenusingiCEwithintegrated
patient-specificBAO,OARsparingwasfoundtobesuperiorcomparedtousingiCEfor
clinicallyappliedbeamangles.Increasingthenumberofoptimizedbeamscanimprove
OARsparing.Onaverage,differencesinOARsparingwerefoundtobelargerbetween4
and6beamsthanbetween6and8.Theimpactofthebeamnumbervariedlargelybetween
patients,andforsomepatients,changingthenumberofbeamsdidnothaveaclinically
relevantimpactonthedosetoanyOAR.

WhilethereductionswithiCEcomparedtoCLINinmedianDmeanforOARswere
0.5–1.8Gy,asubstantialsparingof>5Gywasseenfortheheartandesophagusforindivid-
ualpatients.Thisconfirmsoneofthemainstrengthsofautomatedplanning;theabilityto
achieveamorehomogeneousplanqualitybyavoidingoccasionalhighlysuboptimalplans.
Bradleyetal.reportedanassociationbetweenincreasedheartV30Gyandincreasedriskof
death,andDessetal.foundthatmeanheartdose,V5GyandV30Gywereassociatedwith
grade≥3cardiacevents[31,32].Wijsmanetal.reportedonacorrelationbetweenmean
esophagusdoseandgrade≥2acuteesophagealtoxicity[33].Thesecorrelationssuggest
thattheobservedreductionsinheartDmeanandV30GyandesophagusDmeanwithiCE
comparedtoCLINareofclinicalimportance.Onlyminordifferenceswereobservedfor
lungdose,possiblybecausethelungsreceivedthemostattentioninclinicalplanning.The
dosetothespinalcanalandbrachialplexuswerenotstudiedindetail,asreductionsbelow
themaximumdoseconstraintsarenotconsideredapriority.Anadditionaladvantageof
iCEcomparedtomanualplanningisthedramaticdecreaseinhands-onplanningtime,as
thetrial-and-errorprocessoffindingobjectivesandbeamanglesmanuallyisavoided.

ApreviousstudyusingErasmus-iCycleforLA-NSCLCfoundreductionsinthe
averageDmeanofthelungs,heartandesophagusof0.9,1.5and3.6Gyforautomatically
generatedVMATplanscomparedtomanuallycreatedIMRTplans[8].Althoughnot
directlycomparabletoourresults,asthedoseprescription,clinicalpriorities,delivery
techniqueandTPSdiffered,thepotentialforreducingOARdosesformostpatientswith
automatedplanningwasfoundinbothstudies.Thesamehasbeenfoundforother
autoplanningstrategies,includingknowledge-basedplanninginEclipseandmulti-criteria
optimizationinRayStation(RaySearchLaboratories,Stockholm,Sweden)[9,23].These
findingshighlightthepotentialofimprovingtheplanqualityinLA-NSCLCbyincreasing
theavailability,integrationandutilizationofautoplanningsystems.

NoneofthepublishedstudiesonautomatedplanningforLA-NSCLCincludedin-
tegratedBAOtosystematicallyinvestigatetheimpactofbeamanglesonplanquality,
ashasbeenperformedinthisstudy.Fixed-beamIMRThasthepotentialtoreducelow
dosetothelungscomparedtoVMAT,butexploitingthisrequiresindividualselectionof
appropriatebeamangles[4].LA-NSCLCisaheterogeneouspatientgroup,andtheposition
ofthetumorinrelationtoOARsstronglyaffectswhichbeamanglesaremostbeneficial.
ThebeamconfigurationsintheCLINplans,basedonatemplatewithemphasisonthe
anterior-posteriordirectionandacoupleofadditionallateralfields,werewellsuitedfor
centraltumors.Forfrontalanddorsaltumors,moreobliqueconfigurations,sometimes
withopposingfieldstocovernodalvolumes,wereselectedbyiCEandcouldsparedoseto
theheart,esophagusand/orcontralaterallungforspecificpatients.Clearly,beamangles
shouldbeoptimizedindividuallyinIMRTforLA-NSCLC.

Ingeneral,6-beamplansappeartobeareasonablechoiceforthispatientgroup.In
somesituations,reducingthenumberofbeamsinatreatmentplanmightbedesirable,e.g.,
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when the treatment time is of particular concern due to large target volume, split fields,
DIBH treatment or poor condition of the patient. Similarly, increasing the number of beams
might be appropriate in some situations, e.g., if OAR doses are above constraints. With the
iCE method, creating several treatment plans with different numbers of optimized beams
can be performed automatically, allowing for individual assessment of alternative plans.
Plans with different numbers of beams can be created in a single round of optimization
in Erasmus-iCycle, only the reconstruction in Eclipse must be done separately. Note that
not all of the 4-beam iCE plans would be clinically acceptable. The wish-list constraints
for the Dmax in the spinal canal and patient body as well as the high dose conformity were
always achieved by default in Erasmus-iCycle. However, Eclipse struggled to reproduce
the 4-beam dose distribution for some patients, and as hard constraints are not applied in
Eclipse optimization, unacceptable plans could occur.

Increasing the number of beams on average improved OAR sparing, but the effect
varied between patients. This is not surprising given the large heterogeneity in the anatomy
of the LA-NSCLC patients. While the reasons behind the patient-specific differences were
not investigated in detail, they appeared to be related to the OAR doses. Patients with high
OAR doses had a greater benefit of increasing the number of beams than patients with low
OAR doses. No impact of the size or location of the tumor was observed.

The average number of MUs was higher in the iCE plans than the CLIN plans (778 vs.
687). This could possibly be related to choices in the collimator angles, which were fixed at
2◦ in iCE plans, while in the CLIN plans, the collimator angle for each field was tuned to
narrow the field size in the X direction, leading to larger field openings and fewer MUs. In
our clinic, the enhanced MUs with iCE were not a concern, given the excellent deliverability
of the plans. No restriction on the number of MUs was applied in the optimization of CLIN
or iCE plans. Nonetheless, if desired, adjusting the collimator with regard to the optimized
beam angles is a simple operation.

Different systems for automated treatment planning have different characteristics,
advantages and limitations [7]. Advantages of Erasmus-iCycle are that configuration
with a high-quality wish-list will result in optimal dose distributions according to the
clinic’s priorities, and that few (or even zero) example plans are needed for the wish-list
configuration. In many studies, Erasmus-iCycle plans proved superior to the example plans
used for configuration [13,17,19,34,35]. A limitation is that the generated dose distributions
are not directly deliverable. Therefore, translations into segmented treatment plans must
be performed. In this study, the translations were performed by the Eclipse TPS, with
use of line objectives that offer a simple way of controlling the entire dose-volume range
simultaneously. It also makes the configuration for new treatment sites simple, as the only
tuning required for plan recreation in Eclipse is of the priorities and normal tissue objective.

RapidPlan is a tool for automated planning already integrated in Eclipse, using so-
called knowledge-based planning. Comparing the quality of iCE and RapidPlan plans
was not within the scope of this study, in part because RapidPlan does not feature BAO.
Studies have shown the dependence of the output plan quality on the quality of plans in
the RapidPlan library [36,37]. In future work, we plan to explore the possibility of building
a RapidPlan library containing iCE plans.

A limitation of the current study is the total number of investigated patients. However,
all patients had LA-NSCLC and they were prospectively included. Moreover, there was
a large variation in the tumor location and OAR dose-volume parameters among these
LA-NSCLC patients. In order to strengthen the statistics, some patients were used for both
Erasmus-iCycle wish-list tuning and for comparisons between CLIN and iCE. This is not
a concern in the same way as for library-based methods, as the wish-list is based on the
clinical protocol and priorities and not directly on the test patients used for guiding the
wish-list creation.

Furthermore, some information from the clinical planning (choice of FB vs. DIBH
technique and 60 Gy vs. 66 Gy prescription) was transferred to the automated planning,
as required for fair comparison. These properties are sometimes changed during the
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whenthetreatmenttimeisofparticularconcernduetolargetargetvolume,splitfields,
DIBHtreatmentorpoorconditionofthepatient.Similarly,increasingthenumberofbeams
mightbeappropriateinsomesituations,e.g.,ifOARdosesareaboveconstraints.Withthe
iCEmethod,creatingseveraltreatmentplanswithdifferentnumbersofoptimizedbeams
canbeperformedautomatically,allowingforindividualassessmentofalternativeplans.
Planswithdifferentnumbersofbeamscanbecreatedinasingleroundofoptimization
inErasmus-iCycle,onlythereconstructioninEclipsemustbedoneseparately.Notethat
notallofthe4-beamiCEplanswouldbeclinicallyacceptable.Thewish-listconstraints
fortheDmaxinthespinalcanalandpatientbodyaswellasthehighdoseconformitywere
alwaysachievedbydefaultinErasmus-iCycle.However,Eclipsestruggledtoreproduce
the4-beamdosedistributionforsomepatients,andashardconstraintsarenotappliedin
Eclipseoptimization,unacceptableplanscouldoccur.

IncreasingthenumberofbeamsonaverageimprovedOARsparing,buttheeffect
variedbetweenpatients.Thisisnotsurprisinggiventhelargeheterogeneityintheanatomy
oftheLA-NSCLCpatients.Whilethereasonsbehindthepatient-specificdifferenceswere
notinvestigatedindetail,theyappearedtoberelatedtotheOARdoses.Patientswithhigh
OARdoseshadagreaterbenefitofincreasingthenumberofbeamsthanpatientswithlow
OARdoses.Noimpactofthesizeorlocationofthetumorwasobserved.

TheaveragenumberofMUswashigherintheiCEplansthantheCLINplans(778vs.
687).Thiscouldpossiblyberelatedtochoicesinthecollimatorangles,whichwerefixedat
2◦iniCEplans,whileintheCLINplans,thecollimatorangleforeachfieldwastunedto
narrowthefieldsizeintheXdirection,leadingtolargerfieldopeningsandfewerMUs.In
ourclinic,theenhancedMUswithiCEwerenotaconcern,giventheexcellentdeliverability
oftheplans.NorestrictiononthenumberofMUswasappliedintheoptimizationofCLIN
oriCEplans.Nonetheless,ifdesired,adjustingthecollimatorwithregardtotheoptimized
beamanglesisasimpleoperation.

Differentsystemsforautomatedtreatmentplanninghavedifferentcharacteristics,
advantagesandlimitations[7].AdvantagesofErasmus-iCyclearethatconfiguration
withahigh-qualitywish-listwillresultinoptimaldosedistributionsaccordingtothe
clinic’spriorities,andthatfew(orevenzero)exampleplansareneededforthewish-list
configuration.Inmanystudies,Erasmus-iCycleplansprovedsuperiortotheexampleplans
usedforconfiguration[13,17,19,34,35].Alimitationisthatthegenerateddosedistributions
arenotdirectlydeliverable.Therefore,translationsintosegmentedtreatmentplansmust
beperformed.Inthisstudy,thetranslationswereperformedbytheEclipseTPS,with
useoflineobjectivesthatofferasimplewayofcontrollingtheentiredose-volumerange
simultaneously.Italsomakestheconfigurationfornewtreatmentsitessimple,astheonly
tuningrequiredforplanrecreationinEclipseisoftheprioritiesandnormaltissueobjective.

RapidPlanisatoolforautomatedplanningalreadyintegratedinEclipse,usingso-
calledknowledge-basedplanning.ComparingthequalityofiCEandRapidPlanplans
wasnotwithinthescopeofthisstudy,inpartbecauseRapidPlandoesnotfeatureBAO.
Studieshaveshownthedependenceoftheoutputplanqualityonthequalityofplansin
theRapidPlanlibrary[36,37].Infuturework,weplantoexplorethepossibilityofbuilding
aRapidPlanlibrarycontainingiCEplans.

Alimitationofthecurrentstudyisthetotalnumberofinvestigatedpatients.However,
allpatientshadLA-NSCLCandtheywereprospectivelyincluded.Moreover,therewas
alargevariationinthetumorlocationandOARdose-volumeparametersamongthese
LA-NSCLCpatients.Inordertostrengthenthestatistics,somepatientswereusedforboth
Erasmus-iCyclewish-listtuningandforcomparisonsbetweenCLINandiCE.Thisisnot
aconcerninthesamewayasforlibrary-basedmethods,asthewish-listisbasedonthe
clinicalprotocolandprioritiesandnotdirectlyonthetestpatientsusedforguidingthe
wish-listcreation.

Furthermore,someinformationfromtheclinicalplanning(choiceofFBvs.DIBH
techniqueand60Gyvs.66Gyprescription)wastransferredtotheautomatedplanning,
asrequiredforfaircomparison.Thesepropertiesaresometimeschangedduringthe
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when the treatment time is of particular concern due to large target volume, split fields,
DIBH treatment or poor condition of the patient. Similarly, increasing the number of beams
might be appropriate in some situations, e.g., if OAR doses are above constraints. With the
iCE method, creating several treatment plans with different numbers of optimized beams
can be performed automatically, allowing for individual assessment of alternative plans.
Plans with different numbers of beams can be created in a single round of optimization
in Erasmus-iCycle, only the reconstruction in Eclipse must be done separately. Note that
not all of the 4-beam iCE plans would be clinically acceptable. The wish-list constraints
for the Dmax in the spinal canal and patient body as well as the high dose conformity were
always achieved by default in Erasmus-iCycle. However, Eclipse struggled to reproduce
the 4-beam dose distribution for some patients, and as hard constraints are not applied in
Eclipse optimization, unacceptable plans could occur.

Increasing the number of beams on average improved OAR sparing, but the effect
varied between patients. This is not surprising given the large heterogeneity in the anatomy
of the LA-NSCLC patients. While the reasons behind the patient-specific differences were
not investigated in detail, they appeared to be related to the OAR doses. Patients with high
OAR doses had a greater benefit of increasing the number of beams than patients with low
OAR doses. No impact of the size or location of the tumor was observed.

The average number of MUs was higher in the iCE plans than the CLIN plans (778 vs.
687). This could possibly be related to choices in the collimator angles, which were fixed at
2◦ in iCE plans, while in the CLIN plans, the collimator angle for each field was tuned to
narrow the field size in the X direction, leading to larger field openings and fewer MUs. In
our clinic, the enhanced MUs with iCE were not a concern, given the excellent deliverability
of the plans. No restriction on the number of MUs was applied in the optimization of CLIN
or iCE plans. Nonetheless, if desired, adjusting the collimator with regard to the optimized
beam angles is a simple operation.

Different systems for automated treatment planning have different characteristics,
advantages and limitations [7]. Advantages of Erasmus-iCycle are that configuration
with a high-quality wish-list will result in optimal dose distributions according to the
clinic’s priorities, and that few (or even zero) example plans are needed for the wish-list
configuration. In many studies, Erasmus-iCycle plans proved superior to the example plans
used for configuration [13,17,19,34,35]. A limitation is that the generated dose distributions
are not directly deliverable. Therefore, translations into segmented treatment plans must
be performed. In this study, the translations were performed by the Eclipse TPS, with
use of line objectives that offer a simple way of controlling the entire dose-volume range
simultaneously. It also makes the configuration for new treatment sites simple, as the only
tuning required for plan recreation in Eclipse is of the priorities and normal tissue objective.

RapidPlan is a tool for automated planning already integrated in Eclipse, using so-
called knowledge-based planning. Comparing the quality of iCE and RapidPlan plans
was not within the scope of this study, in part because RapidPlan does not feature BAO.
Studies have shown the dependence of the output plan quality on the quality of plans in
the RapidPlan library [36,37]. In future work, we plan to explore the possibility of building
a RapidPlan library containing iCE plans.

A limitation of the current study is the total number of investigated patients. However,
all patients had LA-NSCLC and they were prospectively included. Moreover, there was
a large variation in the tumor location and OAR dose-volume parameters among these
LA-NSCLC patients. In order to strengthen the statistics, some patients were used for both
Erasmus-iCycle wish-list tuning and for comparisons between CLIN and iCE. This is not
a concern in the same way as for library-based methods, as the wish-list is based on the
clinical protocol and priorities and not directly on the test patients used for guiding the
wish-list creation.

Furthermore, some information from the clinical planning (choice of FB vs. DIBH
technique and 60 Gy vs. 66 Gy prescription) was transferred to the automated planning,
as required for fair comparison. These properties are sometimes changed during the
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when the treatment time is of particular concern due to large target volume, split fields,
DIBH treatment or poor condition of the patient. Similarly, increasing the number of beams
might be appropriate in some situations, e.g., if OAR doses are above constraints. With the
iCE method, creating several treatment plans with different numbers of optimized beams
can be performed automatically, allowing for individual assessment of alternative plans.
Plans with different numbers of beams can be created in a single round of optimization
in Erasmus-iCycle, only the reconstruction in Eclipse must be done separately. Note that
not all of the 4-beam iCE plans would be clinically acceptable. The wish-list constraints
for the Dmax in the spinal canal and patient body as well as the high dose conformity were
always achieved by default in Erasmus-iCycle. However, Eclipse struggled to reproduce
the 4-beam dose distribution for some patients, and as hard constraints are not applied in
Eclipse optimization, unacceptable plans could occur.

Increasing the number of beams on average improved OAR sparing, but the effect
varied between patients. This is not surprising given the large heterogeneity in the anatomy
of the LA-NSCLC patients. While the reasons behind the patient-specific differences were
not investigated in detail, they appeared to be related to the OAR doses. Patients with high
OAR doses had a greater benefit of increasing the number of beams than patients with low
OAR doses. No impact of the size or location of the tumor was observed.

The average number of MUs was higher in the iCE plans than the CLIN plans (778 vs.
687). This could possibly be related to choices in the collimator angles, which were fixed at
2◦ in iCE plans, while in the CLIN plans, the collimator angle for each field was tuned to
narrow the field size in the X direction, leading to larger field openings and fewer MUs. In
our clinic, the enhanced MUs with iCE were not a concern, given the excellent deliverability
of the plans. No restriction on the number of MUs was applied in the optimization of CLIN
or iCE plans. Nonetheless, if desired, adjusting the collimator with regard to the optimized
beam angles is a simple operation.

Different systems for automated treatment planning have different characteristics,
advantages and limitations [7]. Advantages of Erasmus-iCycle are that configuration
with a high-quality wish-list will result in optimal dose distributions according to the
clinic’s priorities, and that few (or even zero) example plans are needed for the wish-list
configuration. In many studies, Erasmus-iCycle plans proved superior to the example plans
used for configuration [13,17,19,34,35]. A limitation is that the generated dose distributions
are not directly deliverable. Therefore, translations into segmented treatment plans must
be performed. In this study, the translations were performed by the Eclipse TPS, with
use of line objectives that offer a simple way of controlling the entire dose-volume range
simultaneously. It also makes the configuration for new treatment sites simple, as the only
tuning required for plan recreation in Eclipse is of the priorities and normal tissue objective.

RapidPlan is a tool for automated planning already integrated in Eclipse, using so-
called knowledge-based planning. Comparing the quality of iCE and RapidPlan plans
was not within the scope of this study, in part because RapidPlan does not feature BAO.
Studies have shown the dependence of the output plan quality on the quality of plans in
the RapidPlan library [36,37]. In future work, we plan to explore the possibility of building
a RapidPlan library containing iCE plans.

A limitation of the current study is the total number of investigated patients. However,
all patients had LA-NSCLC and they were prospectively included. Moreover, there was
a large variation in the tumor location and OAR dose-volume parameters among these
LA-NSCLC patients. In order to strengthen the statistics, some patients were used for both
Erasmus-iCycle wish-list tuning and for comparisons between CLIN and iCE. This is not
a concern in the same way as for library-based methods, as the wish-list is based on the
clinical protocol and priorities and not directly on the test patients used for guiding the
wish-list creation.

Furthermore, some information from the clinical planning (choice of FB vs. DIBH
technique and 60 Gy vs. 66 Gy prescription) was transferred to the automated planning,
as required for fair comparison. These properties are sometimes changed during the
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whenthetreatmenttimeisofparticularconcernduetolargetargetvolume,splitfields,
DIBHtreatmentorpoorconditionofthepatient.Similarly,increasingthenumberofbeams
mightbeappropriateinsomesituations,e.g.,ifOARdosesareaboveconstraints.Withthe
iCEmethod,creatingseveraltreatmentplanswithdifferentnumbersofoptimizedbeams
canbeperformedautomatically,allowingforindividualassessmentofalternativeplans.
Planswithdifferentnumbersofbeamscanbecreatedinasingleroundofoptimization
inErasmus-iCycle,onlythereconstructioninEclipsemustbedoneseparately.Notethat
notallofthe4-beamiCEplanswouldbeclinicallyacceptable.Thewish-listconstraints
fortheDmaxinthespinalcanalandpatientbodyaswellasthehighdoseconformitywere
alwaysachievedbydefaultinErasmus-iCycle.However,Eclipsestruggledtoreproduce
the4-beamdosedistributionforsomepatients,andashardconstraintsarenotappliedin
Eclipseoptimization,unacceptableplanscouldoccur.

IncreasingthenumberofbeamsonaverageimprovedOARsparing,buttheeffect
variedbetweenpatients.Thisisnotsurprisinggiventhelargeheterogeneityintheanatomy
oftheLA-NSCLCpatients.Whilethereasonsbehindthepatient-specificdifferenceswere
notinvestigatedindetail,theyappearedtoberelatedtotheOARdoses.Patientswithhigh
OARdoseshadagreaterbenefitofincreasingthenumberofbeamsthanpatientswithlow
OARdoses.Noimpactofthesizeorlocationofthetumorwasobserved.

TheaveragenumberofMUswashigherintheiCEplansthantheCLINplans(778vs.
687).Thiscouldpossiblyberelatedtochoicesinthecollimatorangles,whichwerefixedat
2◦iniCEplans,whileintheCLINplans,thecollimatorangleforeachfieldwastunedto
narrowthefieldsizeintheXdirection,leadingtolargerfieldopeningsandfewerMUs.In
ourclinic,theenhancedMUswithiCEwerenotaconcern,giventheexcellentdeliverability
oftheplans.NorestrictiononthenumberofMUswasappliedintheoptimizationofCLIN
oriCEplans.Nonetheless,ifdesired,adjustingthecollimatorwithregardtotheoptimized
beamanglesisasimpleoperation.

Differentsystemsforautomatedtreatmentplanninghavedifferentcharacteristics,
advantagesandlimitations[7].AdvantagesofErasmus-iCyclearethatconfiguration
withahigh-qualitywish-listwillresultinoptimaldosedistributionsaccordingtothe
clinic’spriorities,andthatfew(orevenzero)exampleplansareneededforthewish-list
configuration.Inmanystudies,Erasmus-iCycleplansprovedsuperiortotheexampleplans
usedforconfiguration[13,17,19,34,35].Alimitationisthatthegenerateddosedistributions
arenotdirectlydeliverable.Therefore,translationsintosegmentedtreatmentplansmust
beperformed.Inthisstudy,thetranslationswereperformedbytheEclipseTPS,with
useoflineobjectivesthatofferasimplewayofcontrollingtheentiredose-volumerange
simultaneously.Italsomakestheconfigurationfornewtreatmentsitessimple,astheonly
tuningrequiredforplanrecreationinEclipseisoftheprioritiesandnormaltissueobjective.

RapidPlanisatoolforautomatedplanningalreadyintegratedinEclipse,usingso-
calledknowledge-basedplanning.ComparingthequalityofiCEandRapidPlanplans
wasnotwithinthescopeofthisstudy,inpartbecauseRapidPlandoesnotfeatureBAO.
Studieshaveshownthedependenceoftheoutputplanqualityonthequalityofplansin
theRapidPlanlibrary[36,37].Infuturework,weplantoexplorethepossibilityofbuilding
aRapidPlanlibrarycontainingiCEplans.

Alimitationofthecurrentstudyisthetotalnumberofinvestigatedpatients.However,
allpatientshadLA-NSCLCandtheywereprospectivelyincluded.Moreover,therewas
alargevariationinthetumorlocationandOARdose-volumeparametersamongthese
LA-NSCLCpatients.Inordertostrengthenthestatistics,somepatientswereusedforboth
Erasmus-iCyclewish-listtuningandforcomparisonsbetweenCLINandiCE.Thisisnot
aconcerninthesamewayasforlibrary-basedmethods,asthewish-listisbasedonthe
clinicalprotocolandprioritiesandnotdirectlyonthetestpatientsusedforguidingthe
wish-listcreation.

Furthermore,someinformationfromtheclinicalplanning(choiceofFBvs.DIBH
techniqueand60Gyvs.66Gyprescription)wastransferredtotheautomatedplanning,
asrequiredforfaircomparison.Thesepropertiesaresometimeschangedduringthe
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TheaveragenumberofMUswashigherintheiCEplansthantheCLINplans(778vs.
687).Thiscouldpossiblyberelatedtochoicesinthecollimatorangles,whichwerefixedat
2◦iniCEplans,whileintheCLINplans,thecollimatorangleforeachfieldwastunedto
narrowthefieldsizeintheXdirection,leadingtolargerfieldopeningsandfewerMUs.In
ourclinic,theenhancedMUswithiCEwerenotaconcern,giventheexcellentdeliverability
oftheplans.NorestrictiononthenumberofMUswasappliedintheoptimizationofCLIN
oriCEplans.Nonetheless,ifdesired,adjustingthecollimatorwithregardtotheoptimized
beamanglesisasimpleoperation.

Differentsystemsforautomatedtreatmentplanninghavedifferentcharacteristics,
advantagesandlimitations[7].AdvantagesofErasmus-iCyclearethatconfiguration
withahigh-qualitywish-listwillresultinoptimaldosedistributionsaccordingtothe
clinic’spriorities,andthatfew(orevenzero)exampleplansareneededforthewish-list
configuration.Inmanystudies,Erasmus-iCycleplansprovedsuperiortotheexampleplans
usedforconfiguration[13,17,19,34,35].Alimitationisthatthegenerateddosedistributions
arenotdirectlydeliverable.Therefore,translationsintosegmentedtreatmentplansmust
beperformed.Inthisstudy,thetranslationswereperformedbytheEclipseTPS,with
useoflineobjectivesthatofferasimplewayofcontrollingtheentiredose-volumerange
simultaneously.Italsomakestheconfigurationfornewtreatmentsitessimple,astheonly
tuningrequiredforplanrecreationinEclipseisoftheprioritiesandnormaltissueobjective.

RapidPlanisatoolforautomatedplanningalreadyintegratedinEclipse,usingso-
calledknowledge-basedplanning.ComparingthequalityofiCEandRapidPlanplans
wasnotwithinthescopeofthisstudy,inpartbecauseRapidPlandoesnotfeatureBAO.
Studieshaveshownthedependenceoftheoutputplanqualityonthequalityofplansin
theRapidPlanlibrary[36,37].Infuturework,weplantoexplorethepossibilityofbuilding
aRapidPlanlibrarycontainingiCEplans.

Alimitationofthecurrentstudyisthetotalnumberofinvestigatedpatients.However,
allpatientshadLA-NSCLCandtheywereprospectivelyincluded.Moreover,therewas
alargevariationinthetumorlocationandOARdose-volumeparametersamongthese
LA-NSCLCpatients.Inordertostrengthenthestatistics,somepatientswereusedforboth
Erasmus-iCyclewish-listtuningandforcomparisonsbetweenCLINandiCE.Thisisnot
aconcerninthesamewayasforlibrary-basedmethods,asthewish-listisbasedonthe
clinicalprotocolandprioritiesandnotdirectlyonthetestpatientsusedforguidingthe
wish-listcreation.

Furthermore,someinformationfromtheclinicalplanning(choiceofFBvs.DIBH
techniqueand60Gyvs.66Gyprescription)wastransferredtotheautomatedplanning,
asrequiredforfaircomparison.Thesepropertiesaresometimeschangedduringthe
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planning process in response to the obtained OAR doses. With automated planning,
several plans can be created with little additional work to find the most suitable option for
each individual patient.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria for treatment planning
studies and a score of 96% was achieved [38].

5. Conclusions

The novel iCE system for automated multi-criterial IMRT treatment planning with
integrated BAO was developed, and applied to optimize OAR sparing and to systematically
investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality for LA-NSCLC patients. A potential
for improved sparing of the heart and esophagus was observed for most patients, with
significant reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean and V20Gy with iCE
compared to CLIN. Due to the automation, iCE reduced the hands-on planning time to
the level of minutes. The dosimetric implications of increasing or reducing the number of
treatment beams were highly patient-specific, but overall, increasing the number of beams
improved OAR sparing. Due to the low workload, iCE could be used to generate a set of
plans with different beam numbers for each patient and then select the best plan for the
individual patient. Automated multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated BAO has
great potential to further individualize and enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.
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planningprocessinresponsetotheobtainedOARdoses.Withautomatedplanning,
severalplanscanbecreatedwithlittleadditionalworktofindthemostsuitableoptionfor
eachindividualpatient.

ThisstudyhasbeenevaluatedusingtheRATINGcriteriafortreatmentplanning
studiesandascoreof96%wasachieved[38].

5.Conclusions

ThenoveliCEsystemforautomatedmulti-criterialIMRTtreatmentplanningwith
integratedBAOwasdeveloped,andappliedtooptimizeOARsparingandtosystematically
investigatetheimpactofbeamanglesonplanqualityforLA-NSCLCpatients.Apotential
forimprovedsparingoftheheartandesophaguswasobservedformostpatients,with
significantreductionsinheartDmeanandV30GyandesophagusDmeanandV20GywithiCE
comparedtoCLIN.Duetotheautomation,iCEreducedthehands-onplanningtimeto
thelevelofminutes.Thedosimetricimplicationsofincreasingorreducingthenumberof
treatmentbeamswerehighlypatient-specific,butoverall,increasingthenumberofbeams
improvedOARsparing.Duetothelowworkload,iCEcouldbeusedtogenerateasetof
planswithdifferentbeamnumbersforeachpatientandthenselectthebestplanforthe
individualpatient.Automatedmulti-criterialtreatmentplanningwithintegratedBAOhas
greatpotentialtofurtherindividualizeandenhanceradiotherapyforLA-NSCLCpatients.
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eachindividualpatient.
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planning process in response to the obtained OAR doses. With automated planning,
several plans can be created with little additional work to find the most suitable option for
each individual patient.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria for treatment planning
studies and a score of 96% was achieved [38].

5. Conclusions

The novel iCE system for automated multi-criterial IMRT treatment planning with
integrated BAO was developed, and applied to optimize OAR sparing and to systematically
investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality for LA-NSCLC patients. A potential
for improved sparing of the heart and esophagus was observed for most patients, with
significant reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean and V20Gy with iCE
compared to CLIN. Due to the automation, iCE reduced the hands-on planning time to
the level of minutes. The dosimetric implications of increasing or reducing the number of
treatment beams were highly patient-specific, but overall, increasing the number of beams
improved OAR sparing. Due to the low workload, iCE could be used to generate a set of
plans with different beam numbers for each patient and then select the best plan for the
individual patient. Automated multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated BAO has
great potential to further individualize and enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.
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planning process in response to the obtained OAR doses. With automated planning,
several plans can be created with little additional work to find the most suitable option for
each individual patient.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria for treatment planning
studies and a score of 96% was achieved [38].

5. Conclusions

The novel iCE system for automated multi-criterial IMRT treatment planning with
integrated BAO was developed, and applied to optimize OAR sparing and to systematically
investigate the impact of beam angles on plan quality for LA-NSCLC patients. A potential
for improved sparing of the heart and esophagus was observed for most patients, with
significant reductions in heart Dmean and V30Gy and esophagus Dmean and V20Gy with iCE
compared to CLIN. Due to the automation, iCE reduced the hands-on planning time to
the level of minutes. The dosimetric implications of increasing or reducing the number of
treatment beams were highly patient-specific, but overall, increasing the number of beams
improved OAR sparing. Due to the low workload, iCE could be used to generate a set of
plans with different beam numbers for each patient and then select the best plan for the
individual patient. Automated multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated BAO has
great potential to further individualize and enhance radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients.
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Appendix B. Impact of Applied Number of Beams per Patient

Table A1. Difference per patient in Dmean for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to 6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized
beam angles. The colors indicate if the dose was increased (red), reduced (green) or equal (yellow) compared to the 6-beam plan. For
patients marked with *, the Dmax requirement for the spinal canal or patient body was not met in the 4-beam plan only.

Patient Dmean Difference [Gy], 4 vs. 6 Beams Dmean Difference [Gy], 8 vs. 6 Beams
Lungs Heart Esophagus Lungs Heart Esophagus

1 −2.5 1.8 3.3 0.5 −1.1 −2.3
2 * 0.6 −0.8 1.2 −0.3 1.5 −1.5
3 * −2.0 0.6 6.8 0.3 −0.1 −2.8
4 0.7 0.8 4.6 −0.2 −0.8 2.9
5 0.4 1.3 2.3 −0.3 −0.9 −0.4
6 1.3 2.6 2.4 −0.4 1.1 −0.9

7 * −0.6 0.0 −0.9 −0.4 0.0 −0.4
8 1.2 1.7 −0.1 −0.4 −0.5 −1.2
9 −0.1 −0.8 4.4 −0.2 −1.5 −0.1
10 −0.5 1.8 −1.4 0.0 −1.1 −0.2

11 * −1.1 0.6 4.8 0.4 −0.4 −2.5
12 0.3 0.6 0.7 −0.4 −0.3 −1.4
13 0.9 0.9 3.4 −0.3 0.4 −1.4
14 2.0 3.2 −0.9 −0.6 0.0 −1.1

15 * 1.2 1.6 −2.2 −0.2 −0.1 −0.6
16 0.8 0.1 1.6 −0.2 −1.0 −1.8
17 −0.5 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.1 −0.3
18 −0.8 0.6 −0.8 −0.6 −0.5 −0.9
19 −0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 −0.4 −0.2
20 −0.1 4.0 −4.2 −0.1 −0.2 −0.8

21 * 0.0 −2.3 4.5 −0.6 −3.9 0.3
22 * 0.8 −0.3 1.3 −0.8 −0.1 −0.6
23 * −0.2 0.2 1.5 −0.2 −0.3 −0.5
24 1.8 3.5 −1.0 −0.2 −0.9 −0.9
25 2.3 1.9 0.0 0.2 −1.1 −0.3

26 * −2.0 −1.8 −0.5 −0.4 0.7 −0.4
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AppendixB.ImpactofAppliedNumberofBeamsperPatient

TableA1.DifferenceperpatientinDmeanforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimized
beamangles.Thecolorsindicateifthedosewasincreased(red),reduced(green)orequal(yellow)comparedtothe6-beamplan.For
patientsmarkedwith*,theDmaxrequirementforthespinalcanalorpatientbodywasnotmetinthe4-beamplanonly.

PatientDmeanDifference[Gy],4vs.6BeamsDmeanDifference[Gy],8vs.6Beams
LungsHeartEsophagusLungsHeartEsophagus

1−2.51.83.30.5−1.1−2.3
2*0.6−0.81.2−0.31.5−1.5
3*−2.00.66.80.3−0.1−2.8

40.70.84.6−0.2−0.82.9
50.41.32.3−0.3−0.9−0.4
61.32.62.4−0.41.1−0.9
7*−0.60.0−0.9−0.40.0−0.4

81.21.7−0.1−0.4−0.5−1.2
9−0.1−0.84.4−0.2−1.5−0.1
10−0.51.8−1.40.0−1.1−0.2
11*−1.10.64.80.4−0.4−2.5

120.30.60.7−0.4−0.3−1.4
130.90.93.4−0.30.4−1.4
142.03.2−0.9−0.60.0−1.1
15*1.21.6−2.2−0.2−0.1−0.6

160.80.11.6−0.2−1.0−1.8
17−0.51.11.10.00.1−0.3
18−0.80.6−0.8−0.6−0.5−0.9
19−0.30.30.10.0−0.4−0.2
20−0.14.0−4.2−0.1−0.2−0.8
21*0.0−2.34.5−0.6−3.90.3
22*0.8−0.31.3−0.8−0.1−0.6
23*−0.20.21.5−0.2−0.3−0.5

241.83.5−1.0−0.2−0.9−0.9
252.31.90.00.2−1.1−0.3
26*−2.0−1.8−0.5−0.40.7−0.4
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TableA1.DifferenceperpatientinDmeanforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimized
beamangles.Thecolorsindicateifthedosewasincreased(red),reduced(green)orequal(yellow)comparedtothe6-beamplan.For
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Appendix B. Impact of Applied Number of Beams per Patient

Table A1. Difference per patient in Dmean for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to 6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized
beam angles. The colors indicate if the dose was increased (red), reduced (green) or equal (yellow) compared to the 6-beam plan. For
patients marked with *, the Dmax requirement for the spinal canal or patient body was not met in the 4-beam plan only.

Patient Dmean Difference [Gy], 4 vs. 6 Beams Dmean Difference [Gy], 8 vs. 6 Beams
Lungs Heart Esophagus Lungs Heart Esophagus

1 −2.5 1.8 3.3 0.5 −1.1 −2.3
2 * 0.6 −0.8 1.2 −0.3 1.5 −1.5
3 * −2.0 0.6 6.8 0.3 −0.1 −2.8
4 0.7 0.8 4.6 −0.2 −0.8 2.9
5 0.4 1.3 2.3 −0.3 −0.9 −0.4
6 1.3 2.6 2.4 −0.4 1.1 −0.9

7 * −0.6 0.0 −0.9 −0.4 0.0 −0.4
8 1.2 1.7 −0.1 −0.4 −0.5 −1.2
9 −0.1 −0.8 4.4 −0.2 −1.5 −0.1
10 −0.5 1.8 −1.4 0.0 −1.1 −0.2

11 * −1.1 0.6 4.8 0.4 −0.4 −2.5
12 0.3 0.6 0.7 −0.4 −0.3 −1.4
13 0.9 0.9 3.4 −0.3 0.4 −1.4
14 2.0 3.2 −0.9 −0.6 0.0 −1.1

15 * 1.2 1.6 −2.2 −0.2 −0.1 −0.6
16 0.8 0.1 1.6 −0.2 −1.0 −1.8
17 −0.5 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.1 −0.3
18 −0.8 0.6 −0.8 −0.6 −0.5 −0.9
19 −0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 −0.4 −0.2
20 −0.1 4.0 −4.2 −0.1 −0.2 −0.8

21 * 0.0 −2.3 4.5 −0.6 −3.9 0.3
22 * 0.8 −0.3 1.3 −0.8 −0.1 −0.6
23 * −0.2 0.2 1.5 −0.2 −0.3 −0.5
24 1.8 3.5 −1.0 −0.2 −0.9 −0.9
25 2.3 1.9 0.0 0.2 −1.1 −0.3

26 * −2.0 −1.8 −0.5 −0.4 0.7 −0.4
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Table A1. Difference per patient in Dmean for OARs in 4- and 8-beam iCE plans compared to 6-beam iCE plans, all with optimized
beam angles. The colors indicate if the dose was increased (red), reduced (green) or equal (yellow) compared to the 6-beam plan. For
patients marked with *, the Dmax requirement for the spinal canal or patient body was not met in the 4-beam plan only.
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AppendixB.ImpactofAppliedNumberofBeamsperPatient

TableA1.DifferenceperpatientinDmeanforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimized
beamangles.Thecolorsindicateifthedosewasincreased(red),reduced(green)orequal(yellow)comparedtothe6-beamplan.For
patientsmarkedwith*,theDmaxrequirementforthespinalcanalorpatientbodywasnotmetinthe4-beamplanonly.

PatientDmeanDifference[Gy],4vs.6BeamsDmeanDifference[Gy],8vs.6Beams
LungsHeartEsophagusLungsHeartEsophagus

1−2.51.83.30.5−1.1−2.3
2*0.6−0.81.2−0.31.5−1.5
3*−2.00.66.80.3−0.1−2.8
40.70.84.6−0.2−0.82.9
50.41.32.3−0.3−0.9−0.4
61.32.62.4−0.41.1−0.9

7*−0.60.0−0.9−0.40.0−0.4
81.21.7−0.1−0.4−0.5−1.2
9−0.1−0.84.4−0.2−1.5−0.1
10−0.51.8−1.40.0−1.1−0.2

11*−1.10.64.80.4−0.4−2.5
120.30.60.7−0.4−0.3−1.4
130.90.93.4−0.30.4−1.4
142.03.2−0.9−0.60.0−1.1

15*1.21.6−2.2−0.2−0.1−0.6
160.80.11.6−0.2−1.0−1.8
17−0.51.11.10.00.1−0.3
18−0.80.6−0.8−0.6−0.5−0.9
19−0.30.30.10.0−0.4−0.2
20−0.14.0−4.2−0.1−0.2−0.8

21*0.0−2.34.5−0.6−3.90.3
22*0.8−0.31.3−0.8−0.1−0.6
23*−0.20.21.5−0.2−0.3−0.5
241.83.5−1.0−0.2−0.9−0.9
252.31.90.00.2−1.1−0.3

26*−2.0−1.8−0.5−0.40.7−0.4
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AppendixB.ImpactofAppliedNumberofBeamsperPatient

TableA1.DifferenceperpatientinDmeanforOARsin4-and8-beamiCEplanscomparedto6-beamiCEplans,allwithoptimized
beamangles.Thecolorsindicateifthedosewasincreased(red),reduced(green)orequal(yellow)comparedtothe6-beamplan.For
patientsmarkedwith*,theDmaxrequirementforthespinalcanalorpatientbodywasnotmetinthe4-beamplanonly.

PatientDmeanDifference[Gy],4vs.6BeamsDmeanDifference[Gy],8vs.6Beams
LungsHeartEsophagusLungsHeartEsophagus

1−2.51.83.30.5−1.1−2.3
2*0.6−0.81.2−0.31.5−1.5
3*−2.00.66.80.3−0.1−2.8
40.70.84.6−0.2−0.82.9
50.41.32.3−0.3−0.9−0.4
61.32.62.4−0.41.1−0.9

7*−0.60.0−0.9−0.40.0−0.4
81.21.7−0.1−0.4−0.5−1.2
9−0.1−0.84.4−0.2−1.5−0.1
10−0.51.8−1.40.0−1.1−0.2

11*−1.10.64.80.4−0.4−2.5
120.30.60.7−0.4−0.3−1.4
130.90.93.4−0.30.4−1.4
142.03.2−0.9−0.60.0−1.1

15*1.21.6−2.2−0.2−0.1−0.6
160.80.11.6−0.2−1.0−1.8
17−0.51.11.10.00.1−0.3
18−0.80.6−0.8−0.6−0.5−0.9
19−0.30.30.10.0−0.4−0.2
20−0.14.0−4.2−0.1−0.2−0.8

21*0.0−2.34.5−0.6−3.90.3
22*0.8−0.31.3−0.8−0.1−0.6
23*−0.20.21.5−0.2−0.3−0.5
241.83.5−1.0−0.2−0.9−0.9
252.31.90.00.2−1.1−0.3

26*−2.0−1.8−0.5−0.40.7−0.4
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ABSTRACT
Background: Knowledge-based planning (KBP) is a method for automated radiotherapy treatment
planning where appropriate optimization objectives for new patients are predicted based on a library
of training plans. KBP can save time and improve organ at-risk sparing and inter-patient consistency
compared to manual planning, but its performance depends on the quality of the training plans. We
used another system for automated planning, which generates multi-criteria optimized (MCO) plans
based on a wish list, to create training plans for the KBP model, to allow seamless integration of
knowledge from a new system into clinical routine. Model performance was compared for KBP models
trained with manually created and automatic MCO treatment plans.
Material and Methods: Two RapidPlan models with the same 30 locally advanced non-small cell lung
cancer patients included were created, one containing manually created clinical plans (RP_CLIN) and one
containing fully automatic multi-criteria optimized plans (RP_MCO). For 15 validation patients, model per-
formance was compared in terms of dose-volume parameters and normal tissue complication probabil-
ities, and an oncologist performed a blind comparison of the clinical (CLIN), RP_CLIN, and RP_MCO plans.
Results: The heart and esophagus doses were lower for RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN, resulting in an
average reduction in the risk of 2-year mortality by 0.9 percentage points and the risk of acute esopha-
geal toxicity by 1.6 percentage points with RP_MCO. The oncologist preferred the RP_MCO plan for 8
patients and the CLIN plan for 7 patients, while the RP_CLIN plan was not preferred for any patients.
Conclusion: RP_MCO improved OAR sparing compared to RP_CLIN and was selected for implementa-
tion in the clinic. Training a KBP model with clinical plans may lead to suboptimal output plans, and
making an extra effort to optimize the library plans in the KBP model creation phase can improve the
plan quality for many future patients.
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Background

Manual treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC)
can be complex and time-consuming, and plan quality may
depend on the experience and skills of the treatment planner
and the available time. In recent years, systems for automated
treatment planning have been introduced that can reduce plan-
ning time and improve plan quality and inter-patient consist-
ency, and they are becoming more and more widespread [1].

Automatic multi-criteria optimization (MCO), where
Pareto-optimal plans are created with no user intervention
according to a treatment site-specific wish-list, has shown a
potential to increase the sparing of organs at risk (OARs)
compared to manual planning, also for NSCLC [2–4]. The clin-
ical availability of such systems is however limited. In

knowledge-based planning (KBP), the achievable dose for
each patient is predicted using a library of previous plans, in
order to automatically set suitable planning objectives for
plan generation. KBP can automatically generate plans with
similar or even better quality compared to manual plans [5–
11], but the quality of the output plans depends on the qual-
ity of the plans in the library [12–16]. The commercially avail-
able RapidPlan system for KBP (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, USA) has been implemented in many centers.

Once a KBP model is implemented in the clinic, it will
likely be used to create treatment plans for a number of
future patients. Therefore, the strategy selected for the
model creation phase is of great importance, as it consist-
ently will affect the plan quality for all these patients. In this
study, we investigate if automatic MCO could be used to
improve training of our clinically available KBP system, and
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ABSTRACT
Background:Knowledge-basedplanning(KBP)isamethodforautomatedradiotherapytreatment
planningwhereappropriateoptimizationobjectivesfornewpatientsarepredictedbasedonalibrary
oftrainingplans.KBPcansavetimeandimproveorganat-risksparingandinter-patientconsistency
comparedtomanualplanning,butitsperformancedependsonthequalityofthetrainingplans.We
usedanothersystemforautomatedplanning,whichgeneratesmulti-criteriaoptimized(MCO)plans
basedonawishlist,tocreatetrainingplansfortheKBPmodel,toallowseamlessintegrationof
knowledgefromanewsystemintoclinicalroutine.ModelperformancewascomparedforKBPmodels
trainedwithmanuallycreatedandautomaticMCOtreatmentplans.
MaterialandMethods:TwoRapidPlanmodelswiththesame30locallyadvancednon-smallcelllung
cancerpatientsincludedwerecreated,onecontainingmanuallycreatedclinicalplans(RP_CLIN)andone
containingfullyautomaticmulti-criteriaoptimizedplans(RP_MCO).For15validationpatients,modelper-
formancewascomparedintermsofdose-volumeparametersandnormaltissuecomplicationprobabil-
ities,andanoncologistperformedablindcomparisonoftheclinical(CLIN),RP_CLIN,andRP_MCOplans.
Results:TheheartandesophagusdoseswerelowerforRP_MCOcomparedtoRP_CLIN,resultinginan
averagereductionintheriskof2-yearmortalityby0.9percentagepointsandtheriskofacuteesopha-
gealtoxicityby1.6percentagepointswithRP_MCO.TheoncologistpreferredtheRP_MCOplanfor8
patientsandtheCLINplanfor7patients,whiletheRP_CLINplanwasnotpreferredforanypatients.
Conclusion:RP_MCOimprovedOARsparingcomparedtoRP_CLINandwasselectedforimplementa-
tionintheclinic.TrainingaKBPmodelwithclinicalplansmayleadtosuboptimaloutputplans,and
makinganextraefforttooptimizethelibraryplansintheKBPmodelcreationphasecanimprovethe
planqualityformanyfuturepatients.
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Background

Manualtreatmentplanningforintensity-modulatedradiotherapy
(IMRT)oflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)
canbecomplexandtime-consuming,andplanqualitymay
dependontheexperienceandskillsofthetreatmentplanner
andtheavailabletime.Inrecentyears,systemsforautomated
treatmentplanninghavebeenintroducedthatcanreduceplan-
ningtimeandimproveplanqualityandinter-patientconsist-
ency,andtheyarebecomingmoreandmorewidespread[1].

Automaticmulti-criteriaoptimization(MCO),where
Pareto-optimalplansarecreatedwithnouserintervention
accordingtoatreatmentsite-specificwish-list,hasshowna
potentialtoincreasethesparingoforgansatrisk(OARs)
comparedtomanualplanning,alsoforNSCLC[2–4].Theclin-
icalavailabilityofsuchsystemsishoweverlimited.In

knowledge-basedplanning(KBP),theachievabledosefor
eachpatientispredictedusingalibraryofpreviousplans,in
ordertoautomaticallysetsuitableplanningobjectivesfor
plangeneration.KBPcanautomaticallygenerateplanswith
similarorevenbetterqualitycomparedtomanualplans[5–
11],butthequalityoftheoutputplansdependsonthequal-
ityoftheplansinthelibrary[12–16].Thecommerciallyavail-
ableRapidPlansystemforKBP(VarianMedicalSystems,Palo
Alto,USA)hasbeenimplementedinmanycenters.

OnceaKBPmodelisimplementedintheclinic,itwill
likelybeusedtocreatetreatmentplansforanumberof
futurepatients.Therefore,thestrategyselectedforthe
modelcreationphaseisofgreatimportance,asitconsist-
entlywillaffecttheplanqualityforallthesepatients.Inthis
study,weinvestigateifautomaticMCOcouldbeusedto
improvetrainingofourclinicallyavailableKBPsystem,and
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ABSTRACT
Background: Knowledge-based planning (KBP) is a method for automated radiotherapy treatment
planning where appropriate optimization objectives for new patients are predicted based on a library
of training plans. KBP can save time and improve organ at-risk sparing and inter-patient consistency
compared to manual planning, but its performance depends on the quality of the training plans. We
used another system for automated planning, which generates multi-criteria optimized (MCO) plans
based on a wish list, to create training plans for the KBP model, to allow seamless integration of
knowledge from a new system into clinical routine. Model performance was compared for KBP models
trained with manually created and automatic MCO treatment plans.
Material and Methods: Two RapidPlan models with the same 30 locally advanced non-small cell lung
cancer patients included were created, one containing manually created clinical plans (RP_CLIN) and one
containing fully automatic multi-criteria optimized plans (RP_MCO). For 15 validation patients, model per-
formance was compared in terms of dose-volume parameters and normal tissue complication probabil-
ities, and an oncologist performed a blind comparison of the clinical (CLIN), RP_CLIN, and RP_MCO plans.
Results: The heart and esophagus doses were lower for RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN, resulting in an
average reduction in the risk of 2-year mortality by 0.9 percentage points and the risk of acute esopha-
geal toxicity by 1.6 percentage points with RP_MCO. The oncologist preferred the RP_MCO plan for 8
patients and the CLIN plan for 7 patients, while the RP_CLIN plan was not preferred for any patients.
Conclusion: RP_MCO improved OAR sparing compared to RP_CLIN and was selected for implementa-
tion in the clinic. Training a KBP model with clinical plans may lead to suboptimal output plans, and
making an extra effort to optimize the library plans in the KBP model creation phase can improve the
plan quality for many future patients.
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Background

Manual treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC)
can be complex and time-consuming, and plan quality may
depend on the experience and skills of the treatment planner
and the available time. In recent years, systems for automated
treatment planning have been introduced that can reduce plan-
ning time and improve plan quality and inter-patient consist-
ency, and they are becoming more and more widespread [1].

Automatic multi-criteria optimization (MCO), where
Pareto-optimal plans are created with no user intervention
according to a treatment site-specific wish-list, has shown a
potential to increase the sparing of organs at risk (OARs)
compared to manual planning, also for NSCLC [2–4]. The clin-
ical availability of such systems is however limited. In

knowledge-based planning (KBP), the achievable dose for
each patient is predicted using a library of previous plans, in
order to automatically set suitable planning objectives for
plan generation. KBP can automatically generate plans with
similar or even better quality compared to manual plans [5–
11], but the quality of the output plans depends on the qual-
ity of the plans in the library [12–16]. The commercially avail-
able RapidPlan system for KBP (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, USA) has been implemented in many centers.

Once a KBP model is implemented in the clinic, it will
likely be used to create treatment plans for a number of
future patients. Therefore, the strategy selected for the
model creation phase is of great importance, as it consist-
ently will affect the plan quality for all these patients. In this
study, we investigate if automatic MCO could be used to
improve training of our clinically available KBP system, and
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ABSTRACT
Background:Knowledge-basedplanning(KBP)isamethodforautomatedradiotherapytreatment
planningwhereappropriateoptimizationobjectivesfornewpatientsarepredictedbasedonalibrary
oftrainingplans.KBPcansavetimeandimproveorganat-risksparingandinter-patientconsistency
comparedtomanualplanning,butitsperformancedependsonthequalityofthetrainingplans.We
usedanothersystemforautomatedplanning,whichgeneratesmulti-criteriaoptimized(MCO)plans
basedonawishlist,tocreatetrainingplansfortheKBPmodel,toallowseamlessintegrationof
knowledgefromanewsystemintoclinicalroutine.ModelperformancewascomparedforKBPmodels
trainedwithmanuallycreatedandautomaticMCOtreatmentplans.
MaterialandMethods:TwoRapidPlanmodelswiththesame30locallyadvancednon-smallcelllung
cancerpatientsincludedwerecreated,onecontainingmanuallycreatedclinicalplans(RP_CLIN)andone
containingfullyautomaticmulti-criteriaoptimizedplans(RP_MCO).For15validationpatients,modelper-
formancewascomparedintermsofdose-volumeparametersandnormaltissuecomplicationprobabil-
ities,andanoncologistperformedablindcomparisonoftheclinical(CLIN),RP_CLIN,andRP_MCOplans.
Results:TheheartandesophagusdoseswerelowerforRP_MCOcomparedtoRP_CLIN,resultinginan
averagereductionintheriskof2-yearmortalityby0.9percentagepointsandtheriskofacuteesopha-
gealtoxicityby1.6percentagepointswithRP_MCO.TheoncologistpreferredtheRP_MCOplanfor8
patientsandtheCLINplanfor7patients,whiletheRP_CLINplanwasnotpreferredforanypatients.
Conclusion:RP_MCOimprovedOARsparingcomparedtoRP_CLINandwasselectedforimplementa-
tionintheclinic.TrainingaKBPmodelwithclinicalplansmayleadtosuboptimaloutputplans,and
makinganextraefforttooptimizethelibraryplansintheKBPmodelcreationphasecanimprovethe
planqualityformanyfuturepatients.
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Background

Manualtreatmentplanningforintensity-modulatedradiotherapy
(IMRT)oflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)
canbecomplexandtime-consuming,andplanqualitymay
dependontheexperienceandskillsofthetreatmentplanner
andtheavailabletime.Inrecentyears,systemsforautomated
treatmentplanninghavebeenintroducedthatcanreduceplan-
ningtimeandimproveplanqualityandinter-patientconsist-
ency,andtheyarebecomingmoreandmorewidespread[1].

Automaticmulti-criteriaoptimization(MCO),where
Pareto-optimalplansarecreatedwithnouserintervention
accordingtoatreatmentsite-specificwish-list,hasshowna
potentialtoincreasethesparingoforgansatrisk(OARs)
comparedtomanualplanning,alsoforNSCLC[2–4].Theclin-
icalavailabilityofsuchsystemsishoweverlimited.In

knowledge-basedplanning(KBP),theachievabledosefor
eachpatientispredictedusingalibraryofpreviousplans,in
ordertoautomaticallysetsuitableplanningobjectivesfor
plangeneration.KBPcanautomaticallygenerateplanswith
similarorevenbetterqualitycomparedtomanualplans[5–
11],butthequalityoftheoutputplansdependsonthequal-
ityoftheplansinthelibrary[12–16].Thecommerciallyavail-
ableRapidPlansystemforKBP(VarianMedicalSystems,Palo
Alto,USA)hasbeenimplementedinmanycenters.

OnceaKBPmodelisimplementedintheclinic,itwill
likelybeusedtocreatetreatmentplansforanumberof
futurepatients.Therefore,thestrategyselectedforthe
modelcreationphaseisofgreatimportance,asitconsist-
entlywillaffecttheplanqualityforallthesepatients.Inthis
study,weinvestigateifautomaticMCOcouldbeusedto
improvetrainingofourclinicallyavailableKBPsystem,and
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ABSTRACT
Background:Knowledge-basedplanning(KBP)isamethodforautomatedradiotherapytreatment
planningwhereappropriateoptimizationobjectivesfornewpatientsarepredictedbasedonalibrary
oftrainingplans.KBPcansavetimeandimproveorganat-risksparingandinter-patientconsistency
comparedtomanualplanning,butitsperformancedependsonthequalityofthetrainingplans.We
usedanothersystemforautomatedplanning,whichgeneratesmulti-criteriaoptimized(MCO)plans
basedonawishlist,tocreatetrainingplansfortheKBPmodel,toallowseamlessintegrationof
knowledgefromanewsystemintoclinicalroutine.ModelperformancewascomparedforKBPmodels
trainedwithmanuallycreatedandautomaticMCOtreatmentplans.
MaterialandMethods:TwoRapidPlanmodelswiththesame30locallyadvancednon-smallcelllung
cancerpatientsincludedwerecreated,onecontainingmanuallycreatedclinicalplans(RP_CLIN)andone
containingfullyautomaticmulti-criteriaoptimizedplans(RP_MCO).For15validationpatients,modelper-
formancewascomparedintermsofdose-volumeparametersandnormaltissuecomplicationprobabil-
ities,andanoncologistperformedablindcomparisonoftheclinical(CLIN),RP_CLIN,andRP_MCOplans.
Results:TheheartandesophagusdoseswerelowerforRP_MCOcomparedtoRP_CLIN,resultinginan
averagereductionintheriskof2-yearmortalityby0.9percentagepointsandtheriskofacuteesopha-
gealtoxicityby1.6percentagepointswithRP_MCO.TheoncologistpreferredtheRP_MCOplanfor8
patientsandtheCLINplanfor7patients,whiletheRP_CLINplanwasnotpreferredforanypatients.
Conclusion:RP_MCOimprovedOARsparingcomparedtoRP_CLINandwasselectedforimplementa-
tionintheclinic.TrainingaKBPmodelwithclinicalplansmayleadtosuboptimaloutputplans,and
makinganextraefforttooptimizethelibraryplansintheKBPmodelcreationphasecanimprovethe
planqualityformanyfuturepatients.
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Background

Manualtreatmentplanningforintensity-modulatedradiotherapy
(IMRT)oflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)
canbecomplexandtime-consuming,andplanqualitymay
dependontheexperienceandskillsofthetreatmentplanner
andtheavailabletime.Inrecentyears,systemsforautomated
treatmentplanninghavebeenintroducedthatcanreduceplan-
ningtimeandimproveplanqualityandinter-patientconsist-
ency,andtheyarebecomingmoreandmorewidespread[1].

Automaticmulti-criteriaoptimization(MCO),where
Pareto-optimalplansarecreatedwithnouserintervention
accordingtoatreatmentsite-specificwish-list,hasshowna
potentialtoincreasethesparingoforgansatrisk(OARs)
comparedtomanualplanning,alsoforNSCLC[2–4].Theclin-
icalavailabilityofsuchsystemsishoweverlimited.In

knowledge-basedplanning(KBP),theachievabledosefor
eachpatientispredictedusingalibraryofpreviousplans,in
ordertoautomaticallysetsuitableplanningobjectivesfor
plangeneration.KBPcanautomaticallygenerateplanswith
similarorevenbetterqualitycomparedtomanualplans[5–
11],butthequalityoftheoutputplansdependsonthequal-
ityoftheplansinthelibrary[12–16].Thecommerciallyavail-
ableRapidPlansystemforKBP(VarianMedicalSystems,Palo
Alto,USA)hasbeenimplementedinmanycenters.

OnceaKBPmodelisimplementedintheclinic,itwill
likelybeusedtocreatetreatmentplansforanumberof
futurepatients.Therefore,thestrategyselectedforthe
modelcreationphaseisofgreatimportance,asitconsist-
entlywillaffecttheplanqualityforallthesepatients.Inthis
study,weinvestigateifautomaticMCOcouldbeusedto
improvetrainingofourclinicallyavailableKBPsystem,and
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thereby indirectly enhance plan quality in a clinic without
routine access to automatic MCO. To this purpose, plans
generated with a KBP model trained with automatic MCO
plans were compared to plans for the same patients gener-
ated with a KBP model trained with previous clinical plans.
The final aim was to select a KBP model for clinical
implementation.

Material and methods

Patients and clinical treatment planning

Forty-five consecutive patients with inoperable non-small cell
lung cancer (stage IB-IVA, mainly stage III) were prospectively
included in this study. All patients received radiotherapy
according to the protocol for LA-NSCLC and concurrent or
sequential chemotherapy at Haukeland University Hospital
between October 2019 and November 2022. The study was
approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health
Research Ethics in Western Norway (protocol code 2019/749)
and all participants gave informed consent.

The imaging and delineation procedures have been
described in detail in previous work [17]. The clinical plans
(CLIN) were manually created by experienced treatment plan-
ners in Eclipse version 15.6 or 16.1 (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, USA) using the Photon Optimizer algorithm for
optimization and the Acuros External Beam algorithm for
dose calculation. Most plans had 6 coplanar IMRT beams
with beam angles based on a template that was individually
adapted, four patients had 5-field IMRT plans and two had
VMAT plans. According to national guidelines, the prescribed
dose was 60 or 66Gy for concurrent chemo-radiation
(depending on lung function, lung dose, and proximity of
the brachial plexus to the PTV) and 70Gy when chemo- and
radiotherapy were delivered sequentially, all in 2 Gy fractions.
The plans were normalized to the median dose in the PTV.
Dose constraints applied for planning are shown in Table 1.

iCE treatment planning

In addition to the CLIN plan, an automatically generated
MCO treatment plan from the novel in-house iCE system was
available for each patient. In iCE, an initial Pareto-optimal flu-
ence-map optimized treatment plan with optimized beam
angles is generated in Erasmus-iCycle [18]. This is a fully
automatic process based on a wish-list containing constraints

and objectives with ascribed priorities, tuned to reflect the
clinical priorities for this patient group in the treating center.
The objectives are first optimized in turn according to their
priorities, keeping the achieved values as constraints in fol-
lowing optimizations. In a second round, objectives that can
be optimized further than their defined goal are optimized
as far as possible within constraints, starting with the highest
priority objective.

In the second step of iCE, the dose distribution from
Erasmus-iCycle is automatically reconstructed in Eclipse,
using patient-specific line objectives that limit the dose for
all volume levels for OARs. This results in a deliverable plan
created without manual intervention. A detailed description
of iCE and the applied wish-list can be found elsewhere [2].
In a previous study, iCE reduced the median Dmean for the
heart and esophagus by 9–10% compared to manual plan-
ning for LA-NSCLC patients, while maintaining similar PTV
coverage and lung dose [2].

RapidPlan model creation

Of the first 40 included patients, 30 were randomly selected
for training of KBP prediction models. The remaining 10
patients and the last 5 included study patients (15 in total)
were used for comparison of MCO-based KBP with CLIN-
based KBP (next section).

First, a RapidPlan (RP) model containing the CLIN plans
(RP_CLIN) of the 30 training patients was created. The model
featured line objectives generated from predicted DVHs for
the lungs, heart, and esophagus, complemented with max-
imum and minimum dose objectives for the PTV and max-
imum dose objectives for the spinal canal and brachial
plexus. The PTV objectives and normal tissue objective (NTO,
see Table 2) were tuned using three of the training patients,
with the goal of achieving similar target coverage as in the
CLIN plans.

A second model, containing the multi-criteria optimized
iCE plans for the same patients (RP_MCO) was then created.
The optimization objectives were re-tuned using the same
approach as above. The objectives in both models are sum-
marized in Table 2. A detailed description of RapidPlan func-
tionality can be found elsewhere [5].

Table 1. Planning dose constraints for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue.

Volume Dose constraint

PTV V95% > 98%
Lungs V5Gy < 65%

V20Gy < 35%
Dmean < 20 Gy

Heart V30Gy < 40%
Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy
Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy
Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy
Patient body Dmax < Dp � 1.07
Dp: prescribed dose. In cases where fulfilling all constraints was impossible,
the responsible oncologist decided whether target coverage or OAR con-
straints should be compromised.

Table 2. Objectives in the RapidPlan models.

Structure Type Volume Dose
Priority

RP_CLIN/RP_MCO

PTV Upper 0% 100.8% 130/140
Lower 100% 99.2% 130/140

Lungs Line Generated Generated Generated
Heart Line Generated Generated Generated
Esophagus Line Generated Generated Generated
Spinal canal Upper 0% 48Gy Generated
Brachial plexus Upper 0% 60Gy 100
Patient body NTO – – 100

NTO: normal tissue objective, with the following fixed parameters: distance
from target border 0.5 cm, start dose 105%, end dose 60% and fall-off 0.15
[19]. For line objectives, the ‘preferring OAR‘ option was used. Only 11 of the
patients had the brachial plexus delineated, and a fixed objective had to be
used as this is too few structures to train a prediction model. The PTV dose
levels of 100.8% and 99.2% were applied in RapidPlan to facilitate a common
model for the different prescriptions (in the manually created plans, the dose
level for the PTV objectives were set 0.5 Gy above/below the prescribed dose).
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therebyindirectlyenhanceplanqualityinaclinicwithout
routineaccesstoautomaticMCO.Tothispurpose,plans
generatedwithaKBPmodeltrainedwithautomaticMCO
planswerecomparedtoplansforthesamepatientsgener-
atedwithaKBPmodeltrainedwithpreviousclinicalplans.
ThefinalaimwastoselectaKBPmodelforclinical
implementation.

Materialandmethods

Patientsandclinicaltreatmentplanning

Forty-fiveconsecutivepatientswithinoperablenon-smallcell
lungcancer(stageIB-IVA,mainlystageIII)wereprospectively
includedinthisstudy.Allpatientsreceivedradiotherapy
accordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLCandconcurrentor
sequentialchemotherapyatHaukelandUniversityHospital
betweenOctober2019andNovember2022.Thestudywas
approvedbytheRegionalCommitteeforMedicalandHealth
ResearchEthicsinWesternNorway(protocolcode2019/749)
andallparticipantsgaveinformedconsent.

Theimaginganddelineationprocedureshavebeen
describedindetailinpreviouswork[17].Theclinicalplans
(CLIN)weremanuallycreatedbyexperiencedtreatmentplan-
nersinEclipseversion15.6or16.1(VarianMedicalSystems,
PaloAlto,USA)usingthePhotonOptimizeralgorithmfor
optimizationandtheAcurosExternalBeamalgorithmfor
dosecalculation.Mostplanshad6coplanarIMRTbeams
withbeamanglesbasedonatemplatethatwasindividually
adapted,fourpatientshad5-fieldIMRTplansandtwohad
VMATplans.Accordingtonationalguidelines,theprescribed
dosewas60or66Gyforconcurrentchemo-radiation
(dependingonlungfunction,lungdose,andproximityof
thebrachialplexustothePTV)and70Gywhenchemo-and
radiotherapyweredeliveredsequentially,allin2Gyfractions.
TheplanswerenormalizedtothemediandoseinthePTV.
DoseconstraintsappliedforplanningareshowninTable1.

iCEtreatmentplanning

InadditiontotheCLINplan,anautomaticallygenerated
MCOtreatmentplanfromthenovelin-houseiCEsystemwas
availableforeachpatient.IniCE,aninitialPareto-optimalflu-
ence-mapoptimizedtreatmentplanwithoptimizedbeam
anglesisgeneratedinErasmus-iCycle[18].Thisisafully
automaticprocessbasedonawish-listcontainingconstraints

andobjectiveswithascribedpriorities,tunedtoreflectthe
clinicalprioritiesforthispatientgroupinthetreatingcenter.
Theobjectivesarefirstoptimizedinturnaccordingtotheir
priorities,keepingtheachievedvaluesasconstraintsinfol-
lowingoptimizations.Inasecondround,objectivesthatcan
beoptimizedfurtherthantheirdefinedgoalareoptimized
asfaraspossiblewithinconstraints,startingwiththehighest
priorityobjective.

InthesecondstepofiCE,thedosedistributionfrom
Erasmus-iCycleisautomaticallyreconstructedinEclipse,
usingpatient-specificlineobjectivesthatlimitthedosefor
allvolumelevelsforOARs.Thisresultsinadeliverableplan
createdwithoutmanualintervention.Adetaileddescription
ofiCEandtheappliedwish-listcanbefoundelsewhere[2].
Inapreviousstudy,iCEreducedthemedianDmeanforthe
heartandesophagusby9–10%comparedtomanualplan-
ningforLA-NSCLCpatients,whilemaintainingsimilarPTV
coverageandlungdose[2].

RapidPlanmodelcreation

Ofthefirst40includedpatients,30wererandomlyselected
fortrainingofKBPpredictionmodels.Theremaining10
patientsandthelast5includedstudypatients(15intotal)
wereusedforcomparisonofMCO-basedKBPwithCLIN-
basedKBP(nextsection).

First,aRapidPlan(RP)modelcontainingtheCLINplans
(RP_CLIN)ofthe30trainingpatientswascreated.Themodel
featuredlineobjectivesgeneratedfrompredictedDVHsfor
thelungs,heart,andesophagus,complementedwithmax-
imumandminimumdoseobjectivesforthePTVandmax-
imumdoseobjectivesforthespinalcanalandbrachial
plexus.ThePTVobjectivesandnormaltissueobjective(NTO,
seeTable2)weretunedusingthreeofthetrainingpatients,
withthegoalofachievingsimilartargetcoverageasinthe
CLINplans.

Asecondmodel,containingthemulti-criteriaoptimized
iCEplansforthesamepatients(RP_MCO)wasthencreated.
Theoptimizationobjectiveswerere-tunedusingthesame
approachasabove.Theobjectivesinbothmodelsaresum-
marizedinTable2.AdetaileddescriptionofRapidPlanfunc-
tionalitycanbefoundelsewhere[5].

Table1.PlanningdoseconstraintsforthePTV,OARsandnormaltissue.

VolumeDoseconstraint

PTVV95%>98%
LungsV5Gy<65%

V20Gy<35%
Dmean<20Gy

HeartV30Gy<40%
EsophagusDmean<34Gy
SpinalcanalDmax<50Gy
BrachialplexusDmax<66Gy
PatientbodyDmax<Dp�1.07
Dp:prescribeddose.Incaseswherefulfillingallconstraintswasimpossible,
theresponsibleoncologistdecidedwhethertargetcoverageorOARcon-
straintsshouldbecompromised.

Table2.ObjectivesintheRapidPlanmodels.

StructureTypeVolumeDose
Priority

RP_CLIN/RP_MCO

PTVUpper0%100.8%130/140
Lower100%99.2%130/140

LungsLineGeneratedGeneratedGenerated
HeartLineGeneratedGeneratedGenerated
EsophagusLineGeneratedGeneratedGenerated
SpinalcanalUpper0%48GyGenerated
BrachialplexusUpper0%60Gy100
PatientbodyNTO––100

NTO:normaltissueobjective,withthefollowingfixedparameters:distance
fromtargetborder0.5cm,startdose105%,enddose60%andfall-off0.15
[19].Forlineobjectives,the‘preferringOAR‘optionwasused.Only11ofthe
patientshadthebrachialplexusdelineated,andafixedobjectivehadtobe
usedasthisistoofewstructurestotrainapredictionmodel.ThePTVdose
levelsof100.8%and99.2%wereappliedinRapidPlantofacilitateacommon
modelforthedifferentprescriptions(inthemanuallycreatedplans,thedose
levelforthePTVobjectiveswereset0.5Gyabove/belowtheprescribeddose).
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Volume Dose constraint
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Heart V30Gy < 40%
Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy
Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy
Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy
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Structure Type Volume Dose
Priority
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Heart Line Generated Generated Generated
Esophagus Line Generated Generated Generated
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NTO: normal tissue objective, with the following fixed parameters: distance
from target border 0.5 cm, start dose 105%, end dose 60% and fall-off 0.15
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levels of 100.8% and 99.2% were applied in RapidPlan to facilitate a common
model for the different prescriptions (in the manually created plans, the dose
level for the PTV objectives were set 0.5 Gy above/below the prescribed dose).
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First,aRapidPlan(RP)modelcontainingtheCLINplans
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featuredlineobjectivesgeneratedfrompredictedDVHsfor
thelungs,heart,andesophagus,complementedwithmax-
imumandminimumdoseobjectivesforthePTVandmax-
imumdoseobjectivesforthespinalcanalandbrachial
plexus.ThePTVobjectivesandnormaltissueobjective(NTO,
seeTable2)weretunedusingthreeofthetrainingpatients,
withthegoalofachievingsimilartargetcoverageasinthe
CLINplans.

Asecondmodel,containingthemulti-criteriaoptimized
iCEplansforthesamepatients(RP_MCO)wasthencreated.
Theoptimizationobjectiveswerere-tunedusingthesame
approachasabove.Theobjectivesinbothmodelsaresum-
marizedinTable2.AdetaileddescriptionofRapidPlanfunc-
tionalitycanbefoundelsewhere[5].
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[19].Forlineobjectives,the‘preferringOAR‘optionwasused.Only11ofthe
patientshadthebrachialplexusdelineated,andafixedobjectivehadtobe
usedasthisistoofewstructurestotrainapredictionmodel.ThePTVdose
levelsof100.8%and99.2%wereappliedinRapidPlantofacilitateacommon
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levelforthePTVobjectiveswereset0.5Gyabove/belowtheprescribeddose).
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Comparison of RapidPlan models

For each of the 15 patients not used in the model building,
one plan was automatically generated with the RP_CLIN pre-
diction model and one with the RP_MCO model, with no
manual interventions. The same beam configuration as in
the CLIN plan was used in the RP plans for each patient.
Relevant dose-volume parameters for the PTV and OARs
were compared. To illustrate the clinical difference, normal
tissue complication probabilities (NTCPs) for radiation pneu-
monitis (RP) grade �2, 2-year mortality, and acute esopha-
geal toxicity (AET) grade �2 were calculated using validated
models described in detail in the Supplementary materials
[20–23]. Goodness of fit statistics (R2 and v2) reported for
each model in the model configuration workspace was also
evaluated.

Comparison with clinical plans

The responsible oncologist evaluated the CLIN, RP_CLIN, and
RP_MCO plans and selected the preferred plan for each
patient, while blinded to the technique. Based on the oncol-
ogist’s preference and the quantitative analysis above, the
best RP model for clinical use was selected and validated
against the CLIN plans using relevant dose-volume
parameters.

Statistical analysis

The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for statis-
tical testing of dose-volume parameters for RP_MCO plans
vs. RP_CLIN and CLIN plans.

Results

Comparison of RapidPlan models

The dose to the heart and esophagus was lower in RP_MCO
plans than RP_CLIN plans (Table 3, Figures 1 and S1). The
lungs V5Gy was also slightly reduced, while the target cover-
age was similar. The clinical impact for individual patients is
illustrated in Figure 2, showing a modest but consistent
reduction in the risk of 2-year mortality and AET with

RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN. On average, RP_MCO plans
reduced the risk of 2-year mortality by 0.9 percentage points
(pp) (p< 0.001), and the risk of AET by 1.6 pp (p< 0.001)
(Table 3).

The R2 values were similar, indicating a similar determin-
ation capability of the regression models in RP_CLIN and RP_
MCO, and the v2 values were slightly improved with RP_
MCO, indicating a better fit between original and estimated
values (Table S2).

Comparison with clinical plans

In blinded evaluations, the oncologist preferred the RP_MCO
plan for 8 and the CLIN plan for 7 out of 15 patients. The
RP_CLIN plan was not preferred for any of the patients
(Figure 3). Lower dose to the heart and esophagus were the
main reasons for choosing the RP_MCO plan, and lower lung
dose was the main reason for choosing the CLIN plan. The
oncologist also noted that the Dmax to the spinal canal was
above or very close to the constraint in one or more plans
for 5 of the patients.

As the reported results clearly showed an advantage of
RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN, the RP_MCO model was
selected for clinical implementation, and the RP_MCO plans
were compared to the CLIN plans also in terms of dosimetric
parameters and NTCP. Dosimetric parameters for the heart
and esophagus were lower in the RP_MCO plans than the
CLIN plans, while the lung dose and spinal canal Dmax were
higher (Table S3). As a result, the average NTCP for RP was 1
pp higher with RP_MCO than CLIN (p¼ 0.04), for 2-year mor-
tality it was 0.4 pp lower (p¼ 0.04) and for AET it was 2.3 pp
lower (p¼ 0.003).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare the per-
formance of KBP models trained with manual plans vs. gen-
erated plans from a different autoplanning system. Training
RapidPlan with automatic MCO plans gave better model per-
formance than training with clinical plans. RP_MCO improved
the sparing of the heart and esophagus compared to
RP_CLIN, resulting in a reduction in the average NTCPs for

Table 3. Comparison of dose-volume parameters and NTCPs for RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans.

Metric
RP_CLIN RP_MCO

Average Median 10th–90th percentile Avg Median 10th–90th percentile p-value

PTV V95% [%] 98.9 99.4 96.6–99.8 98.9 99.3 97.1–99.8 0.9
Lungs Dmean [Gy] 13.6 14.1 10.1–16.6 13.5 13.9 10.2–16.5 0.8
Lungs V5Gy [%] 54.5 56.2 39.2–66.8 53.9 55.1 39.0–66.5 0.009
Lungs V20Gy [%] 23.5 22.4 15.8–31.3 23.4 21.7 15.6–32.0 0.5
Heart Dmean [Gy] 9.4 7.8 2.8–22.7 8.3 7.7 2.4–18.3 <0.001
Heart V5Gy [%] 40.1 31.9 10.9–92.0 38.3 29.7 9.9–87.2 0.002
Heart V30Gy [%] 8.1 5.7 1.3–15.5 7.6 4.9 0.7–19.9 0.02
Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 19.3 17.9 6.4–32.1 18.3 17.6 6.0–30.5 <0.001
Esophagus V20Gy [%] 33.7 31.2 11.5–59.4 31.2 27.6 7.5–55.8 0.001
Esophagus V60Gy [%] 10.2 7.3 0.0–24.3 9.2 4.9 0.0–23.7 0.009
Spinal canal Dmax [Gy] 44.5 49.1 28.9–50.4 44.8 48.7 29.9–50.8 0.4
NTCP RP [%] 22.2 22.9 6.6–36.3 22.2 21.8 6.2–37.9 0.9
NTCP 2-year mortality [%] 48.4 43.4 34.7–75.9 47.5 42.2 34.1–73.4 <0.001
NTCP AET [%] 35.3 35.6 10.2–57.3 33.7 35.0 9.2–55.2 <0.001
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ComparisonofRapidPlanmodels

Foreachofthe15patientsnotusedinthemodelbuilding,
oneplanwasautomaticallygeneratedwiththeRP_CLINpre-
dictionmodelandonewiththeRP_MCOmodel,withno
manualinterventions.Thesamebeamconfigurationasin
theCLINplanwasusedintheRPplansforeachpatient.
Relevantdose-volumeparametersforthePTVandOARs
werecompared.Toillustratetheclinicaldifference,normal
tissuecomplicationprobabilities(NTCPs)forradiationpneu-
monitis(RP)grade�2,2-yearmortality,andacuteesopha-
gealtoxicity(AET)grade�2werecalculatedusingvalidated
modelsdescribedindetailintheSupplementarymaterials
[20–23].Goodnessoffitstatistics(R2andv2)reportedfor
eachmodelinthemodelconfigurationworkspacewasalso
evaluated.

Comparisonwithclinicalplans

TheresponsibleoncologistevaluatedtheCLIN,RP_CLIN,and
RP_MCOplansandselectedthepreferredplanforeach
patient,whileblindedtothetechnique.Basedontheoncol-
ogist’spreferenceandthequantitativeanalysisabove,the
bestRPmodelforclinicalusewasselectedandvalidated
againsttheCLINplansusingrelevantdose-volume
parameters.

Statisticalanalysis

Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-ranktestwasusedforstatis-
ticaltestingofdose-volumeparametersforRP_MCOplans
vs.RP_CLINandCLINplans.

Results

ComparisonofRapidPlanmodels

ThedosetotheheartandesophaguswaslowerinRP_MCO
plansthanRP_CLINplans(Table3,Figures1andS1).The
lungsV5Gywasalsoslightlyreduced,whilethetargetcover-
agewassimilar.Theclinicalimpactforindividualpatientsis
illustratedinFigure2,showingamodestbutconsistent
reductionintheriskof2-yearmortalityandAETwith

RP_MCOcomparedtoRP_CLIN.Onaverage,RP_MCOplans
reducedtheriskof2-yearmortalityby0.9percentagepoints
(pp)(p<0.001),andtheriskofAETby1.6pp(p<0.001)
(Table3).

TheR2valuesweresimilar,indicatingasimilardetermin-
ationcapabilityoftheregressionmodelsinRP_CLINandRP_
MCO,andthev2valueswereslightlyimprovedwithRP_
MCO,indicatingabetterfitbetweenoriginalandestimated
values(TableS2).

Comparisonwithclinicalplans

Inblindedevaluations,theoncologistpreferredtheRP_MCO
planfor8andtheCLINplanfor7outof15patients.The
RP_CLINplanwasnotpreferredforanyofthepatients
(Figure3).Lowerdosetotheheartandesophaguswerethe
mainreasonsforchoosingtheRP_MCOplan,andlowerlung
dosewasthemainreasonforchoosingtheCLINplan.The
oncologistalsonotedthattheDmaxtothespinalcanalwas
aboveorveryclosetotheconstraintinoneormoreplans
for5ofthepatients.

Asthereportedresultsclearlyshowedanadvantageof
RP_MCOcomparedtoRP_CLIN,theRP_MCOmodelwas
selectedforclinicalimplementation,andtheRP_MCOplans
werecomparedtotheCLINplansalsointermsofdosimetric
parametersandNTCP.Dosimetricparametersfortheheart
andesophaguswerelowerintheRP_MCOplansthanthe
CLINplans,whilethelungdoseandspinalcanalDmaxwere
higher(TableS3).Asaresult,theaverageNTCPforRPwas1
pphigherwithRP_MCOthanCLIN(p¼0.04),for2-yearmor-
talityitwas0.4pplower(p¼0.04)andforAETitwas2.3pp
lower(p¼0.003).

Discussion

Toourknowledge,thisisthefirststudytocomparetheper-
formanceofKBPmodelstrainedwithmanualplansvs.gen-
eratedplansfromadifferentautoplanningsystem.Training
RapidPlanwithautomaticMCOplansgavebettermodelper-
formancethantrainingwithclinicalplans.RP_MCOimproved
thesparingoftheheartandesophaguscomparedto
RP_CLIN,resultinginareductionintheaverageNTCPsfor

Table3.Comparisonofdose-volumeparametersandNTCPsforRP_CLINandRP_MCOplans.

Metric
RP_CLINRP_MCO

AverageMedian10th–90thpercentileAvgMedian10th–90thpercentilep-value

PTVV95%[%]98.999.496.6–99.898.999.397.1–99.80.9
LungsDmean[Gy]13.614.110.1–16.613.513.910.2–16.50.8
LungsV5Gy[%]54.556.239.2–66.853.955.139.0–66.50.009
LungsV20Gy[%]23.522.415.8–31.323.421.715.6–32.00.5
HeartDmean[Gy]9.47.82.8–22.78.37.72.4–18.3<0.001
HeartV5Gy[%]40.131.910.9–92.038.329.79.9–87.20.002
HeartV30Gy[%]8.15.71.3–15.57.64.90.7–19.90.02
EsophagusDmean[Gy]19.317.96.4–32.118.317.66.0–30.5<0.001
EsophagusV20Gy[%]33.731.211.5–59.431.227.67.5–55.80.001
EsophagusV60Gy[%]10.27.30.0–24.39.24.90.0–23.70.009
SpinalcanalDmax[Gy]44.549.128.9–50.444.848.729.9–50.80.4
NTCPRP[%]22.222.96.6–36.322.221.86.2–37.90.9
NTCP2-yearmortality[%]48.443.434.7–75.947.542.234.1–73.4<0.001
NTCPAET[%]35.335.610.2–57.333.735.09.2–55.2<0.001
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Comparison of RapidPlan models

For each of the 15 patients not used in the model building,
one plan was automatically generated with the RP_CLIN pre-
diction model and one with the RP_MCO model, with no
manual interventions. The same beam configuration as in
the CLIN plan was used in the RP plans for each patient.
Relevant dose-volume parameters for the PTV and OARs
were compared. To illustrate the clinical difference, normal
tissue complication probabilities (NTCPs) for radiation pneu-
monitis (RP) grade �2, 2-year mortality, and acute esopha-
geal toxicity (AET) grade �2 were calculated using validated
models described in detail in the Supplementary materials
[20–23]. Goodness of fit statistics (R

2
and v

2
) reported for

each model in the model configuration workspace was also
evaluated.

Comparison with clinical plans

The responsible oncologist evaluated the CLIN, RP_CLIN, and
RP_MCO plans and selected the preferred plan for each
patient, while blinded to the technique. Based on the oncol-
ogist’s preference and the quantitative analysis above, the
best RP model for clinical use was selected and validated
against the CLIN plans using relevant dose-volume
parameters.

Statistical analysis

The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for statis-
tical testing of dose-volume parameters for RP_MCO plans
vs. RP_CLIN and CLIN plans.

Results

Comparison of RapidPlan models

The dose to the heart and esophagus was lower in RP_MCO
plans than RP_CLIN plans (Table 3, Figures 1 and S1). The
lungs V5Gy was also slightly reduced, while the target cover-
age was similar. The clinical impact for individual patients is
illustrated in Figure 2, showing a modest but consistent
reduction in the risk of 2-year mortality and AET with

RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN. On average, RP_MCO plans
reduced the risk of 2-year mortality by 0.9 percentage points
(pp) (p< 0.001), and the risk of AET by 1.6 pp (p< 0.001)
(Table 3).

The R
2
values were similar, indicating a similar determin-

ation capability of the regression models in RP_CLIN and RP_
MCO, and the v

2
values were slightly improved with RP_

MCO, indicating a better fit between original and estimated
values (Table S2).

Comparison with clinical plans

In blinded evaluations, the oncologist preferred the RP_MCO
plan for 8 and the CLIN plan for 7 out of 15 patients. The
RP_CLIN plan was not preferred for any of the patients
(Figure 3). Lower dose to the heart and esophagus were the
main reasons for choosing the RP_MCO plan, and lower lung
dose was the main reason for choosing the CLIN plan. The
oncologist also noted that the Dmax to the spinal canal was
above or very close to the constraint in one or more plans
for 5 of the patients.

As the reported results clearly showed an advantage of
RP_MCO compared to RP_CLIN, the RP_MCO model was
selected for clinical implementation, and the RP_MCO plans
were compared to the CLIN plans also in terms of dosimetric
parameters and NTCP. Dosimetric parameters for the heart
and esophagus were lower in the RP_MCO plans than the
CLIN plans, while the lung dose and spinal canal Dmax were
higher (Table S3). As a result, the average NTCP for RP was 1
pp higher with RP_MCO than CLIN (p¼ 0.04), for 2-year mor-
tality it was 0.4 pp lower (p¼ 0.04) and for AET it was 2.3 pp
lower (p¼ 0.003).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare the per-
formance of KBP models trained with manual plans vs. gen-
erated plans from a different autoplanning system. Training
RapidPlan with automatic MCO plans gave better model per-
formance than training with clinical plans. RP_MCO improved
the sparing of the heart and esophagus compared to
RP_CLIN, resulting in a reduction in the average NTCPs for

Table 3. Comparison of dose-volume parameters and NTCPs for RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans.

Metric
RP_CLIN RP_MCO

Average Median 10
th
–90

th
percentile Avg Median 10

th
–90

th
percentile p-value

PTV V95% [%] 98.9 99.4 96.6–99.8 98.9 99.3 97.1–99.8 0.9
Lungs Dmean [Gy] 13.6 14.1 10.1–16.6 13.5 13.9 10.2–16.5 0.8
Lungs V5Gy [%] 54.5 56.2 39.2–66.8 53.9 55.1 39.0–66.5 0.009
Lungs V20Gy [%] 23.5 22.4 15.8–31.3 23.4 21.7 15.6–32.0 0.5
Heart Dmean [Gy] 9.4 7.8 2.8–22.7 8.3 7.7 2.4–18.3 <0.001
Heart V5Gy [%] 40.1 31.9 10.9–92.0 38.3 29.7 9.9–87.2 0.002
Heart V30Gy [%] 8.1 5.7 1.3–15.5 7.6 4.9 0.7–19.9 0.02
Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 19.3 17.9 6.4–32.1 18.3 17.6 6.0–30.5 <0.001
Esophagus V20Gy [%] 33.7 31.2 11.5–59.4 31.2 27.6 7.5–55.8 0.001
Esophagus V60Gy [%] 10.2 7.3 0.0–24.3 9.2 4.9 0.0–23.7 0.009
Spinal canal Dmax [Gy] 44.5 49.1 28.9–50.4 44.8 48.7 29.9–50.8 0.4
NTCP RP [%] 22.2 22.9 6.6–36.3 22.2 21.8 6.2–37.9 0.9
NTCP 2-year mortality [%] 48.4 43.4 34.7–75.9 47.5 42.2 34.1–73.4 <0.001
NTCP AET [%] 35.3 35.6 10.2–57.3 33.7 35.0 9.2–55.2 <0.001
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2-year mortality and acute esophageal toxicity. The differ-
ence in performance between the models can be explained
by the difference in the dose distributions of the training
plans [2]. In line with previous studies, this demonstrates
that improving the quality of the library improves the model
performance [12–16,24–26].

The most common approach for creating a new RP model
for the clinic is to build a library with manually created, clin-
ically used plans for a group of relevant patients [5–9].
Although these plans have been approved for treatment and
meet the clinical goals, they are usually not optimal. The
treatment planners work under time pressure with limited
time for testing different planning strategies, and generally
do not know when a treatment plan cannot be further
improved.

Some studies have explored different strategies for opti-
mizing KBP model training. Iterative approaches where an
initial RP model was used to generate plans for new

patients that were included in a second RP model improved
OAR sparing in the output plans [12,24,25], while re-opti-
mization with RP for the patients included in the original
model gave a modest improvement for some OARs but also
induces a risk of overfitting [13,14,26,27]. Others have
selected the plans with the best OAR sparing from the ori-
ginal training set for use in the final model, or in an inter-
mediate model for re-optimization of the training plans [28–
30]. In a recent study, periodical updates to a RP model
were performed in order to increase the number of training
patients, and increase the mean plan quality in the training
set [15]. Most of these approaches improved the quality of
the resulting RP plans, illustrating the potential of optimized
training. However, they still depend on the quality of the
plans in the original model, and some approaches are not
applicable when introducing a RP model for a new treat-
ment site, or require extra work and a new validation at a
later time.

Figure 1. Population average DVHs for PTV and OARs for RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans. Three patients had PTV_60 and 12 had PTV_66. For DVHs with confidence
intervals, see Figure S1 in the Supplementary materials.

Figure 2. Differences in NTCPs between RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans per patient. The patients are sorted according to the sum of differences for the three NTCPs.
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ence in performance between the models can be explained
by the difference in the dose distributions of the training
plans [2]. In line with previous studies, this demonstrates
that improving the quality of the library improves the model
performance [12–16,24–26].

The most common approach for creating a new RP model
for the clinic is to build a library with manually created, clin-
ically used plans for a group of relevant patients [5–9].
Although these plans have been approved for treatment and
meet the clinical goals, they are usually not optimal. The
treatment planners work under time pressure with limited
time for testing different planning strategies, and generally
do not know when a treatment plan cannot be further
improved.

Some studies have explored different strategies for opti-
mizing KBP model training. Iterative approaches where an
initial RP model was used to generate plans for new

patients that were included in a second RP model improved
OAR sparing in the output plans [12,24,25], while re-opti-
mization with RP for the patients included in the original
model gave a modest improvement for some OARs but also
induces a risk of overfitting [13,14,26,27]. Others have
selected the plans with the best OAR sparing from the ori-
ginal training set for use in the final model, or in an inter-
mediate model for re-optimization of the training plans [28–
30]. In a recent study, periodical updates to a RP model
were performed in order to increase the number of training
patients, and increase the mean plan quality in the training
set [15]. Most of these approaches improved the quality of
the resulting RP plans, illustrating the potential of optimized
training. However, they still depend on the quality of the
plans in the original model, and some approaches are not
applicable when introducing a RP model for a new treat-
ment site, or require extra work and a new validation at a
later time.
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RapidPlan has previously been combined with manual
MCO-based trade-off exploration (TO) for head and neck and
prostate SBRT [16,31]. The best results were achieved when
both populating the model with training plans manually
optimized with TO and then further individually optimizing
the output plans once more with TO. This requires manual
work for every patient and is dependent on the judgment of
the treatment planner. Only optimizing the training plans
with manual TO would be more efficient and also improved
the model performance compared to using clinical plans for
training [16]. Another study used 20 plans from Pinnacle
Auto-Planning to train a RP model, and found similar plan
quality for RP and Auto-Planning validation plans [32]. In the
current study, we have demonstrated how an automatic
MCO system can be used to optimally train a KBP model, for

seamless integration of knowledge from an independent sys-
tem into clinical routine.

As the NTCP benefit of training RP with MCO plans
instead of CLIN plans is modest, it could be questioned
whether it is worth the extra effort. It should however be
taken into consideration that this is a one-time effort, which
leads to reduced OAR doses for many future patients. In add-
ition, mortality in particular is a complication of paramount
severity and any reduction in the risk could be of
importance.

Both in manual planning and KBP of LA-NSCLC, achieving
a maximum dose to the spinal canal below the constraint
can be a challenge. Also in this study, the dose was slightly
above the constraint for a few patients, and the Dmax was
higher in RP plans than CLIN plans. The model objectives for

Figure 3. Oncologist’s choice in blinded comparison of CLIN, RP_CLIN and RP_MCO plans for the 15 patients. The justification for the choice for each patient is
given inside the boxes.
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theoutputplansoncemorewithTO.Thisrequiresmanual
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thetreatmentplanner.Onlyoptimizingthetrainingplans
withmanualTOwouldbemoreefficientandalsoimproved
themodelperformancecomparedtousingclinicalplansfor
training[16].Anotherstudyused20plansfromPinnacle
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qualityforRPandAuto-Planningvalidationplans[32].Inthe
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training[16].Anotherstudyused20plansfromPinnacle
Auto-PlanningtotrainaRPmodel,andfoundsimilarplan
qualityforRPandAuto-Planningvalidationplans[32].Inthe
currentstudy,wehavedemonstratedhowanautomatic
MCOsystemcanbeusedtooptimallytrainaKBPmodel,for

seamlessintegrationofknowledgefromanindependentsys-
temintoclinicalroutine.

AstheNTCPbenefitoftrainingRPwithMCOplans
insteadofCLINplansismodest,itcouldbequestioned
whetheritisworththeextraeffort.Itshouldhoweverbe
takenintoconsiderationthatthisisaone-timeeffort,which
leadstoreducedOARdosesformanyfuturepatients.Inadd-
ition,mortalityinparticularisacomplicationofparamount
severityandanyreductionintheriskcouldbeof
importance.

BothinmanualplanningandKBPofLA-NSCLC,achieving
amaximumdosetothespinalcanalbelowtheconstraint
canbeachallenge.Alsointhisstudy,thedosewasslightly
abovetheconstraintforafewpatients,andtheDmaxwas
higherinRPplansthanCLINplans.Themodelobjectivesfor

Figure3.Oncologist’schoiceinblindedcomparisonofCLIN,RP_CLINandRP_MCOplansforthe15patients.Thejustificationforthechoiceforeachpatientis
giveninsidetheboxes.
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the spinal canal could be set stricter in order to automatic-
ally generate plans that are always within the constraint.
However, setting the right model objectives is a fine balance,
and this would limit the possibility to optimize the other
objectives. For clinical implementation, we decided to use
the RP_MCO model, and manually tune the spinal canal dose
for the occasional patient where it is needed.

Although there were some differences in dose-volume
parameters and NTCPs between the CLIN and RP_MCO plans,
these were quite small and it varied which technique was
the best. The blinded evaluation also showed that the quality
of the plans was similar. Therefore, the implementation of
the RP_MCO model is not expected to cause any major dif-
ference in the overall plan quality for this patient group.
However, we do anticipate a reduction in planning time and
more homogeneous plan quality. In addition, the complex
manual planning has been performed by a few highly experi-
enced treatment planners, while with RP, also less experi-
enced planners can take part in the planning for this patient
group.

A limitation of this study was the number of patients
available for validation. In preparation for this study, we
compared RP models with 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 patients in
the library, and concluded that 30 patients gave sufficient
model quality and that further increasing the number of
patients did not improve the model performance. This left
15 patients for open-loop validation. In addition, we have
only evaluated planned and not delivered dose. However,
we find it likely that uncertainties will affect the delivery of
the different plans in a similar way, and that the differences
found in this study will remain during treatment.

Beam angle optimization was included in the automatic
MCO planning, but not available clinically. Therefore the
manually selected beam angles from the clinical plan for
each patient were used also in the RP plans in this study.
With RP in clinical use, the planning will be quick and auto-
mated, making it easier for the treatment planner to try dif-
ferent options for beam placement.

Sharing of RP models between centers can be challenging
due to differences in delineation, prescription, and planning
techniques and strategies. Still, studies have shown that this
could be feasible in some circumstances. Further work with
homogenization of planning routines would be desirable in
several respects, and could for instance allow centers without
access to automatic MCO to incorporate KBP models from
other centers with MCO training plans.

To conclude, the RapidPlan model based on automatically
generated MCO plans reduced the dose to the heart and
esophagus compared to the model based on clinical plans.
The RP_MCO model was implemented in the clinic, with
manual tuning of the spinal canal dose when necessary, and
is expected to save time in the clinical routine. Training a
knowledge-based planning model with clinical plans may
not be optimal in order to minimize OAR doses, and making
an extra effort to optimize the library plans in the KBP model
creation phase can improve the plan quality for many future
patients.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria
for treatment planning studies and a score of 94% was
achieved [33].
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thespinalcanalcouldbesetstricterinordertoautomatic-
allygenerateplansthatarealwayswithintheconstraint.
However,settingtherightmodelobjectivesisafinebalance,
andthiswouldlimitthepossibilitytooptimizetheother
objectives.Forclinicalimplementation,wedecidedtouse
theRP_MCOmodel,andmanuallytunethespinalcanaldose
fortheoccasionalpatientwhereitisneeded.

Althoughthereweresomedifferencesindose-volume
parametersandNTCPsbetweentheCLINandRP_MCOplans,
thesewerequitesmallanditvariedwhichtechniquewas
thebest.Theblindedevaluationalsoshowedthatthequality
oftheplanswassimilar.Therefore,theimplementationof
theRP_MCOmodelisnotexpectedtocauseanymajordif-
ferenceintheoverallplanqualityforthispatientgroup.
However,wedoanticipateareductioninplanningtimeand
morehomogeneousplanquality.Inaddition,thecomplex
manualplanninghasbeenperformedbyafewhighlyexperi-
encedtreatmentplanners,whilewithRP,alsolessexperi-
encedplannerscantakepartintheplanningforthispatient
group.

Alimitationofthisstudywasthenumberofpatients
availableforvalidation.Inpreparationforthisstudy,we
comparedRPmodelswith20,25,30,35,and40patientsin
thelibrary,andconcludedthat30patientsgavesufficient
modelqualityandthatfurtherincreasingthenumberof
patientsdidnotimprovethemodelperformance.Thisleft
15patientsforopen-loopvalidation.Inaddition,wehave
onlyevaluatedplannedandnotdelivereddose.However,
wefinditlikelythatuncertaintieswillaffectthedeliveryof
thedifferentplansinasimilarway,andthatthedifferences
foundinthisstudywillremainduringtreatment.

Beamangleoptimizationwasincludedintheautomatic
MCOplanning,butnotavailableclinically.Thereforethe
manuallyselectedbeamanglesfromtheclinicalplanfor
eachpatientwereusedalsointheRPplansinthisstudy.
WithRPinclinicaluse,theplanningwillbequickandauto-
mated,makingiteasierforthetreatmentplannertotrydif-
ferentoptionsforbeamplacement.

SharingofRPmodelsbetweencenterscanbechallenging
duetodifferencesindelineation,prescription,andplanning
techniquesandstrategies.Still,studieshaveshownthatthis
couldbefeasibleinsomecircumstances.Furtherworkwith
homogenizationofplanningroutineswouldbedesirablein
severalrespects,andcouldforinstanceallowcenterswithout
accesstoautomaticMCOtoincorporateKBPmodelsfrom
othercenterswithMCOtrainingplans.

Toconclude,theRapidPlanmodelbasedonautomatically
generatedMCOplansreducedthedosetotheheartand
esophaguscomparedtothemodelbasedonclinicalplans.
TheRP_MCOmodelwasimplementedintheclinic,with
manualtuningofthespinalcanaldosewhennecessary,and
isexpectedtosavetimeintheclinicalroutine.Traininga
knowledge-basedplanningmodelwithclinicalplansmay
notbeoptimalinordertominimizeOARdoses,andmaking
anextraefforttooptimizethelibraryplansintheKBPmodel
creationphasecanimprovetheplanqualityformanyfuture
patients.

ThisstudyhasbeenevaluatedusingtheRATINGcriteria
fortreatmentplanningstudiesandascoreof94%was
achieved[33].
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the spinal canal could be set stricter in order to automatic-
ally generate plans that are always within the constraint.
However, setting the right model objectives is a fine balance,
and this would limit the possibility to optimize the other
objectives. For clinical implementation, we decided to use
the RP_MCO model, and manually tune the spinal canal dose
for the occasional patient where it is needed.

Although there were some differences in dose-volume
parameters and NTCPs between the CLIN and RP_MCO plans,
these were quite small and it varied which technique was
the best. The blinded evaluation also showed that the quality
of the plans was similar. Therefore, the implementation of
the RP_MCO model is not expected to cause any major dif-
ference in the overall plan quality for this patient group.
However, we do anticipate a reduction in planning time and
more homogeneous plan quality. In addition, the complex
manual planning has been performed by a few highly experi-
enced treatment planners, while with RP, also less experi-
enced planners can take part in the planning for this patient
group.

A limitation of this study was the number of patients
available for validation. In preparation for this study, we
compared RP models with 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 patients in
the library, and concluded that 30 patients gave sufficient
model quality and that further increasing the number of
patients did not improve the model performance. This left
15 patients for open-loop validation. In addition, we have
only evaluated planned and not delivered dose. However,
we find it likely that uncertainties will affect the delivery of
the different plans in a similar way, and that the differences
found in this study will remain during treatment.

Beam angle optimization was included in the automatic
MCO planning, but not available clinically. Therefore the
manually selected beam angles from the clinical plan for
each patient were used also in the RP plans in this study.
With RP in clinical use, the planning will be quick and auto-
mated, making it easier for the treatment planner to try dif-
ferent options for beam placement.

Sharing of RP models between centers can be challenging
due to differences in delineation, prescription, and planning
techniques and strategies. Still, studies have shown that this
could be feasible in some circumstances. Further work with
homogenization of planning routines would be desirable in
several respects, and could for instance allow centers without
access to automatic MCO to incorporate KBP models from
other centers with MCO training plans.

To conclude, the RapidPlan model based on automatically
generated MCO plans reduced the dose to the heart and
esophagus compared to the model based on clinical plans.
The RP_MCO model was implemented in the clinic, with
manual tuning of the spinal canal dose when necessary, and
is expected to save time in the clinical routine. Training a
knowledge-based planning model with clinical plans may
not be optimal in order to minimize OAR doses, and making
an extra effort to optimize the library plans in the KBP model
creation phase can improve the plan quality for many future
patients.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria
for treatment planning studies and a score of 94% was
achieved [33].
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the spinal canal could be set stricter in order to automatic-
ally generate plans that are always within the constraint.
However, setting the right model objectives is a fine balance,
and this would limit the possibility to optimize the other
objectives. For clinical implementation, we decided to use
the RP_MCO model, and manually tune the spinal canal dose
for the occasional patient where it is needed.

Although there were some differences in dose-volume
parameters and NTCPs between the CLIN and RP_MCO plans,
these were quite small and it varied which technique was
the best. The blinded evaluation also showed that the quality
of the plans was similar. Therefore, the implementation of
the RP_MCO model is not expected to cause any major dif-
ference in the overall plan quality for this patient group.
However, we do anticipate a reduction in planning time and
more homogeneous plan quality. In addition, the complex
manual planning has been performed by a few highly experi-
enced treatment planners, while with RP, also less experi-
enced planners can take part in the planning for this patient
group.

A limitation of this study was the number of patients
available for validation. In preparation for this study, we
compared RP models with 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 patients in
the library, and concluded that 30 patients gave sufficient
model quality and that further increasing the number of
patients did not improve the model performance. This left
15 patients for open-loop validation. In addition, we have
only evaluated planned and not delivered dose. However,
we find it likely that uncertainties will affect the delivery of
the different plans in a similar way, and that the differences
found in this study will remain during treatment.

Beam angle optimization was included in the automatic
MCO planning, but not available clinically. Therefore the
manually selected beam angles from the clinical plan for
each patient were used also in the RP plans in this study.
With RP in clinical use, the planning will be quick and auto-
mated, making it easier for the treatment planner to try dif-
ferent options for beam placement.

Sharing of RP models between centers can be challenging
due to differences in delineation, prescription, and planning
techniques and strategies. Still, studies have shown that this
could be feasible in some circumstances. Further work with
homogenization of planning routines would be desirable in
several respects, and could for instance allow centers without
access to automatic MCO to incorporate KBP models from
other centers with MCO training plans.

To conclude, the RapidPlan model based on automatically
generated MCO plans reduced the dose to the heart and
esophagus compared to the model based on clinical plans.
The RP_MCO model was implemented in the clinic, with
manual tuning of the spinal canal dose when necessary, and
is expected to save time in the clinical routine. Training a
knowledge-based planning model with clinical plans may
not be optimal in order to minimize OAR doses, and making
an extra effort to optimize the library plans in the KBP model
creation phase can improve the plan quality for many future
patients.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria
for treatment planning studies and a score of 94% was
achieved [33].
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oftheplanswassimilar.Therefore,theimplementationof
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morehomogeneousplanquality.Inaddition,thecomplex
manualplanninghasbeenperformedbyafewhighlyexperi-
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group.

Alimitationofthisstudywasthenumberofpatients
availableforvalidation.Inpreparationforthisstudy,we
comparedRPmodelswith20,25,30,35,and40patientsin
thelibrary,andconcludedthat30patientsgavesufficient
modelqualityandthatfurtherincreasingthenumberof
patientsdidnotimprovethemodelperformance.Thisleft
15patientsforopen-loopvalidation.Inaddition,wehave
onlyevaluatedplannedandnotdelivereddose.However,
wefinditlikelythatuncertaintieswillaffectthedeliveryof
thedifferentplansinasimilarway,andthatthedifferences
foundinthisstudywillremainduringtreatment.

Beamangleoptimizationwasincludedintheautomatic
MCOplanning,butnotavailableclinically.Thereforethe
manuallyselectedbeamanglesfromtheclinicalplanfor
eachpatientwereusedalsointheRPplansinthisstudy.
WithRPinclinicaluse,theplanningwillbequickandauto-
mated,makingiteasierforthetreatmentplannertotrydif-
ferentoptionsforbeamplacement.

SharingofRPmodelsbetweencenterscanbechallenging
duetodifferencesindelineation,prescription,andplanning
techniquesandstrategies.Still,studieshaveshownthatthis
couldbefeasibleinsomecircumstances.Furtherworkwith
homogenizationofplanningroutineswouldbedesirablein
severalrespects,andcouldforinstanceallowcenterswithout
accesstoautomaticMCOtoincorporateKBPmodelsfrom
othercenterswithMCOtrainingplans.

Toconclude,theRapidPlanmodelbasedonautomatically
generatedMCOplansreducedthedosetotheheartand
esophaguscomparedtothemodelbasedonclinicalplans.
TheRP_MCOmodelwasimplementedintheclinic,with
manualtuningofthespinalcanaldosewhennecessary,and
isexpectedtosavetimeintheclinicalroutine.Traininga
knowledge-basedplanningmodelwithclinicalplansmay
notbeoptimalinordertominimizeOARdoses,andmaking
anextraefforttooptimizethelibraryplansintheKBPmodel
creationphasecanimprovetheplanqualityformanyfuture
patients.

ThisstudyhasbeenevaluatedusingtheRATINGcriteria
fortreatmentplanningstudiesandascoreof94%was
achieved[33].
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Supplementary materials 

NTCP calculations 

Radiation pneumonitis (RP) 

The NTCP for RP grade ≥2 was calculated using a QUANTEC model refined by Appelt 

et al. [1,2]: 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆  with 𝑆 = −4.12 + 0.138 ∙ 𝑀𝐿𝐷 − 0.3711 ∙ (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) −

0.478 ∙ (𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) + 0.8198 ∙ (𝐶𝑜 − 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) + 0.6259 ∙

(𝑇𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 0.5068 ∙ (𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑎𝑔𝑒) + 0.47 ∙ (𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑜), 

where MLD is the mean lung dose in Gy and the other parameters are assigned value 1 

or 0 according to Table S1. 

 

Table S1. Variables in the NTCP model for radiation pneumonitis. 

Variable Value = 1 Value = 0 

Former smoker Yes Never smoked/active smoker 

Current smoker Yes Never smoked/stopped 

smoking 

Co-morbidity 1 Yes No 

Tumor location Middle/lower lobe Upper lobe 

Old age ≥63 years <63 years 

Sequential chemo Yes No 

1 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or other pre-existing lung disease. 
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2-year mortality 

The NTCP for 2-year mortality based on heart dose was calculated using a model 

developed by Defraene et al. and revised after external validation in several patient 

cohorts [2,3]: 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆 with 𝑆 = −1.3409 + 0.0590 ∙ √𝐺𝑇𝑉 + 0.2635 ∙ √𝑀𝐻𝐷, 

where GTV is the combined GTV volume of the primary tumor and nodes in cm3 and 

MHD is the mean heart dose in Gy.  

Acute esophageal toxicity (AET) 

The NTCP for AET grade ≥2 was calculated using a model developed by Wijsman et al. 

and revised after external validation in several patient cohorts [2,4]: 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆 with 𝑆 = −3.634 + 1.496 ∙ ln(𝑀𝐸𝐷) − 0.0297 ∙ 𝑂𝑇𝑇, 

where MED is the mean esophagus dose in Gy and OTT is the overall radiotherapy 

treatment time in days. 
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Results 

Goodness of fit statistics 

The goodness of fit statistics describe how well the RapidPlan model represents the data 

in the training set. The coefficient of determination, R2, describes how well the 

regression model represents the training plan data. R2 has values between 0.0 and 1.0, 

and larger values indicate a better fit. The χ2 measures the residuals between the original 

and estimated data, and values closer to 1.0 indicate a better regression model. 

Table S2. Training statistics for the RapidPlan models. 

OAR RP_CLIN RP_MCO 
 R2 χ2 R2 χ2 

Lungs 0.85 1.18 0.84 1.11 

Heart 0.79 1.12 0.80 1.05 

Esophagus 0.73 1.06 0.74 1.06 

Spinal canal 0.77 1.00 0.89 1.14 

Comparison of RP_MCO and CLIN plans 

Table S3. Comparison of dose-volume parameters and NTCPs for CLIN and RP_MCO 

plans. 

Avg = average. 

 

Dose metric CLIN RP_MCO  

 
Avg 

Median 
10th-90th 

percentile 

Avg 
Median 

10th-90th 

percentile 

p-value 

PTV V95% [%] 99.0 99.1 97.8-99.8 98.9 99.3 97.1-99.8 0.4 

Lungs Dmean [Gy] 13.2 13.8 9.7-16.1 13.5 13.9 10.2-16.5 0.2 

Lungs V5Gy [%] 52.4 53.6 38.0-62.0 53.9 55.1 39.0-66.5 0.1 

Lungs V20Gy [%] 22.4 21.8 16.6-29.0 23.4 21.7 15.6-32.0 0.05 

Heart Dmean [Gy] 8.5 7.9 2.7-17.0 8.3 7.7 2.4-18.3 0.06 

Heart V5Gy [%] 39.0 30.1 10.3-92.2 38.3 29.7 9.9-87.2 0.4 

Heart V30Gy [%] 11.7 5.9 1.0-39.1 7.6 4.9 0.7-19.9 <0.001 

Esophagus Dmean [Gy] 19.5 18.4 7.0-32.3 18.3 17.6 6.0-30.5 0.003 

Esophagus V20Gy [%] 34.8 32.1 16.7-56.6 31.2 27.6 7.5-55.8 0.005 

Esophagus V60Gy [%] 9.6 7.5 0.0-24.5 9.2 4.9 0.0-23.7 0.1 

Spinal canal Dmax [Gy] 42.7 45.7 24.2-50.3 44.8 48.7 29.9-50.8 0.05 

NTCP RP [%] 21.2 22.4 6.6-36.3 22.2 21.8 6.2-37.9 0.04 

NTCP 2 year mortality 

[%] 

47.9 
42.1 

34.3-72.1 47.5 42.2 34.1-73.4 0.04 

NTCP AET [%] 36.0 36.1 11.4-56.7 33.7 35.0 9.2-55.2 0.003 
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Population average DVHs with confidence intervals 

Figure S1. Population average DVHs for PTV and OARs for RP_CLIN and RP_MCO 

plans. The central lines show the average, and the shaded areas indicate the 90% 

confidence interval. 
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Background: State-of-the-art radiotherapy of locally advanced non-small cell

lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is performed with intensity-modulation during free

breathing (FB). Previous studies have found encouraging geometric

reproducibility and patient compliance of deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH)

radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients. However, dosimetric comparisons of

DIBH with FB are sparse, and DIBH is not routinely used for this patient

group. The objective of this simulation study was therefore to compare DIBH

and FB in a prospective cohort of LA-NSCLC patients treated with intensity-

modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).

Methods: For 38 LA-NSCLC patients, 4DCTs and DIBH CTs were acquired for

treatment planning and during the first and third week of radiotherapy

treatment. Using automated planning, one FB and one DIBH IMRT plan were

generated for each patient. FB and DIBH was compared in terms of dosimetric

parameters and NTCP. The treatment plans were recalculated on the repeat

CTs to evaluate robustness. Correlations between DNTCPs and patient

characteristics that could potentially predict the benefit of DIBHwere explored.

Results:DIBH reduced themedian Dmean to the lungs and heart by 1.4 Gy and 1.1

Gy, respectively. This translated into reductions in NTCP for radiation

pneumonitis grade ≥2 from 20.3% to 18.3%, and for 2-year mortality from

51.4% to 50.3%. The organ at risk sparing with DIBH remained significant in

week 1 and week 3 of treatment, and the robustness of the target coverage was

similar for FB and DIBH. While the risk of radiation pneumonitis was consistently
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Background:State-of-the-artradiotherapyoflocallyadvancednon-smallcell

lungcancer(LA-NSCLC)isperformedwithintensity-modulationduringfree

breathing(FB).Previousstudieshavefoundencouraginggeometric

reproducibilityandpatientcomplianceofdeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)

radiotherapyforLA-NSCLCpatients.However,dosimetriccomparisonsof

DIBHwithFBaresparse,andDIBHisnotroutinelyusedforthispatient

group.TheobjectiveofthissimulationstudywasthereforetocompareDIBH

andFBinaprospectivecohortofLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithintensity-

modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).

Methods:For38LA-NSCLCpatients,4DCTsandDIBHCTswereacquiredfor

treatmentplanningandduringthefirstandthirdweekofradiotherapy

treatment.Usingautomatedplanning,oneFBandoneDIBHIMRTplanwere

generatedforeachpatient.FBandDIBHwascomparedintermsofdosimetric

parametersandNTCP.Thetreatmentplanswererecalculatedontherepeat

CTstoevaluaterobustness.CorrelationsbetweenDNTCPsandpatient

characteristicsthatcouldpotentiallypredictthebenefitofDIBHwereexplored.

Results:DIBHreducedthemedianDmeantothelungsandheartby1.4Gyand1.1

Gy,respectively.ThistranslatedintoreductionsinNTCPforradiation

pneumonitisgrade≥2from20.3%to18.3%,andfor2-yearmortalityfrom

51.4%to50.3%.TheorganatrisksparingwithDIBHremainedsignificantin

week1andweek3oftreatment,andtherobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH.Whiletheriskofradiationpneumonitiswasconsistently
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Background: State-of-the-art radiotherapy of locally advanced non-small cell

lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is performed with intensity-modulation during free

breathing (FB). Previous studies have found encouraging geometric

reproducibility and patient compliance of deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH)

radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC patients. However, dosimetric comparisons of

DIBH with FB are sparse, and DIBH is not routinely used for this patient

group. The objective of this simulation study was therefore to compare DIBH

and FB in a prospective cohort of LA-NSCLC patients treated with intensity-

modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).

Methods: For 38 LA-NSCLC patients, 4DCTs and DIBH CTs were acquired for

treatment planning and during the first and third week of radiotherapy

treatment. Using automated planning, one FB and one DIBH IMRT plan were

generated for each patient. FB and DIBH was compared in terms of dosimetric

parameters and NTCP. The treatment plans were recalculated on the repeat

CTs to evaluate robustness. Correlations between DNTCPs and patient

characteristics that could potentially predict the benefit of DIBHwere explored.

Results:DIBH reduced themedian Dmean to the lungs and heart by 1.4 Gy and 1.1

Gy, respectively. This translated into reductions in NTCP for radiation

pneumonitis grade ≥2 from 20.3% to 18.3%, and for 2-year mortality from

51.4% to 50.3%. The organ at risk sparing with DIBH remained significant in

week 1 and week 3 of treatment, and the robustness of the target coverage was

similar for FB and DIBH. While the risk of radiation pneumonitis was consistently
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DIBH with FB are sparse, and DIBH is not routinely used for this patient

group. The objective of this simulation study was therefore to compare DIBH

and FB in a prospective cohort of LA-NSCLC patients treated with intensity-

modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).

Methods: For 38 LA-NSCLC patients, 4DCTs and DIBH CTs were acquired for

treatment planning and during the first and third week of radiotherapy

treatment. Using automated planning, one FB and one DIBH IMRT plan were

generated for each patient. FB and DIBH was compared in terms of dosimetric

parameters and NTCP. The treatment plans were recalculated on the repeat

CTs to evaluate robustness. Correlations between DNTCPs and patient

characteristics that could potentially predict the benefit of DIBHwere explored.

Results:DIBH reduced themedian Dmean to the lungs and heart by 1.4 Gy and 1.1

Gy, respectively. This translated into reductions in NTCP for radiation

pneumonitis grade ≥2 from 20.3% to 18.3%, and for 2-year mortality from

51.4% to 50.3%. The organ at risk sparing with DIBH remained significant in

week 1 and week 3 of treatment, and the robustness of the target coverage was
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Background:State-of-the-artradiotherapyoflocallyadvancednon-smallcell

lungcancer(LA-NSCLC)isperformedwithintensity-modulationduringfree

breathing(FB).Previousstudieshavefoundencouraginggeometric

reproducibilityandpatientcomplianceofdeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)

radiotherapyforLA-NSCLCpatients.However,dosimetriccomparisonsof

DIBHwithFBaresparse,andDIBHisnotroutinelyusedforthispatient

group.TheobjectiveofthissimulationstudywasthereforetocompareDIBH

andFBinaprospectivecohortofLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithintensity-

modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).

Methods:For38LA-NSCLCpatients,4DCTsandDIBHCTswereacquiredfor

treatmentplanningandduringthefirstandthirdweekofradiotherapy

treatment.Usingautomatedplanning,oneFBandoneDIBHIMRTplanwere

generatedforeachpatient.FBandDIBHwascomparedintermsofdosimetric

parametersandNTCP.Thetreatmentplanswererecalculatedontherepeat

CTstoevaluaterobustness.CorrelationsbetweenDNTCPsandpatient

characteristicsthatcouldpotentiallypredictthebenefitofDIBHwereexplored.

Results:DIBHreducedthemedianDmeantothelungsandheartby1.4Gyand1.1

Gy,respectively.ThistranslatedintoreductionsinNTCPforradiation

pneumonitisgrade≥2from20.3%to18.3%,andfor2-yearmortalityfrom

51.4%to50.3%.TheorganatrisksparingwithDIBHremainedsignificantin

week1andweek3oftreatment,andtherobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH.Whiletheriskofradiationpneumonitiswasconsistently
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Background:State-of-the-artradiotherapyoflocallyadvancednon-smallcell

lungcancer(LA-NSCLC)isperformedwithintensity-modulationduringfree

breathing(FB).Previousstudieshavefoundencouraginggeometric

reproducibilityandpatientcomplianceofdeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)

radiotherapyforLA-NSCLCpatients.However,dosimetriccomparisonsof

DIBHwithFBaresparse,andDIBHisnotroutinelyusedforthispatient

group.TheobjectiveofthissimulationstudywasthereforetocompareDIBH

andFBinaprospectivecohortofLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithintensity-

modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).

Methods:For38LA-NSCLCpatients,4DCTsandDIBHCTswereacquiredfor

treatmentplanningandduringthefirstandthirdweekofradiotherapy

treatment.Usingautomatedplanning,oneFBandoneDIBHIMRTplanwere

generatedforeachpatient.FBandDIBHwascomparedintermsofdosimetric

parametersandNTCP.Thetreatmentplanswererecalculatedontherepeat

CTstoevaluaterobustness.CorrelationsbetweenDNTCPsandpatient

characteristicsthatcouldpotentiallypredictthebenefitofDIBHwereexplored.

Results:DIBHreducedthemedianDmeantothelungsandheartby1.4Gyand1.1

Gy,respectively.ThistranslatedintoreductionsinNTCPforradiation

pneumonitisgrade≥2from20.3%to18.3%,andfor2-yearmortalityfrom

51.4%to50.3%.TheorganatrisksparingwithDIBHremainedsignificantin

week1andweek3oftreatment,andtherobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH.Whiletheriskofradiationpneumonitiswasconsistently
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reduced with DIBH regardless of patient characteristics, the ability to reduce the

risk of 2-year mortality was evident among patients with upper and left lower

lobe tumors but not right lower lobe tumors.

Conclusion: Compared to FB, DIBH allowed for smaller target volumes and

similar target coverage. DIBH reduced the lung and heart dose, as well as the

risk of radiation pneumonitis and 2-year mortality, for 92% and 74% of LA-

NSCLC patients, respectively. However, the advantages varied considerably

between patients, and the ability to reduce the risk of 2-year mortality was

dependent on tumor location. Evaluation of repeat CTs showed similar

robustness of the dose distributions with each technique.

KEYWORDS

Deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH), gating, lung cancer radiotherapy, radiotherapy
robustness, normal tissue complication probability (NTCP), autoplanning, iCE,
radiation toxicity

1 Introduction

For patients with locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer

(LA-NSCLC), only two thirds are expected to be alive after two

years when immunotherapy is added to concurrent

chemoradiotherapy (1). Reducing severe side effects caused by

irradiation of the heart, immune cells, lungs, and esophagus

could directly or indirectly improve survival (2–8).

Radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC is usually performed during

free breathing (FB), with a planning margin around the tumor to

ensure dose coverage in all breathing phases. As an alternative to

FB, deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) has been investigated

for several tumor sites in the thorax and abdomen (9–11). DIBH

is a respiratory gating technique where patients hold their breath

at a specific level of inspiration during radiotherapy delivery,

potentially increasing the separation between the target volume

and organs at risk (OARs), and allowing smaller margins due to

the elimination of breathing motion (9).

For LA-NSCLC, two planning studies have shown potential

of a dosimetric benefit of treatment delivery in DIBH compared

to FB for in total 42 patients, where the majority had tumors in

the upper lobes (12, 13). In a VMAT planning study, significant

dose reductions were found for the lungs, heart, esophagus,

trachea and bronchi with DIBH compared to FB (12). Due to

large variation between patients, this study recommended

comparative planning, which may be challenging in clinical

routine because of limitations in staff, equipment and machine

capacity (11). A treatment planning study for 3D-CRT found

reductions in all investigated lung dose parameters and some

heart and esophagus parameters with DIBH (13). In the

published planning studies comparing DIBH and FB for LA-

NSCLC, manual planning was used for plan generation, which

introduces a risk of inconsistent plan quality. Many studies for

various tumor sites, including LA-NSCLC, have shown

significant improvements in plan quality with autoplanning

compared to manual planning (14–16).

Previous studies have reported encouraging patient

compliance of DIBH in radiotherapy for LA-NSCLC, with

small intra- and inter-breath-hold uncertainties in tumor

position registered in fluoroscopic movies of liquid markers

during the treatment course (17) and evaluations of

consecutive CT scans at treatment planning (18). However,

DIBH and FB treatments have not yet been compared

regarding robustness of the dose distributions against inter-

fraction anatomical variations or slow inter-fraction time

trends, e.g. caused by radiation-induced anatomical changes. It

is not clear whether inter-fraction variations in DIBH

inspiration level and FB breathing pattern affect the dose

distributions differently, and how margin reduction with

DIBH affects the target dose robustness.

The aims of the current study were to dosimetrically

compare FB with DIBH for LA-NSCLC patients, including

inter-fraction robustness, and to investigate which patients are

more likely to benefit from DIBH. For this purpose, we initiated

a prospective image collection study for LA-NSCLC patients

treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). To

avoid bias, all treatment plans were generated with automated

multi-criterial treatment planning with integrated beam-angle

optimization (BAO) (14), and the same autoplanning

configuration was used for both FB and DIBH (19).

Comparisons were made in terms of dose-volume parameters

and normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCPs), both on

a population basis and with focus on the effect for individual

patients. For these analyses, CT scans acquired in the treatment-
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reducedwithDIBHregardlessofpatientcharacteristics,theabilitytoreducethe

riskof2-yearmortalitywasevidentamongpatientswithupperandleftlower

lobetumorsbutnotrightlowerlobetumors.

Conclusion:ComparedtoFB,DIBHallowedforsmallertargetvolumesand

similartargetcoverage.DIBHreducedthelungandheartdose,aswellasthe

riskofradiationpneumonitisand2-yearmortality,for92%and74%ofLA-

NSCLCpatients,respectively.However,theadvantagesvariedconsiderably

betweenpatients,andtheabilitytoreducetheriskof2-yearmortalitywas

dependentontumorlocation.EvaluationofrepeatCTsshowedsimilar

robustnessofthedosedistributionswitheachtechnique.
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1Introduction

Forpatientswithlocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer

(LA-NSCLC),onlytwothirdsareexpectedtobealiveaftertwo

yearswhenimmunotherapyisaddedtoconcurrent

chemoradiotherapy(1).Reducingseveresideeffectscausedby

irradiationoftheheart,immunecells,lungs,andesophagus

coulddirectlyorindirectlyimprovesurvival(2–8).

RadiotherapyofLA-NSCLCisusuallyperformedduring

freebreathing(FB),withaplanningmarginaroundthetumorto

ensuredosecoverageinallbreathingphases.Asanalternativeto

FB,deepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)hasbeeninvestigated

forseveraltumorsitesinthethoraxandabdomen(9–11).DIBH

isarespiratorygatingtechniquewherepatientsholdtheirbreath

ataspecificlevelofinspirationduringradiotherapydelivery,

potentiallyincreasingtheseparationbetweenthetargetvolume

andorgansatrisk(OARs),andallowingsmallermarginsdueto

theeliminationofbreathingmotion(9).

ForLA-NSCLC,twoplanningstudieshaveshownpotential

ofadosimetricbenefitoftreatmentdeliveryinDIBHcompared

toFBforintotal42patients,wherethemajorityhadtumorsin

theupperlobes(12,13).InaVMATplanningstudy,significant

dosereductionswerefoundforthelungs,heart,esophagus,

tracheaandbronchiwithDIBHcomparedtoFB(12).Dueto

largevariationbetweenpatients,thisstudyrecommended

comparativeplanning,whichmaybechallenginginclinical

routinebecauseoflimitationsinstaff,equipmentandmachine

capacity(11).Atreatmentplanningstudyfor3D-CRTfound

reductionsinallinvestigatedlungdoseparametersandsome

heartandesophagusparameterswithDIBH(13).Inthe

publishedplanningstudiescomparingDIBHandFBforLA-

NSCLC,manualplanningwasusedforplangeneration,which

introducesariskofinconsistentplanquality.Manystudiesfor

varioustumorsites,includingLA-NSCLC,haveshown

significantimprovementsinplanqualitywithautoplanning

comparedtomanualplanning(14–16).

Previousstudieshavereportedencouragingpatient

complianceofDIBHinradiotherapyforLA-NSCLC,with

smallintra-andinter-breath-holduncertaintiesintumor

positionregisteredinfluoroscopicmoviesofliquidmarkers

duringthetreatmentcourse(17)andevaluationsof

consecutiveCTscansattreatmentplanning(18).However,

DIBHandFBtreatmentshavenotyetbeencompared

regardingrobustnessofthedosedistributionsagainstinter-

fractionanatomicalvariationsorslowinter-fractiontime

trends,e.g.causedbyradiation-inducedanatomicalchanges.It

isnotclearwhetherinter-fractionvariationsinDIBH

inspirationlevelandFBbreathingpatternaffectthedose

distributionsdifferently,andhowmarginreductionwith

DIBHaffectsthetargetdoserobustness.

Theaimsofthecurrentstudyweretodosimetrically

compareFBwithDIBHforLA-NSCLCpatients,including

inter-fractionrobustness,andtoinvestigatewhichpatientsare

morelikelytobenefitfromDIBH.Forthispurpose,weinitiated

aprospectiveimagecollectionstudyforLA-NSCLCpatients

treatedwithintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).To

avoidbias,alltreatmentplansweregeneratedwithautomated

multi-criterialtreatmentplanningwithintegratedbeam-angle

optimization(BAO)(14),andthesameautoplanning

configurationwasusedforbothFBandDIBH(19).

Comparisonsweremadeintermsofdose-volumeparameters

andnormaltissuecomplicationprobabilities(NTCPs),bothon

apopulationbasisandwithfocusontheeffectforindividual

patients.Fortheseanalyses,CTscansacquiredinthetreatment-
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reduced with DIBH regardless of patient characteristics, the ability to reduce the

risk of 2-year mortality was evident among patients with upper and left lower

lobe tumors but not right lower lobe tumors.

Conclusion: Compared to FB, DIBH allowed for smaller target volumes and

similar target coverage. DIBH reduced the lung and heart dose, as well as the

risk of radiation pneumonitis and 2-year mortality, for 92% and 74% of LA-

NSCLC patients, respectively. However, the advantages varied considerably

between patients, and the ability to reduce the risk of 2-year mortality was

dependent on tumor location. Evaluation of repeat CTs showed similar

robustness of the dose distributions with each technique.
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1Introduction

Forpatientswithlocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer

(LA-NSCLC),onlytwothirdsareexpectedtobealiveaftertwo

yearswhenimmunotherapyisaddedtoconcurrent

chemoradiotherapy(1).Reducingseveresideeffectscausedby

irradiationoftheheart,immunecells,lungs,andesophagus

coulddirectlyorindirectlyimprovesurvival(2–8).

RadiotherapyofLA-NSCLCisusuallyperformedduring

freebreathing(FB),withaplanningmarginaroundthetumorto

ensuredosecoverageinallbreathingphases.Asanalternativeto

FB,deepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)hasbeeninvestigated

forseveraltumorsitesinthethoraxandabdomen(9–11).DIBH

isarespiratorygatingtechniquewherepatientsholdtheirbreath

ataspecificlevelofinspirationduringradiotherapydelivery,

potentiallyincreasingtheseparationbetweenthetargetvolume

andorgansatrisk(OARs),andallowingsmallermarginsdueto

theeliminationofbreathingmotion(9).

ForLA-NSCLC,twoplanningstudieshaveshownpotential

ofadosimetricbenefitoftreatmentdeliveryinDIBHcompared

toFBforintotal42patients,wherethemajorityhadtumorsin

theupperlobes(12,13).InaVMATplanningstudy,significant

dosereductionswerefoundforthelungs,heart,esophagus,

tracheaandbronchiwithDIBHcomparedtoFB(12).Dueto

largevariationbetweenpatients,thisstudyrecommended

comparativeplanning,whichmaybechallenginginclinical

routinebecauseoflimitationsinstaff,equipmentandmachine

capacity(11).Atreatmentplanningstudyfor3D-CRTfound

reductionsinallinvestigatedlungdoseparametersandsome

heartandesophagusparameterswithDIBH(13).Inthe

publishedplanningstudiescomparingDIBHandFBforLA-

NSCLC,manualplanningwasusedforplangeneration,which

introducesariskofinconsistentplanquality.Manystudiesfor

varioustumorsites,includingLA-NSCLC,haveshown

significantimprovementsinplanqualitywithautoplanning

comparedtomanualplanning(14–16).

Previousstudieshavereportedencouragingpatient

complianceofDIBHinradiotherapyforLA-NSCLC,with

smallintra-andinter-breath-holduncertaintiesintumor

positionregisteredinfluoroscopicmoviesofliquidmarkers

duringthetreatmentcourse(17)andevaluationsof

consecutiveCTscansattreatmentplanning(18).However,

DIBHandFBtreatmentshavenotyetbeencompared

regardingrobustnessofthedosedistributionsagainstinter-

fractionanatomicalvariationsorslowinter-fractiontime

trends,e.g.causedbyradiation-inducedanatomicalchanges.It

isnotclearwhetherinter-fractionvariationsinDIBH

inspirationlevelandFBbreathingpatternaffectthedose

distributionsdifferently,andhowmarginreductionwith

DIBHaffectsthetargetdoserobustness.

Theaimsofthecurrentstudyweretodosimetrically

compareFBwithDIBHforLA-NSCLCpatients,including

inter-fractionrobustness,andtoinvestigatewhichpatientsare

morelikelytobenefitfromDIBH.Forthispurpose,weinitiated

aprospectiveimagecollectionstudyforLA-NSCLCpatients

treatedwithintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).To

avoidbias,alltreatmentplansweregeneratedwithautomated

multi-criterialtreatmentplanningwithintegratedbeam-angle

optimization(BAO)(14),andthesameautoplanning

configurationwasusedforbothFBandDIBH(19).

Comparisonsweremadeintermsofdose-volumeparameters

andnormaltissuecomplicationprobabilities(NTCPs),bothon

apopulationbasisandwithfocusontheeffectforindividual

patients.Fortheseanalyses,CTscansacquiredinthetreatment-
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preparation phase were used. For assessment of dosimetric

robustness against inter-fraction anatomical variations, repeat

DIBH and FB CT scans (rCTs) were acquired during the

fractionated treatment and used to recalculate dose. Finally,

we investigated to what extent specific patient or tumor

characteristics could be used to predict the best choice

between treatment with DIBH or with FB for new

patients, thereby avoiding unnecessary patient-specific

comparative planning.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Patients and clinical treatment

Between October 2019 and May 2022, 38 consecutive

patients receiving radiotherapy with curative intent according

to the protocol for LA-NSCLC at Haukeland University Hospital

participated in prospective image collection for this simulation

study. The study was approved by the regional committee for

medical and health research ethics in Western Norway (protocol

code 2019/749) and all participants gave informed consent.

Clinical parameters describing the disease and condition of the

patients as well as the prescribed treatments were collected.

Clinical treatments were delivered with IMRT in FB as a

standard. For nine patients the oncologist chose treatment in

DIBH instead, mainly due to high lung doses with FB. Thirty-

three patients were treated with 6 IMRT beams. Based on

patient-specific assessments, three patients had one field

removed to reduce lung dose and were thus treated with 5

IMRT beams and two patients with large fields were treated with

VMAT. The planning strategy and objectives are described in

section S1. In accordance with national guidelines, the

prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment

and 66 or 70 Gy for sequential treatment (depending on lung

function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the

PTV), all in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the

median PTV dose (PTV Dmedian = 100%). Daily CBCTs followed

by table corrections with six degrees of freedom were used for

on-line positioning.

To ensure high quality and consistency and avoid planner

bias, the manually created clinical treatment plans were not used

in this study. Instead, automated plans were generated as

described in section 2.3.

2.2 Acquired CT scans and delineation

For each patient, a 10-phase 4DCT and three DIBH CTs

were acquired for planning, and a repeated 4DCT and DIBH CT

were acquired during the first week (W1) and third week (W3)

of treatment. Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner

(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), using a Posirest-2

support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, USA) for

fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the

head. The breathing curve for the 4DCT was acquired using

the Philips Bellows device. DIBH was performed with the

Respiratory Gating for Scanners (RGSC) system (Varian

Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA), using a marker box placed

on the sternum, 2-3 mm gating window and visual feedback. The

patients practiced breath holds before image acquisition at the

planning CT session.

Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and

lymph nodes were delineated according to ESTRO guidelines

(20). For FB planning CTs and rCTs, the OARs and GTVs were

delineated on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the

4DCT, and the internal GTV (IGTV) incorporated the GTV

positions in all 4DCT phases. For DIBH planning, the OARs and

GTVs were delineated on one of the DIBH CTs, and the IGTV

incorporated the GTV positions in the two other DIBH CTs. In

W1 and W3 only one DIBH rCT was acquired, hence no IGTV

was delineated. For both FB and DIBH, the clinical target

volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the IGTV (or GTV)

by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as

bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic

margin from the CTV was used to define the planning target

volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal

canal and brachial plexus (if relevant) were delineated according

to RTOG guidelines (21).

2.3 Automated treatment planning

The novel in-house “iCE” system for automated multi-

criterial planning with integrated BAO was used to generate

all the treatment plans in this study (14). In iCE, an initial

Pareto-optimal, fluence-map-optimized treatment plan is

automatically created in Erasmus-iCycle, based on a wish-list

tuned to reflect the clinical priorities for this patient group (22).

The dose distribution is then automatically reconstructed in

Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems), resulting in a deliverable plan

created without manual intervention. A detailed description of

iCE and the applied wish-list can be found elsewhere (14).

In this study, iCE was used to automatically generate two

deliverable 6-beam IMRT plans for each patient, one on the FB

and one on the DIBH planning CT, each with optimized beam

angles. The applied wish-list was the same for FB and DIBH

planning, reflecting the common clinical protocols. The same

prescription dose as in the clinical plan was used and the plans

were normalized to the median dose in the PTV, as in clinical

practice. The applied Eclipse version was 16.1, the Photon

Optimizer algorithm was used for optimization and the

Acuros External Beam algorithm was used for dose calculation.
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(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,TheNetherlands),usingaPosirest-2

supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,USA)for

fixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethe

head.Thebreathingcurveforthe4DCTwasacquiredusing

thePhilipsBellowsdevice.DIBHwasperformedwiththe

RespiratoryGatingforScanners(RGSC)system(Varian

MedicalSystems,PaloAlto,USA),usingamarkerboxplaced

onthesternum,2-3mmgatingwindowandvisualfeedback.The

patientspracticedbreathholdsbeforeimageacquisitionatthe

planningCTsession.

Grosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimarytumorand

lymphnodesweredelineatedaccordingtoESTROguidelines

(20).ForFBplanningCTsandrCTs,theOARsandGTVswere

delineatedontheaverageintensityprojection(AIP)ofthe

4DCT,andtheinternalGTV(IGTV)incorporatedtheGTV

positionsinall4DCTphases.ForDIBHplanning,theOARsand

GTVsweredelineatedononeoftheDIBHCTs,andtheIGTV

incorporatedtheGTVpositionsinthetwootherDIBHCTs.In

W1andW3onlyoneDIBHrCTwasacquired,hencenoIGTV

wasdelineated.ForbothFBandDIBH,theclinicaltarget

volume(CTV)wasdefinedbyexpandingtheIGTV(orGTV)

by5mmwithoutextendingintouninvolvedorganssuchas

bone,heart,esophagusandmajorvessels.A5mmisotropic

marginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanningtarget

volume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinal

canalandbrachialplexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccording

toRTOGguidelines(21).

2.3Automatedtreatmentplanning

Thenovelin-house“iCE”systemforautomatedmulti-

criterialplanningwithintegratedBAOwasusedtogenerate

allthetreatmentplansinthisstudy(14).IniCE,aninitial

Pareto-optimal,fluence-map-optimizedtreatmentplanis

automaticallycreatedinErasmus-iCycle,basedonawish-list

tunedtoreflecttheclinicalprioritiesforthispatientgroup(22).

Thedosedistributionisthenautomaticallyreconstructedin

Eclipse(VarianMedicalSystems),resultinginadeliverableplan

createdwithoutmanualintervention.Adetaileddescriptionof

iCEandtheappliedwish-listcanbefoundelsewhere(14).

Inthisstudy,iCEwasusedtoautomaticallygeneratetwo

deliverable6-beamIMRTplansforeachpatient,oneontheFB

andoneontheDIBHplanningCT,eachwithoptimizedbeam

angles.Theappliedwish-listwasthesameforFBandDIBH

planning,reflectingthecommonclinicalprotocols.Thesame

prescriptiondoseasintheclinicalplanwasusedandtheplans

werenormalizedtothemediandoseinthePTV,asinclinical

practice.TheappliedEclipseversionwas16.1,thePhoton

Optimizeralgorithmwasusedforoptimizationandthe

AcurosExternalBeamalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation.
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preparationphasewereused.Forassessmentofdosimetric

robustnessagainstinter-fractionanatomicalvariations,repeat

DIBHandFBCTscans(rCTs)wereacquiredduringthe

fractionatedtreatmentandusedtorecalculatedose.Finally,

weinvestigatedtowhatextentspecificpatientortumor

characteristicscouldbeusedtopredictthebestchoice

betweentreatmentwithDIBHorwithFBfornew

patients,therebyavoidingunnecessarypatient-specific

comparativeplanning.
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standard.Forninepatientstheoncologistchosetreatmentin
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threepatientsweretreatedwith6IMRTbeams.Basedon
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removedtoreducelungdoseandwerethustreatedwith5
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bytablecorrectionswithsixdegreesoffreedomwereusedfor
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canalandbrachialplexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccording

toRTOGguidelines(21).
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Thenovelin-house“iCE”systemforautomatedmulti-
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allthetreatmentplansinthisstudy(14).IniCE,aninitial
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automaticallycreatedinErasmus-iCycle,basedonawish-list
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createdwithoutmanualintervention.Adetaileddescriptionof

iCEandtheappliedwish-listcanbefoundelsewhere(14).
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deliverable6-beamIMRTplansforeachpatient,oneontheFB

andoneontheDIBHplanningCT,eachwithoptimizedbeam

angles.Theappliedwish-listwasthesameforFBandDIBH

planning,reflectingthecommonclinicalprotocols.Thesame

prescriptiondoseasintheclinicalplanwasusedandtheplans
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practice.TheappliedEclipseversionwas16.1,thePhoton
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preparation phase were used. For assessment of dosimetric

robustness against inter-fraction anatomical variations, repeat

DIBH and FB CT scans (rCTs) were acquired during the

fractionated treatment and used to recalculate dose. Finally,

we investigated to what extent specific patient or tumor

characteristics could be used to predict the best choice

between treatment with DIBH or with FB for new

patients, thereby avoiding unnecessary patient-specific

comparative planning.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Patients and clinical treatment

Between October 2019 and May 2022, 38 consecutive

patients receiving radiotherapy with curative intent according

to the protocol for LA-NSCLC at Haukeland University Hospital

participated in prospective image collection for this simulation

study. The study was approved by the regional committee for

medical and health research ethics in Western Norway (protocol

code 2019/749) and all participants gave informed consent.

Clinical parameters describing the disease and condition of the

patients as well as the prescribed treatments were collected.

Clinical treatments were delivered with IMRT in FB as a

standard. For nine patients the oncologist chose treatment in

DIBH instead, mainly due to high lung doses with FB. Thirty-

three patients were treated with 6 IMRT beams. Based on

patient-specific assessments, three patients had one field

removed to reduce lung dose and were thus treated with 5

IMRT beams and two patients with large fields were treated with

VMAT. The planning strategy and objectives are described in

section S1. In accordance with national guidelines, the

prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment

and 66 or 70 Gy for sequential treatment (depending on lung

function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the

PTV), all in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the

median PTV dose (PTV Dmedian = 100%). Daily CBCTs followed

by table corrections with six degrees of freedom were used for

on-line positioning.

To ensure high quality and consistency and avoid planner

bias, the manually created clinical treatment plans were not used

in this study. Instead, automated plans were generated as

described in section 2.3.

2.2 Acquired CT scans and delineation

For each patient, a 10-phase 4DCT and three DIBH CTs

were acquired for planning, and a repeated 4DCT and DIBH CT

were acquired during the first week (W1) and third week (W3)

of treatment. Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner

(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), using a Posirest-2

support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, USA) for

fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the

head. The breathing curve for the 4DCT was acquired using

the Philips Bellows device. DIBH was performed with the

Respiratory Gating for Scanners (RGSC) system (Varian

Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA), using a marker box placed

on the sternum, 2-3 mm gating window and visual feedback. The

patients practiced breath holds before image acquisition at the

planning CT session.

Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and

lymph nodes were delineated according to ESTRO guidelines

(20). For FB planning CTs and rCTs, the OARs and GTVs were

delineated on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the

4DCT, and the internal GTV (IGTV) incorporated the GTV

positions in all 4DCT phases. For DIBH planning, the OARs and

GTVs were delineated on one of the DIBH CTs, and the IGTV

incorporated the GTV positions in the two other DIBH CTs. In

W1 and W3 only one DIBH rCT was acquired, hence no IGTV

was delineated. For both FB and DIBH, the clinical target

volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the IGTV (or GTV)

by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as

bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic

margin from the CTV was used to define the planning target

volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal

canal and brachial plexus (if relevant) were delineated according

to RTOG guidelines (21).

2.3 Automated treatment planning

The novel in-house “iCE” system for automated multi-

criterial planning with integrated BAO was used to generate

all the treatment plans in this study (14). In iCE, an initial

Pareto-optimal, fluence-map-optimized treatment plan is

automatically created in Erasmus-iCycle, based on a wish-list

tuned to reflect the clinical priorities for this patient group (22).

The dose distribution is then automatically reconstructed in

Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems), resulting in a deliverable plan

created without manual intervention. A detailed description of

iCE and the applied wish-list can be found elsewhere (14).

In this study, iCE was used to automatically generate two

deliverable 6-beam IMRT plans for each patient, one on the FB

and one on the DIBH planning CT, each with optimized beam

angles. The applied wish-list was the same for FB and DIBH

planning, reflecting the common clinical protocols. The same

prescription dose as in the clinical plan was used and the plans

were normalized to the median dose in the PTV, as in clinical

practice. The applied Eclipse version was 16.1, the Photon

Optimizer algorithm was used for optimization and the

Acuros External Beam algorithm was used for dose calculation.
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preparation phase were used. For assessment of dosimetric

robustness against inter-fraction anatomical variations, repeat

DIBH and FB CT scans (rCTs) were acquired during the

fractionated treatment and used to recalculate dose. Finally,

we investigated to what extent specific patient or tumor

characteristics could be used to predict the best choice

between treatment with DIBH or with FB for new

patients, thereby avoiding unnecessary patient-specific

comparative planning.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Patients and clinical treatment

Between October 2019 and May 2022, 38 consecutive

patients receiving radiotherapy with curative intent according

to the protocol for LA-NSCLC at Haukeland University Hospital

participated in prospective image collection for this simulation

study. The study was approved by the regional committee for

medical and health research ethics in Western Norway (protocol

code 2019/749) and all participants gave informed consent.

Clinical parameters describing the disease and condition of the

patients as well as the prescribed treatments were collected.

Clinical treatments were delivered with IMRT in FB as a

standard. For nine patients the oncologist chose treatment in

DIBH instead, mainly due to high lung doses with FB. Thirty-

three patients were treated with 6 IMRT beams. Based on

patient-specific assessments, three patients had one field

removed to reduce lung dose and were thus treated with 5

IMRT beams and two patients with large fields were treated with

VMAT. The planning strategy and objectives are described in

section S1. In accordance with national guidelines, the

prescribed dose was 60 or 66 Gy for concomitant treatment

and 66 or 70 Gy for sequential treatment (depending on lung

function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial plexus to the

PTV), all in 2 Gy fractions. The plans were normalized to the

median PTV dose (PTV Dmedian = 100%). Daily CBCTs followed

by table corrections with six degrees of freedom were used for

on-line positioning.

To ensure high quality and consistency and avoid planner

bias, the manually created clinical treatment plans were not used

in this study. Instead, automated plans were generated as

described in section 2.3.

2.2 Acquired CT scans and delineation

For each patient, a 10-phase 4DCT and three DIBH CTs

were acquired for planning, and a repeated 4DCT and DIBH CT

were acquired during the first week (W1) and third week (W3)

of treatment. Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner

(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), using a Posirest-2

support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, USA) for

fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the

head. The breathing curve for the 4DCT was acquired using

the Philips Bellows device. DIBH was performed with the

Respiratory Gating for Scanners (RGSC) system (Varian

Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA), using a marker box placed

on the sternum, 2-3 mm gating window and visual feedback. The

patients practiced breath holds before image acquisition at the

planning CT session.

Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and

lymph nodes were delineated according to ESTRO guidelines

(20). For FB planning CTs and rCTs, the OARs and GTVs were

delineated on the average intensity projection (AIP) of the

4DCT, and the internal GTV (IGTV) incorporated the GTV

positions in all 4DCT phases. For DIBH planning, the OARs and

GTVs were delineated on one of the DIBH CTs, and the IGTV

incorporated the GTV positions in the two other DIBH CTs. In

W1 and W3 only one DIBH rCT was acquired, hence no IGTV

was delineated. For both FB and DIBH, the clinical target

volume (CTV) was defined by expanding the IGTV (or GTV)

by 5 mm without extending into uninvolved organs such as

bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. A 5 mm isotropic

margin from the CTV was used to define the planning target

volume (PTV). As OARs, the lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal

canal and brachial plexus (if relevant) were delineated according

to RTOG guidelines (21).

2.3 Automated treatment planning

The novel in-house “iCE” system for automated multi-

criterial planning with integrated BAO was used to generate

all the treatment plans in this study (14). In iCE, an initial

Pareto-optimal, fluence-map-optimized treatment plan is

automatically created in Erasmus-iCycle, based on a wish-list

tuned to reflect the clinical priorities for this patient group (22).

The dose distribution is then automatically reconstructed in

Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems), resulting in a deliverable plan

created without manual intervention. A detailed description of

iCE and the applied wish-list can be found elsewhere (14).

In this study, iCE was used to automatically generate two

deliverable 6-beam IMRT plans for each patient, one on the FB

and one on the DIBH planning CT, each with optimized beam

angles. The applied wish-list was the same for FB and DIBH

planning, reflecting the common clinical protocols. The same

prescription dose as in the clinical plan was used and the plans

were normalized to the median dose in the PTV, as in clinical

practice. The applied Eclipse version was 16.1, the Photon

Optimizer algorithm was used for optimization and the

Acuros External Beam algorithm was used for dose calculation.
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preparationphasewereused.Forassessmentofdosimetric

robustnessagainstinter-fractionanatomicalvariations,repeat

DIBHandFBCTscans(rCTs)wereacquiredduringthe

fractionatedtreatmentandusedtorecalculatedose.Finally,

weinvestigatedtowhatextentspecificpatientortumor

characteristicscouldbeusedtopredictthebestchoice

betweentreatmentwithDIBHorwithFBfornew

patients,therebyavoidingunnecessarypatient-specific

comparativeplanning.

2Materialsandmethods

2.1Patientsandclinicaltreatment

BetweenOctober2019andMay2022,38consecutive

patientsreceivingradiotherapywithcurativeintentaccording

totheprotocolforLA-NSCLCatHaukelandUniversityHospital

participatedinprospectiveimagecollectionforthissimulation

study.Thestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteefor

medicalandhealthresearchethicsinWesternNorway(protocol

code2019/749)andallparticipantsgaveinformedconsent.

Clinicalparametersdescribingthediseaseandconditionofthe

patientsaswellastheprescribedtreatmentswerecollected.

ClinicaltreatmentsweredeliveredwithIMRTinFBasa

standard.Forninepatientstheoncologistchosetreatmentin

DIBHinstead,mainlyduetohighlungdoseswithFB.Thirty-

threepatientsweretreatedwith6IMRTbeams.Basedon

patient-specificassessments,threepatientshadonefield

removedtoreducelungdoseandwerethustreatedwith5

IMRTbeamsandtwopatientswithlargefieldsweretreatedwith

VMAT.Theplanningstrategyandobjectivesaredescribedin

sectionS1.Inaccordancewithnationalguidelines,the

prescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment

and66or70Gyforsequentialtreatment(dependingonlung

function,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothe

PTV),allin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe

medianPTVdose(PTVDmedian=100%).DailyCBCTsfollowed

bytablecorrectionswithsixdegreesoffreedomwereusedfor

on-linepositioning.

Toensurehighqualityandconsistencyandavoidplanner

bias,themanuallycreatedclinicaltreatmentplanswerenotused

inthisstudy.Instead,automatedplansweregeneratedas

describedinsection2.3.

2.2AcquiredCTscansanddelineation

Foreachpatient,a10-phase4DCTandthreeDIBHCTs

wereacquiredforplanning,andarepeated4DCTandDIBHCT

wereacquiredduringthefirstweek(W1)andthirdweek(W3)

oftreatment.ImagingwasperformedonaBigBoreCTscanner

(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,TheNetherlands),usingaPosirest-2

supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,USA)for

fixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethe

head.Thebreathingcurveforthe4DCTwasacquiredusing

thePhilipsBellowsdevice.DIBHwasperformedwiththe

RespiratoryGatingforScanners(RGSC)system(Varian

MedicalSystems,PaloAlto,USA),usingamarkerboxplaced

onthesternum,2-3mmgatingwindowandvisualfeedback.The

patientspracticedbreathholdsbeforeimageacquisitionatthe

planningCTsession.

Grosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimarytumorand

lymphnodesweredelineatedaccordingtoESTROguidelines

(20).ForFBplanningCTsandrCTs,theOARsandGTVswere

delineatedontheaverageintensityprojection(AIP)ofthe

4DCT,andtheinternalGTV(IGTV)incorporatedtheGTV

positionsinall4DCTphases.ForDIBHplanning,theOARsand

GTVsweredelineatedononeoftheDIBHCTs,andtheIGTV

incorporatedtheGTVpositionsinthetwootherDIBHCTs.In

W1andW3onlyoneDIBHrCTwasacquired,hencenoIGTV

wasdelineated.ForbothFBandDIBH,theclinicaltarget

volume(CTV)wasdefinedbyexpandingtheIGTV(orGTV)

by5mmwithoutextendingintouninvolvedorganssuchas

bone,heart,esophagusandmajorvessels.A5mmisotropic

marginfromtheCTVwasusedtodefinetheplanningtarget

volume(PTV).AsOARs,thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinal

canalandbrachialplexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccording

toRTOGguidelines(21).

2.3Automatedtreatmentplanning

Thenovelin-house“iCE”systemforautomatedmulti-

criterialplanningwithintegratedBAOwasusedtogenerate

allthetreatmentplansinthisstudy(14).IniCE,aninitial

Pareto-optimal,fluence-map-optimizedtreatmentplanis

automaticallycreatedinErasmus-iCycle,basedonawish-list

tunedtoreflecttheclinicalprioritiesforthispatientgroup(22).

Thedosedistributionisthenautomaticallyreconstructedin

Eclipse(VarianMedicalSystems),resultinginadeliverableplan

createdwithoutmanualintervention.Adetaileddescriptionof

iCEandtheappliedwish-listcanbefoundelsewhere(14).

Inthisstudy,iCEwasusedtoautomaticallygeneratetwo

deliverable6-beamIMRTplansforeachpatient,oneontheFB

andoneontheDIBHplanningCT,eachwithoptimizedbeam

angles.Theappliedwish-listwasthesameforFBandDIBH

planning,reflectingthecommonclinicalprotocols.Thesame

prescriptiondoseasintheclinicalplanwasusedandtheplans

werenormalizedtothemediandoseinthePTV,asinclinical

practice.TheappliedEclipseversionwas16.1,thePhoton

Optimizeralgorithmwasusedforoptimizationandthe

AcurosExternalBeamalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation.
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preparationphasewereused.Forassessmentofdosimetric

robustnessagainstinter-fractionanatomicalvariations,repeat
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characteristicscouldbeusedtopredictthebestchoice

betweentreatmentwithDIBHorwithFBfornew
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canalandbrachialplexus(ifrelevant)weredelineatedaccording

toRTOGguidelines(21).

2.3Automatedtreatmentplanning

Thenovelin-house“iCE”systemforautomatedmulti-

criterialplanningwithintegratedBAOwasusedtogenerate

allthetreatmentplansinthisstudy(14).IniCE,aninitial

Pareto-optimal,fluence-map-optimizedtreatmentplanis

automaticallycreatedinErasmus-iCycle,basedonawish-list

tunedtoreflecttheclinicalprioritiesforthispatientgroup(22).

Thedosedistributionisthenautomaticallyreconstructedin

Eclipse(VarianMedicalSystems),resultinginadeliverableplan

createdwithoutmanualintervention.Adetaileddescriptionof

iCEandtheappliedwish-listcanbefoundelsewhere(14).

Inthisstudy,iCEwasusedtoautomaticallygeneratetwo

deliverable6-beamIMRTplansforeachpatient,oneontheFB

andoneontheDIBHplanningCT,eachwithoptimizedbeam

angles.Theappliedwish-listwasthesameforFBandDIBH

planning,reflectingthecommonclinicalprotocols.Thesame

prescriptiondoseasintheclinicalplanwasusedandtheplans

werenormalizedtothemediandoseinthePTV,asinclinical

practice.TheappliedEclipseversionwas16.1,thePhoton

Optimizeralgorithmwasusedforoptimizationandthe

AcurosExternalBeamalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation.
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preparationphasewereused.Forassessmentofdosimetric

robustnessagainstinter-fractionanatomicalvariations,repeat

DIBHandFBCTscans(rCTs)wereacquiredduringthe

fractionatedtreatmentandusedtorecalculatedose.Finally,

weinvestigatedtowhatextentspecificpatientortumor

characteristicscouldbeusedtopredictthebestchoice

betweentreatmentwithDIBHorwithFBfornew

patients,therebyavoidingunnecessarypatient-specific

comparativeplanning.

2Materialsandmethods
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BetweenOctober2019andMay2022,38consecutive

patientsreceivingradiotherapywithcurativeintentaccording

totheprotocolforLA-NSCLCatHaukelandUniversityHospital
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study.Thestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteefor
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patientsaswellastheprescribedtreatmentswerecollected.

ClinicaltreatmentsweredeliveredwithIMRTinFBasa

standard.Forninepatientstheoncologistchosetreatmentin

DIBHinstead,mainlyduetohighlungdoseswithFB.Thirty-

threepatientsweretreatedwith6IMRTbeams.Basedon

patient-specificassessments,threepatientshadonefield

removedtoreducelungdoseandwerethustreatedwith5

IMRTbeamsandtwopatientswithlargefieldsweretreatedwith

VMAT.Theplanningstrategyandobjectivesaredescribedin

sectionS1.Inaccordancewithnationalguidelines,the

prescribeddosewas60or66Gyforconcomitanttreatment

and66or70Gyforsequentialtreatment(dependingonlung

function,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachialplexustothe

PTV),allin2Gyfractions.Theplanswerenormalizedtothe

medianPTVdose(PTVDmedian=100%).DailyCBCTsfollowed

bytablecorrectionswithsixdegreesoffreedomwereusedfor
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Toensurehighqualityandconsistencyandavoidplanner
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inthisstudy.Instead,automatedplansweregeneratedas
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lymphnodesweredelineatedaccordingtoESTROguidelines
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2.4 Comparison of FB and DIBH

2.4.1 Dosimetric comparison based on
planning CT scans

The FB and DIBH plans were compared using relevant dose-

volume parameters for the PTV and OARs, the effective dose to

immune cells (EDIC) given as equivalent uniform dose (see

section S2.4. for details) and NTCPs (NB reference to subsection

(needs numbering)). For lungs and heart, where the volume is

expected to be different in FB and DIBH, we further estimated

the integral dose (ID [Gy·L] = Dmean [Gy] · volume [L]). The

mean dose to the lungs, heart and esophagus are clinically

important and commonly reported parameters related to

toxicity, and were therefore used for evaluation of per-

patient differences.

2.4.2 Robustness of the dose distribution
assessed with repeat CT scans

The W1 and W3 rCTs were rigidly matched to the

corresponding planning CTs, using six degrees of freedom and

a volume of interest covering the PTV and surrounding skeletal

structures. The FB and DIBH plans were then recalculated on

the respective rCTs. For the target volume, the robustness was

considered sufficient if the CTV V95% was > 99%. For the OARs,

the changes in dose-volume parameters from planning to each

rCT were evaluated.

2.4.3 NTCPs
To evaluate the clinical impact of dosimetric differences

between FB and DIBH, NTCPs for RP grade ≥2, acute

esophageal toxicity (AET) grade ≥2 and 2-year mortality based

on heart dose (heart model) were calculated according to validated

models used in the proton therapy selection framework in the

Netherlands (23–26). An alternative model for 2-year mortality

based on the EDIC was also applied (EDIC model) (6). A detailed

description of the models is given in section S2.

2.5 Patient characteristics and
benefit of DIBH

Correlations between the DNTCPs [NTCP (DIBH) – NTCP

(FB)] and patient characteristics that could potentially predict

the benefit of DIBH were explored, with focus on characteristics

that are known before or during the planning CT session:

• Primary tumor in the upper or lower lobes

• Primary tumor in the left or right lung

• Expansion of the lungs with DIBH (relative increase in

lung volume compared to FB)

• Cranio-caudal motion extension of the primary tumor in

FB (breathing motion)

The tumor breathing motion was determined by deformable

mapping of the primary tumor GTV from the AIP to each phase

of the 4DCT, followed by visual inspection of the structures to

ensure accuracy, and measuring the motion extension of the

GTV center of mass.

One patient had a primary tumor extending into both the

right upper and middle lobes, and was grouped with the upper

lobes for this analysis.

2.6 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics v. 26

(IBM Corp., Armonk, USA). The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-

rank test was used for related samples. Linear regression was used

to test correlations between two continuous variables. p-values

≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. Percentiles were

established using a weighted average method.

3 Results

3.1 Patients and anatomy

Among the 38 included patients, most had stage IIIA-IIIB

disease. 29 had both a primary tumor and lymph nodes in the

target volume, 1 had only lymph nodes and 8 had only a primary

tumor. The primary tumor was located in the upper lobes for 20

patients and the lower lobes for 17. A summary of patient and

treatment characteristics is given in Table 1.

At planning, the DIBH PTVs were on average 6% smaller

than the FB PTVs (386 cm3 vs. 409 cm3, p < 0.001), the lung

volumes increased by 50% (5656 cm3 vs. 3776 cm3, p < 0.001),

and the heart volumes decreased by 7% (659 cm3 vs. 709 cm3,

p < 0.001) with DIBH compared to FB (Figure 1).

3.2 Dosimetric comparison of FB and
DIBH at planning

At planning, DIBH had a slightly lower median PTV V95%

than FB (Table 2). The objective of V95% > 98% was achieved in

all plans except the DIBH plans for two patients, which had

V95% > 95%. All dosimetric parameters for the lungs, heart and

spinal canal were significantly reduced with DIBH compared to

FB, except for ID to the lungs (Table 2 and Figure 2). For the

esophagus, no significant differences were found. There were

large inter-patient variations in dosimetric differences between

FB and DIBH (Figure 2). DIBH resulted in a lower lung Dmean

than FB for 35/38 patients (range -4.5 to 0.6 Gy) and a lower

heart Dmean for 28/38 patients (range -7.6 to 3.6 Gy), while for

the esophagus around half the patients were better off with either

technique and the difference in Dmean ranged from -7.5 Gy to 7.1
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2.4ComparisonofFBandDIBH

2.4.1Dosimetriccomparisonbasedon
planningCTscans

TheFBandDIBHplanswerecomparedusingrelevantdose-

volumeparametersforthePTVandOARs,theeffectivedoseto

immunecells(EDIC)givenasequivalentuniformdose(see

sectionS2.4.fordetails)andNTCPs(NBreferencetosubsection

(needsnumbering)).Forlungsandheart,wherethevolumeis

expectedtobedifferentinFBandDIBH,wefurtherestimated

theintegraldose(ID[Gy·L]=Dmean[Gy]·volume[L]).The

meandosetothelungs,heartandesophagusareclinically

importantandcommonlyreportedparametersrelatedto

toxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluationofper-

patientdifferences.

2.4.2Robustnessofthedosedistribution
assessedwithrepeatCTscans

TheW1andW3rCTswererigidlymatchedtothe

correspondingplanningCTs,usingsixdegreesoffreedomand

avolumeofinterestcoveringthePTVandsurroundingskeletal

structures.TheFBandDIBHplanswerethenrecalculatedon

therespectiverCTs.Forthetargetvolume,therobustnesswas

consideredsufficientiftheCTVV95%was>99%.FortheOARs,

thechangesindose-volumeparametersfromplanningtoeach

rCTwereevaluated.

2.4.3NTCPs
Toevaluatetheclinicalimpactofdosimetricdifferences

betweenFBandDIBH,NTCPsforRPgrade≥2,acute

esophagealtoxicity(AET)grade≥2and2-yearmortalitybased

onheartdose(heartmodel)werecalculatedaccordingtovalidated

modelsusedintheprotontherapyselectionframeworkinthe

Netherlands(23–26).Analternativemodelfor2-yearmortality

basedontheEDICwasalsoapplied(EDICmodel)(6).Adetailed

descriptionofthemodelsisgiveninsectionS2.

2.5Patientcharacteristicsand
benefitofDIBH

CorrelationsbetweentheDNTCPs[NTCP(DIBH)–NTCP

(FB)]andpatientcharacteristicsthatcouldpotentiallypredict

thebenefitofDIBHwereexplored,withfocusoncharacteristics

thatareknownbeforeorduringtheplanningCTsession:

•Primarytumorintheupperorlowerlobes

•Primarytumorintheleftorrightlung

•ExpansionofthelungswithDIBH(relativeincreasein

lungvolumecomparedtoFB)

•Cranio-caudalmotionextensionoftheprimarytumorin

FB(breathingmotion)

Thetumorbreathingmotionwasdeterminedbydeformable

mappingoftheprimarytumorGTVfromtheAIPtoeachphase

ofthe4DCT,followedbyvisualinspectionofthestructuresto

ensureaccuracy,andmeasuringthemotionextensionofthe

GTVcenterofmass.

Onepatienthadaprimarytumorextendingintoboththe

rightupperandmiddlelobes,andwasgroupedwiththeupper

lobesforthisanalysis.

2.6Statisticalanalysis

StatisticalanalyseswereperformedusingSPSSStatisticsv.26

(IBMCorp.,Armonk,USA).Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-

ranktestwasusedforrelatedsamples.Linearregressionwasused

totestcorrelationsbetweentwocontinuousvariables.p-values

≤0.05wereconsideredstatisticallysignificant.Percentileswere

establishedusingaweightedaveragemethod.

3Results

3.1Patientsandanatomy

Amongthe38includedpatients,mosthadstageIIIA-IIIB

disease.29hadbothaprimarytumorandlymphnodesinthe

targetvolume,1hadonlylymphnodesand8hadonlyaprimary

tumor.Theprimarytumorwaslocatedintheupperlobesfor20

patientsandthelowerlobesfor17.Asummaryofpatientand

treatmentcharacteristicsisgiveninTable1.

Atplanning,theDIBHPTVswereonaverage6%smaller

thantheFBPTVs(386cm3vs.409cm3,p<0.001),thelung

volumesincreasedby50%(5656cm3vs.3776cm3,p<0.001),

andtheheartvolumesdecreasedby7%(659cm3vs.709cm3,

p<0.001)withDIBHcomparedtoFB(Figure1).

3.2DosimetriccomparisonofFBand
DIBHatplanning

Atplanning,DIBHhadaslightlylowermedianPTVV95%

thanFB(Table2).TheobjectiveofV95%>98%wasachievedin

allplansexcepttheDIBHplansfortwopatients,whichhad

V95%>95%.Alldosimetricparametersforthelungs,heartand

spinalcanalweresignificantlyreducedwithDIBHcomparedto

FB,exceptforIDtothelungs(Table2andFigure2).Forthe

esophagus,nosignificantdifferenceswerefound.Therewere

largeinter-patientvariationsindosimetricdifferencesbetween

FBandDIBH(Figure2).DIBHresultedinalowerlungDmean

thanFBfor35/38patients(range-4.5to0.6Gy)andalower

heartDmeanfor28/38patients(range-7.6to3.6Gy),whilefor

theesophagusaroundhalfthepatientswerebetteroffwitheither

techniqueandthedifferenceinDmeanrangedfrom-7.5Gyto7.1
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The W1 and W3 rCTs were rigidly matched to the

corresponding planning CTs, using six degrees of freedom and

a volume of interest covering the PTV and surrounding skeletal

structures. The FB and DIBH plans were then recalculated on

the respective rCTs. For the target volume, the robustness was

considered sufficient if the CTV V95% was > 99%. For the OARs,

the changes in dose-volume parameters from planning to each

rCT were evaluated.

2.4.3 NTCPs
To evaluate the clinical impact of dosimetric differences

between FB and DIBH, NTCPs for RP grade ≥2, acute

esophageal toxicity (AET) grade ≥2 and 2-year mortality based

on heart dose (heart model) were calculated according to validated

models used in the proton therapy selection framework in the

Netherlands (23–26). An alternative model for 2-year mortality

based on the EDIC was also applied (EDIC model) (6). A detailed

description of the models is given in section S2.

2.5 Patient characteristics and
benefit of DIBH

Correlations between the DNTCPs [NTCP (DIBH) – NTCP

(FB)] and patient characteristics that could potentially predict

the benefit of DIBH were explored, with focus on characteristics

that are known before or during the planning CT session:

• Primary tumor in the upper or lower lobes

• Primary tumor in the left or right lung

• Expansion of the lungs with DIBH (relative increase in

lung volume compared to FB)

• Cranio-caudal motion extension of the primary tumor in

FB (breathing motion)

The tumor breathing motion was determined by deformable

mapping of the primary tumor GTV from the AIP to each phase

of the 4DCT, followed by visual inspection of the structures to

ensure accuracy, and measuring the motion extension of the

GTV center of mass.

One patient had a primary tumor extending into both the

right upper and middle lobes, and was grouped with the upper

lobes for this analysis.

2.6 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics v. 26

(IBM Corp., Armonk, USA). The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-

rank test was used for related samples. Linear regression was used

to test correlations between two continuous variables. p-values

≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. Percentiles were

established using a weighted average method.

3 Results

3.1 Patients and anatomy

Among the 38 included patients, most had stage IIIA-IIIB

disease. 29 had both a primary tumor and lymph nodes in the

target volume, 1 had only lymph nodes and 8 had only a primary

tumor. The primary tumor was located in the upper lobes for 20

patients and the lower lobes for 17. A summary of patient and

treatment characteristics is given in Table 1.

At planning, the DIBH PTVs were on average 6% smaller

than the FB PTVs (386 cm3 vs. 409 cm3, p < 0.001), the lung

volumes increased by 50% (5656 cm3 vs. 3776 cm3, p < 0.001),

and the heart volumes decreased by 7% (659 cm3 vs. 709 cm3,

p < 0.001) with DIBH compared to FB (Figure 1).

3.2 Dosimetric comparison of FB and
DIBH at planning

At planning, DIBH had a slightly lower median PTV V95%

than FB (Table 2). The objective of V95% > 98% was achieved in

all plans except the DIBH plans for two patients, which had

V95% > 95%. All dosimetric parameters for the lungs, heart and

spinal canal were significantly reduced with DIBH compared to

FB, except for ID to the lungs (Table 2 and Figure 2). For the

esophagus, no significant differences were found. There were

large inter-patient variations in dosimetric differences between

FB and DIBH (Figure 2). DIBH resulted in a lower lung Dmean

than FB for 35/38 patients (range -4.5 to 0.6 Gy) and a lower

heart Dmean for 28/38 patients (range -7.6 to 3.6 Gy), while for

the esophagus around half the patients were better off with either

technique and the difference in Dmean ranged from -7.5 Gy to 7.1
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planningCTscans

TheFBandDIBHplanswerecomparedusingrelevantdose-

volumeparametersforthePTVandOARs,theeffectivedoseto

immunecells(EDIC)givenasequivalentuniformdose(see

sectionS2.4.fordetails)andNTCPs(NBreferencetosubsection

(needsnumbering)).Forlungsandheart,wherethevolumeis

expectedtobedifferentinFBandDIBH,wefurtherestimated

theintegraldose(ID[Gy·L]=Dmean[Gy]·volume[L]).The

meandosetothelungs,heartandesophagusareclinically

importantandcommonlyreportedparametersrelatedto

toxicity,andwerethereforeusedforevaluationofper-

patientdifferences.

2.4.2Robustnessofthedosedistribution
assessedwithrepeatCTscans

TheW1andW3rCTswererigidlymatchedtothe

correspondingplanningCTs,usingsixdegreesoffreedomand

avolumeofinterestcoveringthePTVandsurroundingskeletal

structures.TheFBandDIBHplanswerethenrecalculatedon

therespectiverCTs.Forthetargetvolume,therobustnesswas

consideredsufficientiftheCTVV95%was>99%.FortheOARs,

thechangesindose-volumeparametersfromplanningtoeach

rCTwereevaluated.

2.4.3NTCPs
Toevaluatetheclinicalimpactofdosimetricdifferences

betweenFBandDIBH,NTCPsforRPgrade≥2,acute

esophagealtoxicity(AET)grade≥2and2-yearmortalitybased

onheartdose(heartmodel)werecalculatedaccordingtovalidated

modelsusedintheprotontherapyselectionframeworkinthe

Netherlands(23–26).Analternativemodelfor2-yearmortality

basedontheEDICwasalsoapplied(EDICmodel)(6).Adetailed

descriptionofthemodelsisgiveninsectionS2.

2.5Patientcharacteristicsand
benefitofDIBH

CorrelationsbetweentheDNTCPs[NTCP(DIBH)–NTCP

(FB)]andpatientcharacteristicsthatcouldpotentiallypredict

thebenefitofDIBHwereexplored,withfocusoncharacteristics

thatareknownbeforeorduringtheplanningCTsession:

•Primarytumorintheupperorlowerlobes

•Primarytumorintheleftorrightlung

•ExpansionofthelungswithDIBH(relativeincreasein

lungvolumecomparedtoFB)

•Cranio-caudalmotionextensionoftheprimarytumorin

FB(breathingmotion)

Thetumorbreathingmotionwasdeterminedbydeformable

mappingoftheprimarytumorGTVfromtheAIPtoeachphase

ofthe4DCT,followedbyvisualinspectionofthestructuresto

ensureaccuracy,andmeasuringthemotionextensionofthe

GTVcenterofmass.

Onepatienthadaprimarytumorextendingintoboththe

rightupperandmiddlelobes,andwasgroupedwiththeupper

lobesforthisanalysis.

2.6Statisticalanalysis

StatisticalanalyseswereperformedusingSPSSStatisticsv.26

(IBMCorp.,Armonk,USA).Thetwo-tailedWilcoxonsigned-

ranktestwasusedforrelatedsamples.Linearregressionwasused

totestcorrelationsbetweentwocontinuousvariables.p-values

≤0.05wereconsideredstatisticallysignificant.Percentileswere

establishedusingaweightedaveragemethod.

3Results

3.1Patientsandanatomy

Amongthe38includedpatients,mosthadstageIIIA-IIIB

disease.29hadbothaprimarytumorandlymphnodesinthe

targetvolume,1hadonlylymphnodesand8hadonlyaprimary

tumor.Theprimarytumorwaslocatedintheupperlobesfor20

patientsandthelowerlobesfor17.Asummaryofpatientand

treatmentcharacteristicsisgiveninTable1.

Atplanning,theDIBHPTVswereonaverage6%smaller

thantheFBPTVs(386cm3vs.409cm3,p<0.001),thelung

volumesincreasedby50%(5656cm3vs.3776cm3,p<0.001),

andtheheartvolumesdecreasedby7%(659cm3vs.709cm3,

p<0.001)withDIBHcomparedtoFB(Figure1).

3.2DosimetriccomparisonofFBand
DIBHatplanning

Atplanning,DIBHhadaslightlylowermedianPTVV95%

thanFB(Table2).TheobjectiveofV95%>98%wasachievedin

allplansexcepttheDIBHplansfortwopatients,whichhad

V95%>95%.Alldosimetricparametersforthelungs,heartand

spinalcanalweresignificantlyreducedwithDIBHcomparedto

FB,exceptforIDtothelungs(Table2andFigure2).Forthe

esophagus,nosignificantdifferenceswerefound.Therewere

largeinter-patientvariationsindosimetricdifferencesbetween

FBandDIBH(Figure2).DIBHresultedinalowerlungDmean

thanFBfor35/38patients(range-4.5to0.6Gy)andalower

heartDmeanfor28/38patients(range-7.6to3.6Gy),whilefor

theesophagusaroundhalfthepatientswerebetteroffwitheither

techniqueandthedifferenceinDmeanrangedfrom-7.5Gyto7.1
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Gy. Figure 3 illustrates how parts of the lungs and heart could be

moved out of the treatment field with DIBH, resulting in

substantial dose sparing.

3.3 Robustness of dose distributions
assessed with rCTs

Repeat CTs in W1 were available for all 38 patients, while

three patients did not complete the W3 scans due to poor

condition or covid-19. The 35 patients who completed all CT

sessions were included in the statistical analyses of robustness.

The target coverage in W1 and W3 was satisfactory for most

patients, the median CTV V95% was 100% for both FB and DIBH

at all time points (Tables S3-S4), and there were no significant

differences in CTV V95% between FB and DIBH in neither W1

(p = 0.2) orW3 (p = 1.0). However, the CTVV95% was <99% in FB

for seven patients in W1 and five patients in W3, and in DIBH for

five patients in W1 and three patients in W3 (Figure 2D).

Both for FB and DIBH, most OAR parameters were similar in

the planning CT and rCTs, except for the esophagus which received

a higher dose in W3 than at planning (Tables S3, S4, Figure 2). The

lungs Dmean was also slightly increased inW3 with both techniques.

The dose to the lungs and heart remained significantly lower with

DIBH than FB at all time points. Per-patient analysis showed that

for the lungs and heart, the Dmean and difference in Dmean between

FB and DIBH were quite stable for the different time points for

most patients, while for the esophagus they varied more between

planning and rCTs with changes in Dmean of up to 8-10 Gy seen in

some of the FB plans (Figures S2 and 2).

3.4 NTCPs

In addition to dose-volume parameters, a number of

clinical parameters were collected and used in the NTCP

calculations (Table 1).

TABLE 1 Patient and treatment characteristics.

Characteristic
Number of
Patients

Stage IB 1 1

IIB 2

IIIA 15

IIIB 15

IIIC 3

IVA 2 2

Target volume Primary tumor and lymph
nodes

29

Primary tumor only 8

Lymph nodes only 1

Primary tumor location
(lobe)

Right upper 13

Right upper + middle 1

Right lower 7

Left upper 6

Left lower 10

Smoking habits Active smoker 15

Previous smoker 22

Non-smoker 1

Pulmonary comorbidity COPD 21

Other 1

None 16

Prescribed dose 60 Gy 14

66 Gy 23

70 Gy 1

Chemotherapy Concurrent 36

Sequential 2

Characteristic Average Range

Age (years) 66 53-82

GTV volume (cm3) 115 13-1021

Overall treatment time
(days)

44 39-49

Tumor motion (mm) 3 4 0-21

1This patient had an inoperable tumor due to the position in the main bronchus, and
received radiotherapy according to the protocol for LA-NSCLC. 2These patients had a
solitary brain metastasis that was treated separately, and received radiotherapy with
curative intent according to the protocol for LA-NSCLC. 3Cranio-caudal motion of the
primary tumor GTV in FB.
The number of patients in each category is given for categorical variables. The average
value and range is given for continuous variables.

FIGURE 1

Difference in volume of structures between the FB and DIBH CTs
of each patient, relative to the FB volume. Significant differences
between FB and DIBH are marked with *. Boxplots show the
median value (line), 1st to 3rd quartile (box), maximum and
minimum values excluding outliers (whiskers) and outliers (dots).
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Gy.Figure3illustrateshowpartsofthelungsandheartcouldbe

movedoutofthetreatmentfieldwithDIBH,resultingin

substantialdosesparing.

3.3Robustnessofdosedistributions
assessedwithrCTs

RepeatCTsinW1wereavailableforall38patients,while

threepatientsdidnotcompletetheW3scansduetopoor

conditionorcovid-19.The35patientswhocompletedallCT

sessionswereincludedinthestatisticalanalysesofrobustness.

ThetargetcoverageinW1andW3wassatisfactoryformost

patients,themedianCTVV95%was100%forbothFBandDIBH

atalltimepoints(TablesS3-S4),andtherewerenosignificant

differencesinCTVV95%betweenFBandDIBHinneitherW1

(p=0.2)orW3(p=1.0).However,theCTVV95%was<99%inFB

forsevenpatientsinW1andfivepatientsinW3,andinDIBHfor

fivepatientsinW1andthreepatientsinW3(Figure2D).

BothforFBandDIBH,mostOARparametersweresimilarin

theplanningCTandrCTs,exceptfortheesophaguswhichreceived

ahigherdoseinW3thanatplanning(TablesS3,S4,Figure2).The

lungsDmeanwasalsoslightlyincreasedinW3withbothtechniques.

Thedosetothelungsandheartremainedsignificantlylowerwith

DIBHthanFBatalltimepoints.Per-patientanalysisshowedthat

forthelungsandheart,theDmeananddifferenceinDmeanbetween

FBandDIBHwerequitestableforthedifferenttimepointsfor

mostpatients,whilefortheesophagustheyvariedmorebetween

planningandrCTswithchangesinDmeanofupto8-10Gyseenin

someoftheFBplans(FiguresS2and2).

3.4NTCPs

Inadditiontodose-volumeparameters,anumberof

clinicalparameterswerecollectedandusedintheNTCP

calculations(Table1).

TABLE1Patientandtreatmentcharacteristics.

Characteristic
Numberof

Patients

StageIB11

IIB2

IIIA15

IIIB15

IIIC3

IVA22

TargetvolumePrimarytumorandlymph
nodes

29

Primarytumoronly8

Lymphnodesonly1

Primarytumorlocation
(lobe)

Rightupper13

Rightupper+middle1

Rightlower7

Leftupper6

Leftlower10

SmokinghabitsActivesmoker15

Previoussmoker22

Non-smoker1

PulmonarycomorbidityCOPD21

Other1

None16

Prescribeddose60Gy14

66Gy23

70Gy1

ChemotherapyConcurrent36

Sequential2

CharacteristicAverageRange

Age(years)6653-82

GTVvolume(cm3)11513-1021

Overalltreatmenttime
(days)

4439-49

Tumormotion(mm)340-21

1Thispatienthadaninoperabletumorduetothepositioninthemainbronchus,and
receivedradiotherapyaccordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLC.2Thesepatientshada
solitarybrainmetastasisthatwastreatedseparately,andreceivedradiotherapywith
curativeintentaccordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLC.3Cranio-caudalmotionofthe
primarytumorGTVinFB.
Thenumberofpatientsineachcategoryisgivenforcategoricalvariables.Theaverage
valueandrangeisgivenforcontinuousvariables.

FIGURE1

DifferenceinvolumeofstructuresbetweentheFBandDIBHCTs
ofeachpatient,relativetotheFBvolume.Significantdifferences
betweenFBandDIBHaremarkedwith*.Boxplotsshowthe
medianvalue(line),1stto3rdquartile(box),maximumand
minimumvaluesexcludingoutliers(whiskers)andoutliers(dots).
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Gy. Figure 3 illustrates how parts of the lungs and heart could be

moved out of the treatment field with DIBH, resulting in

substantial dose sparing.

3.3 Robustness of dose distributions
assessed with rCTs

Repeat CTs in W1 were available for all 38 patients, while

three patients did not complete the W3 scans due to poor

condition or covid-19. The 35 patients who completed all CT

sessions were included in the statistical analyses of robustness.

The target coverage in W1 and W3 was satisfactory for most

patients, the median CTV V95% was 100% for both FB and DIBH

at all time points (Tables S3-S4), and there were no significant

differences in CTV V95% between FB and DIBH in neither W1

(p = 0.2) orW3 (p = 1.0). However, the CTVV95% was <99% in FB

for seven patients in W1 and five patients in W3, and in DIBH for

five patients in W1 and three patients in W3 (Figure 2D).

Both for FB and DIBH, most OAR parameters were similar in

the planning CT and rCTs, except for the esophagus which received

a higher dose in W3 than at planning (Tables S3, S4, Figure 2). The

lungs Dmean was also slightly increased inW3 with both techniques.

The dose to the lungs and heart remained significantly lower with

DIBH than FB at all time points. Per-patient analysis showed that

for the lungs and heart, the Dmean and difference in Dmean between

FB and DIBH were quite stable for the different time points for

most patients, while for the esophagus they varied more between

planning and rCTs with changes in Dmean of up to 8-10 Gy seen in

some of the FB plans (Figures S2 and 2).

3.4 NTCPs

In addition to dose-volume parameters, a number of

clinical parameters were collected and used in the NTCP

calculations (Table 1).

TABLE 1 Patient and treatment characteristics.

Characteristic
Number of
Patients

Stage IB
1

1

IIB 2

IIIA 15

IIIB 15

IIIC 3

IVA
2

2

Target volume Primary tumor and lymph
nodes

29

Primary tumor only 8

Lymph nodes only 1

Primary tumor location
(lobe)

Right upper 13

Right upper + middle 1

Right lower 7

Left upper 6

Left lower 10

Smoking habits Active smoker 15

Previous smoker 22

Non-smoker 1

Pulmonary comorbidity COPD 21

Other 1

None 16

Prescribed dose 60 Gy 14

66 Gy 23

70 Gy 1

Chemotherapy Concurrent 36

Sequential 2

Characteristic Average Range

Age (years) 66 53-82

GTV volume (cm
3
) 115 13-1021

Overall treatment time
(days)

44 39-49

Tumor motion (mm)
3

4 0-21

1
This patient had an inoperable tumor due to the position in the main bronchus, and
received radiotherapy according to the protocol for LA-NSCLC.

2
These patients had a

solitary brain metastasis that was treated separately, and received radiotherapy with
curative intent according to the protocol for LA-NSCLC.

3
Cranio-caudal motion of the

primary tumor GTV in FB.
The number of patients in each category is given for categorical variables. The average
value and range is given for continuous variables.

FIGURE 1

Difference in volume of structures between the FB and DIBH CTs
of each patient, relative to the FB volume. Significant differences
between FB and DIBH are marked with *. Boxplots show the
median value (line), 1

st
to 3

rd
quartile (box), maximum and

minimum values excluding outliers (whiskers) and outliers (dots).
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The dose to the lungs and heart remained significantly lower with
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Difference in volume of structures between the FB and DIBH CTs
of each patient, relative to the FB volume. Significant differences
between FB and DIBH are marked with *. Boxplots show the
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3.3Robustnessofdosedistributions
assessedwithrCTs

RepeatCTsinW1wereavailableforall38patients,while

threepatientsdidnotcompletetheW3scansduetopoor

conditionorcovid-19.The35patientswhocompletedallCT

sessionswereincludedinthestatisticalanalysesofrobustness.

ThetargetcoverageinW1andW3wassatisfactoryformost

patients,themedianCTVV95%was100%forbothFBandDIBH

atalltimepoints(TablesS3-S4),andtherewerenosignificant

differencesinCTVV95%betweenFBandDIBHinneitherW1

(p=0.2)orW3(p=1.0).However,theCTVV95%was<99%inFB

forsevenpatientsinW1andfivepatientsinW3,andinDIBHfor

fivepatientsinW1andthreepatientsinW3(Figure2D).

BothforFBandDIBH,mostOARparametersweresimilarin

theplanningCTandrCTs,exceptfortheesophaguswhichreceived

ahigherdoseinW3thanatplanning(TablesS3,S4,Figure2).The

lungsDmeanwasalsoslightlyincreasedinW3withbothtechniques.

Thedosetothelungsandheartremainedsignificantlylowerwith

DIBHthanFBatalltimepoints.Per-patientanalysisshowedthat

forthelungsandheart,theDmeananddifferenceinDmeanbetween

FBandDIBHwerequitestableforthedifferenttimepointsfor

mostpatients,whilefortheesophagustheyvariedmorebetween

planningandrCTswithchangesinDmeanofupto8-10Gyseenin

someoftheFBplans(FiguresS2and2).

3.4NTCPs

Inadditiontodose-volumeparameters,anumberof

clinicalparameterswerecollectedandusedintheNTCP

calculations(Table1).

TABLE1Patientandtreatmentcharacteristics.
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Numberof
Patients
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IIB2

IIIA15

IIIB15

IIIC3

IVA
2

2

TargetvolumePrimarytumorandlymph
nodes

29

Primarytumoronly8

Lymphnodesonly1

Primarytumorlocation
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Rightlower7

Leftupper6
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Other1
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Age(years)6653-82

GTVvolume(cm
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1
Thispatienthadaninoperabletumorduetothepositioninthemainbronchus,and
receivedradiotherapyaccordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLC.

2
Thesepatientshada

solitarybrainmetastasisthatwastreatedseparately,andreceivedradiotherapywith
curativeintentaccordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLC.

3
Cranio-caudalmotionofthe

primarytumorGTVinFB.
Thenumberofpatientsineachcategoryisgivenforcategoricalvariables.Theaverage
valueandrangeisgivenforcontinuousvariables.

FIGURE1

DifferenceinvolumeofstructuresbetweentheFBandDIBHCTs
ofeachpatient,relativetotheFBvolume.Significantdifferences
betweenFBandDIBHaremarkedwith*.Boxplotsshowthe
medianvalue(line),1

st
to3

rd
quartile(box),maximumand

minimumvaluesexcludingoutliers(whiskers)andoutliers(dots).
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Leftlower10

SmokinghabitsActivesmoker15

Previoussmoker22

Non-smoker1

PulmonarycomorbidityCOPD21

Other1

None16

Prescribeddose60Gy14

66Gy23

70Gy1

ChemotherapyConcurrent36

Sequential2

CharacteristicAverageRange

Age(years)6653-82

GTVvolume(cm
3
)11513-1021

Overalltreatmenttime
(days)

4439-49

Tumormotion(mm)
3

40-21

1
Thispatienthadaninoperabletumorduetothepositioninthemainbronchus,and
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2
Thesepatientshada

solitarybrainmetastasisthatwastreatedseparately,andreceivedradiotherapywith
curativeintentaccordingtotheprotocolforLA-NSCLC.

3
Cranio-caudalmotionofthe

primarytumorGTVinFB.
Thenumberofpatientsineachcategoryisgivenforcategoricalvariables.Theaverage
valueandrangeisgivenforcontinuousvariables.

FIGURE1

DifferenceinvolumeofstructuresbetweentheFBandDIBHCTs
ofeachpatient,relativetotheFBvolume.Significantdifferences
betweenFBandDIBHaremarkedwith*.Boxplotsshowthe
medianvalue(line),1

st
to3

rd
quartile(box),maximumand

minimumvaluesexcludingoutliers(whiskers)andoutliers(dots).
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The NTCPs for RP, 2-year mortality (heart model) and 2-

year mortality (EDICmodel) were significantly lower with DIBH

compared to FB, with average DNTCPs of -3.8 percentage points
(pp), -0.9 pp and -2.3 pp, respectively. There was no significant

difference for AET (Table 2). The advantage of DIBH was

generally larger for patients with higher risk of radiation-

induced complication for RP (p = 0.002), AET (p = 0.01) and

2-year mortality (heart model) (p = 0.07) but not for 2-year

mortality (EDIC model) (p = 0.463) (Figure 4).

While the 2-year mortality was lower with DIBH than FB

according to both the applied models, the median NTCPs were

10-13 pp lower with the EDIC model than the heart

dose model.

3.5 Patient characteristics and benefit
of DIBH

The NTCPs for RP and 2-year mortality (EDIC model) were

significantly lower with DIBH than FB regardless of tumor

position, and there was no correlation between DNTCP and

tumor motion in FB or lung expansion with DIBH (Tables

S5-S6).

For 2-year mortality (heart model), the NTCP was

significantly lower with DIBH than FB for the patients with

tumors in the upper lobe and left lung, but similar for patients

with tumors in the lower lobe or right lung (Table S5).

Separating the patients according to lobe, 83%, 79% and 80%

of the patients with tumors in the left upper lobe, right upper

lobe and left lower lobe had a lower NTCP for 2-year mortality

(heart model) with DIBH than FB (DNTCP range -4.6 to 0.6 pp),

while this benefit was seen for only 43% of the patients with

tumors in the right lower lobe (DNTCP range -1.2 to 3.7

pp) (Figure 5).

4 Discussion

For LA-NSCLC patients treated with static beam IMRT, this

study found significantly enhanced dosimetric sparing of the

lungs and heart by using DIBH instead of FB. The dosimetric

findings translated into reduced risks of RP and 2-year mortality.

Patients with the highest complication risks benefited most from

DIBH. The OAR sparing with DIBH remained similar in W1

and W3 of treatment. The robustness of the target coverage was

similar for FB and DIBH, despite smaller margins in the DIBH

plans. However, in 9%-14% of the DIBH plans and 14%-20% of

the FB plans (depending on time point), there was not sufficient

coverage of the CTV in the rCTs, suggesting a potential added

value of adaptive protocols for this patient group (27).

TABLE 2 Dose-volume metrics and NTCPs for FB and DIBH plans at planning.

Metric FB DIBH p-value Patients with benefit of DIBH

Median 10th–90th pctl Median 10th–90th pctl

PTV V95% (%) 99.4 98.7–99.7 99.1 98.0–99.5 <0.001* 24%

Patient Dmax (%) 104.9 103.9–105.9 104.7 104.0–106.1 0.8 50%

Lungs Dmean (Gy) 15.2 9.3–18.9 13.8 7.7–17.2 <0.001* 92%

Lungs V5Gy (%) 58.7 41.4–78.7 54.3 38.0–73.5 0.007* 68%

Lungs V20Gy (%) 24.9 15.5–34.1 23.7 12.8–30.9 <0.001* 89%

Lungs ID (Gy*L) 51.9 32.1-84.7 70.8 47.5-100.8 <0.001* 0%

Heart Dmean (Gy) 9.3 2.7–19.9 8.2 1.6–18.9 0.002 * 74%

Heart V5Gy (%) 42.6 9.9–84.6 35.5 5.3–93.6 0.05 * 66%

Heart V30Gy (%) 8.4 1.6–22.7 7.8 0.0–16.6 0.005* 68%

Heart ID (Gy*L) 5.6 0.4-12.7 5.2 0.3-11.5 <0.001* 71%

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 19.5 10.8–30.8 19.2 13.4–30.5 0.7 55%

Esophagus V20Gy (%) 36.7 23.6–55.2 36.3 26.1–56.4 0.1 39%

Esophagus V60 Gy (%) 4.9 0.0–27.9 5.8 0.0–24.3 0.8 50%

Spinal canal Dmax (Gy) 46.1 34.7–50.7 42.7 28.5–50.0 0.007 * 71%

EDIC (Gy) 4.6 2.9–6.8 4.2 2.7–6.1 <0.001* 89%

NTCP RP (%) 1 20.3 9.1–39.7 18.3 7.1–35.5 <0.001* 92%

NTCP AET (%) 2 38.9 21.9–55.4 38.8 25.3–55.9 0.8 55%

NTCP Mortality (heart) (%) 3 51.4 37.1–65.2 50.3 36.5–64.4 0.002* 74%

NTCP Mortality (EDIC) (%) 4 41.0 28.0–53.1 37.4 27.3–51.0 <0.001* 89%

1 Radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2, 2 acute esophageal toxicity grade ≥2, 3 2-year mortality (heart model), 4 2-year mortality (EDIC model).
Median value and 10th–90th percentile (pctl) is given, along with p-values for comparison between the techniques. Significant differences are marked with *. The percentage of patients with a
benefit of DIBH is also given for each parameter.
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TheNTCPsforRP,2-yearmortality(heartmodel)and2-

yearmortality(EDICmodel)weresignificantlylowerwithDIBH

comparedtoFB,withaverageDNTCPsof-3.8percentagepoints
(pp),-0.9ppand-2.3pp,respectively.Therewasnosignificant

differenceforAET(Table2).TheadvantageofDIBHwas

generallylargerforpatientswithhigherriskofradiation-

inducedcomplicationforRP(p=0.002),AET(p=0.01)and

2-yearmortality(heartmodel)(p=0.07)butnotfor2-year

mortality(EDICmodel)(p=0.463)(Figure4).

Whilethe2-yearmortalitywaslowerwithDIBHthanFB

accordingtoboththeappliedmodels,themedianNTCPswere

10-13pplowerwiththeEDICmodelthantheheart

dosemodel.

3.5Patientcharacteristicsandbenefit
ofDIBH

TheNTCPsforRPand2-yearmortality(EDICmodel)were

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBregardlessoftumor

position,andtherewasnocorrelationbetweenDNTCPand

tumormotioninFBorlungexpansionwithDIBH(Tables

S5-S6).

For2-yearmortality(heartmodel),theNTCPwas

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBforthepatientswith

tumorsintheupperlobeandleftlung,butsimilarforpatients

withtumorsinthelowerlobeorrightlung(TableS5).

Separatingthepatientsaccordingtolobe,83%,79%and80%

ofthepatientswithtumorsintheleftupperlobe,rightupper

lobeandleftlowerlobehadalowerNTCPfor2-yearmortality

(heartmodel)withDIBHthanFB(DNTCPrange-4.6to0.6pp),

whilethisbenefitwasseenforonly43%ofthepatientswith

tumorsintherightlowerlobe(DNTCPrange-1.2to3.7

pp)(Figure5).

4Discussion

ForLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithstaticbeamIMRT,this

studyfoundsignificantlyenhanceddosimetricsparingofthe

lungsandheartbyusingDIBHinsteadofFB.Thedosimetric

findingstranslatedintoreducedrisksofRPand2-yearmortality.

Patientswiththehighestcomplicationrisksbenefitedmostfrom

DIBH.TheOARsparingwithDIBHremainedsimilarinW1

andW3oftreatment.Therobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH,despitesmallermarginsintheDIBH

plans.However,in9%-14%oftheDIBHplansand14%-20%of

theFBplans(dependingontimepoint),therewasnotsufficient

coverageoftheCTVintherCTs,suggestingapotentialadded

valueofadaptiveprotocolsforthispatientgroup(27).

TABLE2Dose-volumemetricsandNTCPsforFBandDIBHplansatplanning.

MetricFBDIBHp-valuePatientswithbenefitofDIBH

Median10th–90thpctlMedian10th–90thpctl

PTVV95%(%)99.498.7–99.799.198.0–99.5<0.001*24%

PatientDmax(%)104.9103.9–105.9104.7104.0–106.10.850%

LungsDmean(Gy)15.29.3–18.913.87.7–17.2<0.001*92%

LungsV5Gy(%)58.741.4–78.754.338.0–73.50.007*68%

LungsV20Gy(%)24.915.5–34.123.712.8–30.9<0.001*89%

LungsID(Gy*L)51.932.1-84.770.847.5-100.8<0.001*0%

HeartDmean(Gy)9.32.7–19.98.21.6–18.90.002*74%

HeartV5Gy(%)42.69.9–84.635.55.3–93.60.05*66%

HeartV30Gy(%)8.41.6–22.77.80.0–16.60.005*68%

HeartID(Gy*L)5.60.4-12.75.20.3-11.5<0.001*71%

EsophagusDmean(Gy)19.510.8–30.819.213.4–30.50.755%

EsophagusV20Gy(%)36.723.6–55.236.326.1–56.40.139%

EsophagusV60Gy(%)4.90.0–27.95.80.0–24.30.850%

SpinalcanalDmax(Gy)46.134.7–50.742.728.5–50.00.007*71%

EDIC(Gy)4.62.9–6.84.22.7–6.1<0.001*89%

NTCPRP(%)120.39.1–39.718.37.1–35.5<0.001*92%

NTCPAET(%)238.921.9–55.438.825.3–55.90.855%

NTCPMortality(heart)(%)351.437.1–65.250.336.5–64.40.002*74%

NTCPMortality(EDIC)(%)441.028.0–53.137.427.3–51.0<0.001*89%

1Radiationpneumonitisgrade≥2,2acuteesophagealtoxicitygrade≥2,32-yearmortality(heartmodel),42-yearmortality(EDICmodel).
Medianvalueand10th–90thpercentile(pctl)isgiven,alongwithp-valuesforcomparisonbetweenthetechniques.Significantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.Thepercentageofpatientswitha
benefitofDIBHisalsogivenforeachparameter.
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TheNTCPsforRP,2-yearmortality(heartmodel)and2-

yearmortality(EDICmodel)weresignificantlylowerwithDIBH

comparedtoFB,withaverageDNTCPsof-3.8percentagepoints
(pp),-0.9ppand-2.3pp,respectively.Therewasnosignificant

differenceforAET(Table2).TheadvantageofDIBHwas

generallylargerforpatientswithhigherriskofradiation-

inducedcomplicationforRP(p=0.002),AET(p=0.01)and

2-yearmortality(heartmodel)(p=0.07)butnotfor2-year

mortality(EDICmodel)(p=0.463)(Figure4).

Whilethe2-yearmortalitywaslowerwithDIBHthanFB

accordingtoboththeappliedmodels,themedianNTCPswere

10-13pplowerwiththeEDICmodelthantheheart

dosemodel.

3.5Patientcharacteristicsandbenefit
ofDIBH

TheNTCPsforRPand2-yearmortality(EDICmodel)were

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBregardlessoftumor

position,andtherewasnocorrelationbetweenDNTCPand

tumormotioninFBorlungexpansionwithDIBH(Tables

S5-S6).

For2-yearmortality(heartmodel),theNTCPwas

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBforthepatientswith

tumorsintheupperlobeandleftlung,butsimilarforpatients

withtumorsinthelowerlobeorrightlung(TableS5).

Separatingthepatientsaccordingtolobe,83%,79%and80%

ofthepatientswithtumorsintheleftupperlobe,rightupper

lobeandleftlowerlobehadalowerNTCPfor2-yearmortality

(heartmodel)withDIBHthanFB(DNTCPrange-4.6to0.6pp),

whilethisbenefitwasseenforonly43%ofthepatientswith

tumorsintherightlowerlobe(DNTCPrange-1.2to3.7

pp)(Figure5).

4Discussion

ForLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithstaticbeamIMRT,this

studyfoundsignificantlyenhanceddosimetricsparingofthe

lungsandheartbyusingDIBHinsteadofFB.Thedosimetric

findingstranslatedintoreducedrisksofRPand2-yearmortality.

Patientswiththehighestcomplicationrisksbenefitedmostfrom

DIBH.TheOARsparingwithDIBHremainedsimilarinW1

andW3oftreatment.Therobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH,despitesmallermarginsintheDIBH

plans.However,in9%-14%oftheDIBHplansand14%-20%of

theFBplans(dependingontimepoint),therewasnotsufficient

coverageoftheCTVintherCTs,suggestingapotentialadded

valueofadaptiveprotocolsforthispatientgroup(27).
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LungsDmean(Gy)15.29.3–18.913.87.7–17.2<0.001*92%

LungsV5Gy(%)58.741.4–78.754.338.0–73.50.007*68%

LungsV20Gy(%)24.915.5–34.123.712.8–30.9<0.001*89%

LungsID(Gy*L)51.932.1-84.770.847.5-100.8<0.001*0%
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HeartID(Gy*L)5.60.4-12.75.20.3-11.5<0.001*71%
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EDIC(Gy)4.62.9–6.84.22.7–6.1<0.001*89%

NTCPRP(%)120.39.1–39.718.37.1–35.5<0.001*92%
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NTCPMortality(heart)(%)351.437.1–65.250.336.5–64.40.002*74%
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1Radiationpneumonitisgrade≥2,2acuteesophagealtoxicitygrade≥2,32-yearmortality(heartmodel),42-yearmortality(EDICmodel).
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The NTCPs for RP, 2-year mortality (heart model) and 2-

year mortality (EDICmodel) were significantly lower with DIBH

compared to FB, with average DNTCPs of -3.8 percentage points
(pp), -0.9 pp and -2.3 pp, respectively. There was no significant

difference for AET (Table 2). The advantage of DIBH was

generally larger for patients with higher risk of radiation-

induced complication for RP (p = 0.002), AET (p = 0.01) and

2-year mortality (heart model) (p = 0.07) but not for 2-year

mortality (EDIC model) (p = 0.463) (Figure 4).

While the 2-year mortality was lower with DIBH than FB

according to both the applied models, the median NTCPs were

10-13 pp lower with the EDIC model than the heart

dose model.

3.5 Patient characteristics and benefit
of DIBH

The NTCPs for RP and 2-year mortality (EDIC model) were

significantly lower with DIBH than FB regardless of tumor

position, and there was no correlation between DNTCP and

tumor motion in FB or lung expansion with DIBH (Tables

S5-S6).

For 2-year mortality (heart model), the NTCP was

significantly lower with DIBH than FB for the patients with

tumors in the upper lobe and left lung, but similar for patients

with tumors in the lower lobe or right lung (Table S5).

Separating the patients according to lobe, 83%, 79% and 80%

of the patients with tumors in the left upper lobe, right upper

lobe and left lower lobe had a lower NTCP for 2-year mortality

(heart model) with DIBH than FB (DNTCP range -4.6 to 0.6 pp),

while this benefit was seen for only 43% of the patients with

tumors in the right lower lobe (DNTCP range -1.2 to 3.7

pp) (Figure 5).

4 Discussion

For LA-NSCLC patients treated with static beam IMRT, this

study found significantly enhanced dosimetric sparing of the

lungs and heart by using DIBH instead of FB. The dosimetric

findings translated into reduced risks of RP and 2-year mortality.

Patients with the highest complication risks benefited most from

DIBH. The OAR sparing with DIBH remained similar in W1

and W3 of treatment. The robustness of the target coverage was

similar for FB and DIBH, despite smaller margins in the DIBH

plans. However, in 9%-14% of the DIBH plans and 14%-20% of

the FB plans (depending on time point), there was not sufficient

coverage of the CTV in the rCTs, suggesting a potential added

value of adaptive protocols for this patient group (27).

TABLE 2 Dose-volume metrics and NTCPs for FB and DIBH plans at planning.

Metric FB DIBH p-value Patients with benefit of DIBH

Median 10
th
–90

th
pctl Median 10

th
–90

th
pctl

PTV V95% (%) 99.4 98.7–99.7 99.1 98.0–99.5 <0.001* 24%

Patient Dmax (%) 104.9 103.9–105.9 104.7 104.0–106.1 0.8 50%

Lungs Dmean (Gy) 15.2 9.3–18.9 13.8 7.7–17.2 <0.001* 92%

Lungs V5Gy (%) 58.7 41.4–78.7 54.3 38.0–73.5 0.007* 68%

Lungs V20Gy (%) 24.9 15.5–34.1 23.7 12.8–30.9 <0.001* 89%

Lungs ID (Gy*L) 51.9 32.1-84.7 70.8 47.5-100.8 <0.001* 0%

Heart Dmean (Gy) 9.3 2.7–19.9 8.2 1.6–18.9 0.002 * 74%

Heart V5Gy (%) 42.6 9.9–84.6 35.5 5.3–93.6 0.05 * 66%

Heart V30Gy (%) 8.4 1.6–22.7 7.8 0.0–16.6 0.005* 68%

Heart ID (Gy*L) 5.6 0.4-12.7 5.2 0.3-11.5 <0.001* 71%

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 19.5 10.8–30.8 19.2 13.4–30.5 0.7 55%

Esophagus V20Gy (%) 36.7 23.6–55.2 36.3 26.1–56.4 0.1 39%

Esophagus V60 Gy (%) 4.9 0.0–27.9 5.8 0.0–24.3 0.8 50%

Spinal canal Dmax (Gy) 46.1 34.7–50.7 42.7 28.5–50.0 0.007 * 71%

EDIC (Gy) 4.6 2.9–6.8 4.2 2.7–6.1 <0.001* 89%

NTCP RP (%)
1

20.3 9.1–39.7 18.3 7.1–35.5 <0.001* 92%

NTCP AET (%)
2

38.9 21.9–55.4 38.8 25.3–55.9 0.8 55%

NTCP Mortality (heart) (%)
3

51.4 37.1–65.2 50.3 36.5–64.4 0.002* 74%

NTCP Mortality (EDIC) (%)
4

41.0 28.0–53.1 37.4 27.3–51.0 <0.001* 89%

1
Radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2,

2
acute esophageal toxicity grade ≥2,

3
2-year mortality (heart model),

4
2-year mortality (EDIC model).

Median value and 10
th
–90

th
percentile (pctl) is given, along with p-values for comparison between the techniques. Significant differences are marked with *. The percentage of patients with a

benefit of DIBH is also given for each parameter.
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The NTCPs for RP, 2-year mortality (heart model) and 2-

year mortality (EDICmodel) were significantly lower with DIBH

compared to FB, with average DNTCPs of -3.8 percentage points
(pp), -0.9 pp and -2.3 pp, respectively. There was no significant

difference for AET (Table 2). The advantage of DIBH was

generally larger for patients with higher risk of radiation-

induced complication for RP (p = 0.002), AET (p = 0.01) and

2-year mortality (heart model) (p = 0.07) but not for 2-year

mortality (EDIC model) (p = 0.463) (Figure 4).

While the 2-year mortality was lower with DIBH than FB

according to both the applied models, the median NTCPs were

10-13 pp lower with the EDIC model than the heart

dose model.

3.5 Patient characteristics and benefit
of DIBH

The NTCPs for RP and 2-year mortality (EDIC model) were
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Metric FB DIBH p-value Patients with benefit of DIBH

Median 10
th
–90

th
pctl Median 10

th
–90

th
pctl
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NTCP RP (%)
1

20.3 9.1–39.7 18.3 7.1–35.5 <0.001* 92%

NTCP AET (%)
2

38.9 21.9–55.4 38.8 25.3–55.9 0.8 55%

NTCP Mortality (heart) (%)
3

51.4 37.1–65.2 50.3 36.5–64.4 0.002* 74%

NTCP Mortality (EDIC) (%)
4

41.0 28.0–53.1 37.4 27.3–51.0 <0.001* 89%

1
Radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2,

2
acute esophageal toxicity grade ≥2,

3
2-year mortality (heart model),

4
2-year mortality (EDIC model).

Median value and 10
th
–90

th
percentile (pctl) is given, along with p-values for comparison between the techniques. Significant differences are marked with *. The percentage of patients with a

benefit of DIBH is also given for each parameter.
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TheNTCPsforRP,2-yearmortality(heartmodel)and2-

yearmortality(EDICmodel)weresignificantlylowerwithDIBH

comparedtoFB,withaverageDNTCPsof-3.8percentagepoints
(pp),-0.9ppand-2.3pp,respectively.Therewasnosignificant

differenceforAET(Table2).TheadvantageofDIBHwas

generallylargerforpatientswithhigherriskofradiation-

inducedcomplicationforRP(p=0.002),AET(p=0.01)and

2-yearmortality(heartmodel)(p=0.07)butnotfor2-year

mortality(EDICmodel)(p=0.463)(Figure4).

Whilethe2-yearmortalitywaslowerwithDIBHthanFB

accordingtoboththeappliedmodels,themedianNTCPswere

10-13pplowerwiththeEDICmodelthantheheart

dosemodel.

3.5Patientcharacteristicsandbenefit
ofDIBH

TheNTCPsforRPand2-yearmortality(EDICmodel)were

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBregardlessoftumor

position,andtherewasnocorrelationbetweenDNTCPand

tumormotioninFBorlungexpansionwithDIBH(Tables

S5-S6).

For2-yearmortality(heartmodel),theNTCPwas

significantlylowerwithDIBHthanFBforthepatientswith

tumorsintheupperlobeandleftlung,butsimilarforpatients

withtumorsinthelowerlobeorrightlung(TableS5).

Separatingthepatientsaccordingtolobe,83%,79%and80%

ofthepatientswithtumorsintheleftupperlobe,rightupper

lobeandleftlowerlobehadalowerNTCPfor2-yearmortality

(heartmodel)withDIBHthanFB(DNTCPrange-4.6to0.6pp),

whilethisbenefitwasseenforonly43%ofthepatientswith

tumorsintherightlowerlobe(DNTCPrange-1.2to3.7

pp)(Figure5).

4Discussion

ForLA-NSCLCpatientstreatedwithstaticbeamIMRT,this

studyfoundsignificantlyenhanceddosimetricsparingofthe

lungsandheartbyusingDIBHinsteadofFB.Thedosimetric

findingstranslatedintoreducedrisksofRPand2-yearmortality.

Patientswiththehighestcomplicationrisksbenefitedmostfrom

DIBH.TheOARsparingwithDIBHremainedsimilarinW1

andW3oftreatment.Therobustnessofthetargetcoveragewas

similarforFBandDIBH,despitesmallermarginsintheDIBH

plans.However,in9%-14%oftheDIBHplansand14%-20%of

theFBplans(dependingontimepoint),therewasnotsufficient

coverageoftheCTVintherCTs,suggestingapotentialadded

valueofadaptiveprotocolsforthispatientgroup(27).

TABLE2Dose-volumemetricsandNTCPsforFBandDIBHplansatplanning.

MetricFBDIBHp-valuePatientswithbenefitofDIBH

Median10
th
–90

th
pctlMedian10

th
–90

th
pctl

PTVV95%(%)99.498.7–99.799.198.0–99.5<0.001*24%

PatientDmax(%)104.9103.9–105.9104.7104.0–106.10.850%

LungsDmean(Gy)15.29.3–18.913.87.7–17.2<0.001*92%

LungsV5Gy(%)58.741.4–78.754.338.0–73.50.007*68%

LungsV20Gy(%)24.915.5–34.123.712.8–30.9<0.001*89%

LungsID(Gy*L)51.932.1-84.770.847.5-100.8<0.001*0%

HeartDmean(Gy)9.32.7–19.98.21.6–18.90.002*74%

HeartV5Gy(%)42.69.9–84.635.55.3–93.60.05*66%

HeartV30Gy(%)8.41.6–22.77.80.0–16.60.005*68%

HeartID(Gy*L)5.60.4-12.75.20.3-11.5<0.001*71%

EsophagusDmean(Gy)19.510.8–30.819.213.4–30.50.755%

EsophagusV20Gy(%)36.723.6–55.236.326.1–56.40.139%

EsophagusV60Gy(%)4.90.0–27.95.80.0–24.30.850%

SpinalcanalDmax(Gy)46.134.7–50.742.728.5–50.00.007*71%

EDIC(Gy)4.62.9–6.84.22.7–6.1<0.001*89%

NTCPRP(%)
1

20.39.1–39.718.37.1–35.5<0.001*92%

NTCPAET(%)
2

38.921.9–55.438.825.3–55.90.855%

NTCPMortality(heart)(%)
3

51.437.1–65.250.336.5–64.40.002*74%

NTCPMortality(EDIC)(%)
4

41.028.0–53.137.427.3–51.0<0.001*89%

1
Radiationpneumonitisgrade≥2,

2
acuteesophagealtoxicitygrade≥2,

3
2-yearmortality(heartmodel),

4
2-yearmortality(EDICmodel).

Medianvalueand10
th
–90

th
percentile(pctl)isgiven,alongwithp-valuesforcomparisonbetweenthetechniques.Significantdifferencesaremarkedwith*.Thepercentageofpatientswitha

benefitofDIBHisalsogivenforeachparameter.
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Looking at individual patients, the sparing of the lungs with

DIBH was consistent; more than 90% of the patients had a lower

lung Dmean with DIBH than with FB. For the heart, DIBH was

favorable for around 70% of the patients: for these patients the

deep inspiration could likely increase the separation of the heart

from the PTV and enable a dose reduction. However, for two

patients, the heart Dmean increased by more than 3 Gy and the

NTCP for 2-year mortality (heart model) by 2-4 pp with DIBH.

The median values for esophagus dose were similar between FB

and DIBH, but there were large inter-patient differences both

between the techniques and the different time points. Changes of

up to 10 Gy in the esophagus Dmean occurred between planning
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technique, with the green line indicating the required value of 99% for the rCTs. The values at planning, W1 and W3 are represented by different
symbols. For three patients where a W3 rCT was not available (patients 20, 27 and 28), results are shown only for the other time points. The
patients are sorted according to the sum of DIBH-FB differences for the OARs at planning.
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Lookingatindividualpatients,thesparingofthelungswith

DIBHwasconsistent;morethan90%ofthepatientshadalower

lungDmeanwithDIBHthanwithFB.Fortheheart,DIBHwas

favorableforaround70%ofthepatients:forthesepatientsthe

deepinspirationcouldlikelyincreasetheseparationoftheheart

fromthePTVandenableadosereduction.However,fortwo

patients,theheartDmeanincreasedbymorethan3Gyandthe

NTCPfor2-yearmortality(heartmodel)by2-4ppwithDIBH.

ThemedianvaluesforesophagusdoseweresimilarbetweenFB

andDIBH,buttherewerelargeinter-patientdifferencesboth

betweenthetechniquesandthedifferenttimepoints.Changesof

upto10GyintheesophagusDmeanoccurredbetweenplanning

andrCTs,andthelargestchangeswereseeninFB.

Aclinicalstudyofvariousrespiratorygatingtechniquesin

3D-CRTforlungcancerpatientswithdifferentstagesand

prescriptionsfoundlesspulmonaryandesophagealtoxicity

withrespiratorygatingcomparedtoFB(28).Twoprevious

planningstudieswith3D-CRTandVMAT,althoughlimitedin

thenumberofpatientsandperformedwithmanualplanning,

havefoundanoverallbenefitofDIBHforLA-NSCLCpatientsin

termsofreducedOARdosescomparedtoFB(12,13).The

currentstudyshowedthepotentialofDIBHalsoinstaticbeam
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(A–C)AbsolutedifferencesinDmeanforthelungs,heartandesophagusbetweentheDIBHandFBplansforeachpatient.(D)CTVV95%foreach
technique,withthegreenlineindicatingtherequiredvalueof99%fortherCTs.Thevaluesatplanning,W1andW3arerepresentedbydifferent
symbols.ForthreepatientswhereaW3rCTwasnotavailable(patients20,27and28),resultsareshownonlyfortheothertimepoints.The
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Looking at individual patients, the sparing of the lungs with

DIBH was consistent; more than 90% of the patients had a lower

lung Dmean with DIBH than with FB. For the heart, DIBH was

favorable for around 70% of the patients: for these patients the

deep inspiration could likely increase the separation of the heart

from the PTV and enable a dose reduction. However, for two

patients, the heart Dmean increased by more than 3 Gy and the

NTCP for 2-year mortality (heart model) by 2-4 pp with DIBH.

The median values for esophagus dose were similar between FB

and DIBH, but there were large inter-patient differences both

between the techniques and the different time points. Changes of

up to 10 Gy in the esophagus Dmean occurred between planning
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3D-CRT for lung cancer patients with different stages and
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IMRT, in a larger and more heterogeneous cohort of LA-NSCLC

patients, and also reported on inter-patient differences and

robustness in terms of inter-fractional changes in delivered

dose. Although both VMAT and IMRT with a few static

beams are used for treating LA-NSCLC patients with intensity

modulation, the latter is particularly suited for avoiding large

volumes of healthy lung tissue receiving low dose (15, 29). We

have also experienced such an advantage with IMRT compared

to VMAT in our clinic and have therefore concluded that in our

situation treatment with static beam IMRT is preferred for

these patients.

Despite the promising results for OAR sparing and patient

compliance, the use of DIBH for LA-NSCLC patients is still

limited. In the POP-ART RT survey, the most important barriers

stated for implementation or expanded use of respiratory

motion management were resources in terms of equipment,

staff and machine capacity (11). Identifying and prioritizing the

patients with most benefit of DIBH could therefore be valuable.

FIGURE 3

Dose distributions superimposed on planning CT scans of patient 1, showing enhanced sparing of OARs in DIBH (right) compared to FB (left).
Contours are shown for the PTV (red), lungs (yellow) and heart (magenta). Isodoses are shown in percentage of the prescribed dose (60 Gy).
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FIGURE 4

DNTCP between DIBH and FB as a function of the average NTCP value in the FB and DIBH plans for each patient, for (A) RP, (B) AET, (C) 2-year
mortality (heart model) and (D) 2-year mortality (EDIC model). pp, percentage points.
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This study showed a consistent reduction in the NTCP for RP

with DIBH compared to FB, regardless of patient characteristics.

Interestingly, despite lower-lobe tumors being more mobile and

therefore having more potential for margin reduction with

DIBH, increased DNTCP for RP was not seen for neither

lower-lobe compared to upper-lobe tumors, or with increased

breathing motion. However, the NTCP for 2-year mortality

(heart model) was reduced with DIBH for almost all patients

with tumors in the upper lobes or left lower lobe, while it varied

which technique was best for patients with tumors in the right

lower lobe. As the mediastinum narrows during DIBH, the heart

is compressed and caudal parts are moved from the left side

towards the center of the body. This can increase the separation

between tumors in the left lower lobe and the heart, while for

tumors in the right lower lobe, decreased separation and

compression of the heart could instead increase the heart dose

with DIBH compared to FB. This analysis should, however, be

seen as a preliminary investigation, as the number of patients in

each group was small, and the interconnection between the

parameters was, for this reason, not investigated. Persson et al.

did not find a pattern in benefit regarding OAR doses between

FB and DIBH depending on tumor position; however, their

study included only three patients with lower lobe tumors, all in

the left lung (12).

The NTCPmodels for RP, AET and 2-year mortality based on

heart dose used in this study have been externally validated and

carefully selected in the Dutch proton therapy selection

framework (23). Recently, the radiation of immune cells and its

impact on survival has received increased attention, and Jin et al.

published a method for approximating the EDIC, as well as a

corresponding model for 2-year overall survival based on data

from the RTOG0617 study (6).When applying their model for the

patients in this study, the benefit of DIBH was retained, but the

estimates for median 2-year mortality were 10-13 pp lower than

with the heart dose model. The EDIC model is based on one

patient cohort where the dose characteristics were quite different

from the ones in this study; especially the heart dose was clearly

higher. In a study by Thor et al. where IMRT was applied with

similar heart doses to our cohort, the estimated dose of radiation

to immune cells was not found to correlate with progression-free

survival (30). In our cohort, the NTCP for 2-year mortality based

on EDIC seems to be driven mainly by the mean lung dose.

Because this parameter was lower with DIBH as a consequence of

an increase in lung volume, we cannot know the clinical relevance

of a lower EDIC with DIBH and this needs further investigation.

In this study, automated treatment planning with integrated

BAO was applied to achieve several benefits. Plan comparison

can be performed without planner bias, and due to short

planning times and very limited planner interaction, a large

number of patients can be included, increasing the quality and

reliability of the study. In clinical routine, autoplanning could

facilitate individualized selection between FB and DIBH with

virtually zero workload.

The conclusions made in this study with regard to lung

sparing depend on the assumption that the same mean dose will

give the same side effects for FB and DIBH, or that the expansion

of the lungs distributes the functional tissue evenly. Additionally,

the applied NTCP models are developed using data from FB

FIGURE 5

DNTCP for 2-year mortality (heart model) between DIBH and FB per patient, sorted according to primary tumor position. There were no
patients with primary tumor in the right middle lobe. Negative DNTCP values are in favor of DIBH and positive values are in favor of FB. pp,
percentage points.
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ThisstudyshowedaconsistentreductionintheNTCPforRP

withDIBHcomparedtoFB,regardlessofpatientcharacteristics.

Interestingly,despitelower-lobetumorsbeingmoremobileand

thereforehavingmorepotentialformarginreductionwith

DIBH,increasedDNTCPforRPwasnotseenforneither

lower-lobecomparedtoupper-lobetumors,orwithincreased

breathingmotion.However,theNTCPfor2-yearmortality

(heartmodel)wasreducedwithDIBHforalmostallpatients

withtumorsintheupperlobesorleftlowerlobe,whileitvaried

whichtechniquewasbestforpatientswithtumorsintheright

lowerlobe.AsthemediastinumnarrowsduringDIBH,theheart

iscompressedandcaudalpartsaremovedfromtheleftside

towardsthecenterofthebody.Thiscanincreasetheseparation

betweentumorsintheleftlowerlobeandtheheart,whilefor

tumorsintherightlowerlobe,decreasedseparationand

compressionoftheheartcouldinsteadincreasetheheartdose

withDIBHcomparedtoFB.Thisanalysisshould,however,be

seenasapreliminaryinvestigation,asthenumberofpatientsin

eachgroupwassmall,andtheinterconnectionbetweenthe

parameterswas,forthisreason,notinvestigated.Perssonetal.

didnotfindapatterninbenefitregardingOARdosesbetween

FBandDIBHdependingontumorposition;however,their

studyincludedonlythreepatientswithlowerlobetumors,allin

theleftlung(12).

TheNTCPmodelsforRP,AETand2-yearmortalitybasedon

heartdoseusedinthisstudyhavebeenexternallyvalidatedand

carefullyselectedintheDutchprotontherapyselection

framework(23).Recently,theradiationofimmunecellsandits

impactonsurvivalhasreceivedincreasedattention,andJinetal.

publishedamethodforapproximatingtheEDIC,aswellasa

correspondingmodelfor2-yearoverallsurvivalbasedondata

fromtheRTOG0617study(6).Whenapplyingtheirmodelforthe

patientsinthisstudy,thebenefitofDIBHwasretained,butthe

estimatesformedian2-yearmortalitywere10-13pplowerthan

withtheheartdosemodel.TheEDICmodelisbasedonone

patientcohortwherethedosecharacteristicswerequitedifferent

fromtheonesinthisstudy;especiallytheheartdosewasclearly

higher.InastudybyThoretal.whereIMRTwasappliedwith

similarheartdosestoourcohort,theestimateddoseofradiation

toimmunecellswasnotfoundtocorrelatewithprogression-free

survival(30).Inourcohort,theNTCPfor2-yearmortalitybased

onEDICseemstobedrivenmainlybythemeanlungdose.

BecausethisparameterwaslowerwithDIBHasaconsequenceof

anincreaseinlungvolume,wecannotknowtheclinicalrelevance

ofalowerEDICwithDIBHandthisneedsfurtherinvestigation.

Inthisstudy,automatedtreatmentplanningwithintegrated

BAOwasappliedtoachieveseveralbenefits.Plancomparison

canbeperformedwithoutplannerbias,andduetoshort

planningtimesandverylimitedplannerinteraction,alarge

numberofpatientscanbeincluded,increasingthequalityand

reliabilityofthestudy.Inclinicalroutine,autoplanningcould

facilitateindividualizedselectionbetweenFBandDIBHwith

virtuallyzeroworkload.

Theconclusionsmadeinthisstudywithregardtolung

sparingdependontheassumptionthatthesamemeandosewill

givethesamesideeffectsforFBandDIBH,orthattheexpansion

ofthelungsdistributesthefunctionaltissueevenly.Additionally,

theappliedNTCPmodelsaredevelopedusingdatafromFB

FIGURE5

DNTCPfor2-yearmortality(heartmodel)betweenDIBHandFBperpatient,sortedaccordingtoprimarytumorposition.Therewereno
patientswithprimarytumorintherightmiddlelobe.NegativeDNTCPvaluesareinfavorofDIBHandpositivevaluesareinfavorofFB.pp,
percentagepoints.
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This study showed a consistent reduction in the NTCP for RP

with DIBH compared to FB, regardless of patient characteristics.

Interestingly, despite lower-lobe tumors being more mobile and

therefore having more potential for margin reduction with

DIBH, increased DNTCP for RP was not seen for neither

lower-lobe compared to upper-lobe tumors, or with increased

breathing motion. However, the NTCP for 2-year mortality

(heart model) was reduced with DIBH for almost all patients

with tumors in the upper lobes or left lower lobe, while it varied

which technique was best for patients with tumors in the right

lower lobe. As the mediastinum narrows during DIBH, the heart

is compressed and caudal parts are moved from the left side

towards the center of the body. This can increase the separation

between tumors in the left lower lobe and the heart, while for

tumors in the right lower lobe, decreased separation and

compression of the heart could instead increase the heart dose

with DIBH compared to FB. This analysis should, however, be

seen as a preliminary investigation, as the number of patients in

each group was small, and the interconnection between the

parameters was, for this reason, not investigated. Persson et al.

did not find a pattern in benefit regarding OAR doses between

FB and DIBH depending on tumor position; however, their

study included only three patients with lower lobe tumors, all in

the left lung (12).

The NTCPmodels for RP, AET and 2-year mortality based on

heart dose used in this study have been externally validated and

carefully selected in the Dutch proton therapy selection

framework (23). Recently, the radiation of immune cells and its

impact on survival has received increased attention, and Jin et al.

published a method for approximating the EDIC, as well as a

corresponding model for 2-year overall survival based on data

from the RTOG0617 study (6).When applying their model for the

patients in this study, the benefit of DIBH was retained, but the

estimates for median 2-year mortality were 10-13 pp lower than

with the heart dose model. The EDIC model is based on one

patient cohort where the dose characteristics were quite different

from the ones in this study; especially the heart dose was clearly

higher. In a study by Thor et al. where IMRT was applied with

similar heart doses to our cohort, the estimated dose of radiation

to immune cells was not found to correlate with progression-free

survival (30). In our cohort, the NTCP for 2-year mortality based

on EDIC seems to be driven mainly by the mean lung dose.

Because this parameter was lower with DIBH as a consequence of

an increase in lung volume, we cannot know the clinical relevance

of a lower EDIC with DIBH and this needs further investigation.

In this study, automated treatment planning with integrated

BAO was applied to achieve several benefits. Plan comparison

can be performed without planner bias, and due to short

planning times and very limited planner interaction, a large

number of patients can be included, increasing the quality and

reliability of the study. In clinical routine, autoplanning could

facilitate individualized selection between FB and DIBH with

virtually zero workload.

The conclusions made in this study with regard to lung

sparing depend on the assumption that the same mean dose will

give the same side effects for FB and DIBH, or that the expansion

of the lungs distributes the functional tissue evenly. Additionally,

the applied NTCP models are developed using data from FB

FIGURE 5

DNTCP for 2-year mortality (heart model) between DIBH and FB per patient, sorted according to primary tumor position. There were no
patients with primary tumor in the right middle lobe. Negative DNTCP values are in favor of DIBH and positive values are in favor of FB. pp,
percentage points.
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treatment. More studies are therefore needed to determine the

actual clinical benefit of DIBH in radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria for

treatment planning studies and a score of 95% was achieved (31).

5 Conclusion

Compared to FB, DIBH allowed for smaller target volumes

and similar target coverage. Furthermore, DIBH reduced the

lung and heart dose, as well as the risks of radiation pneumonitis

and 2-year mortality, for 92% and 74% of LA-NSCLC patients,

respectively. The advantages of DIBH varied considerably

between patients. Evaluation of rCTs showed similar

robustness of the dose distributions with each technique.

While DIBH reduced the risk of RP consistently regardless of

patient characteristics, the ability to reduce the risk of 2-year

mortality was evident among patients with upper and left lower

lobe tumors but not right lower lobe tumors. Automated

planning could facilitate individualized selection between FB

and DIBH with no planner bias and virtually zero workload.
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treatment. More studies are therefore needed to determine the

actual clinical benefit of DIBH in radiotherapy of LA-NSCLC.

This study has been evaluated using the RATING criteria for

treatment planning studies and a score of 95% was achieved (31).

5 Conclusion

Compared to FB, DIBH allowed for smaller target volumes

and similar target coverage. Furthermore, DIBH reduced the

lung and heart dose, as well as the risks of radiation pneumonitis

and 2-year mortality, for 92% and 74% of LA-NSCLC patients,

respectively. The advantages of DIBH varied considerably

between patients. Evaluation of rCTs showed similar

robustness of the dose distributions with each technique.

While DIBH reduced the risk of RP consistently regardless of

patient characteristics, the ability to reduce the risk of 2-year

mortality was evident among patients with upper and left lower

lobe tumors but not right lower lobe tumors. Automated

planning could facilitate individualized selection between FB

and DIBH with no planner bias and virtually zero workload.
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Supplementary Material 

S1 Planning objectives 

In the clinical treatment planning, there were maximum dose objectives for the spinal canal, brachial 

plexus and patient body. Additionally, the goal was to achieve sufficient target coverage and as low 

dose as possible to normal tissue, with the following order of priority: (1) PTV, (2) lungs, (3) heart, 

(4) esophagus, and (5) undefined normal tissue. These priorities are reflected in the wish-list applied 

for automated planning (1). A list of planning objectives is given in Table S1. 

Table S1. Planning objectives for the PTV, OARs and normal tissue. Dp = prescribed dose. 

Volume Dose objective 

PTV V95% > 98% 

Lungs V5Gy < 65% 

V20Gy < 35%  

Dmean < 20 Gy 

Heart V30Gy < 40% 

Esophagus Dmean < 34 Gy 

Spinal canal Dmax < 50 Gy 

Brachial plexus Dmax < 66 Gy 

Patient body Dmax < Dp · 1.07 

S2 NTCP calculations 

S2.1 Radiation pneumonitis (RP) 

The NTCP for RP grade ≥2 was calculated using a QUANTEC model refined by Appelt et al. (2,3): 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆  with 𝑆 = −4.12 + 0.138 ∙ 𝑀𝐿𝐷 − 0.3711 ∙ (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) − 0.478 ∙

(𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟) + 0.8198 ∙ (𝐶𝑜 − 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) + 0.6259 ∙ (𝑇𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 0.5068 ∙
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S2.2 2-year mortality (heart model) 

The NTCP for 2-year mortality based on heart dose was calculated using a model developed by 

Defraene et al. and revised after external validation in several patient cohorts (3,4): 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆 with 𝑆 = −1.3409 + 0.0590 ∙ √𝐺𝑇𝑉 + 0.2635 ∙ √𝑀𝐻𝐷, 

where GTV is the combined GTV volume of the primary tumor and nodes in cm3 and MHD is the 

mean heart dose in Gy. The GTV volume from the DIBH CT was used in the calculations for both 

FB and DIBH, as delineation on the DIBH CT was regarded more accurate than on the AIP (the 

average difference in GTV volume between DIBH and FB was 2.7%, with DIBH volumes being 

slightly larger). 

S2.3 Acute esophageal toxicity (AET) 

The NTCP for AET grade ≥2 was calculated using a model developed by Wijsman et al. and revised 

after external validation in several patient cohorts (3,5): 

𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑆
 with 𝑆 = −3.634 + 1.496 ∙ ln(𝑀𝐸𝐷) − 0.0297 ∙ 𝑂𝑇𝑇, 

where MED is the mean esophagus dose in Gy and OTT is the overall radiotherapy treatment time in 

days. 

S2.4 2-year mortality (EDIC model) 

The effective radiation dose to immune cells (EDIC) in circulating blood, estimated as the equivalent 

uniform dose to the entire blood during the radiotherapy course, and the corresponding 2-year overall 

survival (OS) were calculated based on the models of Jin et al. (6), with some adjustments to 

accommodate the DIBH scenario: 

𝐸𝐷𝐼𝐶 = 𝐵1% ∙ 𝑀𝐿𝐷 + 𝐵2% ∙ 𝑀𝐻𝐷 + [𝐵3% + 𝐵4% ∙ 𝑘1 ∙ (
𝑛

45
)

1
2
] ∙ 𝑀𝐵𝐷 

where B1% = 0.12, B2% = 0.08, B3% = 0.45 and B4% = 0.35 represent the percentages of the total 

blood volume contained in the lungs, heart, great vessels, and small vessels in other organs, 

respectively, MLD, MHD and MBD are the mean doses to the lungs, heart and body, respectively, k1 

= 0.85 is a dose effectiveness factor due to the small percentage of cardiac output for the small 

vessels, and n is the number of fractions.  

The mean body dose was calculated as 𝑀𝐵𝐷 =  𝐼𝐷/(61.8 ∙ 103), where 61.8 ∙ 103 cm3 is the 

estimated average body volume and ID is the integral dose to the body. The ID was not 

straightforwardly calculated in the DIBH vs. FB scenario. The increased lung volume leads to more 

air and more body volume around the treatment area and therefore more low dose in the patient body 

(Figure S1). This dose is, however, given to air; there is not more tissue or blood in the lungs. To 

correct for this, based on the fact that the amount of functional lung tissue is the same in FB and 
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with the resulting NTCP for 2-year mortality: 𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑃 = 1 − 𝑂𝑆. 

Figure S1. Average DVHs for the patient body and body without lungs in FB and DIBH plans. The 

figure illustrates that there is an increase in the absolute body volume receiving low doses with 

DIBH, but that this is solely due to the increased lung volume (more air in the lungs). The volume 
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S3 Robustness of the dose distribution 

Table S3. Dose-volume metrics for the planning FB plans, and the recalculated plans on the FB CTs 

in W1 and W3. Median value and 10th-90th percentile (pctl) is given for each time point, along with 

p-values for comparison with planning. Significant differences are marked with *. The 35 patients 

who completed all three CT scans are included. 

1 Radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2, 2 acute esophageal toxicity grade ≥2, 3 2-year mortality (heart model), 4 2-year 

mortality (EDIC model). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FB planning FB W1 p-value, 

planning 

vs. W1 

FB W3 p-value, 

planning 

vs. W3 

 Median 10th–90th pctl Median 10th–90th pctl  Median 10th –90th pctl  

CTV V95% (%) 100 – 100 98.0–100 <0.001 * 100  98.9–100 <0.001 * 

Patient Dmax (%) 104.9 103.9–106.0 105.6 103.8–109.1 <0.001 * 106.8 104.3–109.7 <0.001 * 

Lungs Dmean (Gy) 15.0 9.2–19.2 15.5 10.0–19.6 0.4 15.1 9.8–19.6 0.03 * 

Lungs V5Gy (%) 58.7 41.0–79.8 59.8 41.6–78.6 0.7 59.6 41.6–79.2 0.09 

Lungs V20Gy (%) 24.7 15.0–34.8 24.4 16.1–34.8 0.5 25.0 15.7–35.7 0.09 

Heart Dmean (Gy) 8.5 2.6–21.2 8.9 2.3–21.9 0.9 10.0 2.0–20.5 1.0 

Heart V5Gy (%) 42.8 9.5–88.0 39.0 8.8–91.4 0.9 42.7 7.7–87.7 1.0 

Heart V30Gy (%) 8.6 1.3–23.5 8.3 1.0–25.0 0.9 8.0 0.7–22.1 1.0 

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 19.8 10.7–31.0 20.3 10.6–30.3 0.5 21.2 11.7–33.0 0.005 * 

Esophagus V20Gy (%) 37.6 22.9–55.9 38.9 17.2–55.3 0.6 41.7 24.9–58.6 0.002 * 

Esophagus V60 Gy (%) 5.2 0.0–29.1 4.7 0.1–29.6 0.03 * 7.2 0.0–34.6 0.01 * 

Spinal canal Dmax (Gy) 46.5 33.8–51.1 46.2 34.4–51.8 0.9 46.8 34.3–52.6 0.07 

EDIC (Gy) 4.6 2.9–6.8 4.7 2.8–6.7 0.6 4.7 3.0–7.0 0.1 

NTCP RP (%) 1 20.3 8.2–38.1 21.9 6.8–39.4 0.4 21.2 7.3–37.5 0.03 * 

NTCP AET (%) 2 39.3 21.3–55.4 39.3 20.4–54.6 0.5 43.3 21.1–57.1 0.01 * 

NTCP Mortality_Heart (%) 3 51.4 37.1–66.2 50.1 37.0–66.0 0.9 50.8 37.0–68.0 0.8 

NTCP Mortality_EDIC (%) 4 41.7 27.8–53.3 42.0 27.6–52.9 0.8 42.1 28.1–53.7 0.1 
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Lungs V5Gy (%) 58.7 41.0–79.8 59.8 41.6–78.6 0.7 59.6 41.6–79.2 0.09 

Lungs V20Gy (%) 24.7 15.0–34.8 24.4 16.1–34.8 0.5 25.0 15.7–35.7 0.09 
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Table S4. Dose-volume metrics for the planning DIBH plans, and the recalculated plans on the 

DIBH CTs in W1 and W3. Median value and 10th-90th percentile (pctl) is given for each time point, 

along with p-values for comparison with planning. Significant differences are marked with *. The 35 

patients who completed all three CT scans are included. 

 DIBH planning DIBH W1 p-value, 

planning 

vs. W1 

DIBH W3 p-value, 

planning 

vs. W3 

 Median 10th–90th pctl Median 10th–90th pctl  Median 10th–90th pctl  

CTV V95% (%) 100 99.9–100 100 98.0–100 0.007 * 100 99.1–100 0.002 * 

Patient Dmax (%) 104.7 104.0–106.0 106.6 103.8–109.2 <0.001 * 107.0 105.5–109.9 <0.001 * 

Lungs Dmean (Gy) 13.5 7.5–17.2 13.7 7.8–17.2 0.5 13.5 7.8–17.3 0.02 * 

Lungs V5Gy (%) 55.5 36.0–74.2 55.1 36.0–74.1 1.0 55.6 35.9–74.4 0.07 

Lungs V20Gy (%) 22.5 12.2–31.4 22.6 12.5–31.1 0.8 22.9 12.4–31.8 0.07 

Heart Dmean (Gy) 7.9 1.5–19.6 8.2 1.6–20.3 0.6 9.2 1.6–19.7 0.6 

Heart V5Gy (%) 31.3 4.9–94.8 32.4 5.0–96.7 0.2 34.9 5.3–94.6 0.3 

Heart V30Gy (%) 7.6 0.0–16.7 6.9 0.2–17.6 0.7 7.0 0.2–17.4 0.9 

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 19.4 13.0–30.6 19.7 12.3–28.0 0.06 21.9 13.0–32.5 0.003 * 

Esophagus V20Gy (%) 37.5 25.9–56.4 37.0 24.2–62.7 0.1 40.3 27.2–61.2 0.01 * 

Esophagus V60 Gy (%) 5.7 0.0–24.4 6.4 0.0–22.1 0.8 9.2 0.0–27.3 0.001 * 

Spinal canal Dmax (Gy) 42.9 29.1–50.9 43.3 29.9–52.7 0.4 44.4 30.6–53.0 0.02 * 

EDIC (Gy) 4.4 2.7–6.2 4.1 2.7–6.4 0.4 4.4 2.6–6.3 0.1 

NTCP RP (%) 1 18.3 6.9–32.7 18.2 6.8–34.1 0.4 18.5 6.8–34.4 0.009 * 

NTCP AET (%) 2 39.2 23.9–56.1 38.6 22.1–53.9 0.04 * 42.0 26.5–58.4 0.005 * 

NTCP Mortality_Heart (%) 3 50.9 36.5–64.5 49.1 37.2–64.4 0.7 50.7 37.2–65.1 0.6 

NTCP Mortality_EDIC (%) 4 39.5 27.2–51.2 36.9 27.2–51.9 0.7 39.6 27.1–51.8 0.2 

1 Radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2, 2 acute esophageal toxicity grade ≥2, 3 2-year mortality (heart model), 4 2-year 

mortality (EDIC model). 
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S4 Patient characteristics and benefit of DIBH 

Table S5. Average ΔNTCP between DIBH and FB for radiation pneumonitis grade ≥2 (RP), acute 

esophageal toxicity grade ≥2 (AET) and 2-year mortality with the heart dose and EDIC models for 

patients with primary tumor in the upper or lower lobe and left or right lung. Negative ΔNTCP values 

are in favor of DIBH and positive values are in favor of FB. p-values are given for comparison 

between FB and DIBH within each group, and significant differences are marked with *. 

 

Table S6. Results from the linear regressions between the ΔNTCPs for radiation pneumonitis grade 
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S4 Patient characteristics and benefit of DIBH 
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Simple Summary: Treatment of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is a fine
balance between toxicity and cure. Modern proton therapy might offer a more gentle radiation treat-
ment compared to state-of-the-art photon radiotherapy, but is also more susceptible to the influence
of breathing motion and anatomical changes. In this study, the influence of such uncertainties on
treatment delivery was thoroughly investigated. Modern proton therapy did indeed show potential to
reduce the risk of toxicity for the heart and lungs. This potential was maintained under the influence
of anatomical and delivery uncertainties. However, changes in breathing motion jeopardized the
target dose distribution in a subset of patients. We therefore recommend imaging at onset or early in
treatment to recognize these patients and adapt the treatment.

Abstract: Enhancing treatment of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) by using
pencil beam scanning proton therapy (PBS-PT) is attractive, but little knowledge exists on the effects
of uncertainties occurring between the planning (Plan) and the start of treatment (Start). In this
prospective simulation study, we investigated the clinical potential for PBS-PT under the influence
of such uncertainties. Imaging with 4DCT at Plan and Start was carried out for 15 patients that
received state-of-the-art intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). Three PBS-PT plans were created
per patient: 3D robust single-field uniform dose (SFUD), 3D robust intensity-modulated proton
therapy (IMPT), and 4D robust IMPT (4DIMPT). These were exposed to setup and range uncertainties
and breathing motion at Plan, and changes in breathing motion and anatomy at Start. Target coverage
and dose-volume parameters relevant for toxicity were compared. The organ at risk sparing at Plan
was greatest with IMPT, followed by 4DIMPT, SFUD and IMRT, and persisted at Start. All plans met
the preset criteria for target robustness at Plan. At Start, three patients had a lack of CTV coverage
with PBS-PT. In conclusion, the clinical potential for heart and lung toxicity reduction with PBS-PT
was substantial and persistent. Altered breathing patterns between Plan and Start jeopardized target
coverage for all PBS-PT techniques.

Keywords: locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer; NSCLC; pencil beam scanning proton
therapy; robustness; toxicity; breathing motion

1. Introduction

State-of-the-art treatment for inoperable locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer
(LA-NSCLC) is concurrent chemotherapy and intensity-modulated photon radiotherapy
(IMRT) to a dose of 60 Gy. Still, 5-year survival rates for stage III disease are only around
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SimpleSummary:Treatmentoflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)isafine
balancebetweentoxicityandcure.Modernprotontherapymightofferamoregentleradiationtreat-
mentcomparedtostate-of-the-artphotonradiotherapy,butisalsomoresusceptibletotheinfluence
ofbreathingmotionandanatomicalchanges.Inthisstudy,theinfluenceofsuchuncertaintieson
treatmentdeliverywasthoroughlyinvestigated.Modernprotontherapydidindeedshowpotentialto
reducetheriskoftoxicityfortheheartandlungs.Thispotentialwasmaintainedundertheinfluence
ofanatomicalanddeliveryuncertainties.However,changesinbreathingmotionjeopardizedthe
targetdosedistributioninasubsetofpatients.Wethereforerecommendimagingatonsetorearlyin
treatmenttorecognizethesepatientsandadaptthetreatment.

Abstract:Enhancingtreatmentoflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)byusing
pencilbeamscanningprotontherapy(PBS-PT)isattractive,butlittleknowledgeexistsontheeffects
ofuncertaintiesoccurringbetweentheplanning(Plan)andthestartoftreatment(Start).Inthis
prospectivesimulationstudy,weinvestigatedtheclinicalpotentialforPBS-PTundertheinfluence
ofsuchuncertainties.Imagingwith4DCTatPlanandStartwascarriedoutfor15patientsthat
receivedstate-of-the-artintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).ThreePBS-PTplanswerecreated
perpatient:3Drobustsingle-fielduniformdose(SFUD),3Drobustintensity-modulatedproton
therapy(IMPT),and4DrobustIMPT(4DIMPT).Thesewereexposedtosetupandrangeuncertainties
andbreathingmotionatPlan,andchangesinbreathingmotionandanatomyatStart.Targetcoverage
anddose-volumeparametersrelevantfortoxicitywerecompared.TheorganatrisksparingatPlan
wasgreatestwithIMPT,followedby4DIMPT,SFUDandIMRT,andpersistedatStart.Allplansmet
thepresetcriteriafortargetrobustnessatPlan.AtStart,threepatientshadalackofCTVcoverage
withPBS-PT.Inconclusion,theclinicalpotentialforheartandlungtoxicityreductionwithPBS-PT
wassubstantialandpersistent.AlteredbreathingpatternsbetweenPlanandStartjeopardizedtarget
coverageforallPBS-PTtechniques.

Keywords:locallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer;NSCLC;pencilbeamscanningproton
therapy;robustness;toxicity;breathingmotion

1.Introduction

State-of-the-arttreatmentforinoperablelocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer
(LA-NSCLC)isconcurrentchemotherapyandintensity-modulatedphotonradiotherapy
(IMRT)toadoseof60Gy.Still,5-yearsurvivalratesforstageIIIdiseaseareonlyaround
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Simple Summary: Treatment of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is a fine
balance between toxicity and cure. Modern proton therapy might offer a more gentle radiation treat-
ment compared to state-of-the-art photon radiotherapy, but is also more susceptible to the influence
of breathing motion and anatomical changes. In this study, the influence of such uncertainties on
treatment delivery was thoroughly investigated. Modern proton therapy did indeed show potential to
reduce the risk of toxicity for the heart and lungs. This potential was maintained under the influence
of anatomical and delivery uncertainties. However, changes in breathing motion jeopardized the
target dose distribution in a subset of patients. We therefore recommend imaging at onset or early in
treatment to recognize these patients and adapt the treatment.

Abstract: Enhancing treatment of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) by using
pencil beam scanning proton therapy (PBS-PT) is attractive, but little knowledge exists on the effects
of uncertainties occurring between the planning (Plan) and the start of treatment (Start). In this
prospective simulation study, we investigated the clinical potential for PBS-PT under the influence
of such uncertainties. Imaging with 4DCT at Plan and Start was carried out for 15 patients that
received state-of-the-art intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). Three PBS-PT plans were created
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and breathing motion at Plan, and changes in breathing motion and anatomy at Start. Target coverage
and dose-volume parameters relevant for toxicity were compared. The organ at risk sparing at Plan
was greatest with IMPT, followed by 4DIMPT, SFUD and IMRT, and persisted at Start. All plans met
the preset criteria for target robustness at Plan. At Start, three patients had a lack of CTV coverage
with PBS-PT. In conclusion, the clinical potential for heart and lung toxicity reduction with PBS-PT
was substantial and persistent. Altered breathing patterns between Plan and Start jeopardized target
coverage for all PBS-PT techniques.
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Simple Summary: Treatment of locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is a fine
balance between toxicity and cure. Modern proton therapy might offer a more gentle radiation treat-
ment compared to state-of-the-art photon radiotherapy, but is also more susceptible to the influence
of breathing motion and anatomical changes. In this study, the influence of such uncertainties on
treatment delivery was thoroughly investigated. Modern proton therapy did indeed show potential to
reduce the risk of toxicity for the heart and lungs. This potential was maintained under the influence
of anatomical and delivery uncertainties. However, changes in breathing motion jeopardized the
target dose distribution in a subset of patients. We therefore recommend imaging at onset or early in
treatment to recognize these patients and adapt the treatment.
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pencil beam scanning proton therapy (PBS-PT) is attractive, but little knowledge exists on the effects
of uncertainties occurring between the planning (Plan) and the start of treatment (Start). In this
prospective simulation study, we investigated the clinical potential for PBS-PT under the influence
of such uncertainties. Imaging with 4DCT at Plan and Start was carried out for 15 patients that
received state-of-the-art intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). Three PBS-PT plans were created
per patient: 3D robust single-field uniform dose (SFUD), 3D robust intensity-modulated proton
therapy (IMPT), and 4D robust IMPT (4DIMPT). These were exposed to setup and range uncertainties
and breathing motion at Plan, and changes in breathing motion and anatomy at Start. Target coverage
and dose-volume parameters relevant for toxicity were compared. The organ at risk sparing at Plan
was greatest with IMPT, followed by 4DIMPT, SFUD and IMRT, and persisted at Start. All plans met
the preset criteria for target robustness at Plan. At Start, three patients had a lack of CTV coverage
with PBS-PT. In conclusion, the clinical potential for heart and lung toxicity reduction with PBS-PT
was substantial and persistent. Altered breathing patterns between Plan and Start jeopardized target
coverage for all PBS-PT techniques.
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SimpleSummary:Treatmentoflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)isafine
balancebetweentoxicityandcure.Modernprotontherapymightofferamoregentleradiationtreat-
mentcomparedtostate-of-the-artphotonradiotherapy,butisalsomoresusceptibletotheinfluence
ofbreathingmotionandanatomicalchanges.Inthisstudy,theinfluenceofsuchuncertaintieson
treatmentdeliverywasthoroughlyinvestigated.Modernprotontherapydidindeedshowpotentialto
reducetheriskoftoxicityfortheheartandlungs.Thispotentialwasmaintainedundertheinfluence
ofanatomicalanddeliveryuncertainties.However,changesinbreathingmotionjeopardizedthe
targetdosedistributioninasubsetofpatients.Wethereforerecommendimagingatonsetorearlyin
treatmenttorecognizethesepatientsandadaptthetreatment.

Abstract:Enhancingtreatmentoflocallyadvancednon-smallcelllungcancer(LA-NSCLC)byusing
pencilbeamscanningprotontherapy(PBS-PT)isattractive,butlittleknowledgeexistsontheeffects
ofuncertaintiesoccurringbetweentheplanning(Plan)andthestartoftreatment(Start).Inthis
prospectivesimulationstudy,weinvestigatedtheclinicalpotentialforPBS-PTundertheinfluence
ofsuchuncertainties.Imagingwith4DCTatPlanandStartwascarriedoutfor15patientsthat
receivedstate-of-the-artintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).ThreePBS-PTplanswerecreated
perpatient:3Drobustsingle-fielduniformdose(SFUD),3Drobustintensity-modulatedproton
therapy(IMPT),and4DrobustIMPT(4DIMPT).Thesewereexposedtosetupandrangeuncertainties
andbreathingmotionatPlan,andchangesinbreathingmotionandanatomyatStart.Targetcoverage
anddose-volumeparametersrelevantfortoxicitywerecompared.TheorganatrisksparingatPlan
wasgreatestwithIMPT,followedby4DIMPT,SFUDandIMRT,andpersistedatStart.Allplansmet
thepresetcriteriafortargetrobustnessatPlan.AtStart,threepatientshadalackofCTVcoverage
withPBS-PT.Inconclusion,theclinicalpotentialforheartandlungtoxicityreductionwithPBS-PT
wassubstantialandpersistent.AlteredbreathingpatternsbetweenPlanandStartjeopardizedtarget
coverageforallPBS-PTtechniques.
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pencilbeamscanningprotontherapy(PBS-PT)isattractive,butlittleknowledgeexistsontheeffects
ofuncertaintiesoccurringbetweentheplanning(Plan)andthestartoftreatment(Start).Inthis
prospectivesimulationstudy,weinvestigatedtheclinicalpotentialforPBS-PTundertheinfluence
ofsuchuncertainties.Imagingwith4DCTatPlanandStartwascarriedoutfor15patientsthat
receivedstate-of-the-artintensity-modulatedradiotherapy(IMRT).ThreePBS-PTplanswerecreated
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pencilbeamscanningprotontherapy(PBS-PT)isattractive,butlittleknowledgeexistsontheeffects
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prospectivesimulationstudy,weinvestigatedtheclinicalpotentialforPBS-PTundertheinfluence
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30%, and side effects from treatment are common and potentially fatal, limiting the possi-
bility for dose escalation with IMRT [1,2].

Proton therapy (PT) has advantageous depth dose characteristics with the potential to
reduce side effects and facilitate dose escalation in LA-NSCLC patients [3–7]. Although
phase II clinical trials have been promising [8–10], PT showed no advantage over IMRT in
a randomized trial by Liao and colleagues [11,12]. These early clinical trials have mainly
applied passive scattering PT, but state-of-the-art PT uses pencil beam scanning (PBS),
allowing more conformal dose distributions with lower doses to critical organs [3,13].

PBS-PT is, however, not straightforwardly delivered in the thoracic region due to the
inherent sensitivity to uncertainties [14,15]. Much concern has been dedicated to how the
breathing motion of the primary tumor can interplay with PBS-PT spot delivery [16,17].
PBS-PT has therefore mainly been offered to patients with limited breathing motion [14].
However, recent studies with PBS-PT confirm that interplay uncertainties are canceled
out by fractionation—as for IMRT—and more attention should be focused on changes in
breathing patterns and anatomy [15,18–21].

Various optimization techniques for PBS-PT exist, and it is believed that these are
differently influenced by uncertainties [14,16]. With single-field uniform dose (SFUD), each
field delivers a uniform dose to the entire target volume, while intensity-modulated proton
therapy (IMPT) contains non-uniform dose distributions for the individual fields. 3D and
4D robust optimization can be applied to account for uncertainties due to patient setup and
proton range as well as breathing motion, respectively [22–24].

In theory, IMPT has the potential to produce the most conformal treatment plans,
while SFUD and 4D robust optimization are strategies to increase robustness [17]. There
is, however, limited knowledge on how different robustly optimized PBS-PT techniques
perform in practice for LA-NSCLC patients, as the planning CT is commonly used for
both optimization and evaluation [16]. We see a need to investigate this in order to guide
the use of PBS-PT, balancing organ at risk (OAR) sparing and robustness for both targets
and OARs. Furthermore, little knowledge exists on the dosimetric advantages of PBS-PT
compared to state-of-the-art IMRT at the start of treatment. Comparisons for, e.g., patient
selection between protons and photons are also usually carried out on the planning scan,
even though it is known that robustness towards changes matters [25]. A few studies have
focused on the impact of anatomical changes occurring during the six weeks of treatment
that should be handled by means of adaptive radiotherapy (ART) [26–28].

The purpose of this prospective simulation study was to compare 3D robust SFUD,
3D robust IMPT and 4D robust IMPT in terms of target coverage and OAR sparing under
the influence of setup and range uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay at planning,
as well as changes in the breathing motion pattern and anatomy from the planning to the
start of treatment. Further, using the clinical IMRT plan as a reference, our objective was to
evaluate if the potential for OAR sparing expected at planning was persistent at the start
of treatment.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patient Material and Clinical IMRT Planning

Fifteen consecutive patients with stage III NSCLC receiving radiochemotherapy with
curative intent at Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, Norway, in 2019–2020 were
prospectively included in an in silico simulation study. All patients gave informed consent,
and the study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research
ethics (protocol code 2019/749).

Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The
Netherlands), using a Posirest-2 support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, IA, USA)
for fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the head, and the Philips bellows
device for registration of the breathing curve.

4DCTs with 10 respiratory phases and deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) CTs were
acquired at planning (Plan) and at the start of treatment (fraction 2 or 3; Start). The average
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30%,andsideeffectsfromtreatmentarecommonandpotentiallyfatal,limitingthepossi-
bilityfordoseescalationwithIMRT[1,2].

Protontherapy(PT)hasadvantageousdepthdosecharacteristicswiththepotentialto
reducesideeffectsandfacilitatedoseescalationinLA-NSCLCpatients[3–7].Although
phaseIIclinicaltrialshavebeenpromising[8–10],PTshowednoadvantageoverIMRTin
arandomizedtrialbyLiaoandcolleagues[11,12].Theseearlyclinicaltrialshavemainly
appliedpassivescatteringPT,butstate-of-the-artPTusespencilbeamscanning(PBS),
allowingmoreconformaldosedistributionswithlowerdosestocriticalorgans[3,13].

PBS-PTis,however,notstraightforwardlydeliveredinthethoracicregionduetothe
inherentsensitivitytouncertainties[14,15].Muchconcernhasbeendedicatedtohowthe
breathingmotionoftheprimarytumorcaninterplaywithPBS-PTspotdelivery[16,17].
PBS-PThasthereforemainlybeenofferedtopatientswithlimitedbreathingmotion[14].
However,recentstudieswithPBS-PTconfirmthatinterplayuncertaintiesarecanceled
outbyfractionation—asforIMRT—andmoreattentionshouldbefocusedonchangesin
breathingpatternsandanatomy[15,18–21].

VariousoptimizationtechniquesforPBS-PTexist,anditisbelievedthattheseare
differentlyinfluencedbyuncertainties[14,16].Withsingle-fielduniformdose(SFUD),each
fielddeliversauniformdosetotheentiretargetvolume,whileintensity-modulatedproton
therapy(IMPT)containsnon-uniformdosedistributionsfortheindividualfields.3Dand
4Drobustoptimizationcanbeappliedtoaccountforuncertaintiesduetopatientsetupand
protonrangeaswellasbreathingmotion,respectively[22–24].

Intheory,IMPThasthepotentialtoproducethemostconformaltreatmentplans,
whileSFUDand4Drobustoptimizationarestrategiestoincreaserobustness[17].There
is,however,limitedknowledgeonhowdifferentrobustlyoptimizedPBS-PTtechniques
performinpracticeforLA-NSCLCpatients,astheplanningCTiscommonlyusedfor
bothoptimizationandevaluation[16].Weseeaneedtoinvestigatethisinordertoguide
theuseofPBS-PT,balancingorganatrisk(OAR)sparingandrobustnessforbothtargets
andOARs.Furthermore,littleknowledgeexistsonthedosimetricadvantagesofPBS-PT
comparedtostate-of-the-artIMRTatthestartoftreatment.Comparisonsfor,e.g.,patient
selectionbetweenprotonsandphotonsarealsousuallycarriedoutontheplanningscan,
eventhoughitisknownthatrobustnesstowardschangesmatters[25].Afewstudieshave
focusedontheimpactofanatomicalchangesoccurringduringthesixweeksoftreatment
thatshouldbehandledbymeansofadaptiveradiotherapy(ART)[26–28].

Thepurposeofthisprospectivesimulationstudywastocompare3DrobustSFUD,
3DrobustIMPTand4DrobustIMPTintermsoftargetcoverageandOARsparingunder
theinfluenceofsetupandrangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayatplanning,
aswellaschangesinthebreathingmotionpatternandanatomyfromtheplanningtothe
startoftreatment.Further,usingtheclinicalIMRTplanasareference,ourobjectivewasto
evaluateifthepotentialforOARsparingexpectedatplanningwaspersistentatthestart
oftreatment.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientMaterialandClinicalIMRTPlanning

FifteenconsecutivepatientswithstageIIINSCLCreceivingradiochemotherapywith
curativeintentatHaukelandUniversityHospitalinBergen,Norway,in2019–2020were
prospectivelyincludedinaninsilicosimulationstudy.Allpatientsgaveinformedconsent,
andthestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedicalandhealthresearch
ethics(protocolcode2019/749).

ImagingwasperformedonaBigBoreCTscanner(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,The
Netherlands),usingaPosirest-2supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,IA,USA)
forfixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethehead,andthePhilipsbellows
deviceforregistrationofthebreathingcurve.

4DCTswith10respiratoryphasesanddeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)CTswere
acquiredatplanning(Plan)andatthestartoftreatment(fraction2or3;Start).Theaverage
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whileSFUDand4Drobustoptimizationarestrategiestoincreaserobustness[17].There
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selectionbetweenprotonsandphotonsarealsousuallycarriedoutontheplanningscan,
eventhoughitisknownthatrobustnesstowardschangesmatters[25].Afewstudieshave
focusedontheimpactofanatomicalchangesoccurringduringthesixweeksoftreatment
thatshouldbehandledbymeansofadaptiveradiotherapy(ART)[26–28].
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3DrobustIMPTand4DrobustIMPTintermsoftargetcoverageandOARsparingunder
theinfluenceofsetupandrangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayatplanning,
aswellaschangesinthebreathingmotionpatternandanatomyfromtheplanningtothe
startoftreatment.Further,usingtheclinicalIMRTplanasareference,ourobjectivewasto
evaluateifthepotentialforOARsparingexpectedatplanningwaspersistentatthestart
oftreatment.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientMaterialandClinicalIMRTPlanning

FifteenconsecutivepatientswithstageIIINSCLCreceivingradiochemotherapywith
curativeintentatHaukelandUniversityHospitalinBergen,Norway,in2019–2020were
prospectivelyincludedinaninsilicosimulationstudy.Allpatientsgaveinformedconsent,
andthestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedicalandhealthresearch
ethics(protocolcode2019/749).

ImagingwasperformedonaBigBoreCTscanner(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,The
Netherlands),usingaPosirest-2supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,IA,USA)
forfixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethehead,andthePhilipsbellows
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4DCTswith10respiratoryphasesanddeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)CTswere
acquiredatplanning(Plan)andatthestartoftreatment(fraction2or3;Start).Theaverage
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30%, and side effects from treatment are common and potentially fatal, limiting the possi-
bility for dose escalation with IMRT [1,2].

Proton therapy (PT) has advantageous depth dose characteristics with the potential to
reduce side effects and facilitate dose escalation in LA-NSCLC patients [3–7]. Although
phase II clinical trials have been promising [8–10], PT showed no advantage over IMRT in
a randomized trial by Liao and colleagues [11,12]. These early clinical trials have mainly
applied passive scattering PT, but state-of-the-art PT uses pencil beam scanning (PBS),
allowing more conformal dose distributions with lower doses to critical organs [3,13].

PBS-PT is, however, not straightforwardly delivered in the thoracic region due to the
inherent sensitivity to uncertainties [14,15]. Much concern has been dedicated to how the
breathing motion of the primary tumor can interplay with PBS-PT spot delivery [16,17].
PBS-PT has therefore mainly been offered to patients with limited breathing motion [14].
However, recent studies with PBS-PT confirm that interplay uncertainties are canceled
out by fractionation—as for IMRT—and more attention should be focused on changes in
breathing patterns and anatomy [15,18–21].

Various optimization techniques for PBS-PT exist, and it is believed that these are
differently influenced by uncertainties [14,16]. With single-field uniform dose (SFUD), each
field delivers a uniform dose to the entire target volume, while intensity-modulated proton
therapy (IMPT) contains non-uniform dose distributions for the individual fields. 3D and
4D robust optimization can be applied to account for uncertainties due to patient setup and
proton range as well as breathing motion, respectively [22–24].

In theory, IMPT has the potential to produce the most conformal treatment plans,
while SFUD and 4D robust optimization are strategies to increase robustness [17]. There
is, however, limited knowledge on how different robustly optimized PBS-PT techniques
perform in practice for LA-NSCLC patients, as the planning CT is commonly used for
both optimization and evaluation [16]. We see a need to investigate this in order to guide
the use of PBS-PT, balancing organ at risk (OAR) sparing and robustness for both targets
and OARs. Furthermore, little knowledge exists on the dosimetric advantages of PBS-PT
compared to state-of-the-art IMRT at the start of treatment. Comparisons for, e.g., patient
selection between protons and photons are also usually carried out on the planning scan,
even though it is known that robustness towards changes matters [25]. A few studies have
focused on the impact of anatomical changes occurring during the six weeks of treatment
that should be handled by means of adaptive radiotherapy (ART) [26–28].

The purpose of this prospective simulation study was to compare 3D robust SFUD,
3D robust IMPT and 4D robust IMPT in terms of target coverage and OAR sparing under
the influence of setup and range uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay at planning,
as well as changes in the breathing motion pattern and anatomy from the planning to the
start of treatment. Further, using the clinical IMRT plan as a reference, our objective was to
evaluate if the potential for OAR sparing expected at planning was persistent at the start
of treatment.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patient Material and Clinical IMRT Planning

Fifteen consecutive patients with stage III NSCLC receiving radiochemotherapy with
curative intent at Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, Norway, in 2019–2020 were
prospectively included in an in silico simulation study. All patients gave informed consent,
and the study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research
ethics (protocol code 2019/749).

Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The
Netherlands), using a Posirest-2 support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, IA, USA)
for fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the head, and the Philips bellows
device for registration of the breathing curve.

4DCTs with 10 respiratory phases and deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) CTs were
acquired at planning (Plan) and at the start of treatment (fraction 2 or 3; Start). The average
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phase II clinical trials have been promising [8–10], PT showed no advantage over IMRT in
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allowing more conformal dose distributions with lower doses to critical organs [3,13].

PBS-PT is, however, not straightforwardly delivered in the thoracic region due to the
inherent sensitivity to uncertainties [14,15]. Much concern has been dedicated to how the
breathing motion of the primary tumor can interplay with PBS-PT spot delivery [16,17].
PBS-PT has therefore mainly been offered to patients with limited breathing motion [14].
However, recent studies with PBS-PT confirm that interplay uncertainties are canceled
out by fractionation—as for IMRT—and more attention should be focused on changes in
breathing patterns and anatomy [15,18–21].

Various optimization techniques for PBS-PT exist, and it is believed that these are
differently influenced by uncertainties [14,16]. With single-field uniform dose (SFUD), each
field delivers a uniform dose to the entire target volume, while intensity-modulated proton
therapy (IMPT) contains non-uniform dose distributions for the individual fields. 3D and
4D robust optimization can be applied to account for uncertainties due to patient setup and
proton range as well as breathing motion, respectively [22–24].

In theory, IMPT has the potential to produce the most conformal treatment plans,
while SFUD and 4D robust optimization are strategies to increase robustness [17]. There
is, however, limited knowledge on how different robustly optimized PBS-PT techniques
perform in practice for LA-NSCLC patients, as the planning CT is commonly used for
both optimization and evaluation [16]. We see a need to investigate this in order to guide
the use of PBS-PT, balancing organ at risk (OAR) sparing and robustness for both targets
and OARs. Furthermore, little knowledge exists on the dosimetric advantages of PBS-PT
compared to state-of-the-art IMRT at the start of treatment. Comparisons for, e.g., patient
selection between protons and photons are also usually carried out on the planning scan,
even though it is known that robustness towards changes matters [25]. A few studies have
focused on the impact of anatomical changes occurring during the six weeks of treatment
that should be handled by means of adaptive radiotherapy (ART) [26–28].

The purpose of this prospective simulation study was to compare 3D robust SFUD,
3D robust IMPT and 4D robust IMPT in terms of target coverage and OAR sparing under
the influence of setup and range uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay at planning,
as well as changes in the breathing motion pattern and anatomy from the planning to the
start of treatment. Further, using the clinical IMRT plan as a reference, our objective was to
evaluate if the potential for OAR sparing expected at planning was persistent at the start
of treatment.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patient Material and Clinical IMRT Planning

Fifteen consecutive patients with stage III NSCLC receiving radiochemotherapy with
curative intent at Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, Norway, in 2019–2020 were
prospectively included in an in silico simulation study. All patients gave informed consent,
and the study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research
ethics (protocol code 2019/749).

Imaging was performed on a Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The
Netherlands), using a Posirest-2 support device (Civco Radiotherapy, Coralville, IA, USA)
for fixation in the supine position with arms resting above the head, and the Philips bellows
device for registration of the breathing curve.

4DCTs with 10 respiratory phases and deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) CTs were
acquired at planning (Plan) and at the start of treatment (fraction 2 or 3; Start). The average
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30%,andsideeffectsfromtreatmentarecommonandpotentiallyfatal,limitingthepossi-
bilityfordoseescalationwithIMRT[1,2].

Protontherapy(PT)hasadvantageousdepthdosecharacteristicswiththepotentialto
reducesideeffectsandfacilitatedoseescalationinLA-NSCLCpatients[3–7].Although
phaseIIclinicaltrialshavebeenpromising[8–10],PTshowednoadvantageoverIMRTin
arandomizedtrialbyLiaoandcolleagues[11,12].Theseearlyclinicaltrialshavemainly
appliedpassivescatteringPT,butstate-of-the-artPTusespencilbeamscanning(PBS),
allowingmoreconformaldosedistributionswithlowerdosestocriticalorgans[3,13].

PBS-PTis,however,notstraightforwardlydeliveredinthethoracicregionduetothe
inherentsensitivitytouncertainties[14,15].Muchconcernhasbeendedicatedtohowthe
breathingmotionoftheprimarytumorcaninterplaywithPBS-PTspotdelivery[16,17].
PBS-PThasthereforemainlybeenofferedtopatientswithlimitedbreathingmotion[14].
However,recentstudieswithPBS-PTconfirmthatinterplayuncertaintiesarecanceled
outbyfractionation—asforIMRT—andmoreattentionshouldbefocusedonchangesin
breathingpatternsandanatomy[15,18–21].

VariousoptimizationtechniquesforPBS-PTexist,anditisbelievedthattheseare
differentlyinfluencedbyuncertainties[14,16].Withsingle-fielduniformdose(SFUD),each
fielddeliversauniformdosetotheentiretargetvolume,whileintensity-modulatedproton
therapy(IMPT)containsnon-uniformdosedistributionsfortheindividualfields.3Dand
4Drobustoptimizationcanbeappliedtoaccountforuncertaintiesduetopatientsetupand
protonrangeaswellasbreathingmotion,respectively[22–24].

Intheory,IMPThasthepotentialtoproducethemostconformaltreatmentplans,
whileSFUDand4Drobustoptimizationarestrategiestoincreaserobustness[17].There
is,however,limitedknowledgeonhowdifferentrobustlyoptimizedPBS-PTtechniques
performinpracticeforLA-NSCLCpatients,astheplanningCTiscommonlyusedfor
bothoptimizationandevaluation[16].Weseeaneedtoinvestigatethisinordertoguide
theuseofPBS-PT,balancingorganatrisk(OAR)sparingandrobustnessforbothtargets
andOARs.Furthermore,littleknowledgeexistsonthedosimetricadvantagesofPBS-PT
comparedtostate-of-the-artIMRTatthestartoftreatment.Comparisonsfor,e.g.,patient
selectionbetweenprotonsandphotonsarealsousuallycarriedoutontheplanningscan,
eventhoughitisknownthatrobustnesstowardschangesmatters[25].Afewstudieshave
focusedontheimpactofanatomicalchangesoccurringduringthesixweeksoftreatment
thatshouldbehandledbymeansofadaptiveradiotherapy(ART)[26–28].

Thepurposeofthisprospectivesimulationstudywastocompare3DrobustSFUD,
3DrobustIMPTand4DrobustIMPTintermsoftargetcoverageandOARsparingunder
theinfluenceofsetupandrangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayatplanning,
aswellaschangesinthebreathingmotionpatternandanatomyfromtheplanningtothe
startoftreatment.Further,usingtheclinicalIMRTplanasareference,ourobjectivewasto
evaluateifthepotentialforOARsparingexpectedatplanningwaspersistentatthestart
oftreatment.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientMaterialandClinicalIMRTPlanning

FifteenconsecutivepatientswithstageIIINSCLCreceivingradiochemotherapywith
curativeintentatHaukelandUniversityHospitalinBergen,Norway,in2019–2020were
prospectivelyincludedinaninsilicosimulationstudy.Allpatientsgaveinformedconsent,
andthestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedicalandhealthresearch
ethics(protocolcode2019/749).

ImagingwasperformedonaBigBoreCTscanner(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,The
Netherlands),usingaPosirest-2supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,IA,USA)
forfixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethehead,andthePhilipsbellows
deviceforregistrationofthebreathingcurve.

4DCTswith10respiratoryphasesanddeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)CTswere
acquiredatplanning(Plan)andatthestartoftreatment(fraction2or3;Start).Theaverage
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forfixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethehead,andthePhilipsbellows
deviceforregistrationofthebreathingcurve.

4DCTswith10respiratoryphasesanddeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)CTswere
acquiredatplanning(Plan)andatthestartoftreatment(fraction2or3;Start).Theaverage
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30%,andsideeffectsfromtreatmentarecommonandpotentiallyfatal,limitingthepossi-
bilityfordoseescalationwithIMRT[1,2].

Protontherapy(PT)hasadvantageousdepthdosecharacteristicswiththepotentialto
reducesideeffectsandfacilitatedoseescalationinLA-NSCLCpatients[3–7].Although
phaseIIclinicaltrialshavebeenpromising[8–10],PTshowednoadvantageoverIMRTin
arandomizedtrialbyLiaoandcolleagues[11,12].Theseearlyclinicaltrialshavemainly
appliedpassivescatteringPT,butstate-of-the-artPTusespencilbeamscanning(PBS),
allowingmoreconformaldosedistributionswithlowerdosestocriticalorgans[3,13].

PBS-PTis,however,notstraightforwardlydeliveredinthethoracicregionduetothe
inherentsensitivitytouncertainties[14,15].Muchconcernhasbeendedicatedtohowthe
breathingmotionoftheprimarytumorcaninterplaywithPBS-PTspotdelivery[16,17].
PBS-PThasthereforemainlybeenofferedtopatientswithlimitedbreathingmotion[14].
However,recentstudieswithPBS-PTconfirmthatinterplayuncertaintiesarecanceled
outbyfractionation—asforIMRT—andmoreattentionshouldbefocusedonchangesin
breathingpatternsandanatomy[15,18–21].

VariousoptimizationtechniquesforPBS-PTexist,anditisbelievedthattheseare
differentlyinfluencedbyuncertainties[14,16].Withsingle-fielduniformdose(SFUD),each
fielddeliversauniformdosetotheentiretargetvolume,whileintensity-modulatedproton
therapy(IMPT)containsnon-uniformdosedistributionsfortheindividualfields.3Dand
4Drobustoptimizationcanbeappliedtoaccountforuncertaintiesduetopatientsetupand
protonrangeaswellasbreathingmotion,respectively[22–24].

Intheory,IMPThasthepotentialtoproducethemostconformaltreatmentplans,
whileSFUDand4Drobustoptimizationarestrategiestoincreaserobustness[17].There
is,however,limitedknowledgeonhowdifferentrobustlyoptimizedPBS-PTtechniques
performinpracticeforLA-NSCLCpatients,astheplanningCTiscommonlyusedfor
bothoptimizationandevaluation[16].Weseeaneedtoinvestigatethisinordertoguide
theuseofPBS-PT,balancingorganatrisk(OAR)sparingandrobustnessforbothtargets
andOARs.Furthermore,littleknowledgeexistsonthedosimetricadvantagesofPBS-PT
comparedtostate-of-the-artIMRTatthestartoftreatment.Comparisonsfor,e.g.,patient
selectionbetweenprotonsandphotonsarealsousuallycarriedoutontheplanningscan,
eventhoughitisknownthatrobustnesstowardschangesmatters[25].Afewstudieshave
focusedontheimpactofanatomicalchangesoccurringduringthesixweeksoftreatment
thatshouldbehandledbymeansofadaptiveradiotherapy(ART)[26–28].

Thepurposeofthisprospectivesimulationstudywastocompare3DrobustSFUD,
3DrobustIMPTand4DrobustIMPTintermsoftargetcoverageandOARsparingunder
theinfluenceofsetupandrangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayatplanning,
aswellaschangesinthebreathingmotionpatternandanatomyfromtheplanningtothe
startoftreatment.Further,usingtheclinicalIMRTplanasareference,ourobjectivewasto
evaluateifthepotentialforOARsparingexpectedatplanningwaspersistentatthestart
oftreatment.

2.MaterialsandMethods
2.1.PatientMaterialandClinicalIMRTPlanning

FifteenconsecutivepatientswithstageIIINSCLCreceivingradiochemotherapywith
curativeintentatHaukelandUniversityHospitalinBergen,Norway,in2019–2020were
prospectivelyincludedinaninsilicosimulationstudy.Allpatientsgaveinformedconsent,
andthestudywasapprovedbytheregionalcommitteeformedicalandhealthresearch
ethics(protocolcode2019/749).

ImagingwasperformedonaBigBoreCTscanner(PhilipsHealthcare,Best,The
Netherlands),usingaPosirest-2supportdevice(CivcoRadiotherapy,Coralville,IA,USA)
forfixationinthesupinepositionwitharmsrestingabovethehead,andthePhilipsbellows
deviceforregistrationofthebreathingcurve.

4DCTswith10respiratoryphasesanddeepinspirationbreathhold(DIBH)CTswere
acquiredatplanning(Plan)andatthestartoftreatment(fraction2or3;Start).Theaverage
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intensity projection (AIP) of the 4DCT was used for delineation and treatment planning.
Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and lymph nodes were defined on
the AIP, based on a diagnostic CT with intravenous contrast, an FDG-PET-CT, and biopsy
of mediastinal lymph nodes. To define the internal GTVs (IGTVs), each 4DCT phase was
blended with the AIP, and the structure was expanded to include the GTV positions on
all phases. Exceptions from this were three patients treated in DIBH due to lung dose
exceeding the constraints or large tumor motion blurring the 4DCT. In these cases, IGTV
delineation included the GTV on three consecutive planning DIBH scans. A clinical target
volume (CTV) was created using a 5 mm margin from the IGTV, without extending into
uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. The GTVs and CTV
were deformably mapped to all phases of the 4DCT and later used in 4DIMPT optimization.
For clinical IMRT planning, a planning target volume (PTV) with 5 mm margin from the
CTV was used. Target delineation was performed by the same oncologist (I.M.S.) on all
Plan and Start scans. The lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and, if relevant, the brachial
plexus were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [29].

Clinical treatment planning was performed in Eclipse v. 15.6 (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA, USA). All patients received IMRT with a prescribed dose of 60 or 66 Gy
in 2 Gy fractions, depending on lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial
plexus to the PTV. The beam configuration was adjusted to fit the anatomy of each patient,
mainly using six beams and avoiding entry through the contralateral lung. For the PTV,
D98% > 95% of prescribed dose was required, and the maximum dose in the plan should
be <107%. Dose constraints for OARs are listed in Table A1. The Acuros External Beam
algorithm was used for dose calculation, and the plans were normalized to the median
dose in the PTV.

The motion amplitude of the primary tumor at Plan and Start was evaluated in Eclipse,
using deformable mapping of the primary tumor GTV from the AIP to each breathing
phase of the 4DCT and measuring the motion of the GTV center of mass in all directions.

The AIP of the 4DCT acquired at Start was rigidly matched to the AIP at Plan using six
degrees of freedom and a volume of interest covering the PTV, as well as skeletal structures
and the body contour in proximity to the PTV.

2.2. Proton Therapy Planning

Proton planning was performed in RayStation v. 8B (RaySearch Laboratories, Stock-
holm, Sweden). To ensure high plan quality, all plans were made by an experienced
planning expert within photon therapy and comparative proton planning (C.G.B.) and
reviewed by an experienced medical physicist (M.U.). The 4DCT phases were deformably
registered to their respective AIP, and the deformed target volumes (GTVs and CTVs) and
OARs were mapped onto each phase. For the AIP scan, a density override representative
for tumor tissue (1.06 g/cm3, ~40 HU) was used for all plans for the IGTV. For the 4DCT
phases, the original density values were applied (i.e., no density override).

For each patient, three PBS-PT treatment plans were created on the Plan AIP using
different optimization techniques: SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT. 3D robust optimization ac-
cording to the minimax approach with setup uncertainty of 5 mm in each direction and 3.5%
range uncertainty (21 scenarios) was used for SFUD and IMPT [22]. 4D robust optimization,
applying the same settings for setup and range uncertainty on all 4DCT breathing phases
(231 scenarios), was used for 4DIMPT [23]. In 3D and 4D robust optimization, the reference
plan is evaluated in each uncertainty scenario, and in each iteration, the scenario with the
currently worst objective value is improved. 3D and 4D robust optimization were applied
for the CTV, and for the spinal canal if close to the CTV. Rescanning methods were not used.

Each plan had two (10 patients) or three (5 patients) coplanar fields with gantry angles
carefully selected with regard to the patient anatomy and the distance between the beam
entry and the CTV (Figure A1). For each patient, beam angles were individually selected,
and the same field setup was used in the three PT plans. Range shifters of 4 cm or 7.5 cm
were used for all fields, and the air gaps were 5–12 cm from the body contour depending
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intensityprojection(AIP)ofthe4DCTwasusedfordelineationandtreatmentplanning.
Grosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimarytumorandlymphnodesweredefinedon
theAIP,basedonadiagnosticCTwithintravenouscontrast,anFDG-PET-CT,andbiopsy
ofmediastinallymphnodes.TodefinetheinternalGTVs(IGTVs),each4DCTphasewas
blendedwiththeAIP,andthestructurewasexpandedtoincludetheGTVpositionson
allphases.ExceptionsfromthiswerethreepatientstreatedinDIBHduetolungdose
exceedingtheconstraintsorlargetumormotionblurringthe4DCT.Inthesecases,IGTV
delineationincludedtheGTVonthreeconsecutiveplanningDIBHscans.Aclinicaltarget
volume(CTV)wascreatedusinga5mmmarginfromtheIGTV,withoutextendinginto
uninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagusandmajorvessels.TheGTVsandCTV
weredeformablymappedtoallphasesofthe4DCTandlaterusedin4DIMPToptimization.
ForclinicalIMRTplanning,aplanningtargetvolume(PTV)with5mmmarginfromthe
CTVwasused.Targetdelineationwasperformedbythesameoncologist(I.M.S.)onall
PlanandStartscans.Thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanaland,ifrelevant,thebrachial
plexusweredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[29].

ClinicaltreatmentplanningwasperformedinEclipsev.15.6(VarianMedicalSystems,
PaloAlto,CA,USA).AllpatientsreceivedIMRTwithaprescribeddoseof60or66Gy
in2Gyfractions,dependingonlungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachial
plexustothePTV.Thebeamconfigurationwasadjustedtofittheanatomyofeachpatient,
mainlyusingsixbeamsandavoidingentrythroughthecontralaterallung.ForthePTV,
D98%>95%ofprescribeddosewasrequired,andthemaximumdoseintheplanshould
be<107%.DoseconstraintsforOARsarelistedinTableA1.TheAcurosExternalBeam
algorithmwasusedfordosecalculation,andtheplanswerenormalizedtothemedian
doseinthePTV.

ThemotionamplitudeoftheprimarytumoratPlanandStartwasevaluatedinEclipse,
usingdeformablemappingoftheprimarytumorGTVfromtheAIPtoeachbreathing
phaseofthe4DCTandmeasuringthemotionoftheGTVcenterofmassinalldirections.

TheAIPofthe4DCTacquiredatStartwasrigidlymatchedtotheAIPatPlanusingsix
degreesoffreedomandavolumeofinterestcoveringthePTV,aswellasskeletalstructures
andthebodycontourinproximitytothePTV.

2.2.ProtonTherapyPlanning

ProtonplanningwasperformedinRayStationv.8B(RaySearchLaboratories,Stock-
holm,Sweden).Toensurehighplanquality,allplansweremadebyanexperienced
planningexpertwithinphotontherapyandcomparativeprotonplanning(C.G.B.)and
reviewedbyanexperiencedmedicalphysicist(M.U.).The4DCTphasesweredeformably
registeredtotheirrespectiveAIP,andthedeformedtargetvolumes(GTVsandCTVs)and
OARsweremappedontoeachphase.FortheAIPscan,adensityoverriderepresentative
fortumortissue(1.06g/cm3,~40HU)wasusedforallplansfortheIGTV.Forthe4DCT
phases,theoriginaldensityvalueswereapplied(i.e.,nodensityoverride).

Foreachpatient,threePBS-PTtreatmentplanswerecreatedonthePlanAIPusing
differentoptimizationtechniques:SFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT.3Drobustoptimizationac-
cordingtotheminimaxapproachwithsetupuncertaintyof5mmineachdirectionand3.5%
rangeuncertainty(21scenarios)wasusedforSFUDandIMPT[22].4Drobustoptimization,
applyingthesamesettingsforsetupandrangeuncertaintyonall4DCTbreathingphases
(231scenarios),wasusedfor4DIMPT[23].In3Dand4Drobustoptimization,thereference
planisevaluatedineachuncertaintyscenario,andineachiteration,thescenariowiththe
currentlyworstobjectivevalueisimproved.3Dand4Drobustoptimizationwereapplied
fortheCTV,andforthespinalcanalifclosetotheCTV.Rescanningmethodswerenotused.

Eachplanhadtwo(10patients)orthree(5patients)coplanarfieldswithgantryangles
carefullyselectedwithregardtothepatientanatomyandthedistancebetweenthebeam
entryandtheCTV(FigureA1).Foreachpatient,beamangleswereindividuallyselected,
andthesamefieldsetupwasusedinthethreePTplans.Rangeshiftersof4cmor7.5cm
wereusedforallfields,andtheairgapswere5–12cmfromthebodycontourdepending
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intensityprojection(AIP)ofthe4DCTwasusedfordelineationandtreatmentplanning.
Grosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimarytumorandlymphnodesweredefinedon
theAIP,basedonadiagnosticCTwithintravenouscontrast,anFDG-PET-CT,andbiopsy
ofmediastinallymphnodes.TodefinetheinternalGTVs(IGTVs),each4DCTphasewas
blendedwiththeAIP,andthestructurewasexpandedtoincludetheGTVpositionson
allphases.ExceptionsfromthiswerethreepatientstreatedinDIBHduetolungdose
exceedingtheconstraintsorlargetumormotionblurringthe4DCT.Inthesecases,IGTV
delineationincludedtheGTVonthreeconsecutiveplanningDIBHscans.Aclinicaltarget
volume(CTV)wascreatedusinga5mmmarginfromtheIGTV,withoutextendinginto
uninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagusandmajorvessels.TheGTVsandCTV
weredeformablymappedtoallphasesofthe4DCTandlaterusedin4DIMPToptimization.
ForclinicalIMRTplanning,aplanningtargetvolume(PTV)with5mmmarginfromthe
CTVwasused.Targetdelineationwasperformedbythesameoncologist(I.M.S.)onall
PlanandStartscans.Thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanaland,ifrelevant,thebrachial
plexusweredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[29].

ClinicaltreatmentplanningwasperformedinEclipsev.15.6(VarianMedicalSystems,
PaloAlto,CA,USA).AllpatientsreceivedIMRTwithaprescribeddoseof60or66Gy
in2Gyfractions,dependingonlungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachial
plexustothePTV.Thebeamconfigurationwasadjustedtofittheanatomyofeachpatient,
mainlyusingsixbeamsandavoidingentrythroughthecontralaterallung.ForthePTV,
D98%>95%ofprescribeddosewasrequired,andthemaximumdoseintheplanshould
be<107%.DoseconstraintsforOARsarelistedinTableA1.TheAcurosExternalBeam
algorithmwasusedfordosecalculation,andtheplanswerenormalizedtothemedian
doseinthePTV.

ThemotionamplitudeoftheprimarytumoratPlanandStartwasevaluatedinEclipse,
usingdeformablemappingoftheprimarytumorGTVfromtheAIPtoeachbreathing
phaseofthe4DCTandmeasuringthemotionoftheGTVcenterofmassinalldirections.

TheAIPofthe4DCTacquiredatStartwasrigidlymatchedtotheAIPatPlanusingsix
degreesoffreedomandavolumeofinterestcoveringthePTV,aswellasskeletalstructures
andthebodycontourinproximitytothePTV.

2.2.ProtonTherapyPlanning

ProtonplanningwasperformedinRayStationv.8B(RaySearchLaboratories,Stock-
holm,Sweden).Toensurehighplanquality,allplansweremadebyanexperienced
planningexpertwithinphotontherapyandcomparativeprotonplanning(C.G.B.)and
reviewedbyanexperiencedmedicalphysicist(M.U.).The4DCTphasesweredeformably
registeredtotheirrespectiveAIP,andthedeformedtargetvolumes(GTVsandCTVs)and
OARsweremappedontoeachphase.FortheAIPscan,adensityoverriderepresentative
fortumortissue(1.06g/cm3,~40HU)wasusedforallplansfortheIGTV.Forthe4DCT
phases,theoriginaldensityvalueswereapplied(i.e.,nodensityoverride).

Foreachpatient,threePBS-PTtreatmentplanswerecreatedonthePlanAIPusing
differentoptimizationtechniques:SFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT.3Drobustoptimizationac-
cordingtotheminimaxapproachwithsetupuncertaintyof5mmineachdirectionand3.5%
rangeuncertainty(21scenarios)wasusedforSFUDandIMPT[22].4Drobustoptimization,
applyingthesamesettingsforsetupandrangeuncertaintyonall4DCTbreathingphases
(231scenarios),wasusedfor4DIMPT[23].In3Dand4Drobustoptimization,thereference
planisevaluatedineachuncertaintyscenario,andineachiteration,thescenariowiththe
currentlyworstobjectivevalueisimproved.3Dand4Drobustoptimizationwereapplied
fortheCTV,andforthespinalcanalifclosetotheCTV.Rescanningmethodswerenotused.

Eachplanhadtwo(10patients)orthree(5patients)coplanarfieldswithgantryangles
carefullyselectedwithregardtothepatientanatomyandthedistancebetweenthebeam
entryandtheCTV(FigureA1).Foreachpatient,beamangleswereindividuallyselected,
andthesamefieldsetupwasusedinthethreePTplans.Rangeshiftersof4cmor7.5cm
wereusedforallfields,andtheairgapswere5–12cmfromthebodycontourdepending
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intensity projection (AIP) of the 4DCT was used for delineation and treatment planning.
Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and lymph nodes were defined on
the AIP, based on a diagnostic CT with intravenous contrast, an FDG-PET-CT, and biopsy
of mediastinal lymph nodes. To define the internal GTVs (IGTVs), each 4DCT phase was
blended with the AIP, and the structure was expanded to include the GTV positions on
all phases. Exceptions from this were three patients treated in DIBH due to lung dose
exceeding the constraints or large tumor motion blurring the 4DCT. In these cases, IGTV
delineation included the GTV on three consecutive planning DIBH scans. A clinical target
volume (CTV) was created using a 5 mm margin from the IGTV, without extending into
uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. The GTVs and CTV
were deformably mapped to all phases of the 4DCT and later used in 4DIMPT optimization.
For clinical IMRT planning, a planning target volume (PTV) with 5 mm margin from the
CTV was used. Target delineation was performed by the same oncologist (I.M.S.) on all
Plan and Start scans. The lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and, if relevant, the brachial
plexus were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [29].

Clinical treatment planning was performed in Eclipse v. 15.6 (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA, USA). All patients received IMRT with a prescribed dose of 60 or 66 Gy
in 2 Gy fractions, depending on lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial
plexus to the PTV. The beam configuration was adjusted to fit the anatomy of each patient,
mainly using six beams and avoiding entry through the contralateral lung. For the PTV,
D98% > 95% of prescribed dose was required, and the maximum dose in the plan should
be <107%. Dose constraints for OARs are listed in Table A1. The Acuros External Beam
algorithm was used for dose calculation, and the plans were normalized to the median
dose in the PTV.

The motion amplitude of the primary tumor at Plan and Start was evaluated in Eclipse,
using deformable mapping of the primary tumor GTV from the AIP to each breathing
phase of the 4DCT and measuring the motion of the GTV center of mass in all directions.

The AIP of the 4DCT acquired at Start was rigidly matched to the AIP at Plan using six
degrees of freedom and a volume of interest covering the PTV, as well as skeletal structures
and the body contour in proximity to the PTV.

2.2. Proton Therapy Planning

Proton planning was performed in RayStation v. 8B (RaySearch Laboratories, Stock-
holm, Sweden). To ensure high plan quality, all plans were made by an experienced
planning expert within photon therapy and comparative proton planning (C.G.B.) and
reviewed by an experienced medical physicist (M.U.). The 4DCT phases were deformably
registered to their respective AIP, and the deformed target volumes (GTVs and CTVs) and
OARs were mapped onto each phase. For the AIP scan, a density override representative
for tumor tissue (1.06 g/cm3, ~40 HU) was used for all plans for the IGTV. For the 4DCT
phases, the original density values were applied (i.e., no density override).

For each patient, three PBS-PT treatment plans were created on the Plan AIP using
different optimization techniques: SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT. 3D robust optimization ac-
cording to the minimax approach with setup uncertainty of 5 mm in each direction and 3.5%
range uncertainty (21 scenarios) was used for SFUD and IMPT [22]. 4D robust optimization,
applying the same settings for setup and range uncertainty on all 4DCT breathing phases
(231 scenarios), was used for 4DIMPT [23]. In 3D and 4D robust optimization, the reference
plan is evaluated in each uncertainty scenario, and in each iteration, the scenario with the
currently worst objective value is improved. 3D and 4D robust optimization were applied
for the CTV, and for the spinal canal if close to the CTV. Rescanning methods were not used.

Each plan had two (10 patients) or three (5 patients) coplanar fields with gantry angles
carefully selected with regard to the patient anatomy and the distance between the beam
entry and the CTV (Figure A1). For each patient, beam angles were individually selected,
and the same field setup was used in the three PT plans. Range shifters of 4 cm or 7.5 cm
were used for all fields, and the air gaps were 5–12 cm from the body contour depending
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intensity projection (AIP) of the 4DCT was used for delineation and treatment planning.
Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) for the primary tumor and lymph nodes were defined on
the AIP, based on a diagnostic CT with intravenous contrast, an FDG-PET-CT, and biopsy
of mediastinal lymph nodes. To define the internal GTVs (IGTVs), each 4DCT phase was
blended with the AIP, and the structure was expanded to include the GTV positions on
all phases. Exceptions from this were three patients treated in DIBH due to lung dose
exceeding the constraints or large tumor motion blurring the 4DCT. In these cases, IGTV
delineation included the GTV on three consecutive planning DIBH scans. A clinical target
volume (CTV) was created using a 5 mm margin from the IGTV, without extending into
uninvolved organs such as bone, heart, esophagus and major vessels. The GTVs and CTV
were deformably mapped to all phases of the 4DCT and later used in 4DIMPT optimization.
For clinical IMRT planning, a planning target volume (PTV) with 5 mm margin from the
CTV was used. Target delineation was performed by the same oncologist (I.M.S.) on all
Plan and Start scans. The lungs, heart, esophagus, spinal canal and, if relevant, the brachial
plexus were delineated according to RTOG guidelines [29].

Clinical treatment planning was performed in Eclipse v. 15.6 (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA, USA). All patients received IMRT with a prescribed dose of 60 or 66 Gy
in 2 Gy fractions, depending on lung function, lung dose and proximity of the brachial
plexus to the PTV. The beam configuration was adjusted to fit the anatomy of each patient,
mainly using six beams and avoiding entry through the contralateral lung. For the PTV,
D98% > 95% of prescribed dose was required, and the maximum dose in the plan should
be <107%. Dose constraints for OARs are listed in Table A1. The Acuros External Beam
algorithm was used for dose calculation, and the plans were normalized to the median
dose in the PTV.

The motion amplitude of the primary tumor at Plan and Start was evaluated in Eclipse,
using deformable mapping of the primary tumor GTV from the AIP to each breathing
phase of the 4DCT and measuring the motion of the GTV center of mass in all directions.

The AIP of the 4DCT acquired at Start was rigidly matched to the AIP at Plan using six
degrees of freedom and a volume of interest covering the PTV, as well as skeletal structures
and the body contour in proximity to the PTV.

2.2. Proton Therapy Planning

Proton planning was performed in RayStation v. 8B (RaySearch Laboratories, Stock-
holm, Sweden). To ensure high plan quality, all plans were made by an experienced
planning expert within photon therapy and comparative proton planning (C.G.B.) and
reviewed by an experienced medical physicist (M.U.). The 4DCT phases were deformably
registered to their respective AIP, and the deformed target volumes (GTVs and CTVs) and
OARs were mapped onto each phase. For the AIP scan, a density override representative
for tumor tissue (1.06 g/cm3, ~40 HU) was used for all plans for the IGTV. For the 4DCT
phases, the original density values were applied (i.e., no density override).

For each patient, three PBS-PT treatment plans were created on the Plan AIP using
different optimization techniques: SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT. 3D robust optimization ac-
cording to the minimax approach with setup uncertainty of 5 mm in each direction and 3.5%
range uncertainty (21 scenarios) was used for SFUD and IMPT [22]. 4D robust optimization,
applying the same settings for setup and range uncertainty on all 4DCT breathing phases
(231 scenarios), was used for 4DIMPT [23]. In 3D and 4D robust optimization, the reference
plan is evaluated in each uncertainty scenario, and in each iteration, the scenario with the
currently worst objective value is improved. 3D and 4D robust optimization were applied
for the CTV, and for the spinal canal if close to the CTV. Rescanning methods were not used.

Each plan had two (10 patients) or three (5 patients) coplanar fields with gantry angles
carefully selected with regard to the patient anatomy and the distance between the beam
entry and the CTV (Figure A1). For each patient, beam angles were individually selected,
and the same field setup was used in the three PT plans. Range shifters of 4 cm or 7.5 cm
were used for all fields, and the air gaps were 5–12 cm from the body contour depending
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intensityprojection(AIP)ofthe4DCTwasusedfordelineationandtreatmentplanning.
Grosstumorvolumes(GTVs)fortheprimarytumorandlymphnodesweredefinedon
theAIP,basedonadiagnosticCTwithintravenouscontrast,anFDG-PET-CT,andbiopsy
ofmediastinallymphnodes.TodefinetheinternalGTVs(IGTVs),each4DCTphasewas
blendedwiththeAIP,andthestructurewasexpandedtoincludetheGTVpositionson
allphases.ExceptionsfromthiswerethreepatientstreatedinDIBHduetolungdose
exceedingtheconstraintsorlargetumormotionblurringthe4DCT.Inthesecases,IGTV
delineationincludedtheGTVonthreeconsecutiveplanningDIBHscans.Aclinicaltarget
volume(CTV)wascreatedusinga5mmmarginfromtheIGTV,withoutextendinginto
uninvolvedorganssuchasbone,heart,esophagusandmajorvessels.TheGTVsandCTV
weredeformablymappedtoallphasesofthe4DCTandlaterusedin4DIMPToptimization.
ForclinicalIMRTplanning,aplanningtargetvolume(PTV)with5mmmarginfromthe
CTVwasused.Targetdelineationwasperformedbythesameoncologist(I.M.S.)onall
PlanandStartscans.Thelungs,heart,esophagus,spinalcanaland,ifrelevant,thebrachial
plexusweredelineatedaccordingtoRTOGguidelines[29].

ClinicaltreatmentplanningwasperformedinEclipsev.15.6(VarianMedicalSystems,
PaloAlto,CA,USA).AllpatientsreceivedIMRTwithaprescribeddoseof60or66Gy
in2Gyfractions,dependingonlungfunction,lungdoseandproximityofthebrachial
plexustothePTV.Thebeamconfigurationwasadjustedtofittheanatomyofeachpatient,
mainlyusingsixbeamsandavoidingentrythroughthecontralaterallung.ForthePTV,
D98%>95%ofprescribeddosewasrequired,andthemaximumdoseintheplanshould
be<107%.DoseconstraintsforOARsarelistedinTableA1.TheAcurosExternalBeam
algorithmwasusedfordosecalculation,andtheplanswerenormalizedtothemedian
doseinthePTV.

ThemotionamplitudeoftheprimarytumoratPlanandStartwasevaluatedinEclipse,
usingdeformablemappingoftheprimarytumorGTVfromtheAIPtoeachbreathing
phaseofthe4DCTandmeasuringthemotionoftheGTVcenterofmassinalldirections.

TheAIPofthe4DCTacquiredatStartwasrigidlymatchedtotheAIPatPlanusingsix
degreesoffreedomandavolumeofinterestcoveringthePTV,aswellasskeletalstructures
andthebodycontourinproximitytothePTV.

2.2.ProtonTherapyPlanning

ProtonplanningwasperformedinRayStationv.8B(RaySearchLaboratories,Stock-
holm,Sweden).Toensurehighplanquality,allplansweremadebyanexperienced
planningexpertwithinphotontherapyandcomparativeprotonplanning(C.G.B.)and
reviewedbyanexperiencedmedicalphysicist(M.U.).The4DCTphasesweredeformably
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on beam angles and risk of collision. Sigma of spot sizes in air at isocenter (without range
shifter) were 3.7 to 7.2 mm depending on energy.

The same prescription as in the clinical plan was used, applying a relative biological
effectiveness of 1.1 for protons. A generic IBA beam model was used for planning, and a
Monte Carlo algorithm was used for dose calculation (using 0.5% statistical uncertainty).

2.3. Robustness Evaluation

An overview of the acquired image data and the robustness evaluation is shown
in Figure 1. Robustness towards setup and range variations (Plan S/R) was evaluated on
the Plan AIP using combined isocenter shifts of 2.9 mm in 3 directions simultaneously
(corresponding to 5 mm isotropic shifts) and 3.5% range uncertainty (16 scenarios).
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Robustness towards breathing motion at Plan (Plan CT0/50) was evaluated by recalcu-
lating all PT plans on the extreme breathing phases of the 4DCT: CT0 (maximum inspiration)
and CT50 (maximum expiration). In addition, interplay evaluation was performed at Plan
(Plan Interplay) using a script provided by RaySearch. The 10 breathing phases of the
4DCT were in turn used as the starting phase for treatment delivery, and the spots were
distributed on the CTs of the different phases based on delivery time and breathing cycle
length. Constant breathing periods of five seconds were used for all patients. The dose on
each phase was calculated and mapped to the reference image (AIP), where the total dose
was calculated. This resulted in 10 different interplay dose distributions depending on
which phase delivery started in. For all robustness simulations, reported values represent
the worst-case scenario for each parameter.

All PT plans were also recalculated on the AIP (Start), CT0 and CT50 (Start CT0/50) of
the Start 4DCT to evaluate robustness towards changes in breathing motion and anatomy that
can occur between planning and onset of treatment.

2.4. Dosimetric Evaluation

Dose distributions at Plan were compared using D98% and D2% for the CTV, as
well as the homogeneity index HI = (D2% − D98%)/D50%, and the conformity index
CI = (TVRI/TV) × (TVRI/VRI), where TV is the target volume, TVRI is the target volume
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onbeamanglesandriskofcollision.Sigmaofspotsizesinairatisocenter(withoutrange
shifter)were3.7to7.2mmdependingonenergy.

Thesameprescriptionasintheclinicalplanwasused,applyingarelativebiological
effectivenessof1.1forprotons.AgenericIBAbeammodelwasusedforplanning,anda
MonteCarloalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation(using0.5%statisticaluncertainty).

2.3.RobustnessEvaluation

Anoverviewoftheacquiredimagedataandtherobustnessevaluationisshown
inFigure1.Robustnesstowardssetupandrangevariations(PlanS/R)wasevaluatedon
thePlanAIPusingcombinedisocentershiftsof2.9mmin3directionssimultaneously
(correspondingto5mmisotropicshifts)and3.5%rangeuncertainty(16scenarios).
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onbeamanglesandriskofcollision.Sigmaofspotsizesinairatisocenter(withoutrange
shifter)were3.7to7.2mmdependingonenergy.

Thesameprescriptionasintheclinicalplanwasused,applyingarelativebiological
effectivenessof1.1forprotons.AgenericIBAbeammodelwasusedforplanning,anda
MonteCarloalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation(using0.5%statisticaluncertainty).

2.3.RobustnessEvaluation

Anoverviewoftheacquiredimagedataandtherobustnessevaluationisshown
inFigure1.Robustnesstowardssetupandrangevariations(PlanS/R)wasevaluatedon
thePlanAIPusingcombinedisocentershiftsof2.9mmin3directionssimultaneously
(correspondingto5mmisotropicshifts)and3.5%rangeuncertainty(16scenarios).
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on beam angles and risk of collision. Sigma of spot sizes in air at isocenter (without range
shifter) were 3.7 to 7.2 mm depending on energy.

The same prescription as in the clinical plan was used, applying a relative biological
effectiveness of 1.1 for protons. A generic IBA beam model was used for planning, and a
Monte Carlo algorithm was used for dose calculation (using 0.5% statistical uncertainty).

2.3. Robustness Evaluation

An overview of the acquired image data and the robustness evaluation is shown
in Figure 1. Robustness towards setup and range variations (Plan S/R) was evaluated on
the Plan AIP using combined isocenter shifts of 2.9 mm in 3 directions simultaneously
(corresponding to 5 mm isotropic shifts) and 3.5% range uncertainty (16 scenarios).
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Robustness towards breathing motion at Plan (Plan CT0/50) was evaluated by recalcu-
lating all PT plans on the extreme breathing phases of the 4DCT: CT0 (maximum inspiration)
and CT50 (maximum expiration). In addition, interplay evaluation was performed at Plan
(Plan Interplay) using a script provided by RaySearch. The 10 breathing phases of the
4DCT were in turn used as the starting phase for treatment delivery, and the spots were
distributed on the CTs of the different phases based on delivery time and breathing cycle
length. Constant breathing periods of five seconds were used for all patients. The dose on
each phase was calculated and mapped to the reference image (AIP), where the total dose
was calculated. This resulted in 10 different interplay dose distributions depending on
which phase delivery started in. For all robustness simulations, reported values represent
the worst-case scenario for each parameter.

All PT plans were also recalculated on the AIP (Start), CT0 and CT50 (Start CT0/50) of
the Start 4DCT to evaluate robustness towards changes in breathing motion and anatomy that
can occur between planning and onset of treatment.

2.4. Dosimetric Evaluation

Dose distributions at Plan were compared using D98% and D2% for the CTV, as
well as the homogeneity index HI = (D2% − D98%)/D50%, and the conformity index
CI = (TVRI/TV) × (TVRI/VRI), where TV is the target volume, TVRI is the target volume
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on beam angles and risk of collision. Sigma of spot sizes in air at isocenter (without range
shifter) were 3.7 to 7.2 mm depending on energy.

The same prescription as in the clinical plan was used, applying a relative biological
effectiveness of 1.1 for protons. A generic IBA beam model was used for planning, and a
Monte Carlo algorithm was used for dose calculation (using 0.5% statistical uncertainty).

2.3. Robustness Evaluation

An overview of the acquired image data and the robustness evaluation is shown
in Figure 1. Robustness towards setup and range variations (Plan S/R) was evaluated on
the Plan AIP using combined isocenter shifts of 2.9 mm in 3 directions simultaneously
(corresponding to 5 mm isotropic shifts) and 3.5% range uncertainty (16 scenarios).
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Robustness towards breathing motion at Plan (Plan CT0/50) was evaluated by recalcu-
lating all PT plans on the extreme breathing phases of the 4DCT: CT0 (maximum inspiration)
and CT50 (maximum expiration). In addition, interplay evaluation was performed at Plan
(Plan Interplay) using a script provided by RaySearch. The 10 breathing phases of the
4DCT were in turn used as the starting phase for treatment delivery, and the spots were
distributed on the CTs of the different phases based on delivery time and breathing cycle
length. Constant breathing periods of five seconds were used for all patients. The dose on
each phase was calculated and mapped to the reference image (AIP), where the total dose
was calculated. This resulted in 10 different interplay dose distributions depending on
which phase delivery started in. For all robustness simulations, reported values represent
the worst-case scenario for each parameter.

All PT plans were also recalculated on the AIP (Start), CT0 and CT50 (Start CT0/50) of
the Start 4DCT to evaluate robustness towards changes in breathing motion and anatomy that
can occur between planning and onset of treatment.

2.4. Dosimetric Evaluation

Dose distributions at Plan were compared using D98% and D2% for the CTV, as
well as the homogeneity index HI = (D2% − D98%)/D50%, and the conformity index
CI = (TVRI/TV) × (TVRI/VRI), where TV is the target volume, TVRI is the target volume
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onbeamanglesandriskofcollision.Sigmaofspotsizesinairatisocenter(withoutrange
shifter)were3.7to7.2mmdependingonenergy.

Thesameprescriptionasintheclinicalplanwasused,applyingarelativebiological
effectivenessof1.1forprotons.AgenericIBAbeammodelwasusedforplanning,anda
MonteCarloalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation(using0.5%statisticaluncertainty).

2.3.RobustnessEvaluation

Anoverviewoftheacquiredimagedataandtherobustnessevaluationisshown
inFigure1.Robustnesstowardssetupandrangevariations(PlanS/R)wasevaluatedon
thePlanAIPusingcombinedisocentershiftsof2.9mmin3directionssimultaneously
(correspondingto5mmisotropicshifts)and3.5%rangeuncertainty(16scenarios).
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Thesameprescriptionasintheclinicalplanwasused,applyingarelativebiological
effectivenessof1.1forprotons.AgenericIBAbeammodelwasusedforplanning,anda
MonteCarloalgorithmwasusedfordosecalculation(using0.5%statisticaluncertainty).

2.3.RobustnessEvaluation
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covered by the reference (95%) isodose and VRI is the volume of the reference isodose [30].
For healthy tissue and OARs, the following parameters relevant for toxicity were evaluated:
D2cc for the patient body, Dmean, V5Gy and V20Gy for the lungs, Dmean and V30Gy for the
heart, Dmean for the esophagus and Dmax for the spinal canal.

For OARs, the planning criteria (Table A1) were also required in robustness evalu-
ation. In addition, the D2cc to the patient body should be <107% of the prescribed dose.
CTV D98 > 95% and CTV D2% < 107% were required in setup and range and extreme phase
evaluation as well as in the Start recalculations. The interplay effect is expected to cause
under- and overdosage in the tumor and OARs that average out during fractionated treat-
ment. Ensuring at least 1.8 Gy per fraction, i.e., CTV D98 > 90%, and CTV D2% and body
D2cc < 110% were considered acceptable in interplay evaluation.

A structured overview of the various evaluations and criteria is shown in Table A2.
Initially, we present the target coverage and OAR sparing for the various techniques at Plan.
Thereafter, we investigate the robustness of the target dose and OAR doses, respectively.
For evaluation of the actual clinical potential of proton therapy compared to photon therapy,
we lastly compare target coverage and OAR sparing at Start.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA). Friedman’s test (non-parametric two-way analysis of variance by ranks) was used
for comparison of the different techniques. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust the
p-value for multiple testing in post hoc analysis. A significance level of 0.05 was used.

3. Results
3.1. Patient Characteristics and Breathing Motion

The median CTV volume was 137 cc (range 66–435 cc). Nine patients had disease stage
IIIA, five IIIB and one IIIC. Primary tumor positions were left upper (3), left lower (4), right
upper (4) and right lower (3) lobe. One patient only had mediastinal lymph nodes and one
only had a primary tumor; the rest had both primary tumor and lymph nodes included in
the target volume. The prescribed dose was 60 Gy for 6 patients and 66 Gy for 9 patients.

The breathing motion of the primary tumor was largest in the cranio–caudal direction,
with a median amplitude of 4 mm and a maximum of 15 mm in the planning 4DCTs. Large
variability in breathing motion was observed between patients. Six patients had a motion
amplitude >5 mm, all in the cranio–caudal direction. Median breathing motion amplitudes
were similar at Plan and Start (Table A3), and for most patients, the change in amplitude
from Plan to Start was ≤2 mm in all directions. Three patients had a larger change in
amplitude in the cranio–caudal direction (−6 mm, +4 mm and −3 mm), and these were
also the three patients with the largest breathing motion amplitudes at Plan.

3.2. Target Coverage and OAR Sparing at Plan

All treatment plans achieved the required CTV D98% > 95% and D2% < 107% of the
prescribed dose at Plan (Table 1). The median CTV D98% was, however, significantly higher
for IMRT than for all PT techniques. The median PTV D98% in the IMRT plans was 95.7%
(range 94.6–97.0%). Healthy tissue and OAR doses were lower for all proton techniques
than for IMRT (Table 1, Figure 2). The only exception was the D2cc of the body, where
IMRT gave the lowest dose. Among the PT techniques, significant differences were found
between SFUD and IMPT in Dmean for the lungs and esophagus and V20Gy for the lungs,
all in favor of IMPT. The mean rank was the worst with IMRT and the best with IMPT for
all of the evaluated OAR parameters.
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Thereafter,weinvestigatetherobustnessofthetargetdoseandOARdoses,respectively.
Forevaluationoftheactualclinicalpotentialofprotontherapycomparedtophotontherapy,
welastlycomparetargetcoverageandOARsparingatStart.

2.5.StatisticalAnalysis

StatisticalanalyseswereperformedinIBMSPSSStatistics(IBMCorp.,Armonk,NY,
USA).Friedman’stest(non-parametrictwo-wayanalysisofvariancebyranks)wasused
forcomparisonofthedifferenttechniques.Bonferronicorrectionwasappliedtoadjustthe
p-valueformultipletestinginposthocanalysis.Asignificancelevelof0.05wasused.

3.Results
3.1.PatientCharacteristicsandBreathingMotion

ThemedianCTVvolumewas137cc(range66–435cc).Ninepatientshaddiseasestage
IIIA,fiveIIIBandoneIIIC.Primarytumorpositionswereleftupper(3),leftlower(4),right
upper(4)andrightlower(3)lobe.Onepatientonlyhadmediastinallymphnodesandone
onlyhadaprimarytumor;theresthadbothprimarytumorandlymphnodesincludedin
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Thebreathingmotionoftheprimarytumorwaslargestinthecranio–caudaldirection,
withamedianamplitudeof4mmandamaximumof15mmintheplanning4DCTs.Large
variabilityinbreathingmotionwasobservedbetweenpatients.Sixpatientshadamotion
amplitude>5mm,allinthecranio–caudaldirection.Medianbreathingmotionamplitudes
weresimilaratPlanandStart(TableA3),andformostpatients,thechangeinamplitude
fromPlantoStartwas≤2mminalldirections.Threepatientshadalargerchangein
amplitudeinthecranio–caudaldirection(−6mm,+4mmand−3mm),andthesewere
alsothethreepatientswiththelargestbreathingmotionamplitudesatPlan.

3.2.TargetCoverageandOARSparingatPlan

AlltreatmentplansachievedtherequiredCTVD98%>95%andD2%<107%ofthe
prescribeddoseatPlan(Table1).ThemedianCTVD98%was,however,significantlyhigher
forIMRTthanforallPTtechniques.ThemedianPTVD98%intheIMRTplanswas95.7%
(range94.6–97.0%).HealthytissueandOARdoseswerelowerforallprotontechniques
thanforIMRT(Table1,Figure2).TheonlyexceptionwastheD2ccofthebody,where
IMRTgavethelowestdose.AmongthePTtechniques,significantdifferenceswerefound
betweenSFUDandIMPTinDmeanforthelungsandesophagusandV20Gyforthelungs,
allinfavorofIMPT.ThemeanrankwastheworstwithIMRTandthebestwithIMPTfor
alloftheevaluatedOARparameters.
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covered by the reference (95%) isodose and VRI is the volume of the reference isodose [30].
For healthy tissue and OARs, the following parameters relevant for toxicity were evaluated:
D2cc for the patient body, Dmean, V5Gy and V20Gy for the lungs, Dmean and V30Gy for the
heart, Dmean for the esophagus and Dmax for the spinal canal.

For OARs, the planning criteria (Table A1) were also required in robustness evalu-
ation. In addition, the D2cc to the patient body should be <107% of the prescribed dose.
CTV D98 > 95% and CTV D2% < 107% were required in setup and range and extreme phase
evaluation as well as in the Start recalculations. The interplay effect is expected to cause
under- and overdosage in the tumor and OARs that average out during fractionated treat-
ment. Ensuring at least 1.8 Gy per fraction, i.e., CTV D98 > 90%, and CTV D2% and body
D2cc < 110% were considered acceptable in interplay evaluation.

A structured overview of the various evaluations and criteria is shown in Table A2.
Initially, we present the target coverage and OAR sparing for the various techniques at Plan.
Thereafter, we investigate the robustness of the target dose and OAR doses, respectively.
For evaluation of the actual clinical potential of proton therapy compared to photon therapy,
we lastly compare target coverage and OAR sparing at Start.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA). Friedman’s test (non-parametric two-way analysis of variance by ranks) was used
for comparison of the different techniques. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust the
p-value for multiple testing in post hoc analysis. A significance level of 0.05 was used.

3. Results
3.1. Patient Characteristics and Breathing Motion

The median CTV volume was 137 cc (range 66–435 cc). Nine patients had disease stage
IIIA, five IIIB and one IIIC. Primary tumor positions were left upper (3), left lower (4), right
upper (4) and right lower (3) lobe. One patient only had mediastinal lymph nodes and one
only had a primary tumor; the rest had both primary tumor and lymph nodes included in
the target volume. The prescribed dose was 60 Gy for 6 patients and 66 Gy for 9 patients.

The breathing motion of the primary tumor was largest in the cranio–caudal direction,
with a median amplitude of 4 mm and a maximum of 15 mm in the planning 4DCTs. Large
variability in breathing motion was observed between patients. Six patients had a motion
amplitude >5 mm, all in the cranio–caudal direction. Median breathing motion amplitudes
were similar at Plan and Start (Table A3), and for most patients, the change in amplitude
from Plan to Start was ≤2 mm in all directions. Three patients had a larger change in
amplitude in the cranio–caudal direction (−6 mm, +4 mm and −3 mm), and these were
also the three patients with the largest breathing motion amplitudes at Plan.

3.2. Target Coverage and OAR Sparing at Plan

All treatment plans achieved the required CTV D98% > 95% and D2% < 107% of the
prescribed dose at Plan (Table 1). The median CTV D98% was, however, significantly higher
for IMRT than for all PT techniques. The median PTV D98% in the IMRT plans was 95.7%
(range 94.6–97.0%). Healthy tissue and OAR doses were lower for all proton techniques
than for IMRT (Table 1, Figure 2). The only exception was the D2cc of the body, where
IMRT gave the lowest dose. Among the PT techniques, significant differences were found
between SFUD and IMPT in Dmean for the lungs and esophagus and V20Gy for the lungs,
all in favor of IMPT. The mean rank was the worst with IMRT and the best with IMPT for
all of the evaluated OAR parameters.
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variabilityinbreathingmotionwasobservedbetweenpatients.Sixpatientshadamotion
amplitude>5mm,allinthecranio–caudaldirection.Medianbreathingmotionamplitudes
weresimilaratPlanandStart(TableA3),andformostpatients,thechangeinamplitude
fromPlantoStartwas≤2mminalldirections.Threepatientshadalargerchangein
amplitudeinthecranio–caudaldirection(−6mm,+4mmand−3mm),andthesewere
alsothethreepatientswiththelargestbreathingmotionamplitudesatPlan.

3.2.TargetCoverageandOARSparingatPlan

AlltreatmentplansachievedtherequiredCTVD98%>95%andD2%<107%ofthe
prescribeddoseatPlan(Table1).ThemedianCTVD98%was,however,significantlyhigher
forIMRTthanforallPTtechniques.ThemedianPTVD98%intheIMRTplanswas95.7%
(range94.6–97.0%).HealthytissueandOARdoseswerelowerforallprotontechniques
thanforIMRT(Table1,Figure2).TheonlyexceptionwastheD2ccofthebody,where
IMRTgavethelowestdose.AmongthePTtechniques,significantdifferenceswerefound
betweenSFUDandIMPTinDmeanforthelungsandesophagusandV20Gyforthelungs,
allinfavorofIMPT.ThemeanrankwastheworstwithIMRTandthebestwithIMPTfor
alloftheevaluatedOARparameters.
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Table 1. Dose-volume parameters for the target, patient body, and OARs for the different optimization
techniques, evaluated on the planning scan. The mean rank (obtained by Friedman’s test) for each
technique regarding each evaluated parameter is also shown. A mean rank of 1 would mean that this
was the best plan for all patients, while a mean rank of 4 means that this was the worst plan for all
patients. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the IMRT plan are shown in bold.

IMRT SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank

CTV D98% (%) 98.6 (98.2–98.8) 1.20 98 (97.4–98.8) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.9) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.7) 2.93
CTV D2% (%) 102.2 (101.7–102.7) 1.93 102.5 (101.5–103.0) 2.13 102.6 (102–103.4) 2.93 102.4 (102.2–103.9) 3.00

CTV CI 0.41 (0.33–0.62) 1.70 0.34 (0.26–0.53) 3.33 0.34 (0.25–0.64) 2.50 0.34 (0.26–0.61) 2.47
CTV HI 0.036 (0.030–0.044) 1.27 0.046 (0.027–0.051) 2.53 0.047 (0.038–0.059) 3.13 0.044 (0.036–0.068) 3.07

Body D2cc (Gy) 67.5 (61.3–68.4) 1.20 68.3 (61.1–69.0) 2.47 68.1 (62.1–69.7) 3.07 68.5 (61.9–69.4) 3.27
Lungs Dmean (Gy) 13.6 (6.6–16.8) 3.93 10.2 (4.5–14.5) * 2.87 9.6 (4.1–13.2) 1.87 9.2 (4.5–13.1) 1.33

Lungs V5Gy (%) 54.9 (31.8–63.2) 4.00 28.3 (14.0–41.9) 2.47 27.5 (13.1–41.6) 2.00 27.6 (13.7–40.9) 1.53
Lungs V20Gy (%) 22.6 (9.6–30.6) 3.80 19.0 (9.0–29.0) * 2.93 18.0 (8.2–25.1) 1.93 17.6 (8.8–25.5) 1.33
Heart Dmean (Gy) 8.1 (0.9- 20.7) 4.00 2.8 (0.5–10.1) 2.53 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.93 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.53
Heart V30Gy (%) 8.6 (0.0–28.2) 3.90 3.2 (0.0–13.7) 2.30 3.3 (0.9–13.9) 2.37 3.3 (0.0–13.7) 1.43

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 20.4 (14.1–32.2) 3.33 20.0 (10.0–30.8) * 3.00 19.5 (8.9–31.8) 2.27 20.0 (9.0–29.9) 1.40
Spinal Canal Dmax (Gy) 46.0 (31.8–53.9) 4.00 32.3 (18.8–41.1) 2.40 31.4 (20.6–40.3) 2.00 32.5 (12.8–39.6) 1.60

* Statistically significant difference between SFUD and IMPT.

3.3. Target Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

All IMPT and 4DIMPT plans achieved the criteria for D98% and D2% for the CTV on
setup and range evaluation and extreme phase evaluation at Plan (Figure 3). One SFUD plan
narrowly failed with a D98% of 94.8% on CT0. In interplay evaluations, all plans fulfilled
the goal of D98% > 90%. CTV D2% slightly exceeded 107% in interplay evaluations of three
plans, two of which were SFUD and one was 4DIMPT. Thus, all PBS-PT techniques had
satisfying target robustness at Plan. The results from the extensive robustness evaluation
at Plan and Start for CTV D98% are shown in Figure 3, and a summary of D98% and D2%
values for all evaluations of all proton techniques are listed in the Appendix A (Table A4).

For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general,
the CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still
above 95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV
D98% between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans.

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was
patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively.
This patient had a change in breathing pattern between Plan and Start, causing the CTV
in the mediastinum to expand 15 mm caudally and 3 mm cranially (Figure A2). Similar
changes were seen for patients 11 and 15. The CTV coverage at Start for these patients was
not sufficient with any PT optimization technique (Figure 3). For one of the patients with
insufficient and one of the patients with sufficient CTV coverage at Start, dose distributions
for all PT techniques are shown in Figure A3. For patient 8, the low CTV D98% at the Start
CT0/50 was likely caused by delineation uncertainty. The IMRT plans for patients 3 and 11
were planned and recalculated on DIBH CTs. The values for IMRT and PT techniques can
therefore not be directly compared.
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Table1.Dose-volumeparametersforthetarget,patientbody,andOARsforthedifferentoptimization
techniques,evaluatedontheplanningscan.Themeanrank(obtainedbyFriedman’stest)foreach
techniqueregardingeachevaluatedparameterisalsoshown.Ameanrankof1wouldmeanthatthis
wasthebestplanforallpatients,whileameanrankof4meansthatthiswastheworstplanforall
patients.Statisticallysignificantdifferences(p<0.05)comparedtotheIMRTplanareshowninbold.

IMRTSFUD4DIMPTIMPT

Median(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

RankMedian(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

Rank

CTVD98%(%)98.6(98.2–98.8)1.2098(97.4–98.8)2.9398(97.1–98.9)2.9398(97.1–98.7)2.93
CTVD2%(%)102.2(101.7–102.7)1.93102.5(101.5–103.0)2.13102.6(102–103.4)2.93102.4(102.2–103.9)3.00

CTVCI0.41(0.33–0.62)1.700.34(0.26–0.53)3.330.34(0.25–0.64)2.500.34(0.26–0.61)2.47
CTVHI0.036(0.030–0.044)1.270.046(0.027–0.051)2.530.047(0.038–0.059)3.130.044(0.036–0.068)3.07

BodyD2cc(Gy)67.5(61.3–68.4)1.2068.3(61.1–69.0)2.4768.1(62.1–69.7)3.0768.5(61.9–69.4)3.27
LungsDmean(Gy)13.6(6.6–16.8)3.9310.2(4.5–14.5)*2.879.6(4.1–13.2)1.879.2(4.5–13.1)1.33

LungsV5Gy(%)54.9(31.8–63.2)4.0028.3(14.0–41.9)2.4727.5(13.1–41.6)2.0027.6(13.7–40.9)1.53
LungsV20Gy(%)22.6(9.6–30.6)3.8019.0(9.0–29.0)*2.9318.0(8.2–25.1)1.9317.6(8.8–25.5)1.33
HeartDmean(Gy)8.1(0.9-20.7)4.002.8(0.5–10.1)2.532.8(0.5–10.0)1.932.8(0.5–10.0)1.53

HeartV30Gy(%)8.6(0.0–28.2)3.903.2(0.0–13.7)2.303.3(0.9–13.9)2.373.3(0.0–13.7)1.43
EsophagusDmean(Gy)20.4(14.1–32.2)3.3320.0(10.0–30.8)*3.0019.5(8.9–31.8)2.2720.0(9.0–29.9)1.40
SpinalCanalDmax(Gy)46.0(31.8–53.9)4.0032.3(18.8–41.1)2.4031.4(20.6–40.3)2.0032.5(12.8–39.6)1.60

*StatisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenSFUDandIMPT.

3.3.TargetDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

AllIMPTand4DIMPTplansachievedthecriteriaforD98%andD2%fortheCTVon
setupandrangeevaluationandextremephaseevaluationatPlan(Figure3).OneSFUDplan
narrowlyfailedwithaD98%of94.8%onCT0.Ininterplayevaluations,allplansfulfilled
thegoalofD98%>90%.CTVD2%slightlyexceeded107%ininterplayevaluationsofthree
plans,twoofwhichwereSFUDandonewas4DIMPT.Thus,allPBS-PTtechniqueshad
satisfyingtargetrobustnessatPlan.Theresultsfromtheextensiverobustnessevaluation
atPlanandStartforCTVD98%areshowninFigure3,andasummaryofD98%andD2%
valuesforallevaluationsofallprotontechniquesarelistedintheAppendixA(TableA4).

FortheStartAIPrecalculation,theCTVD98%wasabove95%oftheprescribeddose
for13/15patientswithSFUDand4DIMPTand12/15withIMPT(Figure3).Ingeneral,
theCTVD98%decreasedinextreme-phaseevaluations,butfor11/15patients,itwasstill
above95%,independentoftheoptimizationtechnique.ThedifferencesinthemedianCTV
D98%betweenthePTtechniquesweresmallforbothAIPandCT0/50recalculationsatStart
(Figure3,TableA4).Itwas,however,statisticallysignificantbetween4DIMPTandIMPT
onCT0/50,indisfavorofIMPT.D2%wassimilarand<107%forallplansonallscans.

OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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Table 1. Dose-volume parameters for the target, patient body, and OARs for the different optimization
techniques, evaluated on the planning scan. The mean rank (obtained by Friedman’s test) for each
technique regarding each evaluated parameter is also shown. A mean rank of 1 would mean that this
was the best plan for all patients, while a mean rank of 4 means that this was the worst plan for all
patients. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the IMRT plan are shown in bold.

IMRT SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank

CTV D98% (%) 98.6 (98.2–98.8) 1.20 98 (97.4–98.8) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.9) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.7) 2.93
CTV D2% (%) 102.2 (101.7–102.7) 1.93 102.5 (101.5–103.0) 2.13 102.6 (102–103.4) 2.93 102.4 (102.2–103.9) 3.00

CTV CI 0.41 (0.33–0.62) 1.70 0.34 (0.26–0.53) 3.33 0.34 (0.25–0.64) 2.50 0.34 (0.26–0.61) 2.47
CTV HI 0.036 (0.030–0.044) 1.27 0.046 (0.027–0.051) 2.53 0.047 (0.038–0.059) 3.13 0.044 (0.036–0.068) 3.07

Body D2cc (Gy) 67.5 (61.3–68.4) 1.20 68.3 (61.1–69.0) 2.47 68.1 (62.1–69.7) 3.07 68.5 (61.9–69.4) 3.27
Lungs Dmean (Gy) 13.6 (6.6–16.8) 3.93 10.2 (4.5–14.5) * 2.87 9.6 (4.1–13.2) 1.87 9.2 (4.5–13.1) 1.33

Lungs V5Gy (%) 54.9 (31.8–63.2) 4.00 28.3 (14.0–41.9) 2.47 27.5 (13.1–41.6) 2.00 27.6 (13.7–40.9) 1.53
Lungs V20Gy (%) 22.6 (9.6–30.6) 3.80 19.0 (9.0–29.0) * 2.93 18.0 (8.2–25.1) 1.93 17.6 (8.8–25.5) 1.33
Heart Dmean (Gy) 8.1 (0.9- 20.7) 4.00 2.8 (0.5–10.1) 2.53 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.93 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.53
Heart V30Gy (%) 8.6 (0.0–28.2) 3.90 3.2 (0.0–13.7) 2.30 3.3 (0.9–13.9) 2.37 3.3 (0.0–13.7) 1.43

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 20.4 (14.1–32.2) 3.33 20.0 (10.0–30.8) * 3.00 19.5 (8.9–31.8) 2.27 20.0 (9.0–29.9) 1.40
Spinal Canal Dmax (Gy) 46.0 (31.8–53.9) 4.00 32.3 (18.8–41.1) 2.40 31.4 (20.6–40.3) 2.00 32.5 (12.8–39.6) 1.60

* Statistically significant difference between SFUD and IMPT.

3.3. Target Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

All IMPT and 4DIMPT plans achieved the criteria for D98% and D2% for the CTV on
setup and range evaluation and extreme phase evaluation at Plan (Figure 3). One SFUD plan
narrowly failed with a D98% of 94.8% on CT0. In interplay evaluations, all plans fulfilled
the goal of D98% > 90%. CTV D2% slightly exceeded 107% in interplay evaluations of three
plans, two of which were SFUD and one was 4DIMPT. Thus, all PBS-PT techniques had
satisfying target robustness at Plan. The results from the extensive robustness evaluation
at Plan and Start for CTV D98% are shown in Figure 3, and a summary of D98% and D2%
values for all evaluations of all proton techniques are listed in the Appendix A (Table A4).

For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general,
the CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still
above 95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV
D98% between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans.

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was
patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively.
This patient had a change in breathing pattern between Plan and Start, causing the CTV
in the mediastinum to expand 15 mm caudally and 3 mm cranially (Figure A2). Similar
changes were seen for patients 11 and 15. The CTV coverage at Start for these patients was
not sufficient with any PT optimization technique (Figure 3). For one of the patients with
insufficient and one of the patients with sufficient CTV coverage at Start, dose distributions
for all PT techniques are shown in Figure A3. For patient 8, the low CTV D98% at the Start
CT0/50 was likely caused by delineation uncertainty. The IMRT plans for patients 3 and 11
were planned and recalculated on DIBH CTs. The values for IMRT and PT techniques can
therefore not be directly compared.
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Table 1. Dose-volume parameters for the target, patient body, and OARs for the different optimization
techniques, evaluated on the planning scan. The mean rank (obtained by Friedman’s test) for each
technique regarding each evaluated parameter is also shown. A mean rank of 1 would mean that this
was the best plan for all patients, while a mean rank of 4 means that this was the worst plan for all
patients. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) compared to the IMRT plan are shown in bold.

IMRT SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank Median (Range) Mean
Rank Median (Range) Mean

Rank

CTV D98% (%) 98.6 (98.2–98.8) 1.20 98 (97.4–98.8) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.9) 2.93 98 (97.1–98.7) 2.93
CTV D2% (%) 102.2 (101.7–102.7) 1.93 102.5 (101.5–103.0) 2.13 102.6 (102–103.4) 2.93 102.4 (102.2–103.9) 3.00

CTV CI 0.41 (0.33–0.62) 1.70 0.34 (0.26–0.53) 3.33 0.34 (0.25–0.64) 2.50 0.34 (0.26–0.61) 2.47
CTV HI 0.036 (0.030–0.044) 1.27 0.046 (0.027–0.051) 2.53 0.047 (0.038–0.059) 3.13 0.044 (0.036–0.068) 3.07

Body D2cc (Gy) 67.5 (61.3–68.4) 1.20 68.3 (61.1–69.0) 2.47 68.1 (62.1–69.7) 3.07 68.5 (61.9–69.4) 3.27
Lungs Dmean (Gy) 13.6 (6.6–16.8) 3.93 10.2 (4.5–14.5) * 2.87 9.6 (4.1–13.2) 1.87 9.2 (4.5–13.1) 1.33

Lungs V5Gy (%) 54.9 (31.8–63.2) 4.00 28.3 (14.0–41.9) 2.47 27.5 (13.1–41.6) 2.00 27.6 (13.7–40.9) 1.53
Lungs V20Gy (%) 22.6 (9.6–30.6) 3.80 19.0 (9.0–29.0) * 2.93 18.0 (8.2–25.1) 1.93 17.6 (8.8–25.5) 1.33
Heart Dmean (Gy) 8.1 (0.9- 20.7) 4.00 2.8 (0.5–10.1) 2.53 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.93 2.8 (0.5–10.0) 1.53
Heart V30Gy (%) 8.6 (0.0–28.2) 3.90 3.2 (0.0–13.7) 2.30 3.3 (0.9–13.9) 2.37 3.3 (0.0–13.7) 1.43

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) 20.4 (14.1–32.2) 3.33 20.0 (10.0–30.8) * 3.00 19.5 (8.9–31.8) 2.27 20.0 (9.0–29.9) 1.40
Spinal Canal Dmax (Gy) 46.0 (31.8–53.9) 4.00 32.3 (18.8–41.1) 2.40 31.4 (20.6–40.3) 2.00 32.5 (12.8–39.6) 1.60

* Statistically significant difference between SFUD and IMPT.

3.3. Target Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

All IMPT and 4DIMPT plans achieved the criteria for D98% and D2% for the CTV on
setup and range evaluation and extreme phase evaluation at Plan (Figure 3). One SFUD plan
narrowly failed with a D98% of 94.8% on CT0. In interplay evaluations, all plans fulfilled
the goal of D98% > 90%. CTV D2% slightly exceeded 107% in interplay evaluations of three
plans, two of which were SFUD and one was 4DIMPT. Thus, all PBS-PT techniques had
satisfying target robustness at Plan. The results from the extensive robustness evaluation
at Plan and Start for CTV D98% are shown in Figure 3, and a summary of D98% and D2%
values for all evaluations of all proton techniques are listed in the Appendix A (Table A4).

For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general,
the CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still
above 95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV
D98% between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans.

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was
patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively.
This patient had a change in breathing pattern between Plan and Start, causing the CTV
in the mediastinum to expand 15 mm caudally and 3 mm cranially (Figure A2). Similar
changes were seen for patients 11 and 15. The CTV coverage at Start for these patients was
not sufficient with any PT optimization technique (Figure 3). For one of the patients with
insufficient and one of the patients with sufficient CTV coverage at Start, dose distributions
for all PT techniques are shown in Figure A3. For patient 8, the low CTV D98% at the Start
CT0/50 was likely caused by delineation uncertainty. The IMRT plans for patients 3 and 11
were planned and recalculated on DIBH CTs. The values for IMRT and PT techniques can
therefore not be directly compared.
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Table1.Dose-volumeparametersforthetarget,patientbody,andOARsforthedifferentoptimization
techniques,evaluatedontheplanningscan.Themeanrank(obtainedbyFriedman’stest)foreach
techniqueregardingeachevaluatedparameterisalsoshown.Ameanrankof1wouldmeanthatthis
wasthebestplanforallpatients,whileameanrankof4meansthatthiswastheworstplanforall
patients.Statisticallysignificantdifferences(p<0.05)comparedtotheIMRTplanareshowninbold.

IMRTSFUD4DIMPTIMPT

Median(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

RankMedian(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

Rank

CTVD98%(%)98.6(98.2–98.8)1.2098(97.4–98.8)2.9398(97.1–98.9)2.9398(97.1–98.7)2.93
CTVD2%(%)102.2(101.7–102.7)1.93102.5(101.5–103.0)2.13102.6(102–103.4)2.93102.4(102.2–103.9)3.00

CTVCI0.41(0.33–0.62)1.700.34(0.26–0.53)3.330.34(0.25–0.64)2.500.34(0.26–0.61)2.47
CTVHI0.036(0.030–0.044)1.270.046(0.027–0.051)2.530.047(0.038–0.059)3.130.044(0.036–0.068)3.07

BodyD2cc(Gy)67.5(61.3–68.4)1.2068.3(61.1–69.0)2.4768.1(62.1–69.7)3.0768.5(61.9–69.4)3.27
LungsDmean(Gy)13.6(6.6–16.8)3.9310.2(4.5–14.5)*2.879.6(4.1–13.2)1.879.2(4.5–13.1)1.33

LungsV5Gy(%)54.9(31.8–63.2)4.0028.3(14.0–41.9)2.4727.5(13.1–41.6)2.0027.6(13.7–40.9)1.53
LungsV20Gy(%)22.6(9.6–30.6)3.8019.0(9.0–29.0)*2.9318.0(8.2–25.1)1.9317.6(8.8–25.5)1.33
HeartDmean(Gy)8.1(0.9-20.7)4.002.8(0.5–10.1)2.532.8(0.5–10.0)1.932.8(0.5–10.0)1.53
HeartV30Gy(%)8.6(0.0–28.2)3.903.2(0.0–13.7)2.303.3(0.9–13.9)2.373.3(0.0–13.7)1.43

EsophagusDmean(Gy)20.4(14.1–32.2)3.3320.0(10.0–30.8)*3.0019.5(8.9–31.8)2.2720.0(9.0–29.9)1.40
SpinalCanalDmax(Gy)46.0(31.8–53.9)4.0032.3(18.8–41.1)2.4031.4(20.6–40.3)2.0032.5(12.8–39.6)1.60

*StatisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenSFUDandIMPT.

3.3.TargetDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

AllIMPTand4DIMPTplansachievedthecriteriaforD98%andD2%fortheCTVon
setupandrangeevaluationandextremephaseevaluationatPlan(Figure3).OneSFUDplan
narrowlyfailedwithaD98%of94.8%onCT0.Ininterplayevaluations,allplansfulfilled
thegoalofD98%>90%.CTVD2%slightlyexceeded107%ininterplayevaluationsofthree
plans,twoofwhichwereSFUDandonewas4DIMPT.Thus,allPBS-PTtechniqueshad
satisfyingtargetrobustnessatPlan.Theresultsfromtheextensiverobustnessevaluation
atPlanandStartforCTVD98%areshowninFigure3,andasummaryofD98%andD2%
valuesforallevaluationsofallprotontechniquesarelistedintheAppendixA(TableA4).

FortheStartAIPrecalculation,theCTVD98%wasabove95%oftheprescribeddose
for13/15patientswithSFUDand4DIMPTand12/15withIMPT(Figure3).Ingeneral,
theCTVD98%decreasedinextreme-phaseevaluations,butfor11/15patients,itwasstill
above95%,independentoftheoptimizationtechnique.ThedifferencesinthemedianCTV
D98%betweenthePTtechniquesweresmallforbothAIPandCT0/50recalculationsatStart
(Figure3,TableA4).Itwas,however,statisticallysignificantbetween4DIMPTandIMPT
onCT0/50,indisfavorofIMPT.D2%wassimilarand<107%forallplansonallscans.

OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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Table1.Dose-volumeparametersforthetarget,patientbody,andOARsforthedifferentoptimization
techniques,evaluatedontheplanningscan.Themeanrank(obtainedbyFriedman’stest)foreach
techniqueregardingeachevaluatedparameterisalsoshown.Ameanrankof1wouldmeanthatthis
wasthebestplanforallpatients,whileameanrankof4meansthatthiswastheworstplanforall
patients.Statisticallysignificantdifferences(p<0.05)comparedtotheIMRTplanareshowninbold.
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Median(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean
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RankMedian(Range)Mean
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CTVD98%(%)98.6(98.2–98.8)1.2098(97.4–98.8)2.9398(97.1–98.9)2.9398(97.1–98.7)2.93
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CTVCI0.41(0.33–0.62)1.700.34(0.26–0.53)3.330.34(0.25–0.64)2.500.34(0.26–0.61)2.47
CTVHI0.036(0.030–0.044)1.270.046(0.027–0.051)2.530.047(0.038–0.059)3.130.044(0.036–0.068)3.07
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*StatisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenSFUDandIMPT.

3.3.TargetDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

AllIMPTand4DIMPTplansachievedthecriteriaforD98%andD2%fortheCTVon
setupandrangeevaluationandextremephaseevaluationatPlan(Figure3).OneSFUDplan
narrowlyfailedwithaD98%of94.8%onCT0.Ininterplayevaluations,allplansfulfilled
thegoalofD98%>90%.CTVD2%slightlyexceeded107%ininterplayevaluationsofthree
plans,twoofwhichwereSFUDandonewas4DIMPT.Thus,allPBS-PTtechniqueshad
satisfyingtargetrobustnessatPlan.Theresultsfromtheextensiverobustnessevaluation
atPlanandStartforCTVD98%areshowninFigure3,andasummaryofD98%andD2%
valuesforallevaluationsofallprotontechniquesarelistedintheAppendixA(TableA4).

FortheStartAIPrecalculation,theCTVD98%wasabove95%oftheprescribeddose
for13/15patientswithSFUDand4DIMPTand12/15withIMPT(Figure3).Ingeneral,
theCTVD98%decreasedinextreme-phaseevaluations,butfor11/15patients,itwasstill
above95%,independentoftheoptimizationtechnique.ThedifferencesinthemedianCTV
D98%betweenthePTtechniquesweresmallforbothAIPandCT0/50recalculationsatStart
(Figure3,TableA4).Itwas,however,statisticallysignificantbetween4DIMPTandIMPT
onCT0/50,indisfavorofIMPT.D2%wassimilarand<107%forallplansonallscans.

OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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*StatisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenSFUDandIMPT.

3.3.TargetDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

AllIMPTand4DIMPTplansachievedthecriteriaforD98%andD2%fortheCTVon
setupandrangeevaluationandextremephaseevaluationatPlan(Figure3).OneSFUDplan
narrowlyfailedwithaD98%of94.8%onCT0.Ininterplayevaluations,allplansfulfilled
thegoalofD98%>90%.CTVD2%slightlyexceeded107%ininterplayevaluationsofthree
plans,twoofwhichwereSFUDandonewas4DIMPT.Thus,allPBS-PTtechniqueshad
satisfyingtargetrobustnessatPlan.Theresultsfromtheextensiverobustnessevaluation
atPlanandStartforCTVD98%areshowninFigure3,andasummaryofD98%andD2%
valuesforallevaluationsofallprotontechniquesarelistedintheAppendixA(TableA4).

FortheStartAIPrecalculation,theCTVD98%wasabove95%oftheprescribeddose
for13/15patientswithSFUDand4DIMPTand12/15withIMPT(Figure3).Ingeneral,
theCTVD98%decreasedinextreme-phaseevaluations,butfor11/15patients,itwasstill
above95%,independentoftheoptimizationtechnique.ThedifferencesinthemedianCTV
D98%betweenthePTtechniquesweresmallforbothAIPandCT0/50recalculationsatStart
(Figure3,TableA4).Itwas,however,statisticallysignificantbetween4DIMPTandIMPT
onCT0/50,indisfavorofIMPT.D2%wassimilarand<107%forallplansonallscans.

OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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techniques,evaluatedontheplanningscan.Themeanrank(obtainedbyFriedman’stest)foreach
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wasthebestplanforallpatients,whileameanrankof4meansthatthiswastheworstplanforall
patients.Statisticallysignificantdifferences(p<0.05)comparedtotheIMRTplanareshowninbold.

IMRTSFUD4DIMPTIMPT

Median(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

RankMedian(Range)Mean
RankMedian(Range)Mean

Rank

CTVD98%(%)98.6(98.2–98.8)1.2098(97.4–98.8)2.9398(97.1–98.9)2.9398(97.1–98.7)2.93
CTVD2%(%)102.2(101.7–102.7)1.93102.5(101.5–103.0)2.13102.6(102–103.4)2.93102.4(102.2–103.9)3.00

CTVCI0.41(0.33–0.62)1.700.34(0.26–0.53)3.330.34(0.25–0.64)2.500.34(0.26–0.61)2.47
CTVHI0.036(0.030–0.044)1.270.046(0.027–0.051)2.530.047(0.038–0.059)3.130.044(0.036–0.068)3.07

BodyD2cc(Gy)67.5(61.3–68.4)1.2068.3(61.1–69.0)2.4768.1(62.1–69.7)3.0768.5(61.9–69.4)3.27
LungsDmean(Gy)13.6(6.6–16.8)3.9310.2(4.5–14.5)*2.879.6(4.1–13.2)1.879.2(4.5–13.1)1.33

LungsV5Gy(%)54.9(31.8–63.2)4.0028.3(14.0–41.9)2.4727.5(13.1–41.6)2.0027.6(13.7–40.9)1.53
LungsV20Gy(%)22.6(9.6–30.6)3.8019.0(9.0–29.0)*2.9318.0(8.2–25.1)1.9317.6(8.8–25.5)1.33
HeartDmean(Gy)8.1(0.9-20.7)4.002.8(0.5–10.1)2.532.8(0.5–10.0)1.932.8(0.5–10.0)1.53
HeartV30Gy(%)8.6(0.0–28.2)3.903.2(0.0–13.7)2.303.3(0.9–13.9)2.373.3(0.0–13.7)1.43

EsophagusDmean(Gy)20.4(14.1–32.2)3.3320.0(10.0–30.8)*3.0019.5(8.9–31.8)2.2720.0(9.0–29.9)1.40
SpinalCanalDmax(Gy)46.0(31.8–53.9)4.0032.3(18.8–41.1)2.4031.4(20.6–40.3)2.0032.5(12.8–39.6)1.60

*StatisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenSFUDandIMPT.

3.3.TargetDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

AllIMPTand4DIMPTplansachievedthecriteriaforD98%andD2%fortheCTVon
setupandrangeevaluationandextremephaseevaluationatPlan(Figure3).OneSFUDplan
narrowlyfailedwithaD98%of94.8%onCT0.Ininterplayevaluations,allplansfulfilled
thegoalofD98%>90%.CTVD2%slightlyexceeded107%ininterplayevaluationsofthree
plans,twoofwhichwereSFUDandonewas4DIMPT.Thus,allPBS-PTtechniqueshad
satisfyingtargetrobustnessatPlan.Theresultsfromtheextensiverobustnessevaluation
atPlanandStartforCTVD98%areshowninFigure3,andasummaryofD98%andD2%
valuesforallevaluationsofallprotontechniquesarelistedintheAppendixA(TableA4).

FortheStartAIPrecalculation,theCTVD98%wasabove95%oftheprescribeddose
for13/15patientswithSFUDand4DIMPTand12/15withIMPT(Figure3).Ingeneral,
theCTVD98%decreasedinextreme-phaseevaluations,butfor11/15patients,itwasstill
above95%,independentoftheoptimizationtechnique.ThedifferencesinthemedianCTV
D98%betweenthePTtechniquesweresmallforbothAIPandCT0/50recalculationsatStart
(Figure3,TableA4).Itwas,however,statisticallysignificantbetween4DIMPTandIMPT
onCT0/50,indisfavorofIMPT.D2%wassimilarand<107%forallplansonallscans.

OneofthepatientsthatstoodoutwithinsufficientCTVcoverageatStart(AIP)was
patient3,withD98%of87.2%,91.7%and82.7%forSFUD,4DIMPTandIMPT,respectively.
ThispatienthadachangeinbreathingpatternbetweenPlanandStart,causingtheCTV
inthemediastinumtoexpand15mmcaudallyand3mmcranially(FigureA2).Similar
changeswereseenforpatients11and15.TheCTVcoverageatStartforthesepatientswas
notsufficientwithanyPToptimizationtechnique(Figure3).Foroneofthepatientswith
insufficientandoneofthepatientswithsufficientCTVcoverageatStart,dosedistributions
forallPTtechniquesareshowninFigureA3.Forpatient8,thelowCTVD98%attheStart
CT0/50waslikelycausedbydelineationuncertainty.TheIMRTplansforpatients3and11
wereplannedandrecalculatedonDIBHCTs.ThevaluesforIMRTandPTtechniquescan
thereforenotbedirectlycompared.
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tions. In cases where the criteria were not met, the patient number is given next to the observation 
in the figure. DIBH CT was used in IMRT for patients 3 and 11, hence planning and recalculation 
were not performed on the same scans as for the PT plans. CT0/50 includes two observations (both 
extreme phases) per patient. Boxplots show the median (line), mean (cross) and spread, with outliers 
as dots outside the box. Plan = planning CT, Start = start of treatment CT, CT0/50 = extreme phase 
evaluation, S/R = setup and range evaluation. 

For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose 
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general, the 
CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still above 
95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV D98% 
between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start 
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT 
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans. 

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was 
patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively. 

Figure 3. Robust evaluation on the Plan (blue) and Start (red) CTs for each optimization technique.
The acceptance criteria were D98% > 90% for interplay evaluation and >95% for other robust evalua-
tions. In cases where the criteria were not met, the patient number is given next to the observation
in the figure. DIBH CT was used in IMRT for patients 3 and 11, hence planning and recalculation
were not performed on the same scans as for the PT plans. CT0/50 includes two observations (both
extreme phases) per patient. Boxplots show the median (line), mean (cross) and spread, with outliers
as dots outside the box. Plan = planning CT, Start = start of treatment CT, CT0/50 = extreme phase
evaluation, S/R = setup and range evaluation.

3.4. OAR Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

In setup and range and extreme-phase evaluations at Plan, both IMPT and 4DIMPT
achieved the constraints for OARs (Table A1) in all plans. One of the SFUD plans failed
in the setup and range evaluation, exceeding the Dmax criterion for the spinal canal with
52.0 Gy in the worst-case scenario. In interplay evaluation, 26 out of 45 plans had a D2cc to
the body >107%; however, only three plans exceeded 110% of the prescribed dose. Two
of these were IMPT plans, and one was 4DIMPT. The OAR constraints were met for all
patients and all techniques in interplay evaluation.

Relevant dose-volume parameters for OARs at Plan and Start for IMRT and all PT
techniques are shown in Figure 2. The pattern of OAR sparing with PT compared to IMRT
persisted at Start. Median changes in dose-volume parameters from Plan to Start were 6%
or lower for all parameters and all techniques (Table A5). Nevertheless, large variations
between patients in the relative change of dose-volume parameters (ranging from −58% to
103%) from Plan to Start were seen for individual patients with all techniques. For most of
the patients, constraints were still achieved for all OARs. For one patient, the esophagus
shifted towards the CTV, causing a ~30% increase in mean dose to above 35 Gy for all
techniques. Hotspots (D2cc > 107%) to the healthy tissue occurred at Start with one IMRT
plan and two SFUD plans.
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for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general, the 
CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still above 
95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV D98% 
between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start 
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT 
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans. 
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patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively. 

Figure3.RobustevaluationonthePlan(blue)andStart(red)CTsforeachoptimizationtechnique.
TheacceptancecriteriawereD98%>90%forinterplayevaluationand>95%forotherrobustevalua-
tions.Incaseswherethecriteriawerenotmet,thepatientnumberisgivennexttotheobservation
inthefigure.DIBHCTwasusedinIMRTforpatients3and11,henceplanningandrecalculation
werenotperformedonthesamescansasforthePTplans.CT0/50includestwoobservations(both
extremephases)perpatient.Boxplotsshowthemedian(line),mean(cross)andspread,withoutliers
asdotsoutsidethebox.Plan=planningCT,Start=startoftreatmentCT,CT0/50=extremephase
evaluation,S/R=setupandrangeevaluation.

3.4.OARDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
shiftedtowardstheCTV,causinga~30%increaseinmeandosetoabove35Gyforall
techniques.Hotspots(D2cc>107%)tothehealthytissueoccurredatStartwithoneIMRT
planandtwoSFUDplans.
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For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose 
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general, the 
CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still above 
95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV D98% 
between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start 
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT 
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans. 

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was 
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Figure3.RobustevaluationonthePlan(blue)andStart(red)CTsforeachoptimizationtechnique.
TheacceptancecriteriawereD98%>90%forinterplayevaluationand>95%forotherrobustevalua-
tions.Incaseswherethecriteriawerenotmet,thepatientnumberisgivennexttotheobservation
inthefigure.DIBHCTwasusedinIMRTforpatients3and11,henceplanningandrecalculation
werenotperformedonthesamescansasforthePTplans.CT0/50includestwoobservations(both
extremephases)perpatient.Boxplotsshowthemedian(line),mean(cross)andspread,withoutliers
asdotsoutsidethebox.Plan=planningCT,Start=startoftreatmentCT,CT0/50=extremephase
evaluation,S/R=setupandrangeevaluation.

3.4.OARDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
shiftedtowardstheCTV,causinga~30%increaseinmeandosetoabove35Gyforall
techniques.Hotspots(D2cc>107%)tothehealthytissueoccurredatStartwithoneIMRT
planandtwoSFUDplans.
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For the Start AIP recalculation, the CTV D98% was above 95% of the prescribed dose 
for 13/15 patients with SFUD and 4DIMPT and 12/15 with IMPT (Figure 3). In general, the 
CTV D98% decreased in extreme-phase evaluations, but for 11/15 patients, it was still above 
95%, independent of the optimization technique. The differences in the median CTV D98% 
between the PT techniques were small for both AIP and CT0/50 recalculations at Start 
(Figure 3, Table A4). It was, however, statistically significant between 4DIMPT and IMPT 
on CT0/50, in disfavor of IMPT. D2% was similar and <107% for all plans on all scans. 

One of the patients that stood out with insufficient CTV coverage at Start (AIP) was 
patient 3, with D98% of 87.2%, 91.7% and 82.7% for SFUD, 4DIMPT and IMPT, respectively. 

Figure 3. Robust evaluation on the Plan (blue) and Start (red) CTs for each optimization technique.
The acceptance criteria were D98% > 90% for interplay evaluation and >95% for other robust evalua-
tions. In cases where the criteria were not met, the patient number is given next to the observation
in the figure. DIBH CT was used in IMRT for patients 3 and 11, hence planning and recalculation
were not performed on the same scans as for the PT plans. CT0/50 includes two observations (both
extreme phases) per patient. Boxplots show the median (line), mean (cross) and spread, with outliers
as dots outside the box. Plan = planning CT, Start = start of treatment CT, CT0/50 = extreme phase
evaluation, S/R = setup and range evaluation.

3.4. OAR Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

In setup and range and extreme-phase evaluations at Plan, both IMPT and 4DIMPT
achieved the constraints for OARs (Table A1) in all plans. One of the SFUD plans failed
in the setup and range evaluation, exceeding the Dmax criterion for the spinal canal with
52.0 Gy in the worst-case scenario. In interplay evaluation, 26 out of 45 plans had a D2cc to
the body >107%; however, only three plans exceeded 110% of the prescribed dose. Two
of these were IMPT plans, and one was 4DIMPT. The OAR constraints were met for all
patients and all techniques in interplay evaluation.

Relevant dose-volume parameters for OARs at Plan and Start for IMRT and all PT
techniques are shown in Figure 2. The pattern of OAR sparing with PT compared to IMRT
persisted at Start. Median changes in dose-volume parameters from Plan to Start were 6%
or lower for all parameters and all techniques (Table A5). Nevertheless, large variations
between patients in the relative change of dose-volume parameters (ranging from −58% to
103%) from Plan to Start were seen for individual patients with all techniques. For most of
the patients, constraints were still achieved for all OARs. For one patient, the esophagus
shifted towards the CTV, causing a ~30% increase in mean dose to above 35 Gy for all
techniques. Hotspots (D2cc > 107%) to the healthy tissue occurred at Start with one IMRT
plan and two SFUD plans.
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The acceptance criteria were D98% > 90% for interplay evaluation and >95% for other robust evalua-
tions. In cases where the criteria were not met, the patient number is given next to the observation
in the figure. DIBH CT was used in IMRT for patients 3 and 11, hence planning and recalculation
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extreme phases) per patient. Boxplots show the median (line), mean (cross) and spread, with outliers
as dots outside the box. Plan = planning CT, Start = start of treatment CT, CT0/50 = extreme phase
evaluation, S/R = setup and range evaluation.

3.4. OAR Dose Robustness at Plan and Start

In setup and range and extreme-phase evaluations at Plan, both IMPT and 4DIMPT
achieved the constraints for OARs (Table A1) in all plans. One of the SFUD plans failed
in the setup and range evaluation, exceeding the Dmax criterion for the spinal canal with
52.0 Gy in the worst-case scenario. In interplay evaluation, 26 out of 45 plans had a D2cc to
the body >107%; however, only three plans exceeded 110% of the prescribed dose. Two
of these were IMPT plans, and one was 4DIMPT. The OAR constraints were met for all
patients and all techniques in interplay evaluation.

Relevant dose-volume parameters for OARs at Plan and Start for IMRT and all PT
techniques are shown in Figure 2. The pattern of OAR sparing with PT compared to IMRT
persisted at Start. Median changes in dose-volume parameters from Plan to Start were 6%
or lower for all parameters and all techniques (Table A5). Nevertheless, large variations
between patients in the relative change of dose-volume parameters (ranging from −58% to
103%) from Plan to Start were seen for individual patients with all techniques. For most of
the patients, constraints were still achieved for all OARs. For one patient, the esophagus
shifted towards the CTV, causing a ~30% increase in mean dose to above 35 Gy for all
techniques. Hotspots (D2cc > 107%) to the healthy tissue occurred at Start with one IMRT
plan and two SFUD plans.
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TheacceptancecriteriawereD98%>90%forinterplayevaluationand>95%forotherrobustevalua-
tions.Incaseswherethecriteriawerenotmet,thepatientnumberisgivennexttotheobservation
inthefigure.DIBHCTwasusedinIMRTforpatients3and11,henceplanningandrecalculation
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3.4.OARDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
shiftedtowardstheCTV,causinga~30%increaseinmeandosetoabove35Gyforall
techniques.Hotspots(D2cc>107%)tothehealthytissueoccurredatStartwithoneIMRT
planandtwoSFUDplans.
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Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
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3.4.OARDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
shiftedtowardstheCTV,causinga~30%increaseinmeandosetoabove35Gyforall
techniques.Hotspots(D2cc>107%)tothehealthytissueoccurredatStartwithoneIMRT
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3.4.OARDoseRobustnessatPlanandStart

Insetupandrangeandextreme-phaseevaluationsatPlan,bothIMPTand4DIMPT
achievedtheconstraintsforOARs(TableA1)inallplans.OneoftheSFUDplansfailed
inthesetupandrangeevaluation,exceedingtheDmaxcriterionforthespinalcanalwith
52.0Gyintheworst-casescenario.Ininterplayevaluation,26outof45planshadaD2ccto
thebody>107%;however,onlythreeplansexceeded110%oftheprescribeddose.Two
ofthesewereIMPTplans,andonewas4DIMPT.TheOARconstraintsweremetforall
patientsandalltechniquesininterplayevaluation.

Relevantdose-volumeparametersforOARsatPlanandStartforIMRTandallPT
techniquesareshowninFigure2.ThepatternofOARsparingwithPTcomparedtoIMRT
persistedatStart.Medianchangesindose-volumeparametersfromPlantoStartwere6%
orlowerforallparametersandalltechniques(TableA5).Nevertheless,largevariations
betweenpatientsintherelativechangeofdose-volumeparameters(rangingfrom−58%to
103%)fromPlantoStartwereseenforindividualpatientswithalltechniques.Formostof
thepatients,constraintswerestillachievedforallOARs.Foronepatient,theesophagus
shiftedtowardstheCTV,causinga~30%increaseinmeandosetoabove35Gyforall
techniques.Hotspots(D2cc>107%)tothehealthytissueoccurredatStartwithoneIMRT
planandtwoSFUDplans.
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3.5. Target Coverage and OAR Sparing at Start

Out of the PBS-PT techniques, IMPT showed the greatest potential for toxicity reduc-
tion. A comparison of all 105 OAR dose-volume parameters calculated at Start resulted
in the best mean rank for IMPT (1.51), followed by 4DIMPT (2.06), SFUD (2.56) and IMRT
(3.87), with all pairwise comparisons being significant. Figure 4 shows the per-patient
advantage of IMPT in the sparing of OAR mean doses, as well as the price to pay in target
coverage. The latter was, however, only significantly different between IMPT and IMRT,
probably influenced by the use of DIBH for IMRT.
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Figure 4. Absolute difference in mean OAR dose and CTV D98% per patient between IMPT and
SFUD (a), IMPT and 4DIMPT (b) and IMPT and IMRT (c) as calculated on the AIP at Start. Negative
values are always in favor of IMPT (for the OARs, the other technique is subtracted from IMPT,
while for the CTV, IMPT is subtracted from the other technique). The patients are sorted according
to increasing breathing motion. Patient 1 had no primary tumor, patients 2–7 had tumor motion
amplitude >0.5 cm and patients 8–15 had tumor motion amplitude <0.5 cm. Notably, the patients
with a large advantage in CTV D98% for SFUD and 4DIMPT (patients 3, 11 and 15) are the same
patients where changes in breathing pattern and anatomy deteriorated CTV coverage for all proton
techniques. Note also that three of the patients (2, 3 and 11) received IMRT in DIBH and cannot be
directly compared in (c).

Substantial dose reductions were achieved with IMPT compared to state-of-the-art
IMRT for the lungs, heart and spinal canal (Figures 4 and 5). For the lungs, the median
Dmean was reduced from 13.7 to 9.6 Gy, V5Gy from 55.1 to 28.4% and V20Gy from 23.4 to 18.6%
with IMPT compared to IMRT. The median heart Dmean was reduced from 8.2 to 3.0 Gy,
with Dmean < 10 Gy for all patients with IMPT and 10/15 with IMRT. The median heart
V30Gy was reduced from 8.3 to 3.6%, the median esophagus Dmean was reduced from 20.1 to
18.1 Gy and the median spinal canal Dmax was reduced from 45.5 to 32.7 Gy. All differences
were statistically significant, and among the 105 individual parameters compared, 102 were
in favor of IMPT, 2 were in favor of IMRT, and 1 was tied.
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3.5.TargetCoverageandOARSparingatStart

OutofthePBS-PTtechniques,IMPTshowedthegreatestpotentialfortoxicityreduc-
tion.Acomparisonofall105OARdose-volumeparameterscalculatedatStartresulted
inthebestmeanrankforIMPT(1.51),followedby4DIMPT(2.06),SFUD(2.56)andIMRT
(3.87),withallpairwisecomparisonsbeingsignificant.Figure4showstheper-patient
advantageofIMPTinthesparingofOARmeandoses,aswellasthepricetopayintarget
coverage.Thelatterwas,however,onlysignificantlydifferentbetweenIMPTandIMRT,
probablyinfluencedbytheuseofDIBHforIMRT.
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SubstantialdosereductionswereachievedwithIMPTcomparedtostate-of-the-art
IMRTforthelungs,heartandspinalcanal(Figures4and5).Forthelungs,themedian
Dmeanwasreducedfrom13.7to9.6Gy,V5Gyfrom55.1to28.4%andV20Gyfrom23.4to18.6%
withIMPTcomparedtoIMRT.ThemedianheartDmeanwasreducedfrom8.2to3.0Gy,
withDmean<10GyforallpatientswithIMPTand10/15withIMRT.Themedianheart
V30Gywasreducedfrom8.3to3.6%,themedianesophagusDmeanwasreducedfrom20.1to
18.1GyandthemedianspinalcanalDmaxwasreducedfrom45.5to32.7Gy.Alldifferences
werestatisticallysignificant,andamongthe105individualparameterscompared,102were
infavorofIMPT,2wereinfavorofIMRT,and1wastied.
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3.5. Target Coverage and OAR Sparing at Start

Out of the PBS-PT techniques, IMPT showed the greatest potential for toxicity reduc-
tion. A comparison of all 105 OAR dose-volume parameters calculated at Start resulted
in the best mean rank for IMPT (1.51), followed by 4DIMPT (2.06), SFUD (2.56) and IMRT
(3.87), with all pairwise comparisons being significant. Figure 4 shows the per-patient
advantage of IMPT in the sparing of OAR mean doses, as well as the price to pay in target
coverage. The latter was, however, only significantly different between IMPT and IMRT,
probably influenced by the use of DIBH for IMRT.
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directly compared in (c).

Substantial dose reductions were achieved with IMPT compared to state-of-the-art
IMRT for the lungs, heart and spinal canal (Figures 4 and 5). For the lungs, the median
Dmean was reduced from 13.7 to 9.6 Gy, V5Gy from 55.1 to 28.4% and V20Gy from 23.4 to 18.6%
with IMPT compared to IMRT. The median heart Dmean was reduced from 8.2 to 3.0 Gy,
with Dmean < 10 Gy for all patients with IMPT and 10/15 with IMRT. The median heart
V30Gy was reduced from 8.3 to 3.6%, the median esophagus Dmean was reduced from 20.1 to
18.1 Gy and the median spinal canal Dmax was reduced from 45.5 to 32.7 Gy. All differences
were statistically significant, and among the 105 individual parameters compared, 102 were
in favor of IMPT, 2 were in favor of IMRT, and 1 was tied.
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Substantial dose reductions were achieved with IMPT compared to state-of-the-art
IMRT for the lungs, heart and spinal canal (Figures 4 and 5). For the lungs, the median
Dmean was reduced from 13.7 to 9.6 Gy, V5Gy from 55.1 to 28.4% and V20Gy from 23.4 to 18.6%
with IMPT compared to IMRT. The median heart Dmean was reduced from 8.2 to 3.0 Gy,
with Dmean < 10 Gy for all patients with IMPT and 10/15 with IMRT. The median heart
V30Gy was reduced from 8.3 to 3.6%, the median esophagus Dmean was reduced from 20.1 to
18.1 Gy and the median spinal canal Dmax was reduced from 45.5 to 32.7 Gy. All differences
were statistically significant, and among the 105 individual parameters compared, 102 were
in favor of IMPT, 2 were in favor of IMRT, and 1 was tied.
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3.5.TargetCoverageandOARSparingatStart

OutofthePBS-PTtechniques,IMPTshowedthegreatestpotentialfortoxicityreduc-
tion.Acomparisonofall105OARdose-volumeparameterscalculatedatStartresulted
inthebestmeanrankforIMPT(1.51),followedby4DIMPT(2.06),SFUD(2.56)andIMRT
(3.87),withallpairwisecomparisonsbeingsignificant.Figure4showstheper-patient
advantageofIMPTinthesparingofOARmeandoses,aswellasthepricetopayintarget
coverage.Thelatterwas,however,onlysignificantlydifferentbetweenIMPTandIMRT,
probablyinfluencedbytheuseofDIBHforIMRT.
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4. Discussion 
This study shows that the potential for OAR sparing with PBS-PT compared to state-

of-the-art IMRT was substantial and persistent from the planning to the start of treatment. 
Among the various optimization techniques, IMPT spared OARs the most. There were 
surprisingly small differences between the PBS-PT techniques in the response to various 
uncertainties, but IMPT was slightly less robust towards breathing motion than 4DIMPT. 
All techniques were acceptable with respect to robustness evaluations at Plan, including 
interplay, and also at Start for the majority of patients. However, all robust optimization 
techniques failed to account for changes in breathing motion patterns occurring in three 
patients, causing unacceptable coverage of the mediastinal lymph nodes. 

Given strategies to recognize patients with altered breathing motion and account for 
the lack of target robustness in these patients, we believe robustly optimized IMPT and 
4DIMPT can reduce the risk of both radiation pneumonitis and heart toxicity compared 
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4. Discussion

This study shows that the potential for OAR sparing with PBS-PT compared to state-
of-the-art IMRT was substantial and persistent from the planning to the start of treatment.
Among the various optimization techniques, IMPT spared OARs the most. There were
surprisingly small differences between the PBS-PT techniques in the response to various
uncertainties, but IMPT was slightly less robust towards breathing motion than 4DIMPT.
All techniques were acceptable with respect to robustness evaluations at Plan, including
interplay, and also at Start for the majority of patients. However, all robust optimization
techniques failed to account for changes in breathing motion patterns occurring in three
patients, causing unacceptable coverage of the mediastinal lymph nodes.

Given strategies to recognize patients with altered breathing motion and account for
the lack of target robustness in these patients, we believe robustly optimized IMPT and
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This study shows that the potential for OAR sparing with PBS-PT compared to state-
of-the-art IMRT was substantial and persistent from the planning to the start of treatment.
Among the various optimization techniques, IMPT spared OARs the most. There were
surprisingly small differences between the PBS-PT techniques in the response to various
uncertainties, but IMPT was slightly less robust towards breathing motion than 4DIMPT.
All techniques were acceptable with respect to robustness evaluations at Plan, including
interplay, and also at Start for the majority of patients. However, all robust optimization
techniques failed to account for changes in breathing motion patterns occurring in three
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This study shows that the potential for OAR sparing with PBS-PT compared to state-
of-the-art IMRT was substantial and persistent from the planning to the start of treatment.
Among the various optimization techniques, IMPT spared OARs the most. There were
surprisingly small differences between the PBS-PT techniques in the response to various
uncertainties, but IMPT was slightly less robust towards breathing motion than 4DIMPT.
All techniques were acceptable with respect to robustness evaluations at Plan, including
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4DIMPT can reduce the risk of both radiation pneumonitis and heart toxicity compared to
IMRT. Lung Dmean, V5Gy and V20Gy were all significantly reduced with IMPT and 4DIMPT,
and these parameters have previously been correlated to the probability of radiation
pneumonitis [31]. Interestingly, this could potentially be a key to better outcome as well,
since patients with radiation pneumonitis have been excluded from adjuvant treatment
with immune checkpoint inhibitors [32]. Note that SFUD did not reduce lung doses
compared to IMRT in our study, and therefore we would not expect any reduced risk of
pneumonitis with SFUD. The reductions in heart dose seen with all PBS-PT techniques are
also likely clinically relevant. Atkins et al. showed that a heart Dmean > 10 Gy significantly
increased the risk of mortality in LA-NSCLC [33]. In our study, a mean dose to the heart
below 10 Gy was achieved for 10/15 patients with IMRT and for all patients across all
PBS-PT techniques.

Sparing of the spinal canal beyond the max dose constraint is not expected to give a
clinical benefit in itself. However, with the large reduction seen with all PBS-PT techniques
compared to IMRT, less effort must be spent on this highly prioritized constraint in the
optimization, possibly giving room for the considerable dose reduction seen for other OARs.

Mean doses to the esophagus were slightly reduced with IMPT compared to IMRT
in our study. It is unknown whether this would lead to a reduction in esophagitis [34],
especially since there are additional uncertainties in elevated LET that were not considered
in the current study. The esophagus is highly mobile and often located in close proximity to
the target volume, and can move into the high-dose region. This was the case for one of the
patients in our study. In a recent clinical dose-escalation study (including 47 patients with
stage III NSCLC) by Iwata et al., ART was used to monitor the position of the esophagus
and adjust treatment accordingly if needed [8]. Dose-escalated PT was well tolerated
in this phase II study, with no grade ≥3 radiation pneumonitis and one case of acute
grade 3 esophagitis. Additionally, the 5-year overall survival of 59% (probably influenced
by combination with immunotherapy) shows promise. This study mainly used passive
scattering PT, although some patients with small tumor motion had single-field optimized
spot-scanning plans.

Recently, Ribeiro et al. published a comprehensive robustness analysis, including
weekly imaging during treatment, for 10 stage III NSCLC patients with small to moderate
tumor motion, showing the feasibility of PBS-PT in the majority of patients [27]. Our
study strengthens these findings by confirming the results in an independent patient group
with larger motion variability. Inoue et al. also investigated the robustness of 3D robustly
optimized IMPT in stage III NSCLC [35]. They reported a limited impact of setup and
range uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay effects on the dose distribution when
using properly selected robust optimization parameters. This is in line with our analysis
for the planning scan.

A strength of our study was the prospective study design with repeated imaging at the
start of treatment. At this time point, we expected a small probability of anatomical changes
in need of ART, based on experience from photon therapy [36]. A CT at fraction 2 or 3 was
therefore chosen for robustness evaluation, as it would reveal if any of the optimization
techniques were particularly sensitive towards interfractional variations such as changes in
breathing pattern or positioning of the patient.

Indeed our results show that none of the optimization techniques for PBS-PT were able
to handle substantial changes in the breathing pattern. With current robust optimization
methods, it is therefore important to verify dose delivery at the onset of treatment. Adaptive
protocols in PT are commonly based on weekly 4DCTs, starting at the end of the first
treatment week, but imaging at the onset of treatment could recognize these patients earlier.
Importantly, the observed target under-dosage was mainly located in the mediastinal
lymph nodes (and not the primary tumor), which are hard to locate on, e.g., CBCT. A
possibility is to use the carina as a surrogate structure in addition to the diaphragm, as
done by Møller et al. in their ART protocol [36]. The carina position has been shown to
correlate better with lung volume than, e.g., diaphragm position [37]. Alternative strategies
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4DIMPTcanreducetheriskofbothradiationpneumonitisandhearttoxicitycomparedto
IMRT.LungDmean,V5GyandV20GywereallsignificantlyreducedwithIMPTand4DIMPT,
andtheseparametershavepreviouslybeencorrelatedtotheprobabilityofradiation
pneumonitis[31].Interestingly,thiscouldpotentiallybeakeytobetteroutcomeaswell,
sincepatientswithradiationpneumonitishavebeenexcludedfromadjuvanttreatment
withimmunecheckpointinhibitors[32].NotethatSFUDdidnotreducelungdoses
comparedtoIMRTinourstudy,andthereforewewouldnotexpectanyreducedriskof
pneumonitiswithSFUD.ThereductionsinheartdoseseenwithallPBS-PTtechniquesare
alsolikelyclinicallyrelevant.Atkinsetal.showedthataheartDmean>10Gysignificantly
increasedtheriskofmortalityinLA-NSCLC[33].Inourstudy,ameandosetotheheart
below10Gywasachievedfor10/15patientswithIMRTandforallpatientsacrossall
PBS-PTtechniques.

Sparingofthespinalcanalbeyondthemaxdoseconstraintisnotexpectedtogivea
clinicalbenefitinitself.However,withthelargereductionseenwithallPBS-PTtechniques
comparedtoIMRT,lesseffortmustbespentonthishighlyprioritizedconstraintinthe
optimization,possiblygivingroomfortheconsiderabledosereductionseenforotherOARs.

MeandosestotheesophaguswereslightlyreducedwithIMPTcomparedtoIMRT
inourstudy.Itisunknownwhetherthiswouldleadtoareductioninesophagitis[34],
especiallysincethereareadditionaluncertaintiesinelevatedLETthatwerenotconsidered
inthecurrentstudy.Theesophagusishighlymobileandoftenlocatedincloseproximityto
thetargetvolume,andcanmoveintothehigh-doseregion.Thiswasthecaseforoneofthe
patientsinourstudy.Inarecentclinicaldose-escalationstudy(including47patientswith
stageIIINSCLC)byIwataetal.,ARTwasusedtomonitorthepositionoftheesophagus
andadjusttreatmentaccordinglyifneeded[8].Dose-escalatedPTwaswelltolerated
inthisphaseIIstudy,withnograde≥3radiationpneumonitisandonecaseofacute
grade3esophagitis.Additionally,the5-yearoverallsurvivalof59%(probablyinfluenced
bycombinationwithimmunotherapy)showspromise.Thisstudymainlyusedpassive
scatteringPT,althoughsomepatientswithsmalltumormotionhadsingle-fieldoptimized
spot-scanningplans.

Recently,Ribeiroetal.publishedacomprehensiverobustnessanalysis,including
weeklyimagingduringtreatment,for10stageIIINSCLCpatientswithsmalltomoderate
tumormotion,showingthefeasibilityofPBS-PTinthemajorityofpatients[27].Our
studystrengthensthesefindingsbyconfirmingtheresultsinanindependentpatientgroup
withlargermotionvariability.Inoueetal.alsoinvestigatedtherobustnessof3Drobustly
optimizedIMPTinstageIIINSCLC[35].Theyreportedalimitedimpactofsetupand
rangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayeffectsonthedosedistributionwhen
usingproperlyselectedrobustoptimizationparameters.Thisisinlinewithouranalysis
fortheplanningscan.

Astrengthofourstudywastheprospectivestudydesignwithrepeatedimagingatthe
startoftreatment.Atthistimepoint,weexpectedasmallprobabilityofanatomicalchanges
inneedofART,basedonexperiencefromphotontherapy[36].ACTatfraction2or3was
thereforechosenforrobustnessevaluation,asitwouldrevealifanyoftheoptimization
techniqueswereparticularlysensitivetowardsinterfractionalvariationssuchaschangesin
breathingpatternorpositioningofthepatient.

IndeedourresultsshowthatnoneoftheoptimizationtechniquesforPBS-PTwereable
tohandlesubstantialchangesinthebreathingpattern.Withcurrentrobustoptimization
methods,itisthereforeimportanttoverifydosedeliveryattheonsetoftreatment.Adaptive
protocolsinPTarecommonlybasedonweekly4DCTs,startingattheendofthefirst
treatmentweek,butimagingattheonsetoftreatmentcouldrecognizethesepatientsearlier.
Importantly,theobservedtargetunder-dosagewasmainlylocatedinthemediastinal
lymphnodes(andnottheprimarytumor),whicharehardtolocateon,e.g.,CBCT.A
possibilityistousethecarinaasasurrogatestructureinadditiontothediaphragm,as
donebyMølleretal.intheirARTprotocol[36].Thecarinapositionhasbeenshownto
correlatebetterwithlungvolumethan,e.g.,diaphragmposition[37].Alternativestrategies
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4DIMPT can reduce the risk of both radiation pneumonitis and heart toxicity compared to
IMRT. Lung Dmean, V5Gy and V20Gy were all significantly reduced with IMPT and 4DIMPT,
and these parameters have previously been correlated to the probability of radiation
pneumonitis [31]. Interestingly, this could potentially be a key to better outcome as well,
since patients with radiation pneumonitis have been excluded from adjuvant treatment
with immune checkpoint inhibitors [32]. Note that SFUD did not reduce lung doses
compared to IMRT in our study, and therefore we would not expect any reduced risk of
pneumonitis with SFUD. The reductions in heart dose seen with all PBS-PT techniques are
also likely clinically relevant. Atkins et al. showed that a heart Dmean > 10 Gy significantly
increased the risk of mortality in LA-NSCLC [33]. In our study, a mean dose to the heart
below 10 Gy was achieved for 10/15 patients with IMRT and for all patients across all
PBS-PT techniques.

Sparing of the spinal canal beyond the max dose constraint is not expected to give a
clinical benefit in itself. However, with the large reduction seen with all PBS-PT techniques
compared to IMRT, less effort must be spent on this highly prioritized constraint in the
optimization, possibly giving room for the considerable dose reduction seen for other OARs.

Mean doses to the esophagus were slightly reduced with IMPT compared to IMRT
in our study. It is unknown whether this would lead to a reduction in esophagitis [34],
especially since there are additional uncertainties in elevated LET that were not considered
in the current study. The esophagus is highly mobile and often located in close proximity to
the target volume, and can move into the high-dose region. This was the case for one of the
patients in our study. In a recent clinical dose-escalation study (including 47 patients with
stage III NSCLC) by Iwata et al., ART was used to monitor the position of the esophagus
and adjust treatment accordingly if needed [8]. Dose-escalated PT was well tolerated
in this phase II study, with no grade ≥3 radiation pneumonitis and one case of acute
grade 3 esophagitis. Additionally, the 5-year overall survival of 59% (probably influenced
by combination with immunotherapy) shows promise. This study mainly used passive
scattering PT, although some patients with small tumor motion had single-field optimized
spot-scanning plans.

Recently, Ribeiro et al. published a comprehensive robustness analysis, including
weekly imaging during treatment, for 10 stage III NSCLC patients with small to moderate
tumor motion, showing the feasibility of PBS-PT in the majority of patients [27]. Our
study strengthens these findings by confirming the results in an independent patient group
with larger motion variability. Inoue et al. also investigated the robustness of 3D robustly
optimized IMPT in stage III NSCLC [35]. They reported a limited impact of setup and
range uncertainties, breathing motion and interplay effects on the dose distribution when
using properly selected robust optimization parameters. This is in line with our analysis
for the planning scan.

A strength of our study was the prospective study design with repeated imaging at the
start of treatment. At this time point, we expected a small probability of anatomical changes
in need of ART, based on experience from photon therapy [36]. A CT at fraction 2 or 3 was
therefore chosen for robustness evaluation, as it would reveal if any of the optimization
techniques were particularly sensitive towards interfractional variations such as changes in
breathing pattern or positioning of the patient.

Indeed our results show that none of the optimization techniques for PBS-PT were able
to handle substantial changes in the breathing pattern. With current robust optimization
methods, it is therefore important to verify dose delivery at the onset of treatment. Adaptive
protocols in PT are commonly based on weekly 4DCTs, starting at the end of the first
treatment week, but imaging at the onset of treatment could recognize these patients earlier.
Importantly, the observed target under-dosage was mainly located in the mediastinal
lymph nodes (and not the primary tumor), which are hard to locate on, e.g., CBCT. A
possibility is to use the carina as a surrogate structure in addition to the diaphragm, as
done by Møller et al. in their ART protocol [36]. The carina position has been shown to
correlate better with lung volume than, e.g., diaphragm position [37]. Alternative strategies
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in need of ART, based on experience from photon therapy [36]. A CT at fraction 2 or 3 was
therefore chosen for robustness evaluation, as it would reveal if any of the optimization
techniques were particularly sensitive towards interfractional variations such as changes in
breathing pattern or positioning of the patient.

Indeed our results show that none of the optimization techniques for PBS-PT were able
to handle substantial changes in the breathing pattern. With current robust optimization
methods, it is therefore important to verify dose delivery at the onset of treatment. Adaptive
protocols in PT are commonly based on weekly 4DCTs, starting at the end of the first
treatment week, but imaging at the onset of treatment could recognize these patients earlier.
Importantly, the observed target under-dosage was mainly located in the mediastinal
lymph nodes (and not the primary tumor), which are hard to locate on, e.g., CBCT. A
possibility is to use the carina as a surrogate structure in addition to the diaphragm, as
done by Møller et al. in their ART protocol [36]. The carina position has been shown to
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4DIMPTcanreducetheriskofbothradiationpneumonitisandhearttoxicitycomparedto
IMRT.LungDmean,V5GyandV20GywereallsignificantlyreducedwithIMPTand4DIMPT,
andtheseparametershavepreviouslybeencorrelatedtotheprobabilityofradiation
pneumonitis[31].Interestingly,thiscouldpotentiallybeakeytobetteroutcomeaswell,
sincepatientswithradiationpneumonitishavebeenexcludedfromadjuvanttreatment
withimmunecheckpointinhibitors[32].NotethatSFUDdidnotreducelungdoses
comparedtoIMRTinourstudy,andthereforewewouldnotexpectanyreducedriskof
pneumonitiswithSFUD.ThereductionsinheartdoseseenwithallPBS-PTtechniquesare
alsolikelyclinicallyrelevant.Atkinsetal.showedthataheartDmean>10Gysignificantly
increasedtheriskofmortalityinLA-NSCLC[33].Inourstudy,ameandosetotheheart
below10Gywasachievedfor10/15patientswithIMRTandforallpatientsacrossall
PBS-PTtechniques.

Sparingofthespinalcanalbeyondthemaxdoseconstraintisnotexpectedtogivea
clinicalbenefitinitself.However,withthelargereductionseenwithallPBS-PTtechniques
comparedtoIMRT,lesseffortmustbespentonthishighlyprioritizedconstraintinthe
optimization,possiblygivingroomfortheconsiderabledosereductionseenforotherOARs.

MeandosestotheesophaguswereslightlyreducedwithIMPTcomparedtoIMRT
inourstudy.Itisunknownwhetherthiswouldleadtoareductioninesophagitis[34],
especiallysincethereareadditionaluncertaintiesinelevatedLETthatwerenotconsidered
inthecurrentstudy.Theesophagusishighlymobileandoftenlocatedincloseproximityto
thetargetvolume,andcanmoveintothehigh-doseregion.Thiswasthecaseforoneofthe
patientsinourstudy.Inarecentclinicaldose-escalationstudy(including47patientswith
stageIIINSCLC)byIwataetal.,ARTwasusedtomonitorthepositionoftheesophagus
andadjusttreatmentaccordinglyifneeded[8].Dose-escalatedPTwaswelltolerated
inthisphaseIIstudy,withnograde≥3radiationpneumonitisandonecaseofacute
grade3esophagitis.Additionally,the5-yearoverallsurvivalof59%(probablyinfluenced
bycombinationwithimmunotherapy)showspromise.Thisstudymainlyusedpassive
scatteringPT,althoughsomepatientswithsmalltumormotionhadsingle-fieldoptimized
spot-scanningplans.

Recently,Ribeiroetal.publishedacomprehensiverobustnessanalysis,including
weeklyimagingduringtreatment,for10stageIIINSCLCpatientswithsmalltomoderate
tumormotion,showingthefeasibilityofPBS-PTinthemajorityofpatients[27].Our
studystrengthensthesefindingsbyconfirmingtheresultsinanindependentpatientgroup
withlargermotionvariability.Inoueetal.alsoinvestigatedtherobustnessof3Drobustly
optimizedIMPTinstageIIINSCLC[35].Theyreportedalimitedimpactofsetupand
rangeuncertainties,breathingmotionandinterplayeffectsonthedosedistributionwhen
usingproperlyselectedrobustoptimizationparameters.Thisisinlinewithouranalysis
fortheplanningscan.

Astrengthofourstudywastheprospectivestudydesignwithrepeatedimagingatthe
startoftreatment.Atthistimepoint,weexpectedasmallprobabilityofanatomicalchanges
inneedofART,basedonexperiencefromphotontherapy[36].ACTatfraction2or3was
thereforechosenforrobustnessevaluation,asitwouldrevealifanyoftheoptimization
techniqueswereparticularlysensitivetowardsinterfractionalvariationssuchaschangesin
breathingpatternorpositioningofthepatient.

IndeedourresultsshowthatnoneoftheoptimizationtechniquesforPBS-PTwereable
tohandlesubstantialchangesinthebreathingpattern.Withcurrentrobustoptimization
methods,itisthereforeimportanttoverifydosedeliveryattheonsetoftreatment.Adaptive
protocolsinPTarecommonlybasedonweekly4DCTs,startingattheendofthefirst
treatmentweek,butimagingattheonsetoftreatmentcouldrecognizethesepatientsearlier.
Importantly,theobservedtargetunder-dosagewasmainlylocatedinthemediastinal
lymphnodes(andnottheprimarytumor),whicharehardtolocateon,e.g.,CBCT.A
possibilityistousethecarinaasasurrogatestructureinadditiontothediaphragm,as
donebyMølleretal.intheirARTprotocol[36].Thecarinapositionhasbeenshownto
correlatebetterwithlungvolumethan,e.g.,diaphragmposition[37].Alternativestrategies
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to avoid dose degradation due to breathing motion changes could be respiratory gating
or breath-hold strategies. Although images in DIBH were acquired in the current study
and used clinically in IMRT for three patients, analysis of PBS-PT in DIBH was beyond the
scope of the current study.

Both Ribeiro et al. and Hoffmann et al. reported that altered shoulder position caused a
loss in robustness when evaluating dose during treatment [27,28]. This was not observed in
our study, but in principle, this could also occur from the planning to the start of treatment
and should be kept in mind when evaluating robustness at the onset of treatment. Our
study design was limited to observing changes between the planning and start of treatment,
and hence anatomical changes such as atelectasis or pleural effusion were not observed.
Such changes can occur during treatment and largely impact the delivered dose, but they
are well known and can be corrected for by existing adaptive protocols [28]. The novelty
of our study lies in focusing on uncertainties that so far have received less attention. We
have shown that these are neither handled by current robust optimization techniques nor
adaptive protocols.

Regarding the comparison of different PBS-PT optimization techniques, Ribeiro et al.
compared 3D and 4D robustly optimized IMPT plans with layered rescanning in their
study [27]. Similar to us, they found only small differences in robustness between the tech-
niques. However, IMPT was (somewhat surprisingly) slightly more robust than 4DIMPT in
their study, while we found the opposite. This might be explained by the difference in the
use of density override for the target. In the study by Ribeiro et al., density override was
only used for the IMPT plans, while we used it on the AIP for both techniques. This is an
example of one out of several technical details that might influence robustness; rescanning
is another [14]. Indeed, with the use of rescanning, the uncertainties due to the interplay
effect could be limited even further than reported here. Liao and colleagues have pointed
out the importance of treatment planning experience in PT for NSCLC [11]. In addition to
comprehensive treatment planning guidelines, solutions for automated treatment planning
could be useful to ensure the high plan quality needed in PBS-PT for LA-NSCLC [38].

The number of treatment fields could also influence the robustness of the PT plans.
In this study, two fields were used for ten patients and three fields for five patients. On
the one hand, adding a third field could increase the robustness, as the dose contribution
is divided between more treatment angles, and changes in anatomy affecting one of the
fields have a lesser impact on the dose distribution. However, some issues came with
increasing the number of fields. For some patients, finding a third, robust angle could be
difficult due to, e.g., arm position or large breasts or fat folds, where it was preferred to
avoid beam entry due to positioning uncertainty. In the 4D optimization, splitting the fields
with field-specific targets was not possible, so the fields had to be able to contribute to both
the primary tumor and the lymph node volumes, giving some limitations for robust angles
because of the surrounding anatomy. Hence, the requirement for the field setup to work
for all optimization techniques was a limitation in this study.

Another limitation of the current study is the low number of included patients. Despite
this, there was a large variation in tumor size and position, and breathing motion ranged
from negligible to substantial. These parameters also varied among the patients that failed
the robustness criteria at Start. Finally, the 4D optimization and extreme phase and interplay
evaluations performed in this study required deformable image registration and mapping
of contours to each phase of the 4DCT. As delineation was performed on the AIP as a
part of the clinical routine, the contours were mapped from the AIP to each phase. Due to
blurring of the edges, the GTV on the AIP may be slightly larger than in reality, and the
plans may therefore be slightly more robust than if delineation had been performed on one
of the phase images.

5. Conclusions

The potential of IMPT and 4DIMPT for reducing heart and lung toxicity in the treat-
ment of LA-NSCLC was substantial and persistent at Start. SFUD only showed potential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].

ThenumberoftreatmentfieldscouldalsoinfluencetherobustnessofthePTplans.
Inthisstudy,twofieldswereusedfortenpatientsandthreefieldsforfivepatients.On
theonehand,addingathirdfieldcouldincreasetherobustness,asthedosecontribution
isdividedbetweenmoretreatmentangles,andchangesinanatomyaffectingoneofthe
fieldshavealesserimpactonthedosedistribution.However,someissuescamewith
increasingthenumberoffields.Forsomepatients,findingathird,robustanglecouldbe
difficultdueto,e.g.,armpositionorlargebreastsorfatfolds,whereitwaspreferredto
avoidbeamentryduetopositioninguncertainty.Inthe4Doptimization,splittingthefields
withfield-specifictargetswasnotpossible,sothefieldshadtobeabletocontributetoboth
theprimarytumorandthelymphnodevolumes,givingsomelimitationsforrobustangles
becauseofthesurroundinganatomy.Hence,therequirementforthefieldsetuptowork
foralloptimizationtechniqueswasalimitationinthisstudy.

Anotherlimitationofthecurrentstudyisthelownumberofincludedpatients.Despite
this,therewasalargevariationintumorsizeandposition,andbreathingmotionranged
fromnegligibletosubstantial.Theseparametersalsovariedamongthepatientsthatfailed
therobustnesscriteriaatStart.Finally,the4Doptimizationandextremephaseandinterplay
evaluationsperformedinthisstudyrequireddeformableimageregistrationandmapping
ofcontourstoeachphaseofthe4DCT.AsdelineationwasperformedontheAIPasa
partoftheclinicalroutine,thecontoursweremappedfromtheAIPtoeachphase.Dueto
blurringoftheedges,theGTVontheAIPmaybeslightlylargerthaninreality,andthe
plansmaythereforebeslightlymorerobustthanifdelineationhadbeenperformedonone
ofthephaseimages.

5.Conclusions

ThepotentialofIMPTand4DIMPTforreducingheartandlungtoxicityinthetreat-
mentofLA-NSCLCwassubstantialandpersistentatStart.SFUDonlyshowedpotential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].

ThenumberoftreatmentfieldscouldalsoinfluencetherobustnessofthePTplans.
Inthisstudy,twofieldswereusedfortenpatientsandthreefieldsforfivepatients.On
theonehand,addingathirdfieldcouldincreasetherobustness,asthedosecontribution
isdividedbetweenmoretreatmentangles,andchangesinanatomyaffectingoneofthe
fieldshavealesserimpactonthedosedistribution.However,someissuescamewith
increasingthenumberoffields.Forsomepatients,findingathird,robustanglecouldbe
difficultdueto,e.g.,armpositionorlargebreastsorfatfolds,whereitwaspreferredto
avoidbeamentryduetopositioninguncertainty.Inthe4Doptimization,splittingthefields
withfield-specifictargetswasnotpossible,sothefieldshadtobeabletocontributetoboth
theprimarytumorandthelymphnodevolumes,givingsomelimitationsforrobustangles
becauseofthesurroundinganatomy.Hence,therequirementforthefieldsetuptowork
foralloptimizationtechniqueswasalimitationinthisstudy.

Anotherlimitationofthecurrentstudyisthelownumberofincludedpatients.Despite
this,therewasalargevariationintumorsizeandposition,andbreathingmotionranged
fromnegligibletosubstantial.Theseparametersalsovariedamongthepatientsthatfailed
therobustnesscriteriaatStart.Finally,the4Doptimizationandextremephaseandinterplay
evaluationsperformedinthisstudyrequireddeformableimageregistrationandmapping
ofcontourstoeachphaseofthe4DCT.AsdelineationwasperformedontheAIPasa
partoftheclinicalroutine,thecontoursweremappedfromtheAIPtoeachphase.Dueto
blurringoftheedges,theGTVontheAIPmaybeslightlylargerthaninreality,andthe
plansmaythereforebeslightlymorerobustthanifdelineationhadbeenperformedonone
ofthephaseimages.

5.Conclusions

ThepotentialofIMPTand4DIMPTforreducingheartandlungtoxicityinthetreat-
mentofLA-NSCLCwassubstantialandpersistentatStart.SFUDonlyshowedpotential
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to avoid dose degradation due to breathing motion changes could be respiratory gating
or breath-hold strategies. Although images in DIBH were acquired in the current study
and used clinically in IMRT for three patients, analysis of PBS-PT in DIBH was beyond the
scope of the current study.

Both Ribeiro et al. and Hoffmann et al. reported that altered shoulder position caused a
loss in robustness when evaluating dose during treatment [27,28]. This was not observed in
our study, but in principle, this could also occur from the planning to the start of treatment
and should be kept in mind when evaluating robustness at the onset of treatment. Our
study design was limited to observing changes between the planning and start of treatment,
and hence anatomical changes such as atelectasis or pleural effusion were not observed.
Such changes can occur during treatment and largely impact the delivered dose, but they
are well known and can be corrected for by existing adaptive protocols [28]. The novelty
of our study lies in focusing on uncertainties that so far have received less attention. We
have shown that these are neither handled by current robust optimization techniques nor
adaptive protocols.

Regarding the comparison of different PBS-PT optimization techniques, Ribeiro et al.
compared 3D and 4D robustly optimized IMPT plans with layered rescanning in their
study [27]. Similar to us, they found only small differences in robustness between the tech-
niques. However, IMPT was (somewhat surprisingly) slightly more robust than 4DIMPT in
their study, while we found the opposite. This might be explained by the difference in the
use of density override for the target. In the study by Ribeiro et al., density override was
only used for the IMPT plans, while we used it on the AIP for both techniques. This is an
example of one out of several technical details that might influence robustness; rescanning
is another [14]. Indeed, with the use of rescanning, the uncertainties due to the interplay
effect could be limited even further than reported here. Liao and colleagues have pointed
out the importance of treatment planning experience in PT for NSCLC [11]. In addition to
comprehensive treatment planning guidelines, solutions for automated treatment planning
could be useful to ensure the high plan quality needed in PBS-PT for LA-NSCLC [38].

The number of treatment fields could also influence the robustness of the PT plans.
In this study, two fields were used for ten patients and three fields for five patients. On
the one hand, adding a third field could increase the robustness, as the dose contribution
is divided between more treatment angles, and changes in anatomy affecting one of the
fields have a lesser impact on the dose distribution. However, some issues came with
increasing the number of fields. For some patients, finding a third, robust angle could be
difficult due to, e.g., arm position or large breasts or fat folds, where it was preferred to
avoid beam entry due to positioning uncertainty. In the 4D optimization, splitting the fields
with field-specific targets was not possible, so the fields had to be able to contribute to both
the primary tumor and the lymph node volumes, giving some limitations for robust angles
because of the surrounding anatomy. Hence, the requirement for the field setup to work
for all optimization techniques was a limitation in this study.

Another limitation of the current study is the low number of included patients. Despite
this, there was a large variation in tumor size and position, and breathing motion ranged
from negligible to substantial. These parameters also varied among the patients that failed
the robustness criteria at Start. Finally, the 4D optimization and extreme phase and interplay
evaluations performed in this study required deformable image registration and mapping
of contours to each phase of the 4DCT. As delineation was performed on the AIP as a
part of the clinical routine, the contours were mapped from the AIP to each phase. Due to
blurring of the edges, the GTV on the AIP may be slightly larger than in reality, and the
plans may therefore be slightly more robust than if delineation had been performed on one
of the phase images.

5. Conclusions

The potential of IMPT and 4DIMPT for reducing heart and lung toxicity in the treat-
ment of LA-NSCLC was substantial and persistent at Start. SFUD only showed potential
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to avoid dose degradation due to breathing motion changes could be respiratory gating
or breath-hold strategies. Although images in DIBH were acquired in the current study
and used clinically in IMRT for three patients, analysis of PBS-PT in DIBH was beyond the
scope of the current study.

Both Ribeiro et al. and Hoffmann et al. reported that altered shoulder position caused a
loss in robustness when evaluating dose during treatment [27,28]. This was not observed in
our study, but in principle, this could also occur from the planning to the start of treatment
and should be kept in mind when evaluating robustness at the onset of treatment. Our
study design was limited to observing changes between the planning and start of treatment,
and hence anatomical changes such as atelectasis or pleural effusion were not observed.
Such changes can occur during treatment and largely impact the delivered dose, but they
are well known and can be corrected for by existing adaptive protocols [28]. The novelty
of our study lies in focusing on uncertainties that so far have received less attention. We
have shown that these are neither handled by current robust optimization techniques nor
adaptive protocols.

Regarding the comparison of different PBS-PT optimization techniques, Ribeiro et al.
compared 3D and 4D robustly optimized IMPT plans with layered rescanning in their
study [27]. Similar to us, they found only small differences in robustness between the tech-
niques. However, IMPT was (somewhat surprisingly) slightly more robust than 4DIMPT in
their study, while we found the opposite. This might be explained by the difference in the
use of density override for the target. In the study by Ribeiro et al., density override was
only used for the IMPT plans, while we used it on the AIP for both techniques. This is an
example of one out of several technical details that might influence robustness; rescanning
is another [14]. Indeed, with the use of rescanning, the uncertainties due to the interplay
effect could be limited even further than reported here. Liao and colleagues have pointed
out the importance of treatment planning experience in PT for NSCLC [11]. In addition to
comprehensive treatment planning guidelines, solutions for automated treatment planning
could be useful to ensure the high plan quality needed in PBS-PT for LA-NSCLC [38].

The number of treatment fields could also influence the robustness of the PT plans.
In this study, two fields were used for ten patients and three fields for five patients. On
the one hand, adding a third field could increase the robustness, as the dose contribution
is divided between more treatment angles, and changes in anatomy affecting one of the
fields have a lesser impact on the dose distribution. However, some issues came with
increasing the number of fields. For some patients, finding a third, robust angle could be
difficult due to, e.g., arm position or large breasts or fat folds, where it was preferred to
avoid beam entry due to positioning uncertainty. In the 4D optimization, splitting the fields
with field-specific targets was not possible, so the fields had to be able to contribute to both
the primary tumor and the lymph node volumes, giving some limitations for robust angles
because of the surrounding anatomy. Hence, the requirement for the field setup to work
for all optimization techniques was a limitation in this study.

Another limitation of the current study is the low number of included patients. Despite
this, there was a large variation in tumor size and position, and breathing motion ranged
from negligible to substantial. These parameters also varied among the patients that failed
the robustness criteria at Start. Finally, the 4D optimization and extreme phase and interplay
evaluations performed in this study required deformable image registration and mapping
of contours to each phase of the 4DCT. As delineation was performed on the AIP as a
part of the clinical routine, the contours were mapped from the AIP to each phase. Due to
blurring of the edges, the GTV on the AIP may be slightly larger than in reality, and the
plans may therefore be slightly more robust than if delineation had been performed on one
of the phase images.

5. Conclusions

The potential of IMPT and 4DIMPT for reducing heart and lung toxicity in the treat-
ment of LA-NSCLC was substantial and persistent at Start. SFUD only showed potential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].

ThenumberoftreatmentfieldscouldalsoinfluencetherobustnessofthePTplans.
Inthisstudy,twofieldswereusedfortenpatientsandthreefieldsforfivepatients.On
theonehand,addingathirdfieldcouldincreasetherobustness,asthedosecontribution
isdividedbetweenmoretreatmentangles,andchangesinanatomyaffectingoneofthe
fieldshavealesserimpactonthedosedistribution.However,someissuescamewith
increasingthenumberoffields.Forsomepatients,findingathird,robustanglecouldbe
difficultdueto,e.g.,armpositionorlargebreastsorfatfolds,whereitwaspreferredto
avoidbeamentryduetopositioninguncertainty.Inthe4Doptimization,splittingthefields
withfield-specifictargetswasnotpossible,sothefieldshadtobeabletocontributetoboth
theprimarytumorandthelymphnodevolumes,givingsomelimitationsforrobustangles
becauseofthesurroundinganatomy.Hence,therequirementforthefieldsetuptowork
foralloptimizationtechniqueswasalimitationinthisstudy.

Anotherlimitationofthecurrentstudyisthelownumberofincludedpatients.Despite
this,therewasalargevariationintumorsizeandposition,andbreathingmotionranged
fromnegligibletosubstantial.Theseparametersalsovariedamongthepatientsthatfailed
therobustnesscriteriaatStart.Finally,the4Doptimizationandextremephaseandinterplay
evaluationsperformedinthisstudyrequireddeformableimageregistrationandmapping
ofcontourstoeachphaseofthe4DCT.AsdelineationwasperformedontheAIPasa
partoftheclinicalroutine,thecontoursweremappedfromtheAIPtoeachphase.Dueto
blurringoftheedges,theGTVontheAIPmaybeslightlylargerthaninreality,andthe
plansmaythereforebeslightlymorerobustthanifdelineationhadbeenperformedonone
ofthephaseimages.

5.Conclusions

ThepotentialofIMPTand4DIMPTforreducingheartandlungtoxicityinthetreat-
mentofLA-NSCLCwassubstantialandpersistentatStart.SFUDonlyshowedpotential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].

ThenumberoftreatmentfieldscouldalsoinfluencetherobustnessofthePTplans.
Inthisstudy,twofieldswereusedfortenpatientsandthreefieldsforfivepatients.On
theonehand,addingathirdfieldcouldincreasetherobustness,asthedosecontribution
isdividedbetweenmoretreatmentangles,andchangesinanatomyaffectingoneofthe
fieldshavealesserimpactonthedosedistribution.However,someissuescamewith
increasingthenumberoffields.Forsomepatients,findingathird,robustanglecouldbe
difficultdueto,e.g.,armpositionorlargebreastsorfatfolds,whereitwaspreferredto
avoidbeamentryduetopositioninguncertainty.Inthe4Doptimization,splittingthefields
withfield-specifictargetswasnotpossible,sothefieldshadtobeabletocontributetoboth
theprimarytumorandthelymphnodevolumes,givingsomelimitationsforrobustangles
becauseofthesurroundinganatomy.Hence,therequirementforthefieldsetuptowork
foralloptimizationtechniqueswasalimitationinthisstudy.

Anotherlimitationofthecurrentstudyisthelownumberofincludedpatients.Despite
this,therewasalargevariationintumorsizeandposition,andbreathingmotionranged
fromnegligibletosubstantial.Theseparametersalsovariedamongthepatientsthatfailed
therobustnesscriteriaatStart.Finally,the4Doptimizationandextremephaseandinterplay
evaluationsperformedinthisstudyrequireddeformableimageregistrationandmapping
ofcontourstoeachphaseofthe4DCT.AsdelineationwasperformedontheAIPasa
partoftheclinicalroutine,thecontoursweremappedfromtheAIPtoeachphase.Dueto
blurringoftheedges,theGTVontheAIPmaybeslightlylargerthaninreality,andthe
plansmaythereforebeslightlymorerobustthanifdelineationhadbeenperformedonone
ofthephaseimages.

5.Conclusions

ThepotentialofIMPTand4DIMPTforreducingheartandlungtoxicityinthetreat-
mentofLA-NSCLCwassubstantialandpersistentatStart.SFUDonlyshowedpotential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].

ThenumberoftreatmentfieldscouldalsoinfluencetherobustnessofthePTplans.
Inthisstudy,twofieldswereusedfortenpatientsandthreefieldsforfivepatients.On
theonehand,addingathirdfieldcouldincreasetherobustness,asthedosecontribution
isdividedbetweenmoretreatmentangles,andchangesinanatomyaffectingoneofthe
fieldshavealesserimpactonthedosedistribution.However,someissuescamewith
increasingthenumberoffields.Forsomepatients,findingathird,robustanglecouldbe
difficultdueto,e.g.,armpositionorlargebreastsorfatfolds,whereitwaspreferredto
avoidbeamentryduetopositioninguncertainty.Inthe4Doptimization,splittingthefields
withfield-specifictargetswasnotpossible,sothefieldshadtobeabletocontributetoboth
theprimarytumorandthelymphnodevolumes,givingsomelimitationsforrobustangles
becauseofthesurroundinganatomy.Hence,therequirementforthefieldsetuptowork
foralloptimizationtechniqueswasalimitationinthisstudy.

Anotherlimitationofthecurrentstudyisthelownumberofincludedpatients.Despite
this,therewasalargevariationintumorsizeandposition,andbreathingmotionranged
fromnegligibletosubstantial.Theseparametersalsovariedamongthepatientsthatfailed
therobustnesscriteriaatStart.Finally,the4Doptimizationandextremephaseandinterplay
evaluationsperformedinthisstudyrequireddeformableimageregistrationandmapping
ofcontourstoeachphaseofthe4DCT.AsdelineationwasperformedontheAIPasa
partoftheclinicalroutine,thecontoursweremappedfromtheAIPtoeachphase.Dueto
blurringoftheedges,theGTVontheAIPmaybeslightlylargerthaninreality,andthe
plansmaythereforebeslightlymorerobustthanifdelineationhadbeenperformedonone
ofthephaseimages.

5.Conclusions

ThepotentialofIMPTand4DIMPTforreducingheartandlungtoxicityinthetreat-
mentofLA-NSCLCwassubstantialandpersistentatStart.SFUDonlyshowedpotential
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toavoiddosedegradationduetobreathingmotionchangescouldberespiratorygating
orbreath-holdstrategies.AlthoughimagesinDIBHwereacquiredinthecurrentstudy
andusedclinicallyinIMRTforthreepatients,analysisofPBS-PTinDIBHwasbeyondthe
scopeofthecurrentstudy.

BothRibeiroetal.andHoffmannetal.reportedthatalteredshoulderpositioncauseda
lossinrobustnesswhenevaluatingdoseduringtreatment[27,28].Thiswasnotobservedin
ourstudy,butinprinciple,thiscouldalsooccurfromtheplanningtothestartoftreatment
andshouldbekeptinmindwhenevaluatingrobustnessattheonsetoftreatment.Our
studydesignwaslimitedtoobservingchangesbetweentheplanningandstartoftreatment,
andhenceanatomicalchangessuchasatelectasisorpleuraleffusionwerenotobserved.
Suchchangescanoccurduringtreatmentandlargelyimpactthedelivereddose,butthey
arewellknownandcanbecorrectedforbyexistingadaptiveprotocols[28].Thenovelty
ofourstudyliesinfocusingonuncertaintiesthatsofarhavereceivedlessattention.We
haveshownthattheseareneitherhandledbycurrentrobustoptimizationtechniquesnor
adaptiveprotocols.

RegardingthecomparisonofdifferentPBS-PToptimizationtechniques,Ribeiroetal.
compared3Dand4DrobustlyoptimizedIMPTplanswithlayeredrescanningintheir
study[27].Similartous,theyfoundonlysmalldifferencesinrobustnessbetweenthetech-
niques.However,IMPTwas(somewhatsurprisingly)slightlymorerobustthan4DIMPTin
theirstudy,whilewefoundtheopposite.Thismightbeexplainedbythedifferenceinthe
useofdensityoverrideforthetarget.InthestudybyRibeiroetal.,densityoverridewas
onlyusedfortheIMPTplans,whileweuseditontheAIPforbothtechniques.Thisisan
exampleofoneoutofseveraltechnicaldetailsthatmightinfluencerobustness;rescanning
isanother[14].Indeed,withtheuseofrescanning,theuncertaintiesduetotheinterplay
effectcouldbelimitedevenfurtherthanreportedhere.Liaoandcolleagueshavepointed
outtheimportanceoftreatmentplanningexperienceinPTforNSCLC[11].Inadditionto
comprehensivetreatmentplanningguidelines,solutionsforautomatedtreatmentplanning
couldbeusefultoensurethehighplanqualityneededinPBS-PTforLA-NSCLC[38].
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5.Conclusions
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for reduced heart toxicity. All proton optimization techniques responded similarly to
uncertainties and were sufficiently robust towards setup and range uncertainties as well as
interplay at Plan, and for the majority of patients in recalculations at Start. Altered breath-
ing patterns between Plan and Start jeopardized target coverage for all PBS-PT techniques.
Adaptive protocols for free-breathing PBS-PT should include imaging at onset of or early
in treatment, and possibly a surrogate for visualization of the mediastinal target. Given
such strategies to recognize patients with altered breathing patterns, we believe there is
great potential for PBS-PT to improve the treatment of LA-NSCLC.
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uncertainties and were sufficiently robust towards setup and range uncertainties as well as
interplay at Plan, and for the majority of patients in recalculations at Start. Altered breath-
ing patterns between Plan and Start jeopardized target coverage for all PBS-PT techniques.
Adaptive protocols for free-breathing PBS-PT should include imaging at onset of or early
in treatment, and possibly a surrogate for visualization of the mediastinal target. Given
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AppendixA

TableA1.Planningdoseconstraintsfororgansatrisk.

OrganDoseConstraint

Lungs
V5Gy<65%
V20Gy<35%

Dmean<20Gy
EsophagusDmean<34Gy

HeartV30Gy<40%
SpinalcanalDmax<50Gy

BrachialplexusDmax<66Gy
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Table A2. Overview of the performed robustness evaluations, and the criteria used in each evaluation.
The criteria in parentheses were used for interplay evaluation. * OAR constraints are shown in
Table A1.

Evaluations of Evaluations at Plan Evaluations at Start Evaluation Criteria

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Plan Plan AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Target dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

CTV D98% > 95% (90%)
CTV D2% < 107% (110%)

OAR dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

Body D2cc < 107% (110%)
OARs within constraints *

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Start Start AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Table A3. Breathing motion amplitudes of the primary tumor in the Plan and Start 4DCTs. Median
value and range are given for each direction.

Direction Motion—Plan Motion—Start

x (left–right) 1 mm (0–5) 1 mm (0–6)
y (anterior–posterior) 2 mm (1–4) 2 mm (1–4)

z (cranio–caudal) 4 mm (1–15) 4 mm (1–13)

Table A4. Robust evaluation of CTV dose, showing median values and range.

Parameter Evaluation SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

CTV D98% (%)

Plan CT0/50 97.5 (94.8–98.8) 98.0 (97.0–99.0) 97.8 (96.5–98.5)
Plan setup/range 97.0 (95.6–97.7) 97.2 (95.6–97.7) 97.3 (95.1–98.1)

Plan interplay 93.6 (90.7–97.5) 95.0 (93.5–97.0) 94.6 (91.8–97.0)
Start 97.6 (85.3–98.8) 97.6 (86.2–98.7) 97.5 (81.8–98.2)

Start CT0/50 97.4 (43.2–98.8) 97.4 (61.3–98.9) 97.1 (35.6–98.4)

CTV D2% (%)

Plan CT0/50 102.2 (101.2–103.2) 102.5 (102.0–103.5) 102.5 (102.0–103.9)
Plan setup/range 103.3 (102.2–104.5) 103.2 (102.3–104.2) 103.3 (102.5–105.5)

Plan interplay 104.9 (102.7–107.6) 105.3 (103.2–107.5) 105.5 (104.1–106.7)
Start 102.6 (101.4–104.4) 102.8 (102.0–103.7) 102.6 (101.8–103.7)

Start CT0/50 102.3 (101.1–104.9) 102.5 (102.0–104.0) 102.5 (101.8–103.8)

Table A5. Difference in OAR parameters from Plan to Start, relative to the Plan value. Median and
range are shown for each technique. Positive values indicate a higher dose and negative values
indicate a lower dose at Start.

Structure
Difference, Plan vs. Start

IMRT SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

Lungs Dmean (Gy) 1 (−6/20) 0 (−11/20) 0 (−11/33) 0 (−12/32)
Lungs V5Gy (%) −1 (−5/7) −1 (−11/26) −2 (−11/26) −1 (−12/28)
Lungs V20Gy (%) 1 (−7/29) 3 (−13/30) 2 (−10/30) 3 (−11/31)
Heart Dmean (Gy) −4 (−13/68) −6 (−55/70) −4 (−47/78) −6 (−51/78)
Heart V30Gy (%) 0 (−29/162) 0 (−58/84) 0 (−42/97) 0 (−50/103)

Esophagus Dmean (Gy) −3 (−17/28) −5 (−27/30) −4 (−31/31) −4 (−31/35)
Spinal canal Dmax (Gy) −1 (−9/6) 1 (−14/6) 0 (−16/9) 1 (−21/8)

Body D2cc (Gy) 0 (−2/6) 0 (−1/4) 0 (0/1) 0 (−3/1)
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TableA2.Overviewoftheperformedrobustnessevaluations,andthecriteriausedineachevaluation.
Thecriteriainparentheseswereusedforinterplayevaluation.*OARconstraintsareshownin
TableA1.

EvaluationsofEvaluationsatPlanEvaluationsatStartEvaluationCriteria

Targetcoverageand
OARsparingatPlanPlanAIP

CTVD98%>95%
CTVD2%<107%
BodyD2cc<107%

OARswithinconstraints*

Targetdoserobustness
PlanS/R

PlanCT0/50
PlanInterplay

StartAIP
StartCT0/50

CTVD98%>95%(90%)
CTVD2%<107%(110%)

OARdoserobustness
PlanS/R

PlanCT0/50
PlanInterplay

StartAIP
StartCT0/50

BodyD2cc<107%(110%)
OARswithinconstraints*

Targetcoverageand
OARsparingatStartStartAIP

CTVD98%>95%
CTVD2%<107%
BodyD2cc<107%

OARswithinconstraints*

TableA3.BreathingmotionamplitudesoftheprimarytumorinthePlanandStart4DCTs.Median
valueandrangearegivenforeachdirection.

DirectionMotion—PlanMotion—Start

x(left–right)1mm(0–5)1mm(0–6)
y(anterior–posterior)2mm(1–4)2mm(1–4)

z(cranio–caudal)4mm(1–15)4mm(1–13)

TableA4.RobustevaluationofCTVdose,showingmedianvaluesandrange.

ParameterEvaluationSFUD4DIMPTIMPT

CTVD98%(%)

PlanCT0/5097.5(94.8–98.8)98.0(97.0–99.0)97.8(96.5–98.5)
Plansetup/range97.0(95.6–97.7)97.2(95.6–97.7)97.3(95.1–98.1)

Planinterplay93.6(90.7–97.5)95.0(93.5–97.0)94.6(91.8–97.0)
Start97.6(85.3–98.8)97.6(86.2–98.7)97.5(81.8–98.2)

StartCT0/5097.4(43.2–98.8)97.4(61.3–98.9)97.1(35.6–98.4)

CTVD2%(%)

PlanCT0/50102.2(101.2–103.2)102.5(102.0–103.5)102.5(102.0–103.9)
Plansetup/range103.3(102.2–104.5)103.2(102.3–104.2)103.3(102.5–105.5)

Planinterplay104.9(102.7–107.6)105.3(103.2–107.5)105.5(104.1–106.7)
Start102.6(101.4–104.4)102.8(102.0–103.7)102.6(101.8–103.7)

StartCT0/50102.3(101.1–104.9)102.5(102.0–104.0)102.5(101.8–103.8)

TableA5.DifferenceinOARparametersfromPlantoStart,relativetothePlanvalue.Medianand
rangeareshownforeachtechnique.Positivevaluesindicateahigherdoseandnegativevalues
indicatealowerdoseatStart.

Structure
Difference,Planvs.Start

IMRTSFUD4DIMPTIMPT

LungsDmean(Gy)1(−6/20)0(−11/20)0(−11/33)0(−12/32)
LungsV5Gy(%)−1(−5/7)−1(−11/26)−2(−11/26)−1(−12/28)
LungsV20Gy(%)1(−7/29)3(−13/30)2(−10/30)3(−11/31)
HeartDmean(Gy)−4(−13/68)−6(−55/70)−4(−47/78)−6(−51/78)

HeartV30Gy(%)0(−29/162)0(−58/84)0(−42/97)0(−50/103)
EsophagusDmean(Gy)−3(−17/28)−5(−27/30)−4(−31/31)−4(−31/35)
SpinalcanalDmax(Gy)−1(−9/6)1(−14/6)0(−16/9)1(−21/8)

BodyD2cc(Gy)0(−2/6)0(−1/4)0(0/1)0(−3/1)
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Table A2. Overview of the performed robustness evaluations, and the criteria used in each evaluation.
The criteria in parentheses were used for interplay evaluation. * OAR constraints are shown in
Table A1.

Evaluations of Evaluations at Plan Evaluations at Start Evaluation Criteria

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Plan Plan AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Target dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

CTV D98% > 95% (90%)
CTV D2% < 107% (110%)

OAR dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

Body D2cc < 107% (110%)
OARs within constraints *

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Start Start AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Table A3. Breathing motion amplitudes of the primary tumor in the Plan and Start 4DCTs. Median
value and range are given for each direction.

Direction Motion—Plan Motion—Start

x (left–right) 1 mm (0–5) 1 mm (0–6)
y (anterior–posterior) 2 mm (1–4) 2 mm (1–4)

z (cranio–caudal) 4 mm (1–15) 4 mm (1–13)

Table A4. Robust evaluation of CTV dose, showing median values and range.

Parameter Evaluation SFUD 4DIMPT IMPT

CTV D98% (%)

Plan CT0/50 97.5 (94.8–98.8) 98.0 (97.0–99.0) 97.8 (96.5–98.5)
Plan setup/range 97.0 (95.6–97.7) 97.2 (95.6–97.7) 97.3 (95.1–98.1)

Plan interplay 93.6 (90.7–97.5) 95.0 (93.5–97.0) 94.6 (91.8–97.0)
Start 97.6 (85.3–98.8) 97.6 (86.2–98.7) 97.5 (81.8–98.2)

Start CT0/50 97.4 (43.2–98.8) 97.4 (61.3–98.9) 97.1 (35.6–98.4)

CTV D2% (%)

Plan CT0/50 102.2 (101.2–103.2) 102.5 (102.0–103.5) 102.5 (102.0–103.9)
Plan setup/range 103.3 (102.2–104.5) 103.2 (102.3–104.2) 103.3 (102.5–105.5)

Plan interplay 104.9 (102.7–107.6) 105.3 (103.2–107.5) 105.5 (104.1–106.7)
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Start CT0/50 102.3 (101.1–104.9) 102.5 (102.0–104.0) 102.5 (101.8–103.8)

Table A5. Difference in OAR parameters from Plan to Start, relative to the Plan value. Median and
range are shown for each technique. Positive values indicate a higher dose and negative values
indicate a lower dose at Start.
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Table A2. Overview of the performed robustness evaluations, and the criteria used in each evaluation.
The criteria in parentheses were used for interplay evaluation. * OAR constraints are shown in
Table A1.

Evaluations of Evaluations at Plan Evaluations at Start Evaluation Criteria

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Plan Plan AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Target dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

CTV D98% > 95% (90%)
CTV D2% < 107% (110%)

OAR dose robustness
Plan S/R

Plan CT0/50
Plan Interplay

Start AIP
Start CT0/50

Body D2cc < 107% (110%)
OARs within constraints *

Target coverage and
OAR sparing at Start Start AIP

CTV D98% > 95%
CTV D2% < 107%
Body D2cc < 107%

OARs within constraints *

Table A3. Breathing motion amplitudes of the primary tumor in the Plan and Start 4DCTs. Median
value and range are given for each direction.

Direction Motion—Plan Motion—Start
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Table A5. Difference in OAR parameters from Plan to Start, relative to the Plan value. Median and
range are shown for each technique. Positive values indicate a higher dose and negative values
indicate a lower dose at Start.
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StartCT0/50102.3(101.1–104.9)102.5(102.0–104.0)102.5(101.8–103.8)

TableA5.DifferenceinOARparametersfromPlantoStart,relativetothePlanvalue.Medianand
rangeareshownforeachtechnique.Positivevaluesindicateahigherdoseandnegativevalues
indicatealowerdoseatStart.
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Figure A1. Common beam configurations for different tumor locations: (a) frontal oblique tumor 
with oblique and frontal fields, (b) nodes in the frontal part of the mediastinum with two slightly 
frontal oblique fields, (c) dorsal tumor with dorsal oblique and dorsal fields, and (d) large tumor 
near the brachial plexus, with slightly frontal oblique, dorsal and dorsal oblique fields. 

 
Figure A2. SFUD plan for patient 3. Deeper breathing and increased breathing motion causes the 
CTV (pink) in the mediastinum to extend 15 mm more caudally and 3 mm more cranially on the 
Start AIP (right) compared to the Plan AIP (left). The yellow cross shows a reference position in 
both images. The 95% isodose (green) does not cover the caudal area of the CTV at Start. Notably, 
the diaphragm position had also changed in this patient, and this change would be detectable on 
CBCT imaging. 

Figure A1. Common beam configurations for different tumor locations: (a) frontal oblique tumor
with oblique and frontal fields, (b) nodes in the frontal part of the mediastinum with two slightly
frontal oblique fields, (c) dorsal tumor with dorsal oblique and dorsal fields, and (d) large tumor near
the brachial plexus, with slightly frontal oblique, dorsal and dorsal oblique fields.
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the diaphragm position had also changed in this patient, and this change would be detectable on
CBCT imaging.
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FigureA1.Commonbeamconfigurationsfordifferenttumorlocations:(a)frontalobliquetumor
withobliqueandfrontalfields,(b)nodesinthefrontalpartofthemediastinumwithtwoslightly
frontalobliquefields,(c)dorsaltumorwithdorsalobliqueanddorsalfields,and(d)largetumornear
thebrachialplexus,withslightlyfrontaloblique,dorsalanddorsalobliquefields.
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FigureA2.SFUDplanforpatient3.Deeperbreathingandincreasedbreathingmotioncausesthe
CTV(pink)inthemediastinumtoextend15mmmorecaudallyand3mmmorecraniallyonthe
StartAIP(right)comparedtothePlanAIP(left).Theyellowcrossshowsareferencepositionin
bothimages.The95%isodose(green)doesnotcoverthecaudalareaoftheCTVatStart.Notably,
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